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PREFACE ix

Preface

ix

This report is part of the nine-volume series entitled Technology for the
United States Navy and Marine Corps, 2000-2035:  Becoming a 21st-Century
Force.  The series is the product of an 18-month study requested by the Chief of
Naval Operations, who, in a memorandum on November 28, 1995, asked the
National Research Council to initiate through its Naval Studies Board a thorough
examination of the impact of advancing technology on the form and capability of
the naval forces to the year 2035.  To carry out this study, eight technical panels
were organized under the committee on Technology for Future Naval Forces to
examine all of the specific technical areas called out in the terms of reference.

The study’s terms of reference (Appendix A) asked for an identification of
“present and emerging technologies that relate to the full breadth of Navy and
Marine Corps mission capabilities,” with specific attention to “(1) information
warfare, electronic warfare, and the use of surveillance assets; (2) mine warfare
and submarine warfare; (3) Navy and Marine Corps weaponry in the context of
effectiveness on target; [and] (4) issues in caring for and maximizing effective-
ness of Navy and Marine Corps human resources.”  The terms of reference went
on to identify 10 technical areas for special attention.  One involved modeling
and simulation (M&S):  “The naval service is increasingly dependent upon mod-
eling and simulation.  The study should review the overall architecture of models
and simulation in the DoD (DoN, JCS, and OSD), the ability of the models to
represent real world situations, and their merits as tools upon which to make
technical and force composition decisions.”

It was against this background that the Panel on Modeling and Simulation
was constituted and asked to develop the present report.  Upon reviewing the
terms of reference and defining a feasible scope of work, the panel noted that
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recent documents (some of them produced after the terms of reference were cre-
ated) already provide a reasonable architecture-level survey of the Defense Depart-
ment’s M&S, as well as a vision statement.  In particular, the Office of the Secre-
tary of Defense’s (OSD’s) Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) has
developed a substantial Master Plan for M&S, the purpose of which is to establish
a common technical framework for DOD’s M&S.1   Given this body of existing
material, the panel focused its efforts on key issues that have previously received
little or insufficient attention.  The objectives the panel set for itself, then, were
(1) to clarify why the Department of the Navy leadership should care and be
concerned about the substantive content and comprehensibility of M&S; (2) to
assess what the Navy Department (and DOD) may need to do to benefit fully
from the opportunities presented by M&S technology; (3) to clarify what M&S
can and cannot be expected to accomplish in aiding decisions on technical, force-
composition, and operations planning issues; and (4) to present priorities for
M&S-related research.

The panel made no attempt to conduct a full survey of M&S relevant to the
Department of the Navy.  Much of the report deals with large-scale joint models
such as those used in campaign planning, the evaluation of systems and new
doctrinal concepts, or joint training—e.g., M&S such as the Joint Warfare Sys-
tem (JWARS) and the Joint Simulation System (JSIMS) systems now under
development.  The report has less to say about engineering- or engagement-level
models, although it discusses the important role of simulation-based acquisition.
Finally, this report is not a “forecast,” nor does it lay out “roadmaps” for what
should be done decade by decade for the next 40 years.  Instead, the panel has
chosen to focus on a chronic problem that took many years to develop and will
take many years to deal with effectively—the lack of a good military-science
research foundation on which to base the modeling and simulation that it so much
depends on—and on priorities for remedying that problem over the years ahead.

Panel membership included experts in the research for and development and
application of modeling and simulation, in both defense and nondefense do-
mains.  It also included experts in force planning; operations planning; applied
mathematics, including probability and statistics; modeling and simulation theory;
physics, including statistical mechanics; control theory; computer science; elec-
trical engineering; operations research; gaming; and strategic planning.

The panel met eight times to receive briefings from Service and industry

 1See Defense Modeling and Simulation Office. 1995a. Department of Defense Modeling and
Simulation (M&S) Master Plan, Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Tech-
nology, Washington, D.C., October; Kaminski, Paul G., Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition
and Technology. 1996. “DMSO ‘Modeling and Simulation,’” Keynote address at DOD Fifth Annual
Industry Briefing, Alexandria, Va., May 22; and other materials—both formal and informal—avail-
able from the DMSO or the DMSO’s World Wide Web site at http://www.dmso.mil.
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representatives, visit facilities, deliberate, and draft its report.  It also participated
in the three plenary meetings for the overall study.  The first plenary meeting, in
March 1996, established organization and a common starting point for the entire
study.  It included presentations by the Chief of Naval Operations and other high-
level officials of the Navy Department, the other Services, the Defense Depart-
ment, and industry.  The subsequent plenaries were for drafting, comparison and
integration across panels, the working out of cross-cutting issues, and synthesis
(reflected primarily in Volume 1: Overview).  The result follows.  The report
(which consists of a summary, the main report, and a set of appendixes) discusses
modeling and simulation as a foundation technology for many developments that
will be central to the Department of the Navy and Department of Defense over
the next 3 to 4 decades.

The panel report is, of course, a product of the whole.  However, the Vice
Chair, Paul Davis, organized and led report preparation.  He and Richard Ivanetich
also compiled the panel’s work and briefed it to study leadership along the way.
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1

Executive Summary

OVERVIEW:  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Department of the Navy must take a new look at modeling and simula-
tion (M&S):

• The very nature of warfare is changing, perhaps drastically.  The U.S.
style of war is becoming technologically complex and dependent on distributed
and interconnected systems.  Modeling and simulation will be core tools for
planning and conducting warfare as revolutionary changes in military affairs take
place, especially since intuition based on past wars will become less helpful over
time.

• Indeed, independent of Navy and Marine actions, M&S will be deeply
embedded within joint command-and-control systems.  Without enhanced ef-
forts, the Navy and Marine Corps will not understand the strengths or limits of
such models and simulations, nor be proficient with them.

• M&S will also become a core feature of system development and acquisi-
tion, as is the case already in leading-edge civilian industry.  Because of its central-
ity, M&S should be seen as an enterprise technology in itself—part of the revolu-
tion in business affairs that is now a key element of the Department of Defense’s
(DOD’s) overall strategy.

While the future of M&S should be exceedingly bright, the Department of
the Navy will not be able to exploit its potential unless it attends to serious and
chronic shortfalls—the most important of which relate not to software, but to the
quality and content of the underlying models.  Dramatic advances are being made
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in DOD’s M&S, but these advances are associated mainly with computer and
software technologies.  By contrast, too little attention has been focused on the
content of the models themselves, or on the research base needed to create that
content.  Failure to address this shortfall will inevitably lead to less effective but
more expensive combat forces and—quite possibly—serious operational failures.
The escalating complexity of planned systems and operations creates profound
integration challenges requiring superb M&S for success—and for the avoidance
of downright failures.

All of this suggests that the Department of the Navy needs to make an
attitude shift regarding M&S, which has never previously merited a high priority
for leadership attention.  Today, what is needed is a strategic commitment to
exploiting M&S (Figure ES.1).  This, of course, would lead to a strategy, policy,
and investment actions.  In this report the Panel on Modeling and Simulation
identifies priorities for such matters.  One priority involves the two principal joint
simulation programs for training and analysis, the Joint Simulation System
(JSIMS) and the Joint Warfare System (JWARS), respectively.  Since first-gen-
eration versions will be quite imperfect and the systems may last 10 to 20 years,
the panel recommends that the Department of the Navy take an active role to
ensure that JSIMS and JWARS are produced as evolving systems that incorpo-
rate future research results.  This is not simply a management issue, but rather
something very challenging technically, since the architecture of the simulations

FIGURE ES.1  Looking at M&S strategically.

TO BE RESCANNED
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must allow this evolution.  Also, links must be created between the research and
M&S worlds, links that do not now exist.  And the research itself must be
expanded substantially.

The research needed falls into two categories, warfare-area research and
fundamental research.  The former involves understanding the processes that take
place in combat (e.g., those of littoral operations or long-range precision strike).
This is military science, not programming, and commercial industry will not lead
the way.  The fundamental research needed involves theory and methodology
that will make it possible to design and construct sound and reusable models and
simulations that will also be comprehensible, flexible, and testable in specific
contexts.  Achieving these features will require major advances.  It follows that
the panel recommends that the Department of the Navy (working with other
Services and DOD as appropriate) establish a robust but focused program in
research, with both warfare-area research and research on fundamental theory
and methods.

Unfortunately, research alone is not sufficient, and its fruits are often not
harvested because researchers, M&S developers, warfighters, and other leader-
ship figures are often disconnected.  Accordingly, the panel recommends that the
Department of the Navy establish processes that ensure early scientific review of
models emerging from research, a competitive atmosphere in which “the mar-
ket” of model users is both encouraged and assisted in constantly evolving their
M&S to represent the best available knowledge (i.e., in assimilating improve-
ments), and a general emphasis on quality, including the ability to represent
uncertainty.  Accomplishing this will require a multiyear commitment of senior
leadership, because the baseline culture is very different from the one needed.
Elements of a changed approach would include enhanced officer education and
continual “beta testing” of models and simulations by organizations such as the
war colleges and commands, testing that extends deeply into content, not merely
software performance.  However, such “operators” will need substantial assis-
tance from the scientific community.

In addition to addressing the quality and content of models and simulation,
the Department of the Navy needs to make investments that cut across usual
organizational stovepipes and budget accounts.  This relates to the promise of
simulation-based acquisition.  Accordingly, the panel recommends that the De-
partment of the Navy treat simulation-based acquisition (SBA) as a key enabling
technology with extraordinary long-term leverage and that it organize and invest
consistently with that enterprise-technology view.

RICH OPPORTUNITIES FOR MODELING AND SIMULATION

Modeling and simulation (M&S) offers the promise of greatly enhancing
future naval force capabilities and achieving major cost savings.  To cite a few
examples:
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• Concept development.  Next-century naval forces will require new opera-
tional concepts and force structures—in some cases radically different from cur-
rent ones.  Ours is an era of military ferment analogous to that of the 1920s or
1930s.  M&S can help screen, design, and test concepts and force structures
before irrevocable commitments to them are made.  In principle, M&S could also
be compelling enough to “force” needed changes of doctrine before disasters
occur in war.

• Simulation-based acquisition (SBA).  Representations of proposed system
designs can be constructed and tested in simulated environments.  These virtual
prototypes can be used to refine system requirements and relate tradeoff and
engineering decisions to these requirements.  Subsequently, computer-based rep-
resentations can be maintained as development and production occur, and as
modifications are introduced throughout the life cycle.  The results can be more
affordable systems that are better attuned to an operator’s needs, easier to assimi-
late, and easier to modify.  The remarkable success of the Boeing 777’s develop-
ment merely tapped the surface of what will eventually be possible.

• Decision support.  M&S can assist commanders in their planning for
combat and other military operations.  Key uses include developing and assessing
proposed courses of action, mission planning and rehearsal, and dynamic situa-
tion assessment and adaptation in the course of battle.  M&S-based decision
support also has an important role in peacetime activities such as concept evalu-
ation and resource allocation.

Models and simulations are being used for all of these functions today.
Indeed, the breadth of M&S is enormous, as suggested by Figure ES.2.  The best-
known recent successes have been in training, but there is rapidly growing docu-
mentation on valuable applications throughout Figure ES.2’s cube—as judged
not only by those advocating M&S, but also by senior commanders.  Docu-
mented examples of recent high-leverage payoffs from M&S are given in Chap-
ter 2, but the future is more relevant in this study.  It is especially significant for
the future that M&S will be thoroughly embedded in command-and-control sys-
tems.  There have already been numerous exercises in which differences between
the real and the simulated have been blurred or made invisible to some partici-
pants.  This will be increasingly the case as U.S. forces adopt the concepts
sketched in the Joint Chiefs of Staff’s Joint Vision 2010 (Shalikashvili, 1996).

THE POTENTIAL FOR FAILURES AND DISASTERS

Cautions Amidst Enthusiasm

Despite this bullish introduction and the fact that M&S will surely “take off”
in the commercial sector, the potential of M&S for the Department of the Navy
and DOD may not be realized in the foreseeable future.  Some of the DOD’s most
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important and expensive M&S efforts may fail or—perhaps worse—end up sad-
dling the DOD components with mediocre, inflexible, and sometimes misleading
tools that impede innovation and improvement of content.  There is also the
potential for disasters due to overdependence on M&S for images and predictions
that appear more valid than they actually are (the “Spielberg” effect).  This could
cost lives and undercut military operations.

One basic problem is that DOD’s investments have been concentrated more on
content-neutral computer and software technologies rather than on the content of
the models.1   On the technology side, much has happened, for example, object-

FIGURE ES.2  The scope of DOD’s M&S activities.  SOURCE:  Adapted from Defense
Modeling and Simulation Office (1996d), Figure 2-1.

1There are some partial counterexamples, of course: e.g., “knowledge acquisition” for the “semi-
automated forces” (SAFOR) used in the Joint Countermine Operational Simulation (JCOS) and the
Army’s tactical training system, new modeling of C4ISR effects in JWARS, development of object
models, and research on configural effects.  Even in these cases, however, the work has often been
more like “computer modeling” than establishing an empirical and theoretical research base.
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oriented programming, high-performance computing, computer-aided design, and
establishment of the communications protocols and infrastructure for everything
from collaborative, distributed, multidisciplinary, simulation-based engineering
design to large-scale distributed war games.  The dramatic progress in technology
will assuredly continue because of commercial developments and DOD efforts
such as those of its Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO).

An Undernourished Knowledge Base

In contrast, there has been curiously little investment in the knowledge base
determining the substantive content and quality of much M&S—particularly
higher-level M&S needed for mission- and campaign-level work.  It is an open
secret, and a point of distress to many in the community, that too much of the
substantive content of such M&S has its origin in anecdote, the infamous
“BOGSAT” (bunch of guys sitting around a table), or stereotypical versions of
today’s doctrinally correct behavior.  There is a need for focused research on the
phenomena of combat and other military activities, both historical and prospec-
tive.  This is the realm of military science.

Another shortfall in knowledge relates to theories and methods for conceiv-
ing, designing, and building models (as distinct from software).  Symptoms of the
problem are evident if one observes that DOD’s M&S often consists of nothing
more than the computer code itself: there is no separable documented “model” to
be reviewed and improved, nor any way to readily understand the assumptions
generating the simulation’s behavior.  This can hardly be a comfortable basis for
decision support.

Complex Systems

The inherent complexity of the systems and force operations that DOD is
attempting to simulate introduces new difficulties.  Too many forecasts are ex-
trapolating unreasonably from the Boeing 777 experience, and from M&S suc-
cesses in weapon-system and small-unit training, to imagined M&S systems of
extraordinary complexity.  Recent failures such as the automated Denver airport
baggage system and the Federal Aviation Administration advanced air-traffic-
control system suggest the difficulties associated with reliably modeling and
engineering complex systems.  The military operations envisioned for future
forces in the information era involve exceedingly complex systems.

Complexity is a multifaceted concept, but to appreciate some of what is
involved here, the panel notes that planners, commanders, and engineers are most
familiar and comfortable with systems (and models) that are primarily static,
linear, and deterministic.  However, automated and integrated military systems
(the systems-of-systems approach) involve systems and models that are dynamic,
nonlinear, and heterogeneous interconnections of mixed subsystems, with a much
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more sophisticated treatment of uncertainty, including uncertainties about the
opponent’s intentions and actions.

The panel’s principal observation here is that dealing with such complex sys-
tems effectively is a decades-long task.  In the meantime, there is need for humility,
multiple approaches and competition, patience, and hedges.  And even long-run
success will require profound changes in the way M&S is conceived and designed,
as well as an across-the-board attention to its content and validity—in a sense that
suitably recognizes uncertainties.  The panel describes what is needed below.

Assimilation of M&S Technology

Finally, there are the problems of assimilation and exploitation.  M&S is an
enabling technology, but its value is cross-cutting, and it has no natural single
home.  Nor should it, since—in a partial defense of stovepiping—the majority of
work must be dictated by the needs of individual applications.  However, when-
ever such a cross-cutting technology is introduced or its use expanded, there are
organizational and managerial challenges.  The key to success is often having a
strategy embraced by the organization’s leadership.

Against this background diagnosis, the panel has observations and sugges-
tions in each of a number of subjects.  In essence, the recommendation is for a
concerted and long-overdue effort to improve the research base for the Depart-
ment of the Navy’s and DOD’s models, and to ensure that the results of research
are in fact incorporated.  The panel’s recommendations include priorities and
suggestions for a strategy, not simply general funding of research.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON JOINT MODELS

Concerns

One useful focus for the Department of the Navy’s thinking about M&S is
the set of joint systems now in development (most prominently JSIMS and
JWARS).  Taken together, these worthy programs (including the Service com-
ponents) have a price tag approaching $1 billion.  It is DOD’s intention that
JSIMS and JWARS will become the core for all future joint work on training
and analysis, respectively.  Although this is unlikely (a wider range of models
will probably prove necessary), it may indeed be that JSIMS and JWARS will
dominate the joint M&S scene for the next 20 years.  Thus, it is important to the
Department of the Navy that naval forces be adequately represented.  Other-
wise, valuable training opportunities will be compromised and the Navy and
Marines will suffer in the competitions about doctrinal changes, future mis-
sions, and force-structure tradeoffs.  More generally, the quality of joint work
will suffer.

Unfortunately, it is likely that first-generation versions of JSIMS and JWARS
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will not be satisfactory—even with heroic efforts and even though the products
will have many excellent features.  There will be major shortcomings with re-
spect to both content and performance.  Consequently, the panel recommends
that the Navy insist that DOD and the program offices adopt open-architecture
attitudes that will promote rather than discourage substitution of improved mod-
ules as ideas arise from the research and operations communities, and that they
build explicit and well-exercised mechanisms to ensure that such substitutions
occur.

This recommendation may seem uncontroversial, and it calls for no more
than what some of the programs (notably JSIMS) are projecting on viewgraphs,
but the history of DOD modeling has often been to produce relatively monolithic
and inflexible programs.  Further, there has been great DOD emphasis in recent
years on avoiding alleged redundancies, collecting “authoritative representations,”
and exercising configuration control.  The panel observes widespread frustration
among analysts and other substantive users of models, who see DOD’s M&S
efforts as driven by civilian and military managers who think models are com-
modities to be standardized, who sometimes seem to value standardization more
highly than quality (harsh words, but too important to be omitted), and who have
given near-exclusive emphasis to software technology issues.  They and the panel
believe that M&S should instead be seen as organic, evolving, and flexible sys-
tems with no permanent shape (but with standardized infrastructure, including
many component pieces).

In fact, the visionary technical infrastructure being promoted by OSD’s De-
fense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) (and software technologists) will
permit the open system approach and will permit competition among alternative
models (e.g., alternative representations of ballistic-missile defense, mine war-
fare, or command, control, communications, computing, intelligence, surveil-
lance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR)).  Thus, while it would be easy for JWARS,
JSIMS, and other systems to end up as rigid monoliths, with the right architecture
and organizational structure DOD can have its cake and eat it:  it can have
“standard configurations” while still making it easy for users to substitute model
components as new ideas and methods emerge.  An important but more subtle
aspect of this infrastructure is connecting model evolution to the R&D and opera-
tional communities concerned with both current and futuristic doctrine; and,
significantly, nurturing a competition of ideas and models.  In that way the
evolution will be more like survival of the soundest than like continuation of
what has previously been approved.

The panel underlines the problem of incorporating research results when
they exist because, at present, the communities that do research and the program-
ming of models often do not communicate well and there is little pressure to
assure that the “best” models are reflected in M&S.  Indeed, there is much
pressure to avoid changes.
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Technical Attributes Needed in Joint Models

Against this background of concerns, the panel recommends that the Navy
advocate an approach to joint-model development that has a long-haul view and
an associated emphasis on flexibility.  The groundwork should be in current
model-building efforts for the following, which will be important in selected
applications in the years ahead:

• Multi-resolution modeling, not only of entities, but also of physical and
command-and-control processes, with the objective of building integrated mod-
els of families with different levels of resolution.

• Explicit decision models representing the reasoning and behavior of com-
manders and different levels, and reflecting in natural ways courses of action,
plans, and the adaptations that commanders make in the course of operations.

• Diverse representations of uncertainty, including use of probability dis-
tributions (and, sometimes, alternatives such as fuzzy-set concepts), even in ag-
gregate-level models.

• Systematic treatment of important correlations (e.g., the “configural ef-
fects” of mine warfare and air defense).

• Explanation capabilities linking simulated behavior to situations, param-
eter values, rules and algorithms, and underlying conceptual models.

• Mixed modes of play that are interactive, selectively interruptible (e.g., for
only higher-level commander decisions), and automated.  (The panel regards the
option for human play as critical for analytic applications as well as training, and
the option of closed play, e.g., of the opponent, as critical for training.)

• Testing of new doctrinal concepts requiring new entities, attributes, and
processes.

• Different types of models.  The systems should accommodate model types
as diverse as general state-space and simple Lanchester equations, entity-level
“physics-based” models, and agent-based models with emergent behaviors.  They
should employ such varied tools for such uses as statistical analysis, generation of
response surfaces, symbolic manipulators, inference engines, and search methods
(e.g., genetic algorithms).  The models must be able to deal not just with old-style
head-on-head attrition warfare, but also with maneuver warfare on a nonlinear
battlefield in the information era, and with operations in urban sprawl.  They
must reflect different command-and-control concepts.

• Tailored assembly.  The systems should facilitate tailored creation of
models, including relatively simple M&S for specific applications.  That is, one
should conceive of JSIMS and JWARS as tool kits with rapid-assembly and
modification mechanisms.  Excessive complexity obfuscates and paralyzes.

In some respects, the last item is the most important.  Given the break-
throughs in software technology over the last two decades, it is feasible (though
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not easy)—and essential—for major M&S efforts to be designed for frequent
adaptation, specialization, and module-by-module improvement.  One should
think of assembling the right model, not taking it from the shelf whole.  Further,
it should be possible to discard or abstract complexities irrelevant to the problem
at hand.  Doing so runs directly counter to the common inclination to seek high
resolution for everything, but tailored simplifications are crucial in applications—
especially when they involve “exploratory analysis” over diverse situations and
assumptions rather than point calculations.  The type of analysis is crucial when
uncertainties are large—as they often are.  In any case, the need for simplicity is
generally much better understood by those who have conducted studies or exer-
cises, or designed decision-support systems, than by those who develop software.

The panel notes, however, that there are limits to what can be accomplished
by assembly or composition.  The Department of the Navy and DOD should be
skeptical about the notion that a single system (e.g., JWARS or JSIMS) will
prove useful to a wide range of communities.  It is one thing to assemble and
tailor components for one study rather than another, or for one exercise rather
than another.  It is a very different matter to have the same system and library of
components support a broad range of different functions (testing, exercises, force
planning, etc.).   Viewgraphs postulating such versatility do not constitute an
existence proof.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH

Research in Key Warfare Areas

As noted above, there has been relatively little recent investment in under-
standing the phenomenology of military operations at the mission and opera-
tional levels.  Much of the basis for related M&S is still programmer hypothesis
and qualitative opinions expressed by subject matter experts.  This has not always
been so.  During and after World War II, operations research worked from a rich
empirical base, but now the United States is entering a period of nonlinear,
parallel, information-era warfare for which the intuition of scientists, operations
researchers, and warriors is insufficient and unreliable.  Further, it will be relying
on complex systems working as designed in multifaceted joint campaigns.  Suc-
cess may be much less tolerant of errors in concept and execution than in days
past.  Indeed, some of the doctrinal concepts under discussion will involve very
high risks.

Given, then, that improvement of the research base is essential, how might it
be accomplished?  Rather than merely urging general support for research, the
panel recommends a managerially focused approach with priorities and mecha-
nisms for assuring relevance and assimilation.  Accordingly, the panel recom-
mends that the Navy and Marine Corps select a few high-priority warfare areas
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and create research programs to support them.  These programs should be orga-
nized so as to ensure close ties to operational and doctrinal-development commu-
nities, and to relevant training and exercise efforts that could be mined as a source
of empirical knowledge (e.g., as suggested in Figure ES.3, which would exploit
emerging capabilities for distributed interactive simulation).  This is a nontrivial
and potentially controversial suggestion, since the long-standing tradition has
been to avoid—and even prohibit—extensive data collection for use beyond
those being trained.  The costs of such efforts would be small in comparison with
those for buying and operating forces, or even procuring large models.  Although
the Department of the Navy (and DOD) need to make up for past failures to
invest adequately in research, this is a domain in which a total of $20 million to
$30 million per year can accomplish a great deal.

As a first list of warfare areas for focused research, the panel recommends
the following, which have some overlaps:

• Expeditionary warfare and littoral operations;
• Joint task force operations with dispersed forces;
• Long-range precision strike against forces employing countermeasures;
• Theater-missile defense, including counterforce and speed-of-light weapon

options, against very large ballistic-missile and cruise-missile threats; and
• Short-notice, early-entry operations with opposition.

Each of the above warfare areas has major knowledge gaps that could be
narrowed by empirical and theoretical research closely tied to the “warrior com-
munities.”

This report describes key attributes of research programs for such warfare
areas.  An overarching theme is the need to take a holistic approach rather than

FIGURE ES.3  Using exercises as a source of empirical data for M&S.  SOURCE:
Reprinted, by permission, from Davis (1995b).  Copyright 1995 by IEEE.
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one based exclusively on either top-down or bottom-up ideas.  A second theme is
that the research should be seen as focused military science, not model building
per se.  This will determine the type and range of people involved, and also the
depth of the work.

Two examples may be useful here.  The first is the challenge of developing
command-control concepts for highly dispersed Marine Corps forces operating in
small units far from their ship-based support and dependent on a constellation of
joint systems.  The Marine Corps is studying alternative concepts in the Hunter/
Warrior experiments.  Such experiments need to be accompanied by systematic
research and modeling of different types, perhaps including new types of model-
ing useful in breaking old mind-sets.  It is plausible, for example, that cellular-
automata models could help illuminate behaviors of dispersed forces with vary-
ing command-control concepts ranging from centralized top-down control to
decentralized control based on mission orders.  To its great credit, the Marine
Corps is exploring such possibilities, opting to accept some “hype and smoke” in
the realm of controversial complex-system research in exchange for new perspec-
tives and tools useful in doctrinal innovation.  While the panel does not believe
such simplified models will prove adequate in the long run, they can be very
helpful in developing new hypotheses.

A Navy example involves mine and countermine warfare.  From prior re-
search based on sophisticated probabilistic modeling accounting for numerous
“configural effects” (i.e., effects of temporal and spatial correlations), it is known
that effective strategies for mine-laying or penetrating minefields are often
counterintuitive.  By exercising such models and simulation-based alternatives in
an exploratory manner (as distinct from answering specific questions), it should be
possible to develop decision aids of great value in training, acquisition, and opera-
tions.  Such aids should not, however, focus only on “best estimate” single-number
predictions; they should instead provide commanders with information about odds
of success, as a function of information.  If the aids are to be useful, they must be
informed by an intimate understanding of operational commanders’ needs.

Recommendations on Fundamental Research

While many research activities are best driven by applications, other critical
areas of M&S research require more fundamental research that might be spon-
sored by the Office of Naval Research (ONR), other Service analogues, the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), and the Director of
Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E).  In what follows the panel sug-
gests particular subjects for fundamental research, divided into theory, advanced
methodologies, and infrastructure (including tools).
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Modeling Theory

The panel recommends that research on the following be given priority:

• Multi-resolution modeling, integrated families of models, and aggrega-
tion-disaggregation.  Multiple-resolution modeling depicts phenomena at differ-
ent levels of detail.  In some cases a single model can operate at different levels of
resolution with appropriate kinds of consistency.  More often it is possible—
although unusual and difficult—to design integrated families of models that can
be mutually calibrated using information available in many forms and resolu-
tions, and to do so with full recognition of statistical averaging issues.  Such
families of integrated hierarchical models would be invaluable in all application
areas and would substantially improve validity, traceability, and the design of
exploratory analyses.  How to design and build such multi-resolution models or
families, however, is a frontier problem in modeling theory.  A related subject is
often called aggregation-disaggregation.  This often refers to distributed simula-
tions in which, within the course of a simulation, some of the entities must be
disaggregated and reaggregated (e.g., a Marine Corps company might have to be
disaggregated to engage simulated entity-level opponents and then reaggregated
to continue its maneuver).  While this is relatively straightforward from a soft-
ware perspective, there are deep questions concerning the consistency of behav-
iors at different resolution levels.

• Agent-based modeling and generative analysis.  Some of the most inter-
esting new forms of modeling involve so-called “agent-based systems” in which
low-level entities with relatively simple attributes and behaviors can collectively
produce (or “generate”) complex and realistic “emergent” system behaviors.  This
is potentially a powerful approach to understanding complex adaptive systems
generally—in fields as diverse as ecology, economics, and military command-
control.  A fundamental step in developing particular models and simulations is
deciding which attributes and interactions to represent, and in what detail.  This
choice should be the one that most adequately describes the phenomena one is
trying to observe, but that choice is often not known until the subsystems are
connected and the simulation is run.  Thus, methods should be developed to allow
one to iterate on the choice of the initial representations of subsystem models,
based on results of their use in interconnected systems.

• Semantic consistency.  Phenomenological representations in different
simulations need to interact with one another in distributed simulations.  Such
interaction is meaningful only if the representations are “semantically consis-
tent,” that is, if there is a shared understanding of what concepts and data “mean.”
This requires commonality of context and definition (or well-understood transla-
tions).  The Navy should track related research, adding to it for special purposes.
It should also support DMSO efforts to develop common models of the mission
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space (CMMS), which will assist in establishing semantic consistency in particu-
lar contexts and in developing integrated families of models.

Advanced Methodologies

The general task of developing and using models and simulations, and the
particular activity of forming phenomenological representations, would be aided
by methodological advances.  Particular topics are as follows:

• Characterization of uncertainty.  No matter how careful one is in prepar-
ing for a simulation, certain attributes and interactions will have some measure of
uncertainty.  Often, uncertainties dominate the problem.  Methods to track the
propagation of uncertainties should be developed since they can lead to large
uncertainties in the output of the simulation.  This is a particular challenge in
heterogeneous, nonlinear dynamical systems, where uncertainties in components
can interact in nonintuitive and unpredictable ways.  The so-called “butterfly
effect” in chaotic systems is a well-known popular example.

• Exploratory analysis under uncertainty.  Running a simulation for one set
of fixed conditions is generally not satisfactory since there are often large uncer-
tainties throughout the system.  Even normal sensitivity analysis on a one-vari-
able-at-a-time basis does not suffice because of interaction effects.  An important
research area, then, is developing ways to use modern computer power to explore
the space of simulation outcomes and to search for interesting regimes (e.g.,
regimes representing high or low risks for an operation or for especially profit-
able, or unacceptable, performance of a weapon).  This research has implications
for the design of models (some of it closely related to multi-resolution modeling),
search engines, and visualization methods.  It has even more profound implica-
tions for analysis and decision making because it encourages decision makers to
ask not about best-estimate outcomes, which are often no more likely than very
different ones, but rather about how outcomes of a strategy would be likely to
vary as a function of the many assumptions in “scenario space.”  This can help by
focusing attention on the need to avoid “dangerous regimes” in the course of
operations, by focusing attention on the search for crucial information, and by
emphasizing the need for both hedging and adaptability.  This approach, of
course, is quite different from the search for mythical optimality.

Infrastructure, Tools, and Supporting Technology

With regard to infrastructure, the following research areas are of particular
significance:

• Intellectual infrastructure.  Scientific and engineering disciplines typi-
cally have a mathematical language in which to frame and solve their problems—
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e.g., the use of calculus for disciplines as diverse as aeronautical engineering and
chemistry.  In contrast, there is no widely understood and adopted theoretical
basis for M&S.  To some extent, object-oriented modeling (not programming) is
helping here, but in practice it usually deals with only some of the problems.
While mathematics and systems theory can form a common language, modeling
assumptions and their consequences tend to be domain-specific and implicit.
Even worse, the only underpinning to many simulations is the computer code in
which they are written.  To help create the needed intellectual infrastructure, the
Department of the Navy and DOD should cooperate with industry and universi-
ties in encouraging the development of theory and the promulgation of standard
texts and case studies.  DOD’s adoption of software engineering methodologies
(e.g., in the JWARS effort) is useful here.  It may also be useful for the Depart-
ment of the Navy, other Service components, and OSD to cooperate in develop-
ing “virtual centers” exploiting the World Wide Web, and in establishing addi-
tional peer-reviewed journals and scientific conferences overseen by research
institutions.

• Object repositories and interface standards to enhance reusability and
composability.  Object-oriented technology admits the possibility of assembling
major parts of simulations to meet the demands of a particular application from sets
of stored objects representing entities and processes.  Realization of this capability
requires being able to manage large numbers of objects and to ensure consistency
despite involvement of multiple developers.  Such a capability could reduce costs
in simulation development and allow flexibility in simulation application.  A key of
OSD’s strategy in this domain is embodied in the high-level architecture (HLA),
which establishes standards for M&S that may be used in federations employing
distributed simulation.  Despite controversy and anxiety about program costs, the
HLA is a needed step in the direction of increased modularity and interoperability.
It will have many long-term benefits.  The Navy should support and exploit the
HLA initiative—recommending modifications as needed.

• Explanation/traceability capability.  This capability applies to all phases
of the management process.  For example, it would help document the source
code with multimedia techniques so that one could understand the phenomena
being represented, and it would help explain the results of a simulation by dis-
playing the logic trail that led to the results.  Realization of this capability would
figure centrally in achieving the verification, validation, and accreditation
(VV&A) of simulations, both in the formal sense and to the satisfaction of indi-
vidual users.  This capability is important for field commanders, managers, and
engineers.

For example, commanders using M&S to assess courses of action may
need to know the following: On what assumptions do the simulation outcomes
depend critically; should those assumptions be modified and the simulations rerun;
what if the component commanders are given contingent orders?  The implications
of having both comprehensible models and effective explanation/traceability capa-
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bility are so significant for VV&A that the Navy should undertake more general
efforts.  The Navy should use commercial products where appropriate and should
foster commercial development where necessary, since the capabilities required
will have more general value (e.g., to computer-aided design).  Such commercial
coupling is necessary because development of these capabilities will be expensive.

• Other tools.  Many other tools are badly needed.  These include tools for
(1) automated scenario generation and experimental design and (2) postprocessing
and data analysis.

Research Is Not Enough: Planning to Incorporate Its Fruits

There is one further challenge associated with research: assuring that its
products are recognized and used appropriately.  This is challenging because the
research, M&S-building, and user communities are reasonably distinct.  Those
building M&S often are only minimally acquainted with cutting-edge research in
either the phenomenology of warfare operations or modeling methodology.  Fur-
ther, their sponsoring organizations are often more interested in the stability of
M&S (and the related gargantuan databases) than in improvements of “theory,”
the rewards of which may be less than immediately tangible.  This state of affairs
probably continues because so little higher-level M&S is bounced against empiri-
cal realities.  The panel has several suggestions here:

• Requiring documentation of “conceptual models” (as distinct from details
of the implementing programs and databases),

• Providing scientific review of such models to advise the Navy about the
quality of the models in relation to scientific knowledge and best practices in the
community, and

• Redefining the JWARS and JSIMS programs to have a continuing com-
ponent responsible for reviewing, sponsoring, and incorporating research results.
The function should be one of nourishing military science, not merely adminis-
tration or auditing.  Major changes are needed if there is to be a resurgence of in-
depth study of military phenomena and the kind of open scientific discussion and
debate that will lead to top-quality M&S.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON ASSIMILATING
AND EXPLOITING M&S

The Need for Strategic Commitment

Finally, there are the organizational problems of assimilation and exploita-
tion.  As noted above, M&S is an enabling technology.  However, whenever such
a cross-cutting technology is introduced, there are organizational and managerial
challenges.  It is commonplace for the organization to measure the value of
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investments against the wrong yardsticks (e.g., saving money in narrow domains,
as distinct from changing the very way the organization does business and improv-
ing effectiveness for mainstream missions).  It is also common for investments to
go awry because (1) the new technology is procured and used as an add-on without
sufficient buy-in and influence by the organization’s core responsibility and work-
ers, (2) too much is done by committee without leaders and champions who under-
stand the core business, or (3) the educational groundwork has not been laid.
Despite much ongoing success, all of these M&S-related problems are visible in
DOD’s components, including the Navy and the Marine Corps.

Based on the history of technology assimilation and the specifics of the
current situation with respect to M&S, the panel recommends that the Depart-
ment of the Navy make a strategic commitment to the success of exploiting M&S.
Such a commitment would have consequences for organizational structure and
responsibility (although the panel makes no recommendations on such matters),
investment mechanisms (e.g., assuring that investment funds are available with-
out forcing program managers always to make tradeoffs within their own do-
mains), and the establishment of clear policies and strategies that would make
manifest the leadership’s demand for constant improvements in “validity” (as
understood in the context of sometimes-extreme uncertainties) and usefulness to
decision makers.  As discussed above, the panel believes that the appropriate
strategy would place considerable emphasis on warfare areas and cross-cutting
modeling challenges, rather than still more emphasis on computer and software
technology.  To put this more bluntly, if funding tradeoffs are needed within
M&S budgets, then the panel recommends giving higher priority to research
improving model content rather than programming or reprogramming of current
models.

In addition to investing in research to improve the quality and content of
models, the Department of the Navy must organize, plan, and invest strategically
if it is to enjoy the potentially great benefits of simulation-based acquisition.  In
doing so, it should take a long view because, as in other aspects of M&S, there are
substantial obstacles.  Success will be evolutionary over a period of decades.

Education for Next-generation Officers

One element of a strategy should be increased education in M&S for next-
generation officers.  The effective exploitation of M&S depends on the experi-
ence, knowledge, and wisdom of its practitioners, hence upon their education.
The panel recommends increased Navy investment in such education at all levels:
for those who acquire and design M&S tools, and also for those who rely on them
to guide acquisition, training, and operations.  Some of the education should be
in the form of enhanced master’s and Ph.D.-level programs.  Other aspects should
include short courses tailored for officers needing refresher courses, technology
updates, and preparation for next assignments involving M&S management.
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1

Introduction

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

This report discusses modeling and simulation (M&S) as a foundation tech-
nology for many developments that will be central to the Department of the Navy
and Department of Defense (DOD) over the next 3 to 4 decades.  As discussed in
the preface, the report is part of a larger National Research Council study, Tech-
nology for the United States Navy and Marine Corps, 2000-2035:  Becoming a
21st-Century Force.  The study’s Panel on Modeling and Simulation was asked
to assume a cross-cutting role and, specifically, to address issues of model quality
and validity—a matter of growing concern as the Department of the Navy and
DOD become increasingly dependent on M&S for activities as diverse as train-
ing, acquisition, and operations planning.

Terms of Reference

The terms of reference (TOR) for the overall study made the following
request:1

[T]he review should place emphasis on surveying present and emerging techni-
cal opportunities to advance Navy and Marine Corps capabilities. . . . [T]he
review should include key military and civilian technologies that can affect
Navy and Marine Corps future operations.  This technical assessment should
evaluate which science and technology research must be maintained in naval

1Letter from Admiral J.M. Boorda, USN, Chief of Naval Operations, to Dr. Bruce Alberts, Presi-
dent of the National Academy of Sciences, November 28, 1995.  See Appendix A.
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research laboratories as core requirements versus what research commercial
industry can be relied upon to develop.

More specifically with respect to M&S, the TOR stated:

The study should review the overall architecture of models and simulation in
the DoD (DoN, JCS, and OSD), the ability of models to represent real world
situations, and their merits as tools upon which to make technical and force
composition decisions.

Defining the Scope of Work

The panel interpreted its charge in light of other developments and judg-
ments about what it could most usefully accomplish consistent with the spirit of
the request.  The panel concluded that recent documents provide a reasonable
architecture-level survey of DOD’s M&S, as well as a vision statement.  In
particular, OSD’s Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) has devel-
oped a substantial Master Plan for M&S, the purpose of which is to establish a
common technical framework for DOD’s M&S.2  This involves establishing a
common high-level simulation architecture (HLA), conceptual models of the
mission space (CMMS), and data standards—items that the panel will discuss
later in more detail.

Figure 1.1, adapted liberally from the Master Plan (DMSO, 1996d), indicates
the breadth of DOD’s M&S.  Figure 1.1 highlights several facts.  First, M&S is
accomplished at many levels ranging from engineering subsystems up to full-
scale wars.  This report deals largely with higher level issues shaded in Figure
1.1.  Second, M&S is a key element of work in distinct functional areas—notably
training, acquisition, and operations planning.  Third, there is M&S for each of
the components of military capability, that is, ground forces, naval forces, and
aerospace forces.3  And, as indicated at the left side, there are other dimensions
that might have been highlighted:  the size and resolution of the M&S, the nature
and degree of human participation, and so on.

Given this existing material, the panel chose to focus more narrowly on key
issues that have previously gotten insufficient attention.  The objectives, then,
were as follows:

1. Clarifying why senior levels of the Department of the Navy should care
and be concerned about the substantive content and comprehensibility of M&S.

2See DMSO (1995a), Kaminski (1996), and other materials—both formal and informal—avail-
able from the DMSO or the DMSO’s World Wide Web site at http://www.dmso.mil.

3The Master Plan’s figure is somewhat different.  It shows the three functional areas as training,
analysis, and acquisition.  It also focuses on the sponsoring component of models rather than the
domain they cover.
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2. Assessing what the Department of the Navy (and DOD) may need to do
in order to benefit fully from the opportunities presented by M&S technology.

3. Clarifying what M&S can and cannot be expected to accomplish in
aiding decisions on technical, force-composition, and operations planning issues.

4. Establishing what priorities should be for M&S-related research.

The panel also made no attempt to conduct a full survey of Department of the
Navy-relevant M&S, given the enormity of the subject.  Much of the report deals
with large-scale joint models such as those used in campaign planning, the evalu-
ation of systems and new doctrinal concepts,  or joint training, for example, M&S
such as the JWARS and JSIMS systems now under development.  It has less to
say about engineering- or engagement-level models.  Examples also tend to focus
on naval forces.

REASONS FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY TO BE
INTERESTED IN AND CONCERNED ABOUT M&S

Top-level Reasons

With this background of definitions and distinctions, let us next ask why the
leadership of the Navy and Marine Corps should be more than routinely inter-
ested in M&S.  While M&S is already used throughout the Navy Department, this
is not a good enough reason to justify special high-level attention.  The reasons
for interest, however, are several.  They relate to

FIGURE 1.1  The scope of DOD’s M&S activities.  SOURCE:  Adapted from Defense
Modeling and Simulation Office (1996d), Figure 2-1.

TO BE RESCANNED
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• Success of next-century naval-force visions (see, e.g., Johnson and
Libicki, 1996);

• The size of the investment in M&S and the potential for saving money
and improving effectiveness;

• Relationship between M&S prowess and Service competitiveness; and
• Obstacles to success in M&S, including problems of model quality and

validity.

M&S as a Critical Factor

The panel’s first observation is that the visions painted by the other panels of
the larger study, Technology for the United States Navy and Marine Corps, 2000-
2035:  Becoming a 21st-Century Force, depend on extraordinary advances in
M&S in the several domains.  As one example, simulation-based acquisition
(SBA) can bring about revolutionary changes in ship- and weapon-system devel-
opment.4  At the other end of the story, M&S will be an integral part of the
command-and-control system that commanders use to develop and test opera-
tions plans, and to conduct mission rehearsals before going into battle.  It will be
an integral part of adaptive planning during campaigns—especially in the longer
term when military adversaries become considerably more capable than they are
today.  If phrases like dominant battlefield knowledge (as distinct from a more
static situational awareness) mean anything, they mean that future commanders
will be able to project and predict (with an understanding of probabilities) and
therefore adapt quickly and decisively.5

Economic Issues

A second reason for interest is economic.  The Department of the Navy (and
DOD) is investing large sums to develop aspects of M&S.  The proper infrastruc-
ture creating interoperability and reusability of model components and data should
lead to large dollar savings.  However, there is no guarantee that this will occur or
that naval forces will be adequately represented.  Thus, the Department of the
Navy has an interest in active participation and leadership with respect to M&S
activities.

M&S and the Department of the Navy Competitiveness

A third reason is another practical one:  the Navy’s competitiveness in rela-
tion to the other Services will depend on the expertise that it develops in M&S.

4This was emphasized in a report of the Naval Research Advisory Committee (1994).
5For discussion of troublesome future adversaries, see Defense Science Board (1995).  For discus-

sion of information dominance, see, e.g., Johnson and Libicki (1996).
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The latter will be so important to future joint operations that the Services having
the best expertise and systems may have the competitive edge for roles and
missions (e.g., command and control for a joint task force or theater missile
defense), leadership positions generally, and budget share.  The converse is also
true:  if the Department of the Navy is not sufficiently expert—and, even if it is,
if it is not sufficiently “connected” to the joint-simulation world—then it should
expect to suffer in the competition for budget shares.

Potential Roadblocks

This said, there are many potential roadblocks to success of M&S in the
Department of the Navy (and DOD).  The advances will not occur naturally,
except in domains where the commercial sector is driving progress.  For example,
one can hardly expect the commercial sector to develop decision-support systems
for commanders to use in war, with all the associated complexities, dynamics,
competitive and lethal processes, and fog.  Nor can one expect productivity
enhancing and cost-cutting successes in the commercial world to automatically
be assimilated into government organizations: generational changes of technol-
ogy and reengineering are often painful.  They do not happen without top-down
insistence and direction, although successful implementation often depends criti-
cally on bottom-up innovations and enthusiasms from the winners in the Darwin-
ian struggle for survival.

GETTING STARTED: SOME DEFINITIONS AND DISTINCTIONS

Definitions

Models Versus Simulations

Discussion of M&S is complicated by terminological ambiguity.  “Model”
and “simulation” are often used interchangeably.  In other contexts, they are
distinguished, but in several different and confusing ways.  Although the DMSO
has issued official definitions (DMSO, 1995b), the ambiguities are long-standing
and will not go away.

In this report, the panel generally uses “model” to refer to a conceptual
representation of some part of the real world, perhaps something expressed in
equations, diagrams, or a verbal description.  Some models generate descriptions
of how the system of interest or aspects thereof change over time; these are called
simulation models.  If such models are implemented in a computer program or
human exercise, we refer to the implementations as simulation programs or,
simply, simulations.  In day-to-day usage, these are often referred to as models,
but the panel reserves the term model for what might more fully be termed
“conceptual model.”
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The phrase modeling and simulation (M&S) blurs “model” and “simulation”
and, as commonly used, conveys the sense that M&S consists of computer pro-
grams or simulators such as those used to train pilots or for military exercises.
However, it is important to remember that not all models are implemented as
computer programs (Figure 1.2) and not all models are simulations (Figure 1.3).
The first distinction is significant when talking about M&S quality, because the
problems may be in the software, the ideas and designs underlying the software,
or the absence of any models beyond the computer code itself.  The second
distinction is important because a sound approach to the problems associated
with M&S should include nonsimulation models.

Having made these definitions and distinctions, the panel must now ac-
knowledge that it also uses the term “simulation” to mean something altogether

FIGURE 1.2  The real world, model, and implementation.

FIGURE 1.3  Types of models.

TO BE RESCANNED
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different.  In particular, the panel refers to the important new activity of simula-
tion-based acquisition.  In this context, “simulation” refers to the computerized
representation of something like an aircraft or ship being developed in a paperless
environment—even though the representation may be purely static.6

Models Versus Data

Finally, there is the confusion between “model” and “data.”  In practice it is
often not useful to emphasize the distinction, because modern well-designed
M&S puts much of the content in data, providing users flexibility to change
assumptions.  Thus, results of a simulation are dictated at least as much by input
data as by the computer program.7   Indeed, in some cases, to change “data” is to
change the form of algorithms used within the simulation.  In this report, the
panel treats data as part of an M&S except in a few instances where it discusses
data problems per se.

Different Conceptions of Models

The next difficulty is that people have different intuitive conceptions of what
models and simulations are supposed to be.  At one pole of one spectrum (x-axis
in Figure 1.4) are those who see models as highly flexible, constantly changing
tools for use in analysis (or training).  On the other pole of this spectrum are those
who see models as a well-defined commodity that one should be able to procure
with a warranty and use without much skill or effort.

A different spectrum (y-axis of Figure 1.4) separates those who see models
as mere tools from those who see them as repositories for knowledge and mecha-
nisms for transmitting knowledge.  To the former, large complex models are an
abomination because they are so difficult to comprehend and control and because
they get in the way of making important points economically.  To the latter, large
complex models (typically implemented as simulations) embody rich depictions
of important phenomena that could not readily be described in other ways: the
language of mathematical equations does not go far in describing complex real-
world systems transparently, much less describing or communicating their be-
haviors to new workers or clients.

6In other domains, “simulations” refer to such distinct things as forged documents, reenactments
of historical events, play-acting of a possible negotiation, and so on.  What is consistent across these
diverse meanings, however, is that in all cases there is an attempt to reproduce some image, sound, or
feel of a real system.  By contrast, one never refers to Maxwell’s equations as simulating electromag-
netic phenomena.  Nor is any closed-form equation defining the required characteristics of a system
referred to as a simulation.

7That data are typically one of the primary limiting factors is discussed in Hillestad et al. (1996).
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Both views have much to recommend them:  they are not intended as
strawmen.  But given these differences, is it any wonder that there are strong and
sometimes emotional tensions among individuals and groups involved in one
way or another with M&S?  By and large, analysts resent those who seem to see
models as simple commodities (especially when the impression is given that they
can be operated by relatively unskilled workers), while managers often find the
views of analysts bizarre since it seems obvious to them that in fact M&S is
several “systems” that need to be designed, tested, procured, and maintained and
that can benefit from standards.  On balance, the panel believes that virtue lies in
recognizing that models serve as both tools and repositories of knowledge.  This
leads to conflict.  However, to the extent that “big models” become less mono-
lithic and more like environments in which to assemble tools for particular prob-
lems, the views can to some extent merge.  That would be a healthy development.

Hard Versus Soft Models

Another distinction is that between “hard” and “soft” models, the former
represented by, say, the engineering models used in fluid flow or sonar calcula-
tions, and the latter represented narrowly by decision models representing the
adversary commander’s behavior or more broadly by models dealing with indi-
vidual and social behaviors.  Except in Isaac Asimov’s science fiction, and even
then only in the aggregate over long periods of time, does anyone aspire to the

FIGURE 1.4  Different perceived roles for M&S.  Dashed lines indicate ambiguity
of location.
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building of highly predictive social models?  In the military domain, we all
recognize that commanders’ temperaments and life experiences matter, and that
some units are much more motivated and capable than others.  It is also known
that special factors matter, such as deception and surprise, but also including
random events such as the accidental detection or nondetection of an approaching
attack such as that falling upon Pearl Harbor in December 1941.

Clearly, those involved with the different classes of models (hard versus
soft) will have difficulties communicating on what can reasonably be demanded
in M&S.  Perversely, there has been a chronic tendency for DOD modelers and
analysts to avoid representing or considering “soft factors” despite the fact that
history tells us they are often dominant.  This disjunction between model and
reality has long undercut the credibility of most combat models with warriors,
historians, and analysts willing to recognize soft factors and uncertainty.8  It is
one reason that higher-level M&S, such as campaign simulations, has seldom
been of much interest to senior naval officers.

Although the methodological tensions between physical scientists and social
scientists have long been recognized by interdisciplinary workers, it is less well
recognized that similar tensions exist within the “hard” domain of engineering.
In control theory, for example, many workers focus on near-equilibrium phenom-
ena and on designing systems that are highly robust to large uncertainties in the
environment.  In this context, nonlinearities are often viewed as just another
source of uncertainty.  In dynamical systems work, there is a much richer view of
nonlinearities and nonequilibrium phenomena, but a tendency to avoid dealing
with the large uncertainties that occur in many practical engineering problems.
The two viewpoints emphasize different issues and are relevant to different prob-
lems.  Not surprisingly, the most exciting research directions in both control and
dynamical systems involve problems with both large uncertainties and nonlinear,
nonequilibrium behavior.9

Figure 1.4 makes the point—albeit with examples that are strongly open to
question—that the various DOD M&S models have been developed with very
different notions about what functions they are to serve.  This makes generalized
discussion of M&S difficult.  Consider first models such as the radar equation
and steam tables.  These represent considerable scientific knowledge, but in a
form that many can use readily.  So also the joint munitions effectiveness manual
(JMEM) records numerous specialized weapon-effect models for broad usage.
By contrast, the JSIMS program is focusing on building a “tool kit” that can be
used to construct appropriate training exercises.  And, while it is assumed that

8Interested readers should consult Dupuy (1987), Davis and Blumenthal (1991), and Rowland et
al. (1996).

9See Doyle, John, “Theory in Modeling and Simulation,” unpublished, November 1996.  Prepared
for the panel, but based on material available at http://hot.caltech.edu and Appendix B of this report.
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there will be a repository of suitable objects representing knowledge, the JSIMS
program is not really organized to develop that knowledge, except for standard
cases.  The image conveyed is of software development, which needs databases
filled out but has no particular interest in the knowledge per se.  This may prove
unfair, however, and current work on object models is certainly a connection to
model content, so a dashed line indicates that how JSIMS ends up is yet to be
determined.

In yet another contrast, mature models such as Vector II have long been seen
as a repository of detailed information about forces, equipment, tactics, and ter-
rain.  The RAND Strategy Assessment System (RSAS) was also developed with
knowledge acquisition strongly in mind.  The JWARS program is harder to
characterize.  The program itself has a distinct “software” flavor, but there has to
date been much less emphasis on flexibility than is visible in the JSIMS effort.
Again, a dashed line is shown.  Just to make another point, a dashed line is
attached to TACWAR.  While the original developer (the Institute for Defense
Analyses) continues to modify TACWAR for particular studies and thus sees it as
a tool, albeit a difficult tool to change, some of TACWAR’s users appear to see it
more as a fixed, configuration-controlled commodity.  Rather generally, com-
plex-model developers with whom panel members are familiar express consider-
able worry about misuses of their creations, which they hesitate to think of as
“products” in the normal sense.

STRUCTURE OF THIS REPORT

With this background, the report proceeds as follows.  Chapter 2 surveys the
potential of DOD’s M&S briefly, painting a very rosy future.  Chapter 3 describes
reasons for worry, primarily reasons related to model validity and system com-
plexity.  It concludes that a good deal of research is needed and that failure to
invest adequately in such research could lead to major M&S failures.  Chapter 4
elaborates on what the panel means by model quality and validity.  Chapter 5
describes an important class of research that should be organized around warfare
areas rather than M&S per se.  Chapter 6 describes needed improvements in the
conceptual, methodological, and technological infrastructure for M&S.  Chapter
7 deals with challenges of assimilating and exploiting M&S technology.  A
collection of appendixes is intended to elaborate on and provide reference for
points made in the report.
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2

Technological Prospects for DOD’s M&S

This chapter begins by noting the broad range of applications for M&S.
Some documented examples assessing its value follow.  Next discussed is the
special integrative role that M&S is coming to play, which will be crucial as
warfare operations become more technically and organizationally complex, and
as the systems to support such operations become similarly so.  The panel then
offers some illustrative forecasts and visions of the future, looking both at appli-
cations (the demand-pull side of the problem) and at technology (supply-push).

APPLICATION AREAS

M&S is an enabling technology.  Figure 2.1 lists some of the many applica-
tions of M&S in DOD for which M&S is increasingly essential in this role.
While the applications of M&S are already numerous, the benefits of reusability
and integration have by no means been realized in current systems, and cannot be
until the necessary infrastructure is created.

DATA ON THE VALUE OF M&S FOR ACQUISITION,
OT&E, AND TRAINING

Much of the vision discussed above is yet to be demonstrated, and it will be
years before the results are in.  However, there already exists a good deal of data
on the value of M&S.
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Acquisition Applications:  Rates of Return on M&S Investment

Table 2.1 provides data on the return on investment (ROI) on M&S invest-
ment for tools, methods, databases, and supporting techniques used to assess the
lethality and vulnerability of weapon systems milestone decisions and the Cost
and Operational Effectiveness Analysis (COEA) process.  The typical ROI was
between $20 and $30 returned for each $1 invested (see next-to-last column).  A
number of the systems are used by naval forces.

Exercise Examples

Reforger and Kernel Blitz

In the realm of exercises, one of the better known examples of using M&S
was in the 1992 exercise that replaced the early Reforger exercises involving U.S.
and other NATO forces.  Cost savings were reported on the order of $36 million,
and participants believed that training of staffs and planners was improved
(Worley et al., 1996, p. 14, drawing on an earlier study by Simpson et al., 1995).

Kernel Blitz was a fleet training exercise (FLEETEX) including live ships,
submarines, aircraft, and land troops.  The simulation portion augmented the fleet
with additional synthetic ships, submarines, aircraft, and weapons.  The simula-
tion center used several existing computer facilities (including both coasts) and
existing communications capability to link to platforms.  A purpose of the exer-
cise was to show that the use of simulated assets could add realism and complex-
ity to training exercises.  It is notoriously difficult to estimate cost savings or cost
avoidance due to M&S because, in practice, one could not afford to use the real
aircraft, ships, and submarines included in the simulations.  However, if one
calculates what doing so would have cost, then the Kernel Blitz exercise saved
about $16 million.  Much more important, however, is that the M&S enhance-

Acquisition Training Operations

• Requirements, definition, • Individual • Exercises
and concept exploration

• Engineering design • Small-unit • Mission rehearsal
• Testing support • Joint operation • Operations planning
• Force analysis and • Joint task force • Adaptive decision

structuring making during
• (Manpower) crisis or conflict

Within each item are included components for combat, support, and infra-
structure.

FIGURE 2.1  Partial taxonomy of applications of M&S.
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ment allowed the scope and quality of the exercise to be improved at a very low
marginal cost.

A study by the Center for Naval Analyses (Neuberger and Shea, 1995)
reached the following conclusion based largely on the Kernel Blitz experience:
At this point, simulation should be viewed as enriching training and increasing
readiness rather than reducing costs.

Operational Testing:  F/A-18 Weapons Software
Support Facility

As a third example, the panel draws on work by Michelle Bailey of the
Navy’s China Lake facility (see Worley et al., 1996).

The F/A-18 Weapons Software Support Facility (WSSF) at China Lake,
California, is used for integration, checkout, and validation and verification of
avionics software with actual avionics hardware operating as a total aircraft sys-
tem.  The WSSF is actually several facilities containing avionics hardware, simu-
lations of flight dynamics, weapons simulations, and operator consoles.  Several
different methods have been used to estimate its cost effectiveness, but, again, the
calculations are confounded by the fact that in practice one could not have flown
live aircraft enough to provide the information collected in the facility’s labora-
tory.  After all, flight costs are roughly $2,800 per hour, while laboratory costs are
more like $930 per hour for F/A-18s.  The principal conclusion reached was that
the real value added of the WSSF is that an aircraft as complex as the F/A-18 is
not possible without this type of test facility.  One could not fly it enough to test
it.  There is a danger in just looking at cost savings as the measure of whether or
not one invests in M&S.  As more is demanded from our warfighting systems—
including the need to make them safer, more accurate, more environmentally
friendly, more stealthy, longer range, and so on—one will have to demand more
from our test and training systems.

M&S AS A CROSS-CUTTING FOUNDATION TECHNOLOGY

As one looks to the future, M&S will be critical not just in individual areas,
but as a cross-cutting technology.  To appreciate this, let us next consider “the
stovepipe problem” about which so many senior leaders have railed.

Why Old Stovepipes No Longer Work

Most large organizations such as the U.S. military tend over time to break
into semi-independent  units with relatively little lateral communication and co-
ordination.  Such “stovepiping” (Figure 2.2)  is also characteristic of the hard-
ware, software, and M&S systems developed to serve these units.  There are
many reasons for stovepipes, which can be seen as modules for specialization and
efficiency.
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This said, modules are supposed to connect nicely (suggested by the arrows),
but the DOD’s stovepipes often do not.  Also, some of the traditional stovepipes
are no longer the appropriate modules, as has become increasingly evident with
the emphasis on jointness in technically and organizationally complex littoral
operations, including precision strike with aircraft and missiles launched from
ships, submarines, and air fields.  These issues were noted and addressed vigor-
ously within the Navy during the late 1980s by Admiral William Owens, who
later, as Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, created the Joint Requirements Over-
sight Council (JROC) and Joint Warfare Capabilities Assessment (JWCA) groups
specifically tasked to address cross-cutting functions such as surveillance and
reconnaissance, and precision strike across Service lines.  Such issues are evident
in Joint Vision 2010 (Shalikashvili, 1996).

Even in the peacetime world, such stovepipes as R&D, acquisition, test and
evaluation, and operations have proved troublesome as the DOD attempts to
facilitate the development and fielding of advanced capabilities at much less cost
and in much shorter time.  So it is that we see advanced concept technology
demonstrations (ACTDs) designed specifically to cut across the stovepipes and
involve everyone from engineers to operators early in the acquisition process.
Cross-cutting and integration are, in many respects, the name of the game.

Here M&S has a special role.  To a large extent M&S will be the glue, or
even the cross-pollinator.  For example, it will be an essential element of the

FIGURE 2.2  M&S in a joint world:  Making stovepipes work.
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command and control system, of operations planning, and of doctrine develop-
ment.  The cross-cutting will be across Service components, functional areas, and
levels of command structure in each. As but one example, officers from all
Services will develop an increasingly common perspective of a theater operation
by training and planning with joint systems with embedded simulations.  This in
turn will force resolution of issues such as interservice communication protocols,
a long-standing obstacle to effective operations.  Further, it will facilitate stan-
dardization of planning formats and terminology.1

Advanced Distributed Simulation

A major component of DOD’s M&S vision, probably the principal compo-
nent in the view of some, is advanced distributed simulation.  This now has roots
extending back more than a decade, primarily to early efforts in distributed war
gaming and the pioneering SIMNET program sponsored by DARPA.  Much has
been written about distributed simulation and the associated visions for the fu-
ture, including the synthetic theater of war (STOW) concept, which is currently
being pursued.2 Two points should probably be noted here, however.  First,
distributed simulation is already a practical reality, something used more or less
routinely by the Services and commands.  Second, the cutting-edge research on
the STOW concept will take many years to reach maturity because of the many
technical challenges and the need to educate and train a new generation of people
to assimilate and exploit the new capabilities.

Ubiquitous M&S as Infrastructure and “Cross-Pollinator”

With the diversity of application areas in mind, Figure 2.3 presents a vision
for the future.  The intention is to indicate that in and out of each activity such as
test and evaluation will be flowing not only information, but also models and
data.  By no means will everything be connected to everything—whether in the
sense of distributed interactive simulation or in any other way.  Many workers in
a given domain will spend much of their time with domain-specific tools that are
never shared.  But a substantial degree of reuse and sharing will occur: because it
will greatly benefit those doing the work.  The analogies here are perhaps best
seen in today’s commercial PC software, which we exploit routinely to swap
manuscripts, briefings, and spreadsheets; to collaborate at intercontinental dis-
tances; and to operate in “virtual organizations.”

1Reportedly, operations in Bosnia have been quite instructive in this regard.  The United States
has established an excellent command and control system with theater-level surveillance and recon-
naissance.  This has indeed motivated the kinds of problem-solving the panel refers to here.

2See “Special Issue on Distributed Interactive Simulation,” Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 83, No.
8, August 1995.
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In the future, there will be much more in this background infrastructure,
which the panel discusses further later in the report.  Note that a high degree of
interface standardization is needed to implement such a vision.  However, the
infrastructure provided by M&S will be more difficult to put into place than the
physical data links of communication systems and the software programs within
computers.  To put it differently, if achieving portability of manuscripts with
formatting and graphics has been difficult and long in coming,3 then we should
expect much greater difficulties when the interfaces must communicate ideas and
interpretations, not just bits.  Computer scientists refer here to the difference
between transmitting syntactical and semantic information, a problem familiar to
commanders who learn in command-and-staff school how easily the intention of
orders can be misinterpreted even if the structure of the order message is correct.

Elaborating, Figure 2.3 illustrates the notion that there is more involved than
just model objects and databases.  Indeed, a key element of the M&S infrastruc-
ture is commonality of intellectual constructs.  To put this in perspective, readers
may appreciate how universal the concepts, constructs, and notation of calculus
are today, and how important they are in communication and collaboration.  Simi-
larly, fluid dynamicists worldwide can communicate readily about fluid flow.  By

FIGURE 2.3  M&S as the infrastructure for many DOD activities.

3It had certainly not been adequately achieved as this report was prepared by a virtual panel
connected electronically.  Compatibility problems were numerous and annoying.
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contrast, we do not today have commonly accepted foundational concepts, termi-
nology, and theory for M&S.  One indicator of this is the difficulty with which
workers operating at different levels of resolution have communicating and coop-
erating.  Part of the problem is technical and methodological; another part is what
many see as underinvestment in and undervaluing of military science.4 It is
troubling that the words “science” and “theory” are explicitly avoided in so much
discussion of DOD’s M&S, apparently because of a belief that they are associ-
ated with vague abstractions rather than practical matters.5  This belief may be
understandable, but it is wrong-headed.  Exploiting the potential of M&S will
require breakthroughs in understanding military phenomena and in representing
them mathematically and in simulation programs.  To make the point more
strongly, consider the contrast:  excellent processing algorithms, graphics, and
distributed simulation technology are available currently, but no major models
are able to represent, for example, highly nonlinear warfare with dispersed forces
and decentralized forms of command-and-control in the information age.

Returning to the theme of M&S infrastructure, a new vision of M&S is
emerging in which it not only provides cross-pollination between existing, legacy
stovepiped systems, but also will provide a new level of integrated support for
many activities within each of the services and the previous stovepipe.

The investment in such an infrastructure would be substantial, but there are
many specific benefits feasible, as suggested in Box 2.1.  Consider first that the
entire U.S. force structure should be redesigned for the next era of warfare.  How
should new force structures and doctrines be conceived and evaluated, especially
in the absence of wars in which to try them out?  M&S should play a major role.

Little need be said about the importance to training, because this is widely

BOX 2.1
Representative Benefits from a High-Quality M&S Infrastructure

• Redesign forces and doctrine for 21st century
• Enhance training, from crew member to JTF commander
• Allow commander to visualize battle at different levels of detail
• Design new systems to meet needs of all concerned, e.g., operators, designers,
manufacturers, logisticians, and do so better and more cheaply
• Make optimal use of limited and expensive test assets

4This is a major theme in Davis and Blumenthal (1991).
5One example of this avoidance can be seen in documents about the validation of models.  There

are references to “logical” validation and to “comparisons” with data and other models, but no
reference to, say, “grounding in more fundamental theory.”  It is encouraging, however, that the
Director of Defense Research and Engineering, and the Joint Staff now have a joint “science and
technology” plan, rather than merely a technology plan.
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recognized, except that the use of M&S for “training” should extend all the way
from crew members to commanders.  Part of the training of commanders will
involve learning how to use advanced C4ISR capabilities to “visualize” the battle-
field—not only in the large view, but at several levels of detail.

New systems, of course, will be conceived, designed, and developed with
heavy use of M&S.  The opportunity exists through M&S to improve their suit-
ability for all concerned—e.g., the operators, manufacturers, and logisticians—
and to do so better and less expensively than in the past.  It is no longer inevitable
that next-generation weapon systems will always be much more expensive than
the systems they replace.

The last example in Box 2.1 relates to test assets, whether they be the Na-
tional Test Facility or an exercise with allies.  M&S can strongly leverage the
value of tests, not only for those participating in them directly, but also as a
source of data for subsequent analysis.

In summary, there are many reasons for the Department of the Navy to be
very interested in and concerned about the future of M&S in its domain.  For this
it will need a high-level policy and strategy.

SOME OBSERVATIONS, FORECASTS, AND IMAGES

A primary DOD effort in recent years has been to reform the acquisition
process.  The legacy process has been one of sequential activities resulting in
long development times, high costs, and in some cases inability to achieve the
desired product.  A major problem has been separation of the various communi-
ties involved in system acquisition and use.  These communities include opera-
tors, the acquisition authority, designers, manufacturers, testers, and maintainers.
All must interact closely during the system development process so that the
resultant product reflects all their needs.  Failure to do so means, for example,
that the needs of the operators and maintainers are not fully understood by the
designers of the system.  The result is a system that does not meet its needs or that
undergoes expensive and time-consuming modification to meet them.

Figure 2.4 is an example of the vision for an improved acquisition process
with emphasis in particular on the use of M&S (see Shiflett et al., 1995).  In this
vision, simulations are used early to better understand military needs and to test
operational concepts for accomplishing missions and tasks.  This permits a better
statement of requirements, especially because the simulations in question bring
together scientists, analysts, and warfighters (e.g., representatives from the com-
manders-in-chief (CINCs) and from the Service’s doctrine organizations).  Simu-
lation is also used extensively for interim tests and demonstrations, again involv-
ing the ultimate users, the warfighters.  The result, it is hoped, will be reduced
program risk, a faster development process, and a smooth transition into the field.

In the overall vision for enhancing acquisition, the increased use of simula-
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tion is also accompanied by the widespread sharing of digital design information.
The goal is an integrated design database to which all relevant parties have
access.  This means that the numerous engineers involved in the design process
can readily share their data and will always have access to the latest design.
Design inconsistencies will be reduced in this way, thereby eliminating costly
and time-consuming rework in the manufactured product.  In addition, design
information can be reviewed by the manufacturers, who can identify design
elements that would be particularly costly to produce before a commitment to
production is made.  The designs would be modified, and if necessary checked
with the operators through the use of simulation to see that key requirements
remain satisfied.

The use of simulation referred to thus far in this section is for operational
purposes.  This includes both virtual simulations where the behavior of the par-
ticular system (e.g., aircraft) can be examined in some detail and more aggregate
combat simulations where the utility of the system at a higher mission level can
be examined.  In addition, engineering simulations play a key role in aiding the
designers.  Such simulations allow them to analyze, for example, the aerody-
namic behavior and signature of an aircraft.  The use of these simulations in
conjunction with integrated digital design representations should allow designers
to execute their tasks much more rapidly, thereby allowing a much greater set of
design possibilities to be explored.  The result should be a better and possibly less
costly design.

Another perspective, that of investment versus time, is given in Figure 2.5.

FIGURE 2.4  Simulation and reform of the acquisition process.  SOURCE:  Adapted
from Shiflett et al. (1995).
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The point here is that by investing earlier in simulation testing of concepts, one
can discard lesser designs fairly early and pick the best not long thereafter.
Further, because of the heavy interaction with users and the critical use of inte-
grated digital design representations, as discussed above, the hope is that initial
operational capability (IOC) can be earlier with much lower cost.  While leading
to reduced overall cost, this approach, as noted in the figure, does require greater
up-front cost.  Program managers alone could be reluctant to make that commit-
ment because the benefits will not be realized during their tenure.  Thus, realiza-
tion of this approach could well require higher-level policy direction.

The overall vision being described here is often referred to as simulation-based
acquisition (see Appendix C for a more detailed discussion).  In some measure, this
vision is being realized now.  The most prominent example of an integrated digital
design representation is that used by Boeing on the 777 aircraft for describing the
static configuration of the aircraft.  Simulation is already widely used in the acqui-
sition process,6 although not in the integrated sense implied here.  The integration of
simulation, digital designs, and design tools has been conceptually demonstrated in
the DARPA Simulation-based Design program.7  All these examples provide opti-

FIGURE 2.5  Two visions of investment versus time in acquisition.  SOURCE:  Adapted
from a briefing to the panel by CDR Dennis McBride, USN, of ONR and previously of
DARPA, 1996.

6See Patenaude (1996).  The study was conducted for the Deputy Director, Test, Systems Engi-
neering and Evaluation, Office of the Secretary of Defense, Washington, D.C.

7The study can be found online at http://www.sbdhost.parl.com.
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mism that the vision of simulation-based acquisition can be realized.  Full realiza-
tion of the vision would require significant further research and development, with
key capabilities needed being multi-resolution modeling, multidisciplinary design
optimization, and interface standards development (see appendixes).

At this time, three general actions appear most appropriate to move further
toward the vision of simulation-based acquisition.  First is the establishment of a
pilot project(s) to develop simulation-based acquisition capabilities that would
feed into a major naval program (e.g., aircraft or ship).  This would serve to
overcome the program manager’s reluctance to devote his funds to increased up-
front expenses and would promote demonstration, assessment, and transition of
simulation-based acquisition capability in the Navy more generally.  Second is
experimentation involving participants from the involved communities (e.g., op-
erators, designers, manufacturers, maintainers) aimed at developing the neces-
sary interface standards among simulations, design data, and design tools.  This
would be analogous to the proto-federation experiments carried out under the
direction of DMSO in development of the high-level architecture for simulation.
Third is the establishment of a research program to develop those longer-term
capabilities required for full realization of the simulation-based acquisition vi-
sion.  This component is important since, as noted, significant research chal-
lenges still remain to achieving the vision.

TOOLS FOR DECISION SUPPORT

Sometimes in forecasting activities it is useful to develop scenarios to illus-
trate what might be possible in the future, with no guarantees.  The purpose is to
help develop potential visions.  Visions can always be amended later with the
benefit of more knowledge, but, in the meantime, they can contribute to innova-
tion and communication.  The panel offers the following vignette in that spirit.

Imagined Vignette—
Decision Support in an Intervention Operation

The joint task force commander has a profound problem.  The President has
ordered U.S. forces to intervene in an ongoing war in the small nation of Blakos.
The objectives include rescuing U.S. nationals and nationals of other friendly
countries and securing and stabilizing events in the port-city capital of Lazune.
The Secretary of Defense and Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, are asking the
commander for his recommended course of action.  Earlier today, as his carrier
battle group and a Marine expeditionary unit (MEU) sailed toward Lazune, he
asked his staff to prepare alternative courses of action.  They did so and pre-
sented him with two options:  an assault on Lazune in approximately 6 hours with
forces already available to him, or a delayed assault that would be launched in
approximately 72 hours.  The delayed operation would be able to employ the
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82nd division ready brigade (DRB), staged from a friendly nearby island.  The
DRB is already en route, but would not be able to conduct an assault sooner than
72 hours because of the need to stage and to base and prepare enough appropri-
ate aircraft.  The delay would also provide the commander with a squadron of Air
Force tactical fighters with substantial air-to-ground capability.

His staff has used onboard decision support systems and has drawn on
expertise and analysis available from CONUS with a seamlessness that is re-
markable.  A portion of the staff is now developing and testing detailed versions
of the courses of action with M&S that reproduces with high fidelity the time lines
of all the key operational tasks that would have to be performed.  At this point,
they have recommended the delay option because simulation has indicated that
the early assault would be defeated by Blakos forces in Lazune and arriving
within the next 6 hours.  Unfortunately, the delay may mean the loss of many
American and friendly lives because intercepted communications indicate a
Blakos intention to capture the embassies and kill their occupants.

The commander is also worried because he is not confident his staff was
right in their first assessment.  To be sure, their arguments seemed reasonable.
However, he is troubled because models are models.  He is now starting a
meeting in the control center to discuss the issues in more detail.  The com-
mander thanks the staff for their work, but notes the dilemma.  Is it possible that
the first course of action might succeed?  More specifically, he asks the staff what
caused it to fail in the initial analysis.  Had he asked such a question a year
earlier in a similar crisis, there would have been some pained expressions be-
cause the earlier M&S had been opaque.  Now, however, the staff can respond.
The decision support system not only had reported the expected outcome, but also
had conducted an exploratory analysis varying dozens of major assumptions.
The result was a depiction of projected outcome as a function of those assump-
tions.  To comprehend the results, it was necessary to sit in the control room with
its graphical displays.  There, however, he could “fly through the space of possi-
bilities” by merely asking “what ifs?”  The staff has gotten results only in the last
half hour, but they are now able to report that the big problems are associated
with the SA-X-25 surface-to-air missile (SAM) and the expected presence of a
battalion-sized ground force in the vicinity of the embassies.

The commander now asks for more details.  He learns from a sharp lieuten-
ant that intelligence is not in fact certain whether the missiles in place are SA-X-
25s or an earlier version against which U.S. countermeasures are now known to
be reliable, although the simulation’s algorithms and data assume otherwise.
Another officer notes that the “battalion-sized force” is a motley group of poorly
trained soldiers, and two of the associated companies will be straggling in for the
next 12 hours.  The simulations suggest that if they are only half as effective as
U.S. forces would be with the equipment ascribed to them in a surprise-free
battle, then they should collapse quickly under assault by the MEU’s forces—if
the battle group’s aircraft can operate immediately without extensive counter-
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SAM operations.  The commander now asks whether more information can be
obtained on the missiles by dispatching electronic-warfare aircraft or unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs).  As it happens, real-time reports are coming in from
UAVs.  Based on the radar signals they are being illuminated with, it seems that
the SAMs are the older, vulnerable variety.  Real-time satellite imagery is also
coming in, and it indicates that the enemy ground forces are not yet taking up
defensive positions and indeed appear to be disorganized.  The commander also
learns that there is no evidence that the Blakos forces know that his battle group
is almost within striking range.  Disinformation released through the news media
is claiming that U.S. forces are only now heading toward the region and will not
be there for a week.

Now the situation looks favorable for the immediate assault: perhaps the
operation can actually accomplish its objectives, although the risks are substan-
tial.  The commander now directs a maximum-fidelity simulation, essentially a
mission rehearsal, for the first option.  It must be accomplished quickly because
the time for decision is now.  Fortunately, the decision support system has almost
unlimited computer power as the result of both on-board and distributed process-
ing.  Over the next hour the commander sees the mission simulation taking form
and is able to “see” it in detail.  He is even able to stop it and make changes.  For
example, he instructs staff to make model changes to reflect the new information
on the SAMs’ vulnerabilities to countermeasures, and the apparent feasibility of
disconnecting the SAM with information warfare attacks on the regional com-
mand post of the Blakos army, even if the command post is dispersed.  Further, he
is able to give contingent orders and see the simulation responding to the circum-
stances that arise.  The most important part of the simulation involves the pen-
etration of aircraft and their immediate destruction of two key SAM installations.
Also critical is the certainty with which the battle group’s long-range precision
strike, from both aircraft and missiles, will be able to destroy the last two compa-
nies of enemy forces as they approach Lazune.  If they will only stay on the roads,
as concentrated as they currently are, it will be a duck shoot.  But if they disperse
or go into the jungle for a breather, the attack might be an abject failure.  Success
could turn into failure within minutes.  The simulation has a great deal of detail
available, however, regarding potential areas for the forces to rest in cover.  The
good news is that there will be none available for a window of time lasting about
an hour.  Planning continues and preparations are made in earnest for the near-
term assault.  Still, it may be called off if new information dictates.  As we leave
off, the decision support system suggests that the odds are 2:1 for an overwhelm-
ing success, 3:1 for either that or a success with losses of perhaps 100 men and
10 aircraft.  The odds of mission failure, with severe losses to embassy personnel,
are estimated at 1 in 10.  But the odds are constantly being recalculated, and the
key factors determining them highlighted for examination.

This purely hypothetical story has a number of features.  For example, it
postulates an M&S-based decision-support system that is intimately connected
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with course-of-action development and assessment, mission rehearsal, and real-
time intelligence and adaptive planning.  Further, this system not only generates
“expected” outcomes, but also searches and finds the variables that would change
those outcomes, thereby helping the commander to focus information collection
and examine some assumptions in more detail.  The M&S is postulated to be not
only comprehensible, but readily changeable.  And it generates estimates of risk.
None of this, of course, is plausible today for complex simulations.

Mid-term Tools for Commanders

The preceding material was relatively long-term speculation, but there are
mid-term possibilities that are much less speculative.

Battlefield Spreadsheet

A battlefield spreadsheet (BFS) would be analogous to the financial spread-
sheets now commonly used.  It would be a simple model constructed by the user
that will automatically propagate the effects of assumed changes in timing, forces,
and so on across the battlefield.  Changes in estimated number of survivors, time
to move, duration of battles, and so on, would also be depicted.  The first BFS
may be a simple aggregate model or single entity (e.g., planning a single aircraft
attack), with later extensions to variable resolution in the first case and many
entities in the second.

One technique for this would be to have a powerful computer (or net of
computers) playing out many runs of many variants of the scenarios in the back-
ground, with the BFS being more a display mechanism than a computation mecha-
nism.  A BFS could thus track the variability in the outcomes.

Mixed Initiative Planning

Mixed initiative planning (MIP) would be an outgrowth of the command
forces/semiautomated forces (CFOR/SAFOR) technology.  Currently, the semi-
automated forces are fully automated at and below a certain echelon, and manual
above that.8  Work is under way to develop planning tools that work collab-
oratively with a planner to suggest options, check dependencies, constraints, and
effectiveness, and so on.  There are many tools currently available to make low-
level suggestions about optimal time to launch missiles, how to find routes, and
so on.  But a mixed-initiative planner would do much more, for example, suggest-

8 SAFOR systems typically provide a capability for the user to manually override the automated low-
level behaviors, so the split between manual echelons and automated echelons is somewhat variable in
the course of a simulation.  Moreover, many scripted aggregate models would do well to achieve even
this level of interaction.  However, the point is that such systems do not collaborate with the user—
either they run on full automatic, or they are manually steered, but there is nothing in between.
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ing not only what route from A to B an armor force might take, but also what A
and B should be, what position should be occupied before getting to A, what
scheme of maneuver could be employed in the final assault, whether enemy
forces should be fixed with artillery or maneuver forces, and so on.  Such sugges-
tions call for considerable “understanding” of the situation, tactics, and so on.
The commercial analog would be the “wizards” developed by Microsoft for tools
like Excel.  Again, the MIP will grow out of CFOR/SAFOR and exercise-plan-
ning tools, not the commercial side.

This is quite technically feasible, and the primary obstacles are often said to
be lack of management and government vision to do it.

Extrapolating these to the 20- to 30-year time span is speculative, but

• BFS and MIP will be extended to more types of weapon systems and
more Joint applications of them.

• Serious modeling of precision strikes will occur, as well as continued
planning for very large scale action.

• MIP will be applied in a two-sided fashion, so that plans and actions on
one’s own part would be countered by a simulated opponent that at least made
some effort to adapt.

• MIP and BFS will be applied at multiple levels simultaneously.
• Planning tools will be extended to include realistic modeling of economic

factors.  This will include both the effect of combat action on the enemy’s ability
to fight and the enemy’s effort to overcome those effects.  Some work on such
matters is beginning.

OTHER M&S-RELATED FORECASTS

Due to advances in many of the technologies that support M&S applications,
one can anticipate all of the following:9

• By 2005, basic large-scale interoperability support.
• By 2010 to 2015, operationally robust support for large-scale maneuvers,

including some agent-based mission-domain model checking.
• By 2015, credible simulation of combat operations before and during

combat, including two-sided information warfare simulation.
• Greatly improved semiautomated forces (SAFOR).
• Speech- and natural-language interfaces to M&S.
• Agent-based mediation of input and output and of system configuration

when constructing M&S for a given purpose.
• Greatly improved virtual reality systems with three dimensions and tactile

and auditory stimuli.  Users will enter the virtual reality and alter parameters.

9 Abstracted from U.S. Air Force Scientific Advisory Board (1995), pp. 69ff.
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3

Potential Failures and Disasters
for DOD’s M&S

BROAD OBSERVATIONS

Despite the dramatic success of M&S and the fact that M&S will surely
“take off” in the commercial sector, the potential of M&S for the Department of
the Navy and DOD may not be realized in the foreseeable future.  Some of the
DOD’s most important and expensive M&S efforts may fail or—perhaps worse—
end up saddling the DOD components with mediocre and inflexible tools that
impede innovation and improvement of content.  There is also the potential for
disasters due to overdependence on M&S that appear more valid than they actu-
ally are (the Spielberg effect).  This could cost lives and undercut military opera-
tions.

This chapter focuses on two causes of concern:  (1) an inadequate research
base and (2) the inherent complexity of emerging military systems and opera-
tions.

INTELLECTUAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Strong Technological Base

One basic problem is that DOD’s high-visibility work on M&S is dominated
by content-neutral computer and software technologies such as object-oriented
programming, high-performance computing, computer-aided design, and estab-
lishing the communications protocols and infrastructure for everything from col-
laborative, distributed, multidisciplinary, simulation-based engineering design to
large-scale distributed war games.  It is in these technologies that there has been
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dramatic progress, which will assuredly continue because of commercial devel-
opments and DMSO efforts.

Inadequate Knowledge Base

In contrast, there has been curiously little investment in the knowledge base
determining the substantive content and quality of much M&S—particularly
higher-level M&S needed for mission- and campaign-level work.  It is an open
secret and a point of distress to many in the community that too much of the
substantive content of such M&S has its origin in anecdote, the infamous
BOGSAT (bunch of guys sitting around a table), or a narrow construction tied to
stereotypical current practices of “doctrinally correct behavior.”  There is a need
for focused research on the phenomena of combat and other military activities,
both historical and prospective.  This is the realm of military science.

Another shortfall in knowledge relates to theories and methods for conceiv-
ing, designing, and building models (as distinct from software).  Symptoms of the
problem are evident if one observes that DOD’s M&S often consists of nothing
more than the computer code itself: there is no separable documented “model” to
be reviewed and improved, nor any way to readily understand the assumptions
generating the simulation’s behavior.  This can hardly be a comfortable basis for
decision support.

COMPLEX SYSTEMS AND THE NEED FOR HUMILITY

The inherent complexity of the systems and force operations that DOD is
attempting to simulate introduces new difficulties (Appendix B).  Throughout its
efforts, the panel was concerned by the degree to which many forecasts are
extrapolating unreasonably from the Boeing 777 experience and from M&S suc-
cesses in lower-echelon training to imagined systems of extraordinary complex-
ity.  Generally speaking, the types of complexity being considered break into
three distinct, but not wholly unrelated cases:

• Localized systems.  These are systems that are highly complex, but are
designed from inception as one system.  Examples could be an aircraft or a ship,
as well as a very large scale integrated circuit.

• Systems of systems.  These are distributed (typically information) systems
for which the final overall configuration is not known during design of the indi-
vidual components.  In fact, overall system configuration often varies depending
on the particular application or circumstances.

• Combat operations.  Here the complexity is due to the interaction of
multiple combat systems and forces with one another and with the physical
environment in which they are operating.
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Significant increases in complexity are occurring in each of these cases.  For
example, the software in modern weapon systems is perhaps 100 to 1,000 times
larger than in weapon systems one or two generations removed, now often total-
ing over 1 million lines of code.  Distributed network systems such as the Internet
have become so extensive that the causes of network outages often take hours to
ascertain.  While anticipated combat operations have become smaller than those
in cold war scenarios, the operations themselves have become more complex in
the sense that far greater quantities of information are being exchanged and
interaction between units can be much more coordinated (e.g., in combining the
effects of a small number of dispersed forces to have a large cumulative effect).

This increased complexity means that it will be harder to design systems and
to predict their behavior.  Some might argue that in the engineering domain,
modern design tools should overcome these difficulties.  While there certainly
have been impressive advances (e.g., in computer-aided design), there is a feeling
with at least some members of the engineering community interviewed in the
course of the study that they have nearly reached the limits of complexity that can
be addressed with current tools and methods.  Challenging examples that could
lie beyond current approaches include future generation networks and very large
scale integrated circuits.  Indications of the difficulty of building complex engi-
neering systems are given by some of the well-known “disasters”—explosion of
the Ariane missile, inability to build a next-generation air-traffic control system,
outages in telephone and power systems, and even the problems with the baggage
handling system at the Denver airport.

What this means from the perspective of M&S is that, if the systems are
harder to design and build, then it certainly will be harder to model and simulate
them.  But, on the other hand, this makes the need for M&S all the greater in
designing systems and predicting their behavior.  Some of the factors that pose
particular problems for the M&S of complex systems are as follows:

• Scale.  As the number of elements in a system increases, or as the dimen-
sion or resolution of the space in which it is considered increases, the time to
perform relevant calculations (e.g., seek optimal behaviors) can increase as a
polynomial or even exponential of the number of these elements.

• Nonlinearity.  A given component in a system influences a second, which
influences a third, which interacts back on the first, and so forth.  This behavior
obviously becomes highly complicated as the number of components increases.
Such interaction can lead to nonintuitive results.

• Heterogeneity.  The different components are of a fundamentally differ-
ent nature or the modeling techniques that must be brought to bear to fully
understand a system involve different disciplines (e.g., structural mechanics, aero-
dynamics, human factors, and propulsion in the study of aircraft performance).
This means establishing interrelationships among the disciplines, which can be
complicated by inconsistent formalisms and assumptions among them.
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New approaches in M&S will most likely be required to address these fac-
tors.  Two particular points are of note.  First is the matter of interaction.  For
systems with large numbers of components, often the sheer nature of the interac-
tion between the components becomes the dominant factor, rather than the de-
tailed properties of the components.  An example is given by the transportation
simulation (TRANSIMS) developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory.  Realis-
tic, large-scale automobile traffic behavior is predicted by using an approach that
describes driver behavior with only simple interaction rules.  This result is per-
haps counterintuitive to traditional approaches that would have focused on de-
scribing individual entities (the automobiles and drivers) in great detail to get
realistic traffic behavior.  The general implication is that high-resolution descrip-
tion of components may not always be the appropriate way to model the behavior
of complex systems involving a great many components.  Rather, a formalism
must be developed that gives equal (and perhaps greater) weight to describing
interaction as it does to describing the properties of the individual entities.1

The second matter is that of uncertainty.  No matter how careful one is in
modeling a system, there always will be uncertainties.  Within single disciplines,
extensive effort has been devoted to characterizing and understanding the implica-
tions of uncertainties.  The matter becomes particularly acute when multiple disci-
plines are involved, where the results of a model from one discipline are used in
conjunction with those from another discipline.  The issue is that there is not, in
general, an understanding of how the uncertainties from the first model will influ-
ence the predictions of the second model, and so forth as even more disciplines are
involved.  This propagation of uncertainties could lead to highly erroneous results.
What is needed is a formalism, preferably a domain-independent one, that would
allow the characterization of the propagation of uncertainties.

In an important sense, one can say that complexity and uncertainty are closely
related.  Namely, it is the desire to reduce uncertainty that can lead to complexity.
For example, the complexity of a modern air-to-ground attack missile, in terms of
the number and interaction of its sensing and guidance components, results from
the need to reduce the uncertainty in the location of the target that is being
attacked.  Likewise, the complexity of a large-scale intelligence system, in terms
of its data collection and processing components, results from the need to reduce
uncertainty about the enemy.  Many engineering disciplines take this perspec-
tive—control theorists construct feedback mechanisms to cope with uncertainties
in the performance of actual systems, and statisticians devise sampling schemes
to reduce uncertainties in measured properties.  Given the fact that treatment of
uncertainty is central to many individual disciplines, the hope is that a more

1This perspective could have profound implications for combat modeling, where the tendency
often is to want to go to greater and greater levels of resolution of the entities.  Preliminary explora-
tions of this perspective are given in Ilachinski (1996a,b).
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comprehensive and powerful approach to treating it can be established by having
these disciplines collaborate in addressing it.

As the situation now stands, these matters of interaction and uncertainty are
daunting challenges.  But, as noted, the difficulty of designing and predicting the
performance of complex systems makes the need for M&S of such systems all the
greater.
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4

Dealing with and Improving DOD’s M&S

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ISSUES

As discussed in Chapter 3, the quality, substantive content, and proper use of
models and simulations are significant issues in being able to achieve the full
promise of M&S.  These were indeed a motivation for the panel’s original task-
ing, as noted in Chapter 1.  We now turn to those issues.

Models as Repositories of Knowledge

One reason that DOD’s models, especially the higher-level models, have
significant validity problems is that many model builders treat them merely as
tools to be manipulated as required in the context of a particular study.  With this
view, a developer may well set much lower standards for model quality than
would have been set if the developer believed that these models were products
that would be handed over to others for their own use. From this “tool” perspec-
tive, model and simulation quality is associated with the study rather than with
the models themselves.  Another consideration here is that the historical experi-
ence has been that attempts to build comprehensive general-purpose models have
often collapsed under their own weight.

The “model as tool” perspective has immediate practical value in that it
permits the particular study to be completed more efficiently; however, it has
very bad longer-run consequences.  These untoward long-run effects arise in part
because (1) they defeat the potentially positive role that can be played by M&S
and (2) they defeat the longer-run benefits that can come from good software
process.  More specifically,
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• Simulation models are becoming unique repositories of knowledge about
complex systems.  As such, models must be carefully specified, fully docu-
mented, and designed to be evolvable as knowledge about the system or phenom-
enon being modeled is gained.

• Simulation models are increasingly becoming an important mechanism
by which knowledge is communicated and passed on.

• In the future, simulation exercises will become a major vehicle through
which the intuition and insight of military officers about combat will be devel-
oped and enriched.  Consequently, it is of great importance that those models
convey reality as much as possible.

• Well-developed, well-documented, and well-calibrated models and simu-
lations can be used in many studies.  When such models are reused, a wide
audience receives training on them, improvements to the models can be sug-
gested, and an evolutionary process can be established through which those mod-
els can be continually improved.

Modeling and simulation is already playing the role of being a repository of
insight.  For example, when a new analyst begins work in an organization, it is
often the case that his or her education is centered on “learning the model.”  The
organization’s principal model is the frame of reference for discussion and task-
ing.  Even though the analyst may be told the aspects in the model are realistic
and unrealistic, the model as a whole is frequently at the core of his or her work.
In such a case, it is important to institute an improvement process within which
the model can continually evolve and be upgraded.

Models, then, are far more than tools.  Appropriate models can represent and
communicate our knowledge.  Inappropriate models (or use of models) can dis-
tort situation assessment and choices of alternative courses of action, whether it
be in the choice of weapons systems or the choice of operational strategies and
tactics in the midst of war.  Successful military operations are increasingly depen-
dent upon the use of sound, well-documented models.  Moreover, the advent of
distributed simulation and the evolving character of DOD command and control
systems serve as additional reasons why users of models will often not be part of
the same organization that developed them.  These trends put a far greater onus
on the model or simulation developer, namely, in distributed-simulation applica-
tions (and in the future world of M&S in which frequent use is made of reposito-
ries), models and simulations must be increasingly well developed and well
documented and must be constructed so that they can be reused across studies and
improved as the needs arise.

The potential of M&S for impact on the Department of the Navy, both good
or bad, will increase greatly over the next 30 years.  The Department of the Navy
should have a great interest in capturing the potential benefits while avoiding the
many potential problems, but this will not happen without focused institutional
attention and some significant changes in current policies toward M&S.  For
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example, the issues of model quality and content have gotten short shrift for years
relative to the attention paid to the more tangible underlying computer technolo-
gies such as graphical interfaces, processing power, and network connectivity.
Model quality and content need much greater institutional attention.

THE MULTIFACETED NATURE OF MODEL QUALITY

What determines the “quality” of a model (including simulation models)?
Perhaps the most important elements of quality are the following:1

1. Knowledge.  Validity of the knowledge represented.
2. Design.  The structure used to represent the system, which can affect

the model’s clarity and appropriateness, as well as its maintainability.
3. Implementation.  The faithfulness and soundness of the model’s imple-

mentation as a computer program.
4. Software quality.  The quality of that program as software, taking into

account considerations such as comprehensibility, modifiability, and reusability.
5. Appropriateness of use.  The way in which the model is used substan-

tively, particularly with respect to dealing with uncertainties.  Assuming that
programming is correct, it is often difficult to assess a model’s quality outside of
context.

In what follows, the panel discusses these issues in two pieces.  First, the
issues of knowledge, design, and use will be considered (items 1, 2, and 5)
because they are often closely intertwined.  In doing so the panel will use the
theme of model uncertainty as a focal point.  This is unorthodox, but quite useful
for the present purposes.  It will also help motivate the approach the panel sug-
gests to research, an approach that recommends both research focused on warfare
areas (Chapter 5) and more fundamental research in modeling theory (Chapter 6).

UNCERTAINTY AS A CORE REALITY IN BUILDING AND
USING MODELS

First, of course, there is uncertainty about how models should repesent the
world.  That is, there are uncertainties in our knowledge.  However, going beyond
this, a central reality is that models and data will remain inherently imperfect—
especially with respect to higher-level matters such as those depicted in opera-
tional- and campaign-level M&S.  Therefore, the Department of the Navy must

1A different breakdown might be in terms of knowledge, quality as a software artifact, and both
cost and benefit to users.  See also the discussion in Appendix B.
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also improve its willingness and ability to deal with uncertainty in models and
with the predictions made by them.  This will require a major cultural shift
(throughout the DOD community).

An initial taxonomy for dealing with uncertainty in models is presented in
Figure 4.1.  Uncertainties can lie in model parameters and, more fundamentally,
in their basic structures.2

Figure 4.2 provides a taxonomy of parametric data.  Starting on the left, we
see the class of data that are knowable in advance, at least with enough effort.
This includes data on friendly and enemy weapons and forces.

There is then a class of data that are unknowable at the time of force-
planning decisions, but knowable at the time of an actual contingency.  This

FIGURE 4.1  Taxonomy of model content uncertainty problems.

FIGURE 4.2  Taxonomy of uncertainties in parameters.

2A different breakdown involves limitations of understanding, computation, and measurement.
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includes, for example, the real order of battle for both sides, and whether the
United States and the enemy have allies.

The next class is data that are not knowable until after the battle or war (and
perhaps not even then as a practical matter).  For example, the simulated battle
may depend on particular decisions made by the commanders of both sides.  One
might estimate what those decisions would be by drawing upon logic, doctrine,
and even cognitive modeling of individual commanders if one knew who they
were, but the results of such efforts would still be estimates.  The real decisions
would not be known until afterward.  Similarly, the actual cloud cover over a
particular bridge at a particular time is known only when the time comes.  But
such things can be determined afterward from records.  Thus, models using such
parameters are by no means unscientific or circular.  They are, however, limited
in their ability to predict.

Still other classes consist of data that are unknowable.  That is, there is some
fundamental parametric uncertainty, even after the fact.  For example, the morale
of a key unit might be bad at a critical time because of illnesses, exhaustion, poor
leadership, or a host of other reasons.  The unit might be destroyed, along with its
memories.  Some such unknowable data can be represented as randomness, but it
may be randomness of a complex sort.

In summary, even a “perfect” model may have limited predictive capability.
It may be quite useful for description and for developing insights about what
might  happen.  And it might be predictive in some circumstances where the
unknown factors are not very important.

Parametric uncertainty, then, is quite large.  However, it is only part of the
story.  Figure 4.3 provides one taxonomy of structural problems in models, that

FIGURE 4.3  Taxonomy of structural problems in models.
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is, problems embedded in the choice of entities and, within processes, the logic
and algorithms.  Since we often do not know precisely what the “correct” struc-
ture is, these problems correspond to a different form of uncertainty.3

To make this less abstract, Box 4.1 lists some examples of structural problems.
Some of them are probably quite familiar to military readers; other are known
primarily to specialists.  Commenting on the last two items as examples, the panel
notes that much modern planning for next-generation warfare depends sensitively
on the effectiveness of long-range precision strike.  Theater-level analyses, how-
ever, typically estimate that effectiveness by merely concatenating planning factors
about kills per sortie (or volley) and sorties (or volleys) per day.  Such analysis is a
crude linear and deterministic approximation that can be wrong.  To a commander
concerned about troops in the field, troops allegedly protected by long-range fire, it
might be of interest to know that the correct mathematics would involve a probabil-
ity distribution for the effectiveness of that fire, and that—even if the “best esti-
mate” indicated that the enemy forces would be destroyed before engaging small
friendly units—there might be a substantial “tail,” that is, a substantial probability
that many enemy forces would in fact penetrate and engage.4

BOX 4.1
Examples of Structural Problems

• Ignoring consequences of ineffective ASW
• Ignoring effects of warning time on ship survival
• Overestimating stealth effectiveness in at-sea operations
• Not reflecting effects of logistics flow ashore on maneuver warfare
• Assuming independent events in mine-effectiveness calculations
• Assuming equally effective friendly and enemy personnel
• Not representing battle damage implications of small crews
• Assuming static, nonadaptive tactics
• Ignoring countermeasures to long-range precision strike
• Assuming linearity and independent events in evaluating PGM versus moving
targets

Order of magnitude errors possible, also “tail” effects

3See also Appendix B on virtual engineering, which gives a related but somewhat different tax-
onomy.

4See also the discussion in the chapter on analysis and modeling in Defense Science Board (1996a),
Vol. 2.  See also Appendix J on probabilistic dependencies.
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The overall point of Box 4.1 is to dispel the myth that results depend only on
model data (i.e., the assumptions about parameter values).  In fact, they also
depend on built-in features.

APPROACHES TO DEALING WITH UNCERTAINTY

Coping with ubiquitous uncertainty, both parametric and structural, requires
something increasingly referred to as “exploratory analysis,” as distinct from
analysis focused on the implications of allegedly best-estimate assumptions and
some modest sensitivities.  Described more fully in Chapter 6 and Appendix D,
exploratory analysis is only now becoming computationally feasible as the result
of massive increases in computer power.5  However, current M&S has not been
designed for this kind of analysis under uncertainty.  Nor have civilian and
military leaders, or analysts for that matter, been educated to approach problems
with a full confrontation of uncertainty.  Changing this circumstance for next-
generation M&S is therefore important.  This will require basic research, educa-
tion, and cultural changes.

“DOING BETTER” ON MODEL CONTENT:  NEED FOR
MANAGERIAL CHANGES, NOT JUST TOKEN EXHORTATION

Given this quick review of types of problems, what can be done?  The most
important point is that doing better requires commitment to model content.  The
panel suggests an approach for the Department of the Navy as indicated in Box
4.2.  It starts with an expression of top-level interest and concern.  It then involves
a strategy.  The principal notion is that model quality tends to be highest when the
modeling has been done by people working on relatively specific problems.
Thus, the strategy does not call for increasing money for M&S content per se,
much less for investing in “hobby shops,” but rather for investing in research in
each of a number of important warfare areas that need such research to avoid
serious errors that might cost lives or lose wars.  For each such program the panel
suggests providing terms of reference that explicitly demand empirical and theo-
retical research, not mere modeling.  Further, the panel recommends review by
science advisory panels, whose members are highly qualified in terms of educa-
tion and research experience.

The panel also sees the need, therefore, to increase the supply of military
officers qualified to oversee the M&S efforts.  The qualifications would involve

5See Bankes (1993, 1996) for a technologist’s perspective.  See Davis et al. (1996) for applications
to force-planning analysis.
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solid technical education (e.g., M.S.s or Ph.D.s requiring research), experience,
and, perhaps, certification in a “short course” for technically educated mid-career
officers about to take on managerial responsibilities involving M&S.  There is
already a shortage of such officers, with the result that some officers find them-
selves managing M&S with little or no relevant background except for general-
purpose managerial skills.6

The panel also sees need to improve incentives for young officers to work on
model quality, and to do a better job of matching background to responsibility.
More investment in education, and changes in promotion criteria, are needed.

BOX 4.2
An Approach to Improving Model Content (Quality)

Possible Instruments and Approach

• Policy
• Explicitly recognize problems of model content
• Highlight need for research on knowledge base

Strategy:  Establishing Good Exemplar Programs in Key Warfare Areas

• Processes that include
—TORs spelling out research requirements for each such program
—Review by science advisory panel

• Qualification standards for managers of M&S
—Degrees
—Experience

• Renewed support for top-quality long-term level-of-effort research
—Promotion criteria for M&S managers and agencies
—Long-term research and VV&A
—Open “publication” and peer-review debate

6This problem cuts across the services, but with respect to the Navy, it is probably worsened by the
lack of a substantial and prestigious analytic shop analogous to Air Force Studies and Analysis in its
peak years or to the OP-96 organization disbanded in the 1980s.  The panel notes, however, that it is
not advocating that M&S and analysis be the province solely of “analysts.”  Involving military
officers with substantial operational experience, and forcing modelers and analysts to become ac-
quainted with operational realities, is critical.  It is now arguably more feasible with the advent of
distributed simulation as a key factor in training and exercises.  See Davis (1995b).
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VERIFICATION, VALIDATION, AND ACCREDITATION

General Observations

Any report discussing model quality, content, and validity must address what
DOD calls verification, validation, and accreditation (VV&A).  Much has been
written about the subject, however, so the panel merely touches here upon high-
lights relevant to the current study.7

Roughly speaking, verification testing establishes whether a computer pro-
gram correctly implements what was intended by the designer.  A verified pro-
gram should run without crashing, should accomplish its numerical calculations
correctly, and so on.  In practice, verification testing not only uncovers a variety
of “bugs” ranging from typographical errors to incorrect bounds on variable
values, it also uncovers errors or shortcomings that trace back to design (e.g.,
omitted logical cases).  Nonetheless, verification’s purpose is primarily to test
implementation, not the correctness of the underlying model.  Validation is the
continuing process of establishing the degree to which the model and program
describe the real world adequately for the intended purpose.  Accreditation is an
official determination that a model is adequate for the intended purpose.

In the early 1990s, when DOD established the Defense Modeling and Simu-
lation Office (DMSO), one priority was to establish procedures for assuring
validity.  DMSO prepared a formal instruction to DOD components, defining
terms and objectives and requiring that the components develop VV&A plans.
The DMSO also sponsored or encouraged a number of efforts to define VV&A
issues with some care and establish guidelines that could be adopted by project
leaders and managers throughout the DOD.  There now exists a good deal of
related documentation.8  One prominent feature of that documentation is a com-
munity consensus on a number of important principles, notably,9

1. There is no such thing as an absolutely valid model.
2. VV&A should be an integral part of the entire M&S life cycle (i.e.,

quality cannot be “inspected in,” to quote a well-known aphorism).
3. A well-formulated problem is essential to the acceptability and accredi-

tation of M&S results.

7For a range of current views of VV&A, see Sikora and Williams (1997), Muessig (1997), Chew
(1997), Stanley (1997), Youngblood (1997), and Lewis (1997).

8The most comprehensive DOD study on the matter may be Defense Modeling and Simulation
Office (DMSO, 1996a) which describes a number of consensus principles, prescriptive material
drawn from academic and industrial experience with model development and testing, and illustrative
formats for reporting results of VV&A activities.  See also Davis (1992), MORS (1992), Youngblood
et al. (1993), and Sanders and Miller (1995).

9Many of these principles are discussed by Hillestad et al. (1996) based on experiences at RAND
in developing and maintaining campaign models.
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4. Credibility can be claimed only for the intended use of the model or
simulation and for the prescribed conditions under which it has been tested.

5. M&S validation does not guarantee the credibility and acceptability of
analytical results derived from the use of simulation.

6. V&V of each submodel or federate does not imply overall simulation or
federation credibility and vice versa.

7. Accreditation is not a binary choice.
8. VV&A is both an art and a science, requiring creativity and insight.
9. The success of any VV&A effort is directly affected by the analyst.

10. VV&A must be planned and documented.
11. VV&A requires some level of independence to minimize the effects of

developer bias.
12. Successful VV&A requires data that have been verified, validated, and

certified.

These principles are significant in large part because they are not obvi-
ous to many users of M&S, and even to many military officers and civilian
officials who find themselves involved in M&S.  Indeed, it is apparently natural
for many individuals to assume that models can be tested, once and for all, and
either certified or rejected.  Such people are implicitly seeing models as com-
modities (or as physics models).

Implications for Management

The consensus principles accepted by workers, if not their managers, have
many implications for model management (Davis, 1992).  Perhaps the most
important is recognizing that model quality must be built in from the outset and
that assuring high-quality knowledge content will often require years of contin-
ued effort and a permanent effort to maintain and update.  With respect to VV&A,

• VV&A should be seen as merely one part of a much larger effort to ensure
model quality, an effort that depends for its success on understanding the relevant
phenomena, representing it in modeling terms appropriate for intended applica-
tions, implementing that representation in a computer model, and seeking out
aggressively the data needed to use the model.

• It is not generally possible to assess a model’s validity once and for all.
First, validity depends on contextual details; second, most models and/or their
data change frequently.  Indeed, the best models for a particular effort—whether
training, acquisition, or operations related—are often assembled (or patched to-
gether, to use an older metaphor) for that specific purpose.

• An enlightened approach to model development will anticipate and sup-
port long-term continuing research on the warfare phenomena at issue, as well as
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related data collection.  It will also support a broad range of information collec-
tion and empirical testing.

Consistent with this, managers and sponsors of M&S need to support the
knowledge base with a broad range of information collection and empirical test-
ing, as suggested by the shaded portion of Figure 4.4.  This suggests the need for
a long-term program to do so, because, in practice, shorter-term efforts such as
the effort to do the computer coding for a model seldom if ever can do more than
a tiny fraction of what Figure 4.4 suggests.  In organizational terms, Figure 4.4
implies that the research may need to be supported by an office with a longer time
horizon and a research orientation, even though the intention is to have the
research be strongly focused.  Over a period of years, such an organization could
build a strong knowledge base in a given area with the combination of activities
suggested.  Note that these include not only the commonly used evaluation by
comparison with expert opinion, doctrine, and other models, but also empirical
work and theoretical studies.10

10Our discussion is too brief with respect to verification.  Verification testing is essential and
often insufficiently pursued.  Even numerical methods are sometimes inadequate to deal with
nonlinearities.  A key to success is assuring quality up front with clear and well-reviewed designs
and routine component testing along the way.  Also, many software engineering tools can help a
great deal if employed from the outset.

FIGURE 4.4  A taxonomy of VV&A methods to assist managers in mid- and long-term
planning to ensure model quality.

TO BE RESCANNED
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A second managerial/organizational implication of the conclusions about
VV&A principles is that accreditation should be seen as applying to a specific
activity such as a particular study or exercise, and not to a model.  The panel
recognizes that this runs counter to the natural desire of the military and civilian
managers who want to have their models certified once and for all, but the
conclusion is central.  If one truly cares about M&S quality, rather than about
having gotten a “check mark” for that M&S, then the context of use is critical.  To
be sure, an M&S can and should be reviewed and certified for basic soundness
and performance, and most important, perhaps, for whether it is adequately docu-
mented with “truth in advertising” about what its strengths and limitations are,
and cautions for users.  Such reviews should be strongly encouraged.  However,
they have essentially nothing to do with whether a subsequent application is
sound.  That application, for example, will be likely to require a special database.
The data will probably dictate results.  What significance, then, would an earlier
model review have?  Nor should the data be held constant, because in practice
that can often undercut the quality or relevance of the work.

The inexorable conclusion, again, is that the quality of an application must
be accredited with full appreciation of the specific context.  This, then, is not so
much a VV&A activity for an M&S as it is a more general review of a substantive
activity such as a study or fleet exercise.

If one takes this view, then Figure 4.5 suggests how to implement it.  It
shows the critical element of accreditation as the development of an analytic plan
for the study (or exercise, etc.).  This plan will then dictate model adaptations,
specialized verification and validation testing, and the criteria to be used in that
testing.  The result (bottom right) is a study-specific accreditation, probably with
guidance such as “Do not purport to reach conclusions on . . . because the study

FIGURE 4.5  VV&A as elements of an application-centered process over time.
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is not adequate for that purpose.  Further, report results as ranges over the speci-
fied uncertainty band, because ‘point results’ would be misleading.”

As of the time this report was being prepared, the Department of the Navy
did not appear to have a managerial concept for validation-related research.  Fur-
ther, its VV&A plan was deliberately permissive, in keeping with the Navy’s
tradition of decentralized activity on M&S.  That approach may be desirable in
many respects, but the failure to plan supportive research activities is a prob-
lem—albeit, one DOD-wide in its scope.

An Alternative to Emphasis on VV&A Processes

While VV&A is unquestionably important, it is doubtful that a focus on
bureaucratic process will greatly improve the quality of models and simulations.
Too many of the problems start at the outset as noted above.  In Chapter 7 the
panel recommends a “market-oriented approach” that emphasizes increasing the
testability of M&S and then exposing the M&S to extensive “beta testing” by
organizations such as the Naval War College.  The panel also recommends de-
manding and then exposing to outside scientific review the “conceptual models”
on which M&S should be based.  Today, such conceptual models often do not
even exist and hence cannot be reviewed, but that situation should change.  The
current emphasis on building and publishing object models is an important step in
the right direction, as is work on common models of the mission space (CMMS).
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62

5

Focusing Warfare Research
and Improving M&S

BACKGROUND

Given the need for research to improve the knowledge base on which M&S
is based, how best might the Department of the Navy (and DOD) go about it?
Although the issue is often posed as building better M&S, that is arguably an
instance of the tail wagging the dog.  Do we ask aeronautical engineers to build
better models or to build better aircraft?  Do we ask economists to build better
models or to clarify important issues such as how to define a cost-of-living
inflator?  Why, then, do models and simulations have such a prominent place in
current DOD thinking?

In fact, there are several reasons.  First, M&S products (as distinct from
constantly changing personal tools) are needed to achieve the objectives of
distributed training, exercising, and planning.  Second, M&S products are
needed to achieve the improvements in effectiveness and efficiency associated
with making reusable objects in a generally available repository.  The third
reason, however, is one mentioned early in the report: that many people, par-
ticularly managers and software technologists, think of models as commodities
and do not worry particularly about where the knowledge comes from to sup-
port the models.1

The point here is not to criticize that view, because it has its place.  Indeed,
the insights from software engineering and management have great value for
military science in which models and simulations are important, which includes
the study of most complex military operations and phenomena.  However, there

1Also, many “modelers” are more focused on constructing interesting programs than on applica-
tions.  This violates principles of what operations researchers are taught, but it is a sociological fact.
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is a need to rebalance the situation by emphasizing that where the objective is to
understand the nature of war and other military operations—especially the nature
of future war in the information era—the focus should be on research rather than
model building per se.

Research Versus Simulation Building

To appreciate the significance of research versus simulation building, con-
sider what often happens when people define the objective as building an M&S.
A committee goes about constructing wish lists, which are later translated into an
expression of requirements.  A request for proposals (RFP) is then issued or the
tasking assigned to a government laboratory or federally funded research and
development center (FFRDC).  A contract is let and work proceeds.  But the work
is typically construed to be building software.  The team might have, for example,
a chief modeler/designer, a software designer, several modeler/programmers, and
some specialists in graphics, databases, and operating systems.  And, because the
model will need data, there may be one or several individuals, as well as repre-
sentatives from sponsors, actively involved in building databases (e.g., for orders
of battle, temperature profiles in different portions of the ocean, weapon effec-
tiveness, sortie rates, and so on).

Now, all of this may sound reasonable and industrious, but it is quite differ-
ent from what would happen if the objective were seen as understanding the
subject area, with a model as a possible by-product.  In this case, the team might
include scientists, engineers, operations researchers at least as interested in phe-
nomenology and conceptual models as programming, historians, and psycholo-
gists (e.g., for interviewing experts)—as well as operations-experienced military
officers.  Results might include learned papers on various aspects of the phenom-
enology and other papers discussing future doctrinal options.  Unfortunately,
there might not be any products directly usable by builders of M&S.  There might
be no rigorous models at all, or they might not “fit” well into the larger scheme of
things.2

Ultimately, what seems to be needed is a synthesis (Figure 5.1).  There is a
need for research, but that research could be accomplished with the recognition
that it will be used to feed the building of M&S, and it could be accomplished
with the same common model of the mission space (CMMS) as used by the M&S
builders.  Further, the M&S designers could base their designs on concepts emerg-
ing from the research rather than imposing their own concepts.  The result would
be an M&S better able to accommodate future research results as well, rather than

2As an example of this, there have been a number of interesting historical studies on when and
how battles are won and lost, but they have seldom related easily to the simulation models on which
DOD depends.  Incorporating their insights, much less their data, has been difficult.
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M&S with data structures that do not relate well to experimental data or to
changes of perspective.3

Modularity of Knowledge

Another reason for emphasizing research rather than model building per se is
that if one attempts to build a comprehensive model of complex systems, there is
a good chance of failure: the computer model will eventually collapse under its
own weight.  By contrast, modular knowledge can endure.  Often, specialists are

FIGURE 5.1  Synthesis of desires for research base, conceptual models, and effective
M&S software.

3This issue of databases not being easy to change, is connected to the difference between declara-
tive and procedural knowledge (a distinction much discussed in the computer science and artificial
intelligence literatures).  Declarative knowledge often takes the form of relationships (conservation
laws, Newton’s laws, and the like), whereas procedural knowledge usually takes the form of a
recipe-like method for solving a problem or operating some system (e.g., “After 6 p.m., turn on the
lights”).  In many respects, declarative knowledge is more powerful, because it can be used to
address a wide range of situations.  In contrast, procedural knowledge is often “brittle” (at some
times of year, sunset may not be until 9 p.m. or so).  When we speak of computers lacking common
sense and humans being more adaptive, one of the underlying considerations is that computers are
typically programmed to be extremely literal, while humans are able to draw on more general
considerations to tailor actions to the task at hand.

A quintessential example is the difference between mission orders and detailed instructions.  A
commander can specify objectives, describe issues and constraints, and then let his subordinates
achieve those as proves feasible and appropriate.  Alternatively, he can lay out a plan that “scripts”
their activities.  The former expresses the problem with declarative knowledge; the latter with
procedural knowledge.
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needed to understand different aspects of system behavior (e.g., probabilistic
issues versus the effects of saltwater on instrumentation versus the location errors
associated with a less-than-complete GPS constellation).

PRIORITIZING WARFARE SUBJECTS FOR RESEARCH

Calling for an across-the-board program of research would be of little value.
Further, the panel is recommending a significant change in the way business is
done, which raises the barriers.  With this in mind, the panel identifies a first set
of warfare subjects for priority attention by the Navy and Marines.  Success in
these domains might lead to more general changes later.

In developing this priority set, the panel established several criteria:

• Military importance to the Navy or Marine Corps,
• Importance to higher-level joint operations,
• High potential payoff for empirical and theoretical research, and
• Need for interest in and oversight by “operators” and “warriors,” rather

than scientists alone.

With these criteria as background, Table 5.1 provides a possible first list of
subjects.  Each has major knowledge gaps that could be narrowed by empirical
and theoretical research closely tied to the “warrior communities.”

DESIRED ATTRIBUTES OF RESEARCH PROGRAMS

Although the research needed would obviously vary from subject area to
subject area, the following features would seem to be strongly desirable in most
cases.  An overarching theme is the need to take a holistic approach rather than
one based on either top-down or bottom-up theology.  For each warfare area the
panel recommends developing hierarchically integrated families of models with
different characters and resolutions—not to predict detailed behaviors, but rather
to explore and understand military phenomena.  Such simulation-based explora-
tion is a form of experimentation that can yield profound insights.

1. Top-down thinking from the perspective of a JTF commander.  A com-
mon failure of warfare research, and of model building, is not representing from
the outset some of the principal factors that would affect higher-level operational
decisions.  As a consequence, even detailed models often have an overly narrow
scope.  Further, there are forest-and-trees problems.  This can be mitigated by
defining the problem initially so as to include at least primitive representations of
higher-level strategy and command-and-control.

2. Tactics development.  Whenever one considers something new (e.g., a
new operational concept or weapon system), it is important to think about the
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range of possible tactics—for both oneself and the adversary, perhaps through
some cycles of measure and countermeasure.  Historians repeatedly remind us
that the principal changes wrought by previous revolutions in military affairs
(RMAs) have been at least as much organizational and doctrinal as technical.

3. Realistic decision behaviors.  In each domain, there is likely to be a
need to build realistic decision models, for both friendly and adversary sides (and
third parties as well), as well as models that represent important limiting cases
such as optimization (feasible only with perfect information, but an important
bound) and doctrinal behaviors.  In addition, the panel believes it important—in
both research and the subsequent M&S—to allow for human play.  Even so-
called “constructive models” for analysis should have human play options.  Fail-
ure to allow for this will often guarantee slipping into a pattern of computer-
comfortable but unimaginative and unrealistic behaviors.

4. Theory development for multi-resolution model families.  This issue is
discussed elsewhere in the report (Chapter 6 and Appendix E), but it should be a
key element of research in most warfare areas.

Joint task force
operations with
dispersed  forces

Effectiveness of long-
range precision
strike against
armies taking
countermeasures

Short-notice early-
entry operations
against opposition

Theater-missile
defense, including
counterforce, and
including speed-of-
light weapon
options

Expeditionary
warfare and littoral
operations

•••

••

•

••

••

•••

•••

••

•••

•••

•••

•••

•••

•••

•••

Issues of survivability and
effectiveness (may need
probabilistic depictions)

Likely large differences
among weapon
enthusiasts, planners, and
on-the-ground reality

Short-notice planning and
mission rehearsal

M&S will be only
mechanism for evaluating
effectiveness in large-
scale battles

Problems with smart mines,
opposition, missiles, and
WMD

TABLE 5.1 Warefare Areas Needing Empirical and Theoretical Research

Shortfalls in Potential
Knowledge Value of
of Focused

Warfare Area Phenomena Importance Research Comments

xxx
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5. Well-designed empirical work exploiting high-resolution simulation, DIS-
modulated military exercises, and training experiences.  It is generally agreed
that higher-level M&S lacks an adequate empirical foundation, but it is often
suggested that little can be done about the matter.  This is no longer true.  At least
two developments have changed what is possible: (a) the advent of high-quality,
high-resolution simulation with extraordinary computer power, and (b) the ad-
vent of distributed simulation, including distributed interactive simulation (DIS)
as a core activity of training and exercising.  With respect to the latter, it is now
possible to collect operational data unobtrusively.  Figure 5.2 sketches this notion
(Davis, 1995b).

6. Stochastic and human-in-loop options at all levels of play.  In many of the
important warfare domains, decision makers—including commanders about to
send their people into battle—need to understand the stochastic nature of events.
Expected value models can be exceedingly misleading.  Or, when their shortcom-
ings are obvious, they can inappropriately discredit otherwise valuable simula-
tion (e.g., as when a fractional carrier is still critical in an operation’s success).
The panel therefore believes it essential that research attend seriously to such
matters.  One aspect of this will, again, involve including humans in the loop for
at least some of the activities.

7. Comprehensive models, including “soft” effects.  If simulations are to
be realistic, whether or not precise, it is essential that they reflect a vast range of
soft factors that include, for example, random human errors, virtual attrition (as
when pilots achieve poorer air-to-ground performance when flying in an intense
air-defense environment, even if they take no attrition), “frictional” effects, and
suppression of enemy effectiveness by information warfare or barrage bombing.
While these are sometimes notoriously difficult to incorporate precisely, the

FIGURE 5.2  Exploiting DIS experiments for empirical information.  SOURCE:  Re-
printed, by permission, from Davis (1995b). Copyright 1995 by IEEE.
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principle to be kept in mind is that to omit them is to assume implicitly that they
have no effect (i.e., to assume that model correction factors are all unity).

8. Complex MOEs.  Although operations researchers and mathematicians
often like to identify a single measure of effectiveness (MOE) on which to focus,
there are relatively few circumstances in which that is appropriate for higher-
level decision support.  JTF commanders, for example, must worry not only
about damage caused to opponent forces, but also about impacts on opponent
effectiveness.  They must worry even more about effects on the success of their
own strategy.  And they must typically worry about casualties—to their own
forces, to allies, and even to enemy forces.  Thus, research and analysis should in
the panel’s view increasingly provide a rich set of MOEs.

9. Empirical data development.  Empirical work using DIS exercises is
mentioned above, but much broader activities are possible.  These include histori-
cal research, dispatching operations researchers to observe and report on opera-
tions and doctrinal experiments, structured interviewing of military experts—
foreign as well as American—and field tests.

10. Models as products.  In the past, military research has often not con-
nected well with the needs of the M&S community.  While it is evident that the
panel does not recommend focusing scientists on the building of large-scale
M&S, it does believe that more can be demanded of them in terms of expressing
their conclusions in the form of discrete models (mathematical, logical, or com-

FIGURE 5.3  An illustrative slice of a CMMS for JTF strike operations. SOURCE:
Jefferson, DMSO (1996).
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4Adapted from a MORS briefing on CMMS issues sponsored by the Defense Modeling and
Simulation Office (1996).

puterized) that connect conceptually to the larger realm of M&S.  Here the panel
believes that it is important that military scientists inform and be informed by the
emerging work on common models of the mission space (CMMS).  As an ex-
ample here, someone conducting research on command and control might need to
see how his ideas could be modularized so as to be useful in a DOD-wide model
repository constructed with the imagery of Figure 5.3 in mind.4
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70

6

Creating and Improving Intellectual and
Technological Infrastructure for M&S

KEY TECHNICAL PROBLEMS REQUIRING INVESTMENT

Whereas the “content” of M&S will best be improved with research pro-
grams organized around warfare areas, there are some important cross-cutting
technical problems that merit separate investment.  Some involve modeling
theory; some involve infrastructure technology and standardization.  Three seem
particularly significant in thinking about achieving long-term visions:

• Understanding and M&S of complex systems,
• Families of models, and
• M&S infrastructure.

The first, complex systems, is discussed in Chapter 3.  (Appendix B is a
much more extensive treatment.)  Here the focus is on the second and third.

HIERARCHICALLY INTEGRATED FAMILIES OF MODELS

The first subject involves integrated families of models.  (See also Appendix
E.)  Having such families is important in all domains of M&S.  To take merely
one example, a JTF commander needs to work for the most part with a highly
aggregated view of the theater and forces.  However, he also needs to be able to
zoom in on particular regions or operations, perhaps because they are critical and
must therefore be understood in detail.  As a practical matter, all this requires
different models (not just a single high-resolution model) because of both com-
plexity and data uncertainty.
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In one sense, families of models have been around for years, but mostly on
viewgraphs.  In old-think (Figure 6.1), moreover, they were formed by legislating
that existing models at different levels of resolution would be considered a family
and that detailed models would be used to generate data calibrating less-detailed
models.

The results of most efforts along this line have been disappointing, if not
downright failures.  First, the models declared to be family members often were
only casually related.  Connecting them proved difficult and ambiguous.  In part
as a result, but also because of flawed theory, the calibration efforts failed.  High-
resolution models, for example, often predicted attrition and movement rates that
greatly exceeded observed reality—presumably because they were not yet suffi-
ciently complete to reflect many of the delays and other frictional effects that
occur in real military operations.1  Also, the high-resolution models often did not
address key features of the problem.  That is, they had insufficient scope.  In other
cases, the high-resolution models were credible, but the low-resolution models
had no “hooks” for reflecting the high-resolution results.  For example, they
depended only on deterministic averages of higher-resolution phenomena when
statistical or distributional information was critical.  The general problem is that
models that have not been designed for cross-calibration are often difficult to
relate to one another.

FIGURE 6.1  Old-think on model families.

1As an example of the difficulties here, suppose that one wants to use a high-resolution simulation
of company-level battle to calibrate the attrition rates of a higher-level model.  A company, once it is
in battle, may have a very short but intense period of attrition.  However, most of the time such a
company is not in such a battle.  Further, there may be many hours of preparation before any such
battle occurs.  Accounting for these matters in attempting to provide “average rates” remains ex-
tremely difficult conceptually and was beyond the simulation and computational states of the art in
past decades.
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There have also been organizational problems.  If the different models of
such a hierarchy are owned by different organizations that only occasionally
work together, the linkages are more imagined than real, and sometimes cynically
constructed when real at all.  This is a harsh judgment, and there have been some
notable partial successes, but the panel believes the judgment is correct.2

Figure 6.2 suggests an image of “new-think” on these matters.  Although it
may appear “common-sensical,” it represents a drastically different image than
the one followed in the past and assumed appropriate by most in the analytic
community.  In this image, models at different levels of detail are designed
together from the outset so that there is a true integration.  Variables from one
level “understand” variables at another.  Second, models at any given level are
designed to make use of data from other levels of resolution.  Returning to the
attrition example, if we know from historical evidence (and common sense) that
attrition is self-limiting because commanders will not tolerate excessive attrition,
then someone building a high-resolution model may need to design in corre-
sponding decision rules that could be calibrated against macroscopic information
on behaviors (which might be different for different nations’ commanders and
forces).

The main point here is that in building models and calibrating them we
should be using all the knowledge available, regardless of resolution, and one
should be attempting to make the family members consistent with each other.

FIGURE 6.2  New-think:  integrated hierarchical families of models.

2For a review of such matters, see Davis and Hillestad (1993a,b).  The latter mentions two efforts,
one by the U.S. Air Force and one by the German IABG, that were reasonably successful in develop-
ing model families.  Both efforts were tightly managed and were within a single organization.  The
fundamental difficulties in this domain are now recognized by the Defense Modeling and Simulation
Office (DMSO) and DARPA.
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One should not assume that “truth” resides at high resolution, low resolution, or
indeed at any one level or in any one characterization.  For example, current high-
resolution, entity-level simulations often contain rich information on microscopic
behaviors, but they have very limited scope and no or inadequate representation
of higher-level context (e.g., the JTF commander’s objectives, strategy, and con-
straints).  By contrast, that information may be readily seen in more aggregate
representations of the same war.  Connection and calibration, then, should be
two-way.3  This type of thinking is familiar in some types of engineering, but it is
quite unusual in combat modeling.

Unfortunately, no one today knows how to carry out the vision of “new
think.”  Doing so will require fundamental research as well as applied research on
particular problems.  There are existence proofs for such models in relatively
simple cases, and the beginnings of a theoretical foundation, but there are many
theoretical obstacles.4

These matters are discussed more fully in Appendix F.  Let it suffice here that
operationalizing the ideas suggested in Figure 6.2 is very difficult as a matter of
theory.  Although there have been many claims to the effect that object-oriented
programming creates hierarchies of models, such programming usually focuses on
the entities (e.g., corps, division, brigade, battalion, company, platoon, squad).  To
be sure, such hierarchical entities can be represented more easily in object-oriented
programming than older methods, but the more serious representational problems
involve processes (e.g., attrition, movement, and command-and-control) rather than
entities.  Relating processes at different levels of aggregation or resolution is con-
ceptually very difficult, and very few military researchers have even attempted to
do so rigorously.  This is a subject for serious theoretical research.

One Element of Doing Better:  More Ambitious
High-resolution Simulations

As discussed above, one of the most serious past difficulties in trying to
calibrate upward has been that the high-resolution models had insufficient scope
and, even within the scope dealt with, incomplete information.  For example, in

3For a simple example of the two-way calibration issue involving maneuver warfare of ground
forces, see Davis (1995a), which works out the problem analytically.  For other discussions of multi-
resolution modeling issues, see articles by Davis and Hillestad in the edited collection of the Military
Operations Research Society (MORS) by Bracken et al. (1995).

4See Davis and Hillestad (1993a) for the report of a workshop on variable-resolution modeling
sponsored by DARPA and DMSO.  One concept discussed in that workshop is the notion of inte-
grated hierarchical variable resolution (IHVR) modeling.  The key point here is that if the models at
different resolution of key processes such as attrition are related by hierarchies of variables, it is
“straightforward” to define procedures for calibration.  These must involve summations and integrals
with appropriate statistical weighting for the application at hand (see also Appendix E).
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past decades it was not possible to have entity-level simulation extending to
division and corps in scope.  As a result, the high-resolution simulations focused
on, for example, company- or battalion-level combat.  The result was that the
simulated battles occurred to some extent in a vacuum, without representing the
lengthy, complicated preparations and maneuvers that typically precede the
battles, much less the associated frictional complications.  With increased com-
putational power, however (and with the benefit of improved software engineer-
ing), it is now feasible to greatly expand scope.  Along with doing so will surely
come substantially improved ability to “see” and understand the interrelationship
of events at different levels of organization.

A second difficulty with most high-resolution simulations has been their
failure to incorporate behavioral models representing decision making at the
various echelons.  Much of the high-resolution work has employed military offic-
ers for command-control, which has its own advantages, but which complicates
or precludes some of the activities needed for analysis.  This limitation is also
being overcome, slowly, as improvements are made in so-called semiautomated
forces (SAFOR).  There have now been a number of model developments, nota-
bly in the United States and Germany, that have advanced the state of the art in
such matters.  In the decades ahead, this agent-based modeling will improve
greatly—given adequate support and high enough standards.  At present, many
workers are pleased when the models represent stereotyped doctrinal tactics at
low levels, but, with time, the models will become increasingly adaptive and will
probably have “learning capability.”5

Currently, the emphasis on SAFOR is at low levels (e.g., company level
when dealing with land forces).  However, decision models are feasible for all
echelons, and some have been demonstrated and even used, with various levels of
success.6   The forecast here is cautiously bullish, even though it is likely that
selective human play will always be very desirable, not just to calibrate models,
but to ensure the range of innovations and “unusual” behaviors.

There are other potential and important improvements that should be sought
in high-resolution models.  These include better representation of the environ-
ment (haze, smoke, snow, sea state, and so on) and better representation of low-

5Some aspects of “learning capability” are by no means exotic, however unusual in modeling.
Consider a simulation in which the two forces have imperfect information about each other and about
some of the “laws of war” (e.g., rates of attrition and movement).  As they engage in operations and
“observe” simulated events, they can also recalibrate some of their assumptions.  Thus, if one side’s
doctrine calls for fast movements and the other side’s assumes slower movements, then both sides
should use the simulation’s version of “truth” in making decisions after movement rates have been
observed.

6The EAGLE model, developed initially at Los Alamos National Laboratory and subsequently by
TRADOC and MITRE, orginally used script-based methods from the artificial intelligence community
to deal with battalion-level decisions.  The CONMOD development at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
was never completed, but included extensive design work and some prototype demonstration of option-
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level human behavior (not “decisions” so much as human “behavior”).  Much
work is needed on both, although there have been notable advances.

A Different Perspective:  The Need for New Modeling Approaches

While there are many reasons to believe that high-resolution simulations will
be greatly improved in the years to come, there are also reasons to doubt that they
will ever be able to generate accurate higher-level “truth”  without incorporating
information and constraints from higher-level (lower-resolution) information and
perspectives. What may be feasible in principle (such as working from
Schrodinger’s equations to engineering detail) is often not feasible in practice.  It
is striking that approaches emphasizing “agent-based modeling” with adaptive
agents following relatively simple principles and rules sometimes have the ability
to “generate” remarkably realistic macroscopic behaviors, and that the same
workers accomplishing this had previously worked diligently, but failed, in a
more exclusive bottom-up-with-detail approach.7   Interestingly, some of this
work is neither high-resolution nor low-resolution in character, but rather some-
thing new—e.g., low-level agents with only a few characteristics and behaviors.

One interesting point here is that what some communities refer to as agent-
based modeling with emergent behaviors looks to others very much like what
others think of as adding adaptive decision models to traditional simulations.
Further, it is likely that the agent-based models built on only a few basic prin-
ciples will not prove robust enough for decision support (unless the models can
be validated against extensive empirical data), in which case it seems even more
likely that the two approaches will to some extent converge.

Working Toward a Larger Tool Kit:  Models Other Than Simulations

One of the peculiar features of the current discussion of M&S is that the vast
majority of discussion is about simulations—so much so that it is sometimes
forgotten that other powerful forms of modeling exist.  Simulation generates a
possible behavior over time of the real system being modeled.  One sets initial

ally automated large-scale high-resolution simulation.  The German Armed Forces University has
extensive experience with rule-based and utility-maximizing decision models informed by many years
of human play.  The RAND Strategy Assessment System (RSAS) of the late 1980s included theater-
level and even political-level decision models employing a variety of methods that included adaptive
scripts (akin to real-world branched war plans).  These models were able to recognize failures and
opportunities requiring changes of plan (i.e., changes of adaptive plan).  The political models took a
world view, had extensive situation-assessment capability, and made plausible decisions about escala-
tion, termination, and change of high-level (theater-level or multitheater) strategy.

7A good example of this was reported to the panel by Darryl Morgeson and Chris Barrett of Los
Alamos National Laboratory, based on their transportation modeling work.  There are numerous
other examples (see also Appendix B).
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conditions, executes the simulation, and watches a rendition of how the systems
may behave.  Simulations are well suited to certain types of “what-if?” questions
because one merely changes the initial conditions and runs the model again.
However, simulations are often very complicated—especially entity-level simu-
lations.  They become difficult to control and comprehend.  Further, they cannot
answer many questions of interest to decision makers, such as “Under what
conditions would I be able to . . . ?”, or “If I must achieve [some level of
performance], how many . . . will I need?”8

Yet another problem with simulations is that they are in some cases the
antithesis of the reductionism that is so often critical in decision support.  They
are so rich that one can lose the forest for the trees.  This is especially trouble-
some when the aggregate behavior of the system turns out to be much simpler,
and much more easily understood, than one would ever imagine from studying
simulation inputs or the outcomes of a few runs.  Yet it happens frequently in
systems that approach some kind of steady state, or in systems in which many of
the complex interactions produce a simpler average behavior that can be dis-
cussed in simple terms.

The current fascination for simulations and the need to rebalance this with
more effort to use other forms of modeling has been discussed by Herbert Simon
(1990).  Versions of simulation that “go beyond ‘what-if?’ questions” by logic
programming methods to embed knowledge that allows the simulation to find
initial conditions sufficient to meet specified end states have been discussed and
pursued by RAND’s Jeff Rothenberg and colleagues (see Mattock et al., 1995).
Also, there may be a revival ahead of defense economics dependent less on
simulations than on simpler spreadsheet-level models, cost data, and decision
support tools.  Within the larger technical community of universities and indus-
try, it is notable that younger workers are increasingly expert in powerful desktop
analytical tools, tools such as Mathematica and Macsyma, which accomplish
symbolic manipulation as well as perform many other functions.  A new tool
called Analytica facilitates analytical modeling in which input parameters have
associated probability distributions.  It also facilitates the hierarchical modeling.9

While the panel does not discuss such matters much in this report, it believes they
merit more attention.

8Complexity is sometimes in the eyes of the beholder.  Some simulations (e.g., Janus) depend
ultimately on a relatively small number of principles and data with a relatively well defined origin.
Further, behavior is sometimes rather easy to understand because it so tied to physical processes.
However, from an analytical viewpoint the same type of model may seem very complicated because
there are so many variables, especially if one does not uncritically accept weapons-effect data,
doctrinal estimates of movement, and so on.

9Analytica is a product of Lumina Decision Systems, which licenses underlying software from
Carnegie Mellon University.  Mathematica is a product of Wolfram Research.  Macsyma is sold by
Macsyma, Inc.
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M&S INFRASTRUCTURE

Rationale

The next subject requiring major technical effort is infrastructure.  The panel
cannot do justice to this subject here (see also Appendix F).

Figure 6.3 suggests other reasons for supporting infrastructure initiatives.
For example, when building a new “stand-alone” simulation, anecdote suggests
that it is typical to spend roughly 75 percent of the resources on the underlying
infrastructure (e.g., the tedious programming necessary for bookkeeping on enti-
ties and for creating interfaces to input/output devices such as databases and
graphical displays), and only 25 percent on the specific content that motivated the
simulation effort.  Although no one should take these figures as precise, there
seems to be a consensus on their being roughly right.  It should then be no
surprise that “new” simulations are often merely a reprogramming of old models,
with no substantive improvements.  The situation is analogous to expecting im-
provement in a manuscript by changing the word-processing system.  Histori-
cally, there has been only relatively little reuse of model components within
application classes of M&S (e.g., within the group of constructive models used
by a particular organization), and extremely little sharing or reuse across bound-
aries such as those of Figure 6.3 (virtual simulations, war games, and live-range
simulations).

FIGURE 6.3  Rationale for M&S infrastructure.
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A common infrastructure could yield substantial improvements in develop-
ment time and productivity.  Simulation developers could focus on the specific
modules of direct interest to them and to reuse other modules as appropriate.

This approach also facilitates having multiple levels of resolution, levels
appropriate to the application.  And it minimizes redundancy and inconsistency
of simulations developed by different organizations.

Layered Architecture for M&S

To achieve the benefits of a shared simulation infrastructure, a clear architec-
ture is needed.  As illustrated in Figure 6.4, this architecture must recognize and
address several different layers at which simulations must operate:

• The computing platform layer, including the specific workstations or other
processors being used to execute the simulations within a federation.

• The network layer, which includes the local area networks, wide area
networks, and interface modules that permit the computing platforms to commu-
nicate efficiently with each other.

• The simulation layer, which executes various models to generate the over-

FIGURE 6.4  Layered architecture for M&S.
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all simulation behavior that represents the purpose of the study, exercise, re-
hearsal, or test.

• The modeling layer, which includes repositories of models for represent-
ing battlefield tactics, weapons, sensors, communications, terrain characteristics,
environmental phenomena, and so on.  In many cases, new models may need to
be developed for a particular application, but the adaptation and/or reuse of
previously developed models should often be encouraged.

• The scenario layer, which includes the development of force layouts,
scripts, and initial conditions relevant for the study, exercise, or rehearsal being
planned.  Again, it will often be necessary to develop new scenarios for a specific
application, but whenever possible, adaptation and/or reuse should be encour-
aged.

• The exploratory analysis and search layer, which supports the explor-
atory analysis under uncertainty discussed in Appendix B, and also the automated
search, where possible, of the system’s design space.

• The collaboration layer, which electronically supports collaboration
among various people involved in an M&S study, enabling them to share data,
work on models, and analyze results, and so on, in a coordinated and efficient
fashion.

High-level Architecture

The recently promulgated high-level architecture (HLA) for M&S10  attempts
to address some of the issues raised by the layered architecture just presented.
HLA is concerned with simulation modularity, interoperability, and component
reuse by means of a consistent conceptual approach, domain-independent infra-
structure components, and a repository of previously developed simulation mod-
ules.  All substantive representations of real-world phenomena are maintained
inside the simulation components.  HLA serves as the “plumbing” that allows the
components to interact with each other.

Under the HLA conceptual approach, the set of simulation components that
are assembled for the purposes of an analytic study, a training exercise, or a field
test is termed a “federation,” and the individual components are called “feder-
ates.”  The large majority of federates are simulations, which are responsible for
representing some portion of the real-world phenomena under study, but they
also include such other components as data collection systems, test status moni-

10The memorandum by Undersecretary of Defense Kaminski mandating the high-level architec-
ture, as well as a variety of documents describing it, can be found at the Defense Modeling and
Simulation Office’s Web site (http://www.dmso.mil).  Also, a glossary of M&S terms is available at
http://www.dmso.mil/docslib/mspolicy/glossary.html.
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toring devices, and controllers’ consoles.  The latter elements are consumers of
simulation data rather than direct participants in the simulation.

One of the fundamental architectural precepts of HLA is that federates inter-
act with each other only through a run-time infrastructure (RTI) in accordance
with a well-defined interface specification.  The RTI is composed of a number of
software modules that provide functional services to the federates.  One software
module is collocated with each federate.  The federates communicate with each
other by addressing a service request to their local RTI module and by responding
to service requests presented by the local RTI module.

Another precept is that the federation needs to agree on a common object
model that includes the types and classes of objects represented, the attributes
that represent the state of each object, and the interactions that can be generated
by one object to affect the state of another.  The HLA defines a format for
capturing this information, called the object model template (OMT), and it re-
quires that every simulation that is a candidate for inclusion in a federation must
maintain its own simulation object model using the OMT format.  In essence, the
process of forming a federation consists of a negotiation regarding the various
simulation object models, resulting in decisions about which parts of the various
simulation object models will be combined to form the overall federation object
model.  Among the key elements of the federation object model is an agreement
about how simulation time will be managed across the federation.

The RTI interface specification defines six groups of services:

1. Federation management services provide the basic functions required
to control a particular execution of a federation, such as joining and resigning
from the execution, starting, pausing, and resuming the flow of time.

2. Declaration management services provide the functions by which indi-
vidual federates convey to the RTI the classes of objects, attributes, and interac-
tions they will represent during a given execution and the classes of objects,
attributes, and interactions they need to subscribe to.

3. Object management services provide the functions needed to create and
delete specific instances of objects of various classes, and to create and delete
reflections of the state of objects that are being represented by remote federates.

4. Ownership management services provide an opportunity to transfer the
responsibility for updating some or all of the attributes of an object to another
federate.  This permits, for example, the sharing of a high-fidelity sensor output
computational capability by several federates.

5. Time management services coordinate the advancement of time in a con-
sistent way across the federation.  Many modes of time management are supported,
ranging from synchronized time steps at agreed-upon rates to negotiations of time
advances of arbitrary magnitudes among event-oriented simulations.

6. Data distribution management services provide mechanisms for coor-
dinating data publications and subscriptions to ensure the efficient routing of data
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only to those federates that have requested it, with minimal amounts of irrelevant
data that need to be processed.

The RTI is designed to insulate the individual federates from differences in
implementation languages and internal data representations across the federation.
Although the HLA makes extensive use of object-oriented representations to
describe the interactions among federates, it does not require that any federate use
object-orient programming languages or representations internally.  Finally, the
HLA envisions that federates and their object models will be catalogued in re-
source repositories where they can be browsed and selected as candidates for
reuse in new federations.  Resource repository data would include pointers to
more detailed documentation and points of contact for those responsible for
maintaining various simulation components.

Although HLA makes a substantial contribution to the architecture envi-
sioned in Figure 6.4, it contributes mainly to the lower, technological levels
rather than the higher, “intellectual” levels.  Indeed, it is somewhat unfortunate
that the term “high level” was employed to designate this important development.
In particular, while HLA standardizes the simulation infrastructure in which
models are executed in distributed fashion, it specifically does not intend to
standardize the model content of simulations.  However, there are many issues
that still need to be addressed in the “modeling layer” of Figure 6.4, and which, if
not addressed, could sharply narrow the utility of HLA within DOD.  For ex-
ample, the RTI of HLA usefully contributes to the standardization of time man-
agement so that developers need not worry about this aspect of distributed simula-
tion.  However, unless there is semantic consistency among models that are being
federated, their federation cannot result in a meaningful overall composite.

The Department of the Navy should not only adopt HLA, but also encourage
the further development of the higher, “intellectual” layers, where reuse of model
content can be facilitated.

Reaction to HLA

General Reactions

As one would expect for any endeavor with such broad potential application
and impact, responses to HLA have varied widely.  In some circles, it is viewed
with considerable suspicion.  Much of this suspicion can be attributed to misin-
formation and natural human tendencies toward fear of the unknown.  In some
cases, however, one suspects that certain individuals and organizations fear the
exposure of the internals of their simulations and possible loss of control over
them.  In a few cases, there is fear that this approach could lead to the unwise
imposition of a few “one-size-fits-all” simulation components that may not be
suited for certain applications.  And, of course, there is the perennial problem of
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a reluctance to pay up-front costs in expectation of benefits that may (or may not)
manifest themselves later.

Despite these inevitable concerns and misgivings, HLA is being well re-
ceived by those with a history of strong commitment to the goal of improved
interoperability and reuse.  The architecture is inherently broader and more flex-
ible than the distributed interactive simulation (DIS) standards, where many of
the advocates of simulation interoperability have historically congregated.  The
fact that this community voluntarily set aside its DIS standards development
activities in order to adopt the HLA is a powerful testimony to the potential of the
HLA concept.

As was previously noted, a price must be paid for whatever progress is made.
Various M&S user communities must negotiate common conceptual models and
definitions that can be used across multiple federations.  Decisions must be made
about what legacy applications are worth the investment required to overhaul
them to bring them into accordance with new standards.  Realizing the benefits of
improved interoperability and reuse will require the active and unequivocal sup-
port of the senior Navy Department leadership.

There will undoubtedly be problems in implementing, promulgating, and
institutionalizing these changes.  Perhaps some aspects of the current HLA will
need to change; perhaps others will be required.  The sooner this process gets
under way, the better.

As mentioned earlier, in and out of each activity supported by M&S will be
flowing not only information, but also models and data.  By no means will
everything be connected to everything, but substantial reuse and sharing will
occur because those doing the work will benefit.  And, again, there is more
involved here than just model objects and databases.  A key element of the M&S
infrastructure is commonality of intellectual constructs.

Confusion of Issues:  Standards Versus Stamping Out of Variety

Significantly, the panel believes that much of the resistance to HLA is prob-
ably due to a confusion of two phenomena.  On the one hand, DOD is promulgat-
ing content-free standards that should facilitate the marketplace of ideas and
products.  On the other hand, DOD is constantly exhorting the Services to elimi-
nate alleged redundancies.  The image being conveyed is that DOD wants to
converge on single models.  Indeed, senior officials and military officers have
often said as much, although sometimes grudgingly acknowledging that perhaps
very modest redundancy (e.g., two models of the same phenomenon?) might be
acceptable.  That desire to converge on single models is, the panel believes, a
serious mistake and quite at odds with the desire to improve the content and
general quality of models.  The panel will return to this issue later.  Here let us
merely note that some opposition to the HLA is probably due to the understand-
able resistance to what is seen as overstandardization of models.  By contrast,
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HLA developers intend HLA to be content neutral and to facilitate, not obstruct,
the marketplace of competitive models.

Let us now make the assumption that the Department of the Navy actively
supports HLA and a common infrastructure.  Some basic questions will still
remain.  These include:

• Who develops the simulation modules?
• Who verifies, validates, and accredits these modules for specific uses?
• Who maintains these modules once they have been developed, and up-

dates them as the systems they represent are changed?

Thus, there are many issues ahead.

REPOSITORIES AND MODEL INTEGRATION

It is a waste to have to reinvent the wheel each time a new car is designed.
Yet as successive generations of simulations were developed in the past, such
wasteful restarts from scratch were the rule rather than the exception.  Nowadays,
the advent of object-oriented design and programming has provided the technol-
ogy to support object repositories, where objects may be reused time and time
again.  These matters are discussed in more detail in Appendix F.

ADVANCED ENVIRONMENTS AND
HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGES FOR M&S

We are all aware of how important “environments” are if we use personal
computers.  A good current environment allows us to move quickly among appli-
cations and transfer material from one application to another—primarily among
word processing, graphics, and spreadsheet programs.  Also, within each such
application we have come to expect tools such as spell checkers, on-line docu-
mentation, and hand-holding multimedia primers that lead us through new opera-
tions.  CADCAM technology is, of course, of great value and becoming well
known.  So also, then, “environments” are extremely important to both the use
and the development of M&S.  And high-level languages can be far superior to
those pulling users down into levels of programming detail beyond what they
need.  The commonly used BASIC language with its interactiveness and rela-
tively simple syntax has long been popular for programming by nonexperts.  A
variety of specialized high-level languages have proved quite powerful to stu-
dents in science and engineering and to professionals.11

11Examples here include SIMSCRIPT™ and MODSIM™ simulation languages, the systems dy-
namics language iThink™, and, much less well known, the RAND-ABEL language™ used to de-
velop the RAND Strategy Assessment System.  The programs Mathematica™ and Macsyma™
include high-level language features, as well as facilities for symbolic manipulation and other opera-
tions.
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Advances in this domain will make it possible to improve greatly the com-
prehensibility of models, the traceability of results, and the testability in particu-
lar contexts.  Consider as mere examples here:

• Advanced languages can make it easier for developers to build in “simple
explanation facilities,” so that an M&S user can see not only the predicted system
behavior, but also the key determinants of that behavior.  For example, a log
statement might say, “Because the JSTARS was inoperative and . . . the acquisi-
tion probability for moving targets is reduced by 50 percent from — to — .”

• Further advances in “explanation capability” will make it feasible to query
the simulation about why certain events occurred or under what conditions they
could occur.  Such capabilities would probably depend on logic programming.

• Where terse “explanation log” depictions are inadequate, users should be
able to ask for more information and be immediately transported to relevant
features of the underlying computer code.  If this code is in a high-level language,
they may be able to read and understand it directly.

• Or, it may be that what matters are assumptions (i.e., parameter values).
Again, with nothing more than a mouse click, the user should be able to see the
current values of the relevant parameters—along with documentation about where
the data values came from and, in some cases, why they have the value they do
(e.g., “based on intelligence reports as of March 28, 2015, it is now believed that
the SA-25 surface-to-air missile system as deployed in Libya has the following
features : . . .”  With another mouse click, the user should be able to read the
original intelligence report, which might be posted on-line in DIA headquarters.

• If the user’s problem related more to understanding relationships among
variables in the underlying model, then he should be able—again with no more
than a mouse click and intelligent software noting his context or querying him on
the type of information sought—to see a design-level depiction of the model
itself.  This might take the form of data-flow diagrams, object-model hierarchies,
overview text, and so forth, depending on his needs.

• And, of course, it should be possible for the user to “reach back” to model
builders, or even to the researchers who provided the knowledge base.  This
might be done by e-mail, video conferencing phone calls, or a broadcast query to
the relevant subset of Web users.

Making complex models comprehensible remains a frontier challenge, and
many workers have labored valiantly only to produce simulations understandable
only to themselves.  Still, there has also been considerable progress.  Ironically,
there have also been setbacks because of an interesting and frustrating tension
between the desires for advanced features and standardization.  Currently, work
on advanced languages and environments relevant to military modelers seems to
have slowed considerably, in large part because those building the advanced tools
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need to use methods that are not compatible with commercial software such as
Microsoft’s Visual Basic™ or the many graphics standards.

This is a passing phase, however, and there will again be major progress.
One indication of this is the growing interest in industry-developed methodolo-
gies and tools for object-oriented modeling, not just object-oriented program-
ming.12   Some of these tools are now being used in the JWARS program, for
example.  They are especially significant because building “explanation capabili-
ties” often depends critically on the clarity and structure of the underlying model
design.  A related and significant development here is the increasing recognition
of the need for common models of the mission space (or CMMS).  These can
substantially improve the degree to which workers who wish to share each other’s
models will be able to communicate correctly.  That is, they can help improve the
semantic interoperability of models.

Finally, the panel notes that commercial industry will probably not support
much of what is needed by the Department of the Navy (and DOD) when think-
ing about comprehensibility, traceability, and the like in combat simulations
embedded in command and control systems, or about the competent reuse of
models available in a community repository.  The incentives for doing so do not
yet exist, although we expect that they will emerge in time.  Thus, investment is
needed.  However, its success will probably depend on “squaring the circle,” that
is, finding ways to incorporate advanced features such as explanation capabilities
into software largely written according to emerging industry standards.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON JOINT MODELS

Concerns

One useful focus for Department of the Navy thinking about M&S is the set
of joint systems now in development (most prominently JSIMS and JWARS).
Taken together, these worthy programs (including the service components) have
a price tag approaching $1 billion.  It is the DOD’s intention that JSIMS and
JWARS will become the core for all future joint work on training and analysis,
respectively.  If successful, JSIMS and JWARS will dominate the joint M&S
scene for the next 20 years.  Thus, it is important to the Department of the Navy
that naval forces be adequately represented.  Otherwise, valuable training oppor-
tunities will be compromised and the Navy and Marines will suffer in the compe-
titions over doctrinal changes, future missions, and force-structure tradeoffs.
More generally, the quality of joint work will suffer.

Unfortunately, it is likely that first-generation versions of JSIMS and JWARS

12See, for example, Rumbaugh et al. (1991).
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will not be satisfactory—even with heroic efforts and even though the products
will have many excellent features.  There will be major shortcomings with re-
spect to both content and performance.  Consequently, the panel recommends
that the Navy insist that DOD and the program offices adopt open-architecture
attitudes that will promote rather than discourage substitution of improved mod-
ules as ideas arise from the research and operations communities, and that they
build explicit and well-exercised mechanisms to assure that such substitutions
occur.

This may seem uncontroversial, and it calls for no more than what some of
the programs (notably JSIMS) are projecting, but the history of DOD modeling
has often been to produce relatively monolithic and inflexible programs.  Further,
there has been great DOD emphasis in recent years on avoiding alleged redun-
dancies, collecting “authoritative representations,” and exercising configuration
control.  The panel observed widespread frustration among analysts and other
substantive users of models, who see DOD’s M&S efforts as driven by civilian
and military managers who think models are commodities to be standardized,
who sometimes seem to value standardization more highly than quality (harsh
words, but too important to be omitted), and who have given near-exclusive
emphasis to software technology issues.  They and the panel believe M&S should
instead be seen as organic, evolving, and flexible systems with no permanent
shape (but with standardized infrastructure, including many component pieces).

In fact, the visionary technical infrastructure being promoted by OSD’s De-
fense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) (and software technologists) will
permit the open system approach and will permit competition among alternative
models (e.g., alternative representations of ballistic-missile defense, mine war-
fare, or C4ISR).  Thus, while it would be easy for JWARS, JSIMS, and other
systems to end up as rigid monoliths, with the right architecture and organiza-
tional structure DOD can have its cake and eat it: it can have “standard configu-
rations” while still making it easy for users to substitute model components as
new ideas and methods emerge.  An important but more subtle aspect of this
visionary infrastructure is connecting model evolution to the R&D and opera-
tional communities concerned with both current and futuristic doctrine, and,
significantly, nurturing a competition of ideas and models.  In that way the
evolution will be more like survival of the soundest than like continuation of
what has previously been approved.

The panel underlines the problem of incorporating research results when
they exist because at present the communities who do research and the program-
ming of models often do not communicate well and there is little pressure to
assure that the “best” models are reflected in M&S.  Indeed, there is much
pressure to avoid changes.
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Technical Attributes Needed in Joint Models

Against this background of concerns, the panel recommends that the Navy
advocate an approach to joint-model development that has a long-haul view and
an associated emphasis on flexibility.  The groundwork should be in current
model-building efforts for the following, which will be important in selected
applications in the years ahead:

• Multi-resolution modeling, not only of entities, but also of physical and
command-control processes, with the objective of building integrated models of
families with different levels of resolution.

• Decision modeling to represent commanders at various levels, with both
realistic depictions and depictions that provide for optimal behaviors.

• Diverse representations of uncertainty, including use of probability dis-
tributions (and, sometimes, alternatives such as fuzzy-set concepts), even in ag-
gregate-level models.

• Systematic treatment of important correlations (e.g., the “configural ef-
fects” of mine warfare and air defense) (see also Appendix J).

• Explanation capabilities linking simulated behavior to situations, param-
eter values, rules and algorithms, and underlying conceptual models.

• Mixed modes of play that are interactive, selectively interruptible (e.g., for
only higher-level commander decisions), and automated.  (The panel regards the
option for human play as critical for analytic applications as well as training, and
the option of closed play, for example, of the opponent, as critical for training.)

• Testing of new doctrinal concepts requiring new entities, attributes, and
processes.

• Different types of models.  The systems should accommodate model types
as diverse as general state-space and simple Lanchester equations, entity-level
“physics-based” models, and agent-based models with emergent behaviors.  They
should employ such varied tools for such uses as statistical analysis, generation of
response surfaces, symbolic manipulators, inference engines, and search methods
(e.g., genetic algorithms).

• Tailored assembly.  The systems should facilitate tailored creation of
models, including relatively simple M&S for specific applications.  That is, one
should conceive of JSIMS and JWARS as tool kits with rapid-assembly and
modification mechanisms.  Excessive complexity is paralyzing and obfuscatory.

In some respects, the last item is the most important.  Given the break-
throughs in software technology over the last two decades, it is feasible (though
not easy)—and essential—for major M&S efforts to be designed for frequent
adaptation, specialization, and module-by-module improvement.  One should
think of assembling the right model, not taking it from the shelf whole.  Further,
it should be possible to discard or abstract complexities irrelevant to the problem
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at hand.  Doing so runs directly counter to the common inclination to seek high
resolution for everything, but tailored simplifications are crucial in applications.
This is much better understood by those who have used M&S for studies or
exercises than by those who develop software.  This said, even analysts often find
themselves using more cumbersome models than are truly suitable for their pur-
poses.  For example, they may use a complex campaign model to examine
tradeoffs among deep-strike weapon systems being assessed for their ability to
halt advancing armies.  Arguably, it would be better to do most of the work with
a more specialized and much simpler model with which one could do exploratory
analysis.

Finally, a word of caution about the concept of assembly or composition.  It
is common, in the heady days in which there are more notions and viewgraphs
than demonstrated capabilities, for developers to talk loosely of building systems
that will be so flexible as to serve quite different functions for distinctly different
communities of users.  In practice, such visions have seldom proved out.  Instead,
the systems become so complex—in their effort to serve many user communi-
ties—that they do nothing well and working with them becomes difficult and
unpleasant.   The panel’s view is that while designing with an assembly perspec-
tive is essential, there are limits to what can be accomplished.  Specializations
will continue to be needed.  It is an open question whether systems like JWARS
and JSIMS will prove as versatile as some of the extravagant visions anticipate;
DOD’s image of their being general-purpose tools may prove wrong.  This means
that the Department of the Navy (and DOD) should hedge their bets in this
regard.13   One way to do so is to develop stand-alone models for specialized
purposes, although perhaps requiring interoperability and the potential for being
used within the “big” systems.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH

Research in Key Warfare Areas

As noted earlier, there has been relatively little recent investment in under-
standing the phenomenology of military operations at the mission and opera-
tional levels.  Much of the basis for related M&S is still programmer hypothesis
and qualitative opinions expressed by subject matter experts.  This has not always
been so.  During and after World War II, operations research worked from a rich
empirical base, but now the United States is entering a period of nonlinear,
parallel, information-era warfare for which the intuition of scientists, operations
researchers, and warriors is insufficient.  Further, it will be relying on complex

13The same observation is made within the realm of software.  See, for example, Gibbs (1997).
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systems working as designed in multifaceted joint campaigns.  Success may be
much less tolerant of errors in concept and execution than in days past.

Subjects of particular importance for M&S-related research in the informa-
tion era are (1) aspects of command, control, communication, computers, intelli-
gence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) that involve the content and
reliability of information, as well as its transmission; (2) tactics and strategy; (3)
human behavior; and (4) the very nature of the extended battlefield in future
operations.  This list, however, is abstract, and research could easily be dis-
jointed.  The panel recommends that the Navy and Marines select a few high-
priority warfare areas and create research programs to support them.  These
programs should be organized so as to assure close ties to operational and doctri-
nal-development communities, and to relevant training and exercise efforts that
could be mined as a source of empirical knowledge (e.g., as suggested in Figure
6.5, which would exploit emerging capabilities for distributed interactive simula-
tion).14   This is a nontrivial and potentially controversial suggestion, since the
long-standing tradition has been to avoid—and even prohibit—extensive data
collection for use beyond those being trained.  The costs of such efforts would be
small in comparison with those for buying and operating forces, or even procur-
ing large models.  Although the Department of the Navy (and DOD) need to
make up for past failures to invest adequately in research, this is a domain in
which a total of $20 million to $30 million per year can accomplish a great deal.

As a first list of warfare areas for focused research, the panel recommends
the following, which have some overlaps:

FIGURE 6.5  Using exercises as a source of empirical data for M&S.  SOURCE:  Re-
printed, by permission, from Davis (1995b).  Copyright 1995 by IEEE.

14Exercises, of course, are another form of simulation—not the “real thing.”
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• Expeditionary warfare and littoral operations,
• Joint task force operations with dispersed forces,
• Long-range precision strike against forces employing countermeasures,
• Theater-missile defense, including counterforce and speed-of-light weapon

options, against very large ballistic-missile and cruise-missile threats, and
• Short-notice early-entry operations with opposition.

Each of the above warfare areas has major knowledge gaps that could be
narrowed by empirical and theoretical research closely tied to the “warrior com-
munities.”

The report describes key attributes of research programs for such warfare
areas.  An overarching theme is the need to take a holistic approach rather than
one based exclusively on either top-down or bottom-up ideas.  A second theme is
that the research should be seen as focused military science, not model building
per se.  This will determine the type and range of people involved, and also the
depth of the work.

Two examples may be useful here.  The first is the challenge of developing
command-control concepts for highly dispersed Marine Corps forces operating in
small units far from their ship-based support and dependent on a constellation of
joint systems.  The Marine Corps is studying alternative concepts in the Hunter/
Warrior experiments.  Such experiments need to be accompanied by systematic
research and modeling of different types, perhaps including new types of model-
ing useful in breaking old mind-sets.  It is plausible, for example, that cellular-
automata models could help illuminate behaviors of dispersed forces with vary-
ing command-control concepts ranging from centralized top-down control to
decentralized control based on mission orders.  To its great credit, the Marine
Corps is currently exploring such possibilities, opting to accept some “hype and
smoke” in the realm of controversial complex-system research in exchange for
new perspectives and tools useful in doctrinal innovation.  While the panel does
not believe such simplified models will prove adequate in the long run, they can
be very helpful in developing new hypotheses.

A Navy example involves mine and countermine warfare.  From prior re-
search based on sophisticated probabilistic modeling accounting for numerous
“configural effects” (i.e., effects of temporal and spatial correlations), we know
that effective strategies for mine-laying or penetrating minefields are often
counterintuitive.  By exercising such models and simulation-based alternatives in
an exploratory manner (as distinct from answering specific questions), it should
be possible to develop decision aids of great value in training, acquisition, and
operations.  Such aids should not, however, focus only on “best estimate” single-
number predictions; they should instead provide commanders with information
about odds of success, as a function of information.  If the aids are to be useful,
they must be informed by an intimate understanding of operational commanders’
needs.
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Challenges in Assimilating and Exploiting
M&S Technology

TRADITIONAL CHALLENGES

As noted earlier, M&S is an enabling technology with great potential.  How-
ever, whenever such a cross-cutting technology is introduced, there are organiza-
tional and managerial challenges.  It is commonplace for the organization to
measure the value of investments against the wrong yardsticks (e.g., saving money
in narrow domains, as distinct from changing the very way the organization does
business and improving effectiveness for mainstream missions).  It is also com-
mon for investments to go awry because the new technology is procured and used
as an add-on without sufficient buy-in and influence by the organization’s core
work and workers, because too much is done by committee without leaders and
champions who understand the core business, or because the educational ground-
work has not been laid.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE NAVY

Observations

Despite much ongoing success, all of these problems are visible with respect to
M&S in the DOD’s components, including the Navy and Marines.  As examples,

• While substantively broad and ambitious, the Navy’s plan for M&S was,
as of late 1996, rather “defensive,” with viewgraph emphasis on cost savings and
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the absence of redundancies.  This reflected the attitudes of senior audiences to
whom the material was being presented, audiences who look skeptically at M&S.

• There were numerous expressions of concern by office and program di-
rectors to the effect that proper investments in M&S would require larger sums of
money than available within their own domain alone—even though such invest-
ments would have large long-term benefits.  This was of particular concern with
respect to simulation-based acquisition.

• The Navy’s coordination office for M&S has been organizationally weak
and may not be well located—especially if the intention is to link M&S to
warfighters and decision makers concerned with force structure.

• The perception exists that the Army and, to some extent, the Air Force
have “stolen a march” on the Navy in exploiting distributed interactive simula-
tion (DIS) and in laying the groundwork for the revolutionary changes it will
make possible.  Some of this perception appears to be due to the Army and Air
Force having put together coordinating offices and programs earlier and having
communicated their efforts broadly.  The Navy clearly possesses expertise in DIS
and has begun to use it (e.g., the Kernel Blitz exercise and various activities
within the Naval Research and Development Division (NRaD), San Diego, Cali-
fornia).  However, the perception does generally seem to be correct.

• Another aspect of the situation that matters is background.  Until recently,
at least, the Department of the Navy has been relatively aloof from the last
decade’s activities with distributed war gaming and advanced distributed simula-
tion.  Initially, this stance apparently reflected decisions not to invest in what
seemed to be unfocused “technologists-going-crazy” activities.  Panel members
could understand and to some extent sympathize with that judgment.  But the
situation is far different in 1997 from what it was a decade ago.  In future
decades—and surely by 2035—M&S, including advanced distributed simula-
tion, will be altogether ubiquitous and crucial.

The Department of the Navy as a User and Consumer of M&S

A different set of problems relates to the Department of the Navy as a user
and consumer of M&S and model-based analysis.  The Navy needs to review
itself with respect to these matters.  While a review of such matters was outside
the panel’s charge, and the panel drew no conclusions, it notes that there are some
troubling reports (see, for example, Calvin et al. (1995)).

If the Navy does have problems being a good consumer of M&S, especially
high-level M&S at the mission and campaign levels, the problems have nothing
to do with technical training or experience in a broad sense.  Indeed, the Depart-
ment of the Navy has many officers educated and trained in technical specialties
such as propulsion and aerodynamics.  Further, the Department of the Navy is a
generally good consumer of M&S and model-based analysis at the component
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level (e.g., physics- and engineering-level work related to weapon system de-
sign).  The problem, if it exists, seems to be that not enough officers have been
focused on the special problems of higher-level M&S, such as those associated
with force-on-force analysis, joint-task-force-level analysis, systems analysis,
and force planning.  It may be that this is in part a consequence of decisions taken
in the early 1980s to eliminate OP-96 within the Department of the Navy’s
organization and to otherwise downgrade the role of operational analysis and its
underpinnings, as evidenced, for example, by the then-controversial actions taken
regarding the Center for Naval Analyses and its management.

A BACKGROUND OF LEADERSHIP ALOOFNESS FROM M&S

An important background observation is that the Navy’s leadership has gen-
erally been relatively uninterested in M&S in the past.  There were good reasons
for this aloofness.  Why should the leadership pay special attention to M&S as
long as components were getting the job done—building ships and aircraft, train-
ing, and operating—using models as appropriate?  After all, M&S is just a tool.
A further consideration here was probably the belief that the M&S technology
programs being championed by DARPA were not yet of immediate and great
value to the Navy, but could be a sink for money.  Yet another concern, which
many of the panelists share as the result of their experiences, is that putting too
much emphasis on a support activity such as M&S often proves less effective
than having core activities “pick up” the support as needed.

Finally, the panel notes that much of this report’s discussion focuses on
mission and campaign-level (theater-level) models, which historically have been
of relatively little interest to senior naval officers because they have generally
dealt poorly with naval forces.  Deterministic models referring to half a carrier
battlegroup launching strike missions seemed inappropriate.  Further, there was
little treatment in the joint models of the intricacies of antisubmarine warfare,
over-the-horizon reconnaissance and surveillance, electronic warfare, the differ-
ences in operating conditions in different waters, and so on.  The models, then,
did not seem very good, but they also posed little danger since experienced
military officers and analysts could watch over their use and make corrections for
foolishness.

And, to put the matter bluntly, the Navy was not at the center of attention in
related studies and exercises dealing with major conflicts: its role was greater in
presence operations, peacetime missions of all kinds, strategic nuclear and
counter-SSBN operations, and lesser conflicts involving naval forces.

In summary, there have been many reasons for the relative lack of interest in
M&S by Navy leadership.  Further, the strategy taken may well have been opti-
mal for many years: a strategy emphasizing decentralization and viewing M&S
as merely a tool to be used as needed by those responsible for “real” tasks.
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NEW CIRCUMSTANCES AND THE NEED FOR TECHNOLOGY-
DRIVEN ATTITUDE CHANGES

Against this background, the panel believes that it is time for a fundamental
change in the way the Department of the Navy (and DOD) thinks about M&S.  Its
potential value is enormous for acquisition, training, and operations.  However,
major problems are arising, and many forecasters are being much too optimistic
about how quickly difficulties will be overcome.  The issues are more substantive
than technological; they involve model content and quality.  In the past, models
were best seen as mere tools to be developed and used in specific contexts.  The
people working on problems had also built or overseen the building of the mod-
els, were aware of their limitations, and could deal with them.  Also, the results
could be observed and assessed by military officers drawing on doctrine, lore,
and personal experience for intuition about what was and was not credible simu-
lation behavior.  That era is passing.

The nature of warfare, and even of peacetime military operations, is chang-
ing drastically.  Intuition based on traditional doctrine—often dating back to
World War II—will no longer be dependable.  So it is that all the Services are
busily engaged in battle-lab experiments (e.g., the Marines’ Sea Dragon activi-
ties).  One thing is clear, and that is the increased importance of jointness.  This
is no longer something for lip service, because U.S. military doctrine is now
shifting rather dramatically toward a systems-of-systems approach in which
jointness is essential (Shalikashvili, 1996).  All of this requires extensive simula-
tion, which will become thoroughly embedded in worldwide and theaterwide
command-and-control systems.  Naval forces have a prime role in many of the
envisioned activities, including the theater-opening campaign and theater missile
defense.1   Unfortunately, M&S is becoming extremely complex.  The originators
of the models will not be present to watch over their use, and many applications
of M&S will be made by people who did not develop the models in the first place.
For all of these reasons, it is increasingly critical that the most rigorous efforts are
made to improve the quality of M&S as judged not only by “validity” (which can
be assessed only in context and with discussion of how uncertainty is handled),
but also by transparency, flexibility, and in-context testability.  At the same time,
if the Department of the Navy is to benefit fully from the great potential of
M&S—especially in exploiting what is sometimes called the revolution in busi-
ness affairs—it must arrange for suitable investments.

As suggested in Figure 7.1, taken together, these considerations imply the
need for a technology-driven attitude shift represented by a strategic commitment
to exploiting M&S technology.  This should lead to strategy, policy, and invest-
ments.  Key elements of such a strategy would include officer education, vigor-

1See Naval Studies Board (1996) for discussion of naval forces in regional conflicts.  See also the
Defense Science Board (1996c).
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ous and rigorous pursuit of M&S quality, research to better understand the phe-
nomena of and doctrine needed for future conflict, and fundamental research on
M&S to generate systems that are more understandable and testable.  The other
element is large-scale investment in simulation-based acquisition, which can—
over the next two to three decades—revolutionize acquisition.

ISSUES FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

Conclusions on Managerial Issues

To reiterate, and go into more detail, the panel concludes that the Department
of the Navy needs to make a strategic commitment to M&S.  This is not merely a
technology study’s expression of the view that the Department of the Navy should
“pay more attention to M&S.”  Instead, it is a considered judgment about strategy
in the information era.  Although the panel members have expertise in M&S, the
panel also includes a good deal of expertise in strategic planning and organiza-
tional behavior.

What would such a commitment mean?  The panel’s answer, based signifi-
cantly on panelists’ experience in their own organizations and knowledge of
developments in industry, is that such a strategic commitment will mean ear-
marking capital and continuing resources for the following:

FIGURE 7.1  Despite hype, it is time to look at M&S differently.

TO BE RESCANNED
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• Simulation-based design, acquisition (major investments),
• Research on the scientific knowledge base,
• Research on M&S and analytic methods, including “simulation science”

for complex systems and tools to improve transparency, flexibility, and adapt-
ability of models,

• Education, and
• Links to related joint worlds.

It will also require creating processes for continuing M&S management:

• Appropriate organizational structure,
• Common infrastructure development and support,
• M&S module development and support,
• Ongoing configuration management, and
• Coherent and realistic verification, validation, and accreditation of mod-

els and simulations.

More Specific Recommendations

Moving to concrete recommendations, the starting point is to suggest that the
Department of the Navy organize for a strategic approach to M&S.  Box 7.1
itemizes the recommended actions.  The panel does not suggest details about
organization, except to observe that whoever is responsible for M&S leadership
needs to be in a position of influence.  The panel also believes that the Chief of
Naval Operations (CNO) would be well served by having a dedicated analytical

BOX 7.1
Recommended Managerial Actions

• Organize for effective shepherding through transition.
• Establish crack “analytic team” to serve CNO.

—Conduct studies.
—Focus, interpret, and filter M&S.

• Fund key efforts top-down, not by trading within budget categories:  focus on
innovation and reengineering, not auditing or stamping out redundancy.
• *Support and exploit DOD’s emerging M&S infrastructure:  Embrace HLA and
activities capitalizing on it.
• *Invest in developing and nurturing the knowledge base:  Support research
tagged for key warfare areas and key technical problems.  Couple research to
operators.
• Invest in officer education for building, managing, and using M&S (and analysis).
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organization.  Such an office could also provide intellectual guidance to M&S
activities, which too often appear to have a technology-push momentum with
only vague notions about how to accomplish objectives supporting core missions.

The panel urges that the Department of the Navy establish funding mecha-
nisms and funding procedures that assure an appropriately “strategic” approach
to major issues such as simulation-based acquisition and other activities that
would help enable reengineering.  This would mean providing some capital in-
vestment from the top down, both for long-lead-time investments and common-
good investments.

The items marked with an asterisk in Box 7.1 indicate subjects on which the
panel focused.  For reasons elaborated elsewhere in the report, the panel recom-
mends that the Department of the Navy leadership embrace the infrastructure
initiatives associated with DOD’s high-level architecture (HLA) and that it spe-
cifically endorse and assure research activities to improve the validity of models,
especially those dealing with combat, logistics, and so on (as distinct from, say,
sensor-level models where there is a stronger current knowledge base).  The
Department of the Navy—and DOD more generally—are severely underinvested
here, especially since new-era warfare involves new, complex, and unfamiliar
operations.  Major errors are possible, and scientists, not just computer scientists,
are needed here.

A Market Approach to Improving Model Quality and Credibility

Although the panel has discussed verification, validation, and accreditation
(Chapter 4), long experience suggests that bureaucratic processes to “enforce
VV&A,” while potentially valuable, are unlikely to do the job (and could reduce
efficiencies).  A more effective approach is to exploit natural market forces, that
is, by having model users play a more vigorous role.  This may sound like nothing
new, but the reality is that model users have traditionally found it very difficult to
review and test any but simple M&S, except by observing behaviors in some
standard cases.  Much more can be done with:

• Leadership demanding and valuing continued rigorous attention to M&S
quality from the outset of projects;

• Enforced standards for documenting conceptual model (as distinct from
the program), the structural relationship between that and the program, and how
to review databases (consumers can do little without such basic information);

• Routine use of outside scientific panels to review conceptual models—in
part on their own terms and in part to advise the Navy on whether the models and
modeling approaches being used exploit the then-current state of expertise;

• Model-building technology greatly improving
—Transparency and the ability of users to query the system with particular

questions,
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—The ability to do “exploratory analyses” as a routine part of model testing
for a given context, and

—Increasingly competent software agents for verification testing and even
domain-specific knowledge testing;

• Routine mechanisms for “beta testing” by appropriate communities, such
as the Naval War College and operating commands.

Establishing Research Programs

This report does not recommend any particular organizational approach for
assuring the needed research.  However, some observations are appropriate.  It is
important to distinguish between the warfare-area research and the more funda-
mental research.  The latter could rather naturally fall into the domain of the
Office of Naval Research and possible Navy-DARPA cooperative efforts.  The
warfare-area research, however, creates some challenges.  Several approaches are
possible:

• In each of a set of key warfare areas, require “program managers” (or
other relevant managers) to create a research component.

• Create a higher-level cross-cutting office that would support a portfolio of
applied warfare-area research in close cooperation with the above managers as
well as warfighters and doctrine developers.

• Ask some existing organization or combination of organizations to play
this role (e.g., the Center for Naval Analyses and the Applied Physics Laboratory,
Johns Hopkins University).

The first approach might maximize the closeness of relationship between
researchers and warriors.  On the other hand, the fit might not be natural and the
research component might get short shrift.  Also, the second approach would be
likely to have integrative advantages and economies of scale.  The third approach
may be considered a variant of the second.

Centralization Issues

There are many issues that the panel has not attempted to resolve.  One of the
more important involves degree of centralization.  How centralized should the
Department of the Navy management of M&S be?  Centralization has advan-
tages.  For example, it can improve ability to do comprehensive planning and
coordination, but it may also lead to bureaucratic frictions and stifle both creativ-
ity and problem solving.  Decentralization has great advantages.  It allows pro-
gram managers to address their own problems with minimal external consider-
ations.  However, this may inhibit realizing efficiencies and reduce effective
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coordination.  Centralized funding makes common-good efforts easier, but the
resulting programs may be hobby horses, failures, or irrelevant because of being
too distant from where the real action is, within the programs and in operations.
It seems clear to the panel that the Department of the Navy needs a good deal
more centralization than it has today (almost none), but finding the right balance
is inherently difficult.2  It is even more difficult for outsiders to judge.

Education of Officers

A key element of any assimilation effort must be an increased emphasis on
educating young officers.  The effective exploitation of M&S depends upon the
experience, knowledge, and  wisdom of its practitioners, hence upon their educa-
tion.  The panel recommends Navy investment in such education at all levels: for
those who acquire and design M&S tools and also for those who rely on them to
guide acquisition, training, and operations.  Some of the education should be in
the form of enhanced master’s and Ph.D.-level programs.  Other aspects should
include short courses tailored for officers needing refresher courses, technology
updates, and preparation for next assignments involving M&S management.  One
new educational activity is a master’s degree program at the Naval Postgraduate
School with OPNAV endorsement.  It will emphasize both computer technology
(e.g., virtual simulation) and also human-computer interaction modeling, with a
strong component of operations analysis.  This and other programs—and a com-
petition of programs is important—could make a significant difference over time.

Significantly here, the panel does not necessarily recommend an emphasis
on computer science alone, but rather a priority on increasing the supply of young
officers with rigorous training in the “hard” sciences or engineering that includes
solid exposure to modern M&S, including software engineering.  It is common
for crack teams in industry doing projects with advanced M&S to be composed
mostly of engineers, mathematicians, operations researchers, and scientists.

Realism suggests that master’s-level education is much more likely to create
wise consumers than practitioners.  Thus, the Navy will wish to consider how
many of its personnel should go on to obtain Ph.D.s and how best to link up with
the best expertise in the university and private domains.

2The panel was divided on the recommendations of Calvin et al. (1995) regarding model manage-
ment.  Panel members were sympathetic to this Center for Naval Analyses report’s diagnosis of
problems (e.g., chronic inattention to verification and validation of models, and inadequate analytical
sophistication regarding what model-base analyses are and are not sound), but there was consider-
able doubt about the prescriptions, which seemed to some of the panel to call for an excessively
centralized approach that would generate bureaucracy and associated frictions.
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Education of Analysts and Model Builders

Interestingly, the challenge is not just to educate more naval forces officers
in M&S, but also to educate more of the analysts and model builders in military
operations.  This has seldom been recognized as a requirement, but it seems quite
important to the panel.  One mechanism for doing this is to strongly support the
DMSO’s efforts on common models of the mission space (CMMS), something
that the JSIMS and JWARS programs are currently cooperating on.  Other mecha-
nisms could be more formal.  For example, the panel can imagine the Naval War
College taking a lead role in arranging orientation meetings in doctrine, field
visits, and relatively in-depth discussion of the emerging CMMS.
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Virtual Engineering:  Toward a Theory for
Modeling and Simulation of

Complex Systems

John Doyle, California Institute of Technology

INTRODUCTION

This paper is a primer surveying a wide range of issues tied together loosely
in a problem domain tentatively referred to as “virtual engineering” (VE).  This
domain is concerned with modeling and simulation of uncertain, heterogeneous,
complex, dynamical systems—the very kind of M&S on which much of the
vision discussed in this study depends.  Although the discussion is wide ranging
and concerned primarily with topics distant from those usually discussed by the
Department of the Navy and DOD modeling communities, understanding how
those topics relate to one another is essential for appreciating both the potential
and the enormous intellectual challenges associated with advanced modeling and
simulation in the decades ahead.

BACKGROUND

Perhaps the most generic trend in technology is the creation of increasingly
complex systems together with a greater reliance on simulation for their design
and analysis.  Large networks of computers with shared databases and high-
speed communication are used in the design and manufacture of everything
from microchips to vehicles such as the Boeing 777.  Advances in technology

NOTE: This appendix benefited from material obtained from many people and sources:  Gabriel
Robins on software, VLSI, and the philosophy of modeling, Will O’Neil on CFD, and many col-
leagues and students.
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have put us in the interesting position of being limited less by our inability to
sense and actuate, to compute and communicate, and to fabricate and manufac-
ture new materials, than by how well we understand, design, and control their
interconnection and the resulting complexity.  While component-level prob-
lems will continue to be important, systems-level problems will be even more
so.  Further, “components” (e.g., sensors) increasingly need to be viewed as
complex systems in their own right.  This “system of systems” view is coming
to dominate technology at every level.  It is, for example, a basic element of
DOD’s thinking in contexts involving the search for dominant battlefield aware-
ness (DBA), dominant battlefield knowledge (DBK), and long-range precision
strike.

At the same time, virtual reality (VR) interfaces, integrated databases,
paperless and simulation-based design, virtual prototyping, distributed interac-
tive simulation, synthetic environments, and simultaneous process/product de-
sign promise to take complex systems from concept to design.  The potential of
this still-nascent approach is well appreciated in the engineering and science
communities, but what “it” is is not.  For want of a better phrase, we refer to the
general approach here as “virtual engineering” (VE).  VE focuses on the role of
M&S in uncertain, heterogeneous, complex, dynamical systems—as distinct
from the more conventional applications of M&S.  But VE, like M&S, should
be viewed as a problem domain, not a solution method.

In this paper, we argue that the enormous potential of the VE vision will not
be achieved without a sound theoretical and scientific basis that does not now
exist.  In considering how to construct such a base, we observe a unifying theme
in VE:  Complexity is a by-product of designing for reliable predictability in the
presence of uncertainty and subject to resource limitations.

A familiar example is smart weapons, where sensors, actuators, and com-
puters are added to counter uncertainties in atmospheric conditions, release
conditions, and target movement.  Thus, we add complexity (more components,
each with increasing sophistication) to reduce uncertainties.  But because the
components must be built, tested, and then connected, we are introducing not
only the potential for great benefits, but also the potential for catastrophic
failures  in programs and systems.  Evaluating these complexity versus control-
lability tradeoffs is therefore very important, but also can become conceptually
and computationally overwhelming.

Because of the critical role VE will play, this technology should be robust,
and its strengths and limitations must be clearly understood.  The goal of this
paper is to discuss the basic technical issues underlying VE in a way accessible to
diverse communities—ranging from scientists to policy makers and military com-
manders.  The challenges in doing so are intrinsically difficult issues, intensely
mathematical concepts, an incoherent theoretical base, and misleading popular
expositions about “complexity.”
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APPROACH

In this primer on VE, we concentrate on “physics-based” complex systems,
but most of the issues apply to other M&S areas as well, including those involv-
ing “intelligent agents.”  Our focus keeps us on a firmer theoretical and empirical
basis and makes it easier to distinguish the effects of complexity and uncertainty
from those of simple lack of knowledge.  Our discussion also departs from the
common tendency to discuss VE as though it were a mere extension of software
engineering.  Indeed, we argue that uncertainty management in the presence of
resource limitations is the dominant technical issue in VE, that conventional
methods for M&S and analysis will be inadequate for large complex systems, and
that VE requires new mathematical and computational methods (VE theory, or
VET).  We need a more integrated and coherent theory of modeling, analysis,
simulation, testing, and model identification from data, and we must address
nonlinear, interconnected, heterogeneous systems with hierarchical, multi-reso-
lution, variable-granularity models—both theoretically and with suitable soft-
ware architectures and engineering environments.

Although the foundations of any VE theory will be intensely mathematical,
we rely here on concrete examples to convey key ideas.  We start with simple
physical experiments that can be done easily with coins and paper to illustrate
dynamical systems concepts such as sensitivity to initial conditions, bifurcation,
and chaos.  We also use these examples to introduce uncertainty modeling and
management.

Having introduced key ideas, we then review major success stories of what
could be called “proto-VE” in the computer-aided design (CAD) of the Boeing
777, computational fluid dynamics (CFD), and very large scale integrated cir-
cuits (VLSI).  While these success stories are certainly encouraging, great caution
should be used in extrapolating to more general situations.  Indeed, we should all
be sobered by the number of major failures that have already occurred in complex
engineering systems such as the Titanic, Tacoma-Narrows bridge, Denver bag-
gage-handling system, and Ariane booster.  We argue that uncertainty manage-
ment together with dynamics and interconnection is the key to understanding
both these successes and failures and the future challenges.

We then discuss briefly significant lessons from software engineering and
computational complexity theory.  There are important generalizable lessons,
but—as we point out repeatedly—software engineering is not a prototype for VE.
Indeed, the emphasis on software engineering to the exclusion of other subjects
has left us in a virtual “pre-Copernican” stage in important areas having more to
do with the content of M&S for complex systems.

Against this background, we draw implications for VE.  We go on to relate
these implications to famous failures of complex engineering systems, thereby
demonstrating that the issues we raise are not mere abstractions, and that achiev-
ing the potential of VE (and M&S) will be enormously challenging.  We touch
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briefly on current examples of complex systems (smart weapons and airbags) to
relate discussion to the present.  We then discuss what can be learned from
control theory and its evolution as we move toward a theory of VE.  At that point,
we return briefly to the case studies to view them from the perspective of that
emerging theory.  Finally, we include a section on what we call “soft computing,”
a domain that includes “complex-adaptive-systems research,” fuzzy logic, and a
number of other topics on which there has been considerable semi-popular expo-
sition.  Our purpose is to relate these topics to the broader subject of VE and to
provide readers with some sense of what can be accomplished with “soft comput-
ing” and where other approaches will prove essential.

In summary before getting into our primer, we note that several trends in
M&S of complex systems are widely appreciated, if not well understood.  There
is an increasing emphasis on moving problems and models from linear to nonlin-
ear; from static to dynamic; and from isolated and homogeneous to heteroge-
neous, interconnected, hierarchical, and multi-resolution (or variable granularity
and fidelity).  What is poorly understood is the role of uncertainty, which we
claim is actually the origin of all the other trends.  Model uncertainty arises from
the differences between the idealized behavior of conventional models and the
reality they are intended to represent.  The need to produce models that give
reliable predictability of complex phenomena, and thus have limited uncertainty,
leads to the explicit introduction of dynamics, nonlinearity, and hierarchical in-
terconnections of heterogeneous components.  Thus the focus of this paper is that
uncertainty is the key to understanding complex systems.

INTRODUCTION TO CENTRAL CONCEPTS

Dynamical Systems

A few simple thought experiments can illustrate the issues of uncertainty and
predictability—as well as of nonlinearity, dynamics, heterogeneity, and ultimately
complexity.  Most of the experiments we discuss here can also be done with
ordinary items like coins and paper.

Consider a coin-tossing mechanism that imparts a certain linear and angular
velocity on a coin, which is then allowed to bounce on a large flat floor, as
depicted in Figure B.1.  Without knowing much about the mechanism, we can
reliably predict that the coin will come to rest on the floor.  For most mechanisms,
it will be impossible to predict whether it will be heads or tails.  Indeed, heads or
tails will be equally likely, and any sequence of heads or tails will be equally
likely.  Such specific predictions are as reliably unpredictable as the eventual
stopping of the coin is predictable.

The reliable unpredictability of heads or tails is a simple consequence of the
sensitivity to initial conditions that is almost inevitable in such a mechanism.  The
coin will bounce around on the floor in an apparently random and erratic manner
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before eventually coming to rest on the floor.  The coin’s trajectory will be
different in detail for each different toss, in spite of efforts to make the experi-
ment repeatable.  Extraordinary measures would be needed to ensure predictabil-
ity (e.g., dropping the coin heads up a short distance onto a soft and sticky
surface, so as always to produce heads).

Sensitivity to initial conditions (STIC) can occur even in simple settings
such as a rigid coin in a vacuum with no external forces, not even gravity.  With
zero initial velocity, the coin will remain stationary, but the smallest initial non-
zero velocity will cause the coin to drift away with distance proportional to time.
The dynamics are linear and trivial.  This points out that—in contrast with what is
often asserted—sensitivity to initial conditions is very much a linear phenom-
enon.  Moreover, even in nonlinear systems, the standard definition of sensitivity
involves examining infinitesimal variations about a given trajectory and examin-
ing the resulting linear system.  Thus even in nonlinear systems, sensitivity to
initial conditions boils down to the behavior of linear systems.  What nonlinearity
contributes is making it more difficult to completely characterize the conse-
quences of sensitivity to initial conditions.

Sensitivity to initial conditions is also a matter of degree; the coin-in-free-
space example being on the boundary of systems that are sensitive to initial
conditions.  Errors in initial conditions of the coin lead to a drifting of the
trajectories that grows linearly with time.  In general, the growth can be exponen-
tial, which is more dramatic.  If we add atmosphere, but no other external force,
the coin will eventually come to rest no matter what the initial velocities, so this

FIGURE B.1  Coin tossing experiment.
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is clearly less sensitive to initial conditions than the case with no atmosphere.  A
coin in a thick, sticky fluid like molasses is even less sensitive.

Not all features of our experiment are sensitive to initial conditions.  The
final vertical position is reliably predictable, the time at which the coin will come
to rest is less so, the horizontal resting location even less so, and so on, with the
heads or tails outcome perfectly unpredictable.  It follows that any notion of
complexity cannot be attributed to the system, but must include the property of it
that is in question.

EXPONENTIAL GROWTH, CHAOS, AND BIFURCATION

We can get a better understanding of sensitivity to initial conditions with
some elementary mathematics. Suppose we have a model of the form x(t+1) =
f(x(t)).  This tells us what the state variable x is at time t+1 as a function of the
state x at time t.  This is called a difference equation, which is one way to describe
a dynamical system—i.e., one that evolves with time.  If we specify x(t) at some
time, say t = 0, then the formula x(t+1) = f(x(t)) can be applied recursively to
determine x(t) for all future times t = 1,2,3, . . . .  This determines an orbit or
trajectory of the dynamical system.  This only gives x at discrete times, and x is
undefined elsewhere.  It is perhaps more natural to model the coin and other
physical systems with differential equations that specify the state at all times, but
difference equations are simpler to understand.  For the coin, the state would
include at least the positions and velocities of the coin, and possibly some variables
to describe the time evolution of the air around the coin.  If the coin were flexible,
the state might include some description of the bending and its rate.  And so on.

A scalar linear difference equation is of the form x(t+1) = ax(t), where a is a
constant (the vector case is x(t+1) = Ax(t), where A is a matrix).  If x(0) is given,
the solution for all time is x(t) = atx(0).  Thus, if a>1, nonzero solutions grow
exponentially and the system is called unstable.  Since the system is linear, any
difference in initial conditions will also grow exponentially.  (If a<1, then solu-
tions decay exponentially to zero and the origin is a stable fixed point.)

Exponential growth appears in so many circumstances that it is worth drama-
tizing its consequences.  If a = 10, then in each second x gets 10 times larger, and
after 100 seconds it is 10100 larger.  With this type of exponential growth, an error
smaller than the nucleus of a hydrogen atom would be larger than the diameter of
the known universe in less than 100 seconds.  Of course, no physical system
could have this as a reasonable model for long time periods.  The point is that
linear systems can exhibit very extreme sensitivity to initial conditions because of
exponential growth.  Of course, STIC is a matter of degree.  The quantity ln(a) is
one measure of the degree of STIC and is called the Lyapunov exponent.

Suppose we modify our scalar linear system slightly to make it the nonlinear
system x(t+1) = 10x(t) mod10 and restrict the state to the interval [0,10].  This
system can be thought of as taking the decimal expansion of x(t) and shifting the
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decimal point to the right and then truncating the digit to the left of the units
place.  For example, if x(0) = π = 3.141592 ..., then x(1) = 1.41592 ... and x(2) =
4.1592 ... and so on.  This still has, in the small, the same exponential growth as
the linear system, but its orbits stay bounded.  If x(0) is rational, then the x(t) will
be periodic, and thus there are a countable number of periodic orbits (arbitrarily
long periods).  If x(0) is irrational, then the orbit will stay irrational and not be
periodic, but it will appear exactly as random and irregular as the irrational initial
condition.  As is well-known, this system exhibits deterministic chaos.  The
Lyapunov exponent can also be generalized to nonlinear systems, and in this case
would still be ln(a).

The several alternative mathematical definitions of chaos are all beyond the
scope of this paper, but the essential features of chaotic systems are sensitivity to
initial conditions (STIC), periodic orbits with arbitrarily long periods, and an
uncountable set of bounded nonperiodic (and apparently random) orbits.

The STIC property and the large number of periodic orbits can occur in
linear systems.  But the “arbitrarily long periods” and “bounded, nonperiodic,
apparently random” features require some nonlinearity.  Chaos has received much
attention in the popular press, which often confuses nonlinearity and sensitivity
to initial conditions in suggesting that the former in some way causes the latter,
when in fact both are independent and necessary but not sufficient to create
chaos.  The formal mathematical definitions of chaos involve infinite time hori-
zon orbits, so none of our examples so far would be, strictly speaking, chaotic.  A
simple way to get a system that is closer in spirit to chaos would be to put our coin
in a box and then shake the box with some periodic motion.  Even though the box
had regular motion, under many circumstances the coin’s motion in bouncing
around the box would appear random and irregular.

A simple model with linear dynamics between collisions and a linear model
for the collisions with the box would almost certainly be chaotic, although even
this simple system is too complicated to prove the existence of chaos rigorously
and it must be suggested via simulation.  Very few dynamical systems have been
proved chaotic, and most models of physical systems that appear to exhibit chaos
are only suggested to be so by simulation.  One-degree-of-freedom models of a
ball in a cylinder with a closed top and a periodically moving piston have been
proved chaotic.  The ball typically bounces between the piston and the other end
wall of the cylinder with the impact times being random, even though the dynam-
ics are purely deterministic, and even piecewise linear.

To get a sense of the notion of bifurcation in dynamical systems, consider the
following experiment.  Drop a quarter in as close to a horizontal position and with
as little initial velocity as possible.  It will drop nearly straight down, and the air
will have little effect at the speeds the coin will attain while it bounces around the
floor.  Now take a quarter-size piece of paper and repeat the experiment.  The
paper will begin fluttering rapidly and fall toward the floor at a large angle,
landing far away from where a real quarter would have first hit the floor.  This is
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an example of a bifurcation, where a seemingly small change in properties creates
a dramatic change in behavior.  The heavy coin will reliably and predictably hit
the floor beneath where it is dropped (at which point subsequent collisions may
make what follows it quite unpredictable), whereas the paper coin will spin off in
any direction and land far away, but then quickly settle down without bouncing.
Thus one exhibits STIC, while the other does not.

A simple variant on this experiment illustrates a bifurcation more directly.
Make two photocopies of the diagram in Figure B.2 (or just fold pieces of paper
as follows), and cut out the squares along the solid line. The unfolded paper will
flutter erratically when dropped, exhibiting STIC.  Next, take one of the papers
and fold it along one of the dashed lines to create a rectangularly shaped object.
Turn the object so that the long side is vertical.  Then make two triangular folds
from the top left and bottom left corners along the dotted lines to produce a small
funnel-shaped object.  If this is dropped it will quickly settle into a nice steady fall
at a terminal velocity with the point down.  This is known as a relative equilib-
rium in that all the state variables are constant, except the vertical position, which
is decreasing linearly. It is locally stable since small perturbations keep the trajec-
tories close, and is also globally attracting in the sense that all initial conditions
eventually lead to this steady falling.

If the folds are then smoothed out by flattening the paper more back to its
prefolded shape, then only when the paper is dropped very carefully will it fail to
flutter.  This nearly flat paper has a relative equilibrium consisting of flat steady
falling, but the basin of attraction of this equilibrium is very small.  That is, the
more folded the paper is, the larger the set of initial conditions that will lead to
steady falling.  If the folds are sharp enough and the distance to the floor great
enough, then no matter how the paper is dropped it will eventually orient itself so
the point is down, and then fall steadily.

This large change in qualitative behavior as a parameter of the system is
changed (in this case, the degree of folding) is the subject of bifurcation analysis

FIGURE B.2  Proper folding diagram for bifur-
cation experiment.
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within the theory of dynamical systems theory.  In these examples, bifurcation
analysis could be used to explore why a regular coin shows STIC only after the
first collision, while the paper coin shows it only up to hitting the floor, as well as
why the dynamics of the folded paper change with the degree of folding.  Of
course, bifurcation analysis applies to mathematical models, and developing such
models for these examples is not trivial.  To develop models that reproduce the
qualitative behavior we see in these simple experiments requires advanced under-
graduate level aerodynamics.  These models will necessarily be nonlinear if they
are to reproduce the fluttering motion, as this requires a nontrivial nonlinear
model for the fluids.

Bifurcation is related to chaos in that bifurcation analysis has often been an
effective tool to study how complex systems transition from regular behavior to
chaotic behavior.  While chaos per se may be overrated, the underlying concepts
of sensitivity to initial conditions and bifurcation, and more generally the role of
nonlinear phenomena, are critical to the understanding of complex systems.  The
bottom line is as follows:

• We can make models from components that are simple, predictable, de-
terministic, symmetric, and homogeneous, and yet produce behavior that is com-
plex, unpredictable, chaotic, asymmetric, and heterogeneous.

• Of course, in engineering design we want to take components that may be
complex, unpredictable, chaotic, asymmetric, and heterogeneous and intercon-
nect them to produce simple, reliable, predictable behavior.

We believe that the deeper ideas of dynamical systems will be important
ingredients in this effort.

Complexity

It is tempting to view complexity in this context as something that arises in a
mystical way between complete order (that the coin will come to rest) and complete
randomness (heads or tails) and to settle on chaotic systems as prototypically
complex.  We prefer to view complexity in a different way.  To make reliable
predictions about, say, the final horizontal resting place, the distribution of horizon-
tal resting positions, or the distribution of trajectories, we would need elaborate
models about the experiment and measurements of properties of the mechanism,
the coin, and the floor.  We might also improve our prediction of, say,  the horizon-
tal resting location if we had a measurement of the positions and velocities of the
coin at some instant after being tossed.  This is because our suspicion would be that
the greatest source of uncertainty is due to the tossing mechanism, and the uncer-
tainty created by the air and the collisions with the floor will be less critical, but this
would also have to be checked.  The quality of the measurement would obviously
greatly affect the quality of any resulting prediction, of course.
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To produce a model that reliably predicted, say, the distribution of the trajec-
tories could be an enormous undertaking, even for such a simple experiment. We
would need to figure out the distributions of initial conditions imparted on the
coin by the tossing mechanism, the dynamics of the trajectories of the coin in
flight, and the dynamics of the collisions.  The dynamics of the coin in the air is
linear if the fluid/coin interaction is ignored or if a naive model of the fluid is
assumed.  If the coin is light, and perhaps flexible, then such assumptions may
allow for too much uncertainty, and a nonlinear model with dynamics of the coin/
fluid interaction may be necessary (imagine a “coin” made from thin paper, or
replace air by water as the fluid).  If the coin flexibility interacts with the fluid
sufficiently, we could quickly challenge the state of the art in computational fluid
dynamics.

The collisions with the floor are also tricky, as they involve not only the
elastic properties of the coin and floor, but the friction as well.  This now takes us
into the domain of friction modeling, and we could again soon be challenging the
state of the art.  Even for this simple experiment, if we want to describe detailed
behavior we end up with nonlinear models with complex dynamics and the phys-
ics of the underlying phenomena is studied in separate domains.  It will be
difficult to connect the models of the various phenomena, such as fluid/coin
interaction, and the interacting of elasticity of the floor and coin with frictional
forces.  It is the latter feature that we refer to as heterogeneity.  Heterogeneity is
mild in this example since the system is purely mechanical, and the collisions
with the floor are relatively simple.

Our view of complexity, then, is that it arises as a direct consequence of the
introduction of dynamics, nonlinearities, heterogeneity, and interconnectedness
intended to reduce the uncertainty in our models so that reliable predictions can
be made about some specific behavior of our system (or its unpredictability can
be reliably confirmed in some specific sense, which amounts to the same thing).
Complexity is not an intrinsic property of the system, or even of the question we
are asking, but in addition is a function of the models we choose to use.  We can
see this in the coin tossing example, but a more thorough understanding of com-
plexity will require the richer examples studied in the rest of this paper.

While this view of complexity has the seemingly unappealing feature of
being entirely in the eye of the beholder, we believe this to be unavoidable and
indeed desirable:  Complexity cannot be separated from our viewpoint.

Uncertainty Modeling and Management

Up to this point, we have been rather vague about just what is meant by
uncertainty, predictability, and complexity, but we can now give some more
details.  For our coin toss experiment, we would expect that repeated tosses
would produce rather different trajectories, even when we set up the tossing
mechanism identically each time to the extent we can measure.   There would
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presumably be factors beyond our control and beyond our measurement capabil-
ity.  Thus any model of the system that used only the knowledge available to us
from what we could measure would be intrinsically limited in its ability to predict
the exact trajectory by the inherent nonrepeatability of the experiment.  The best
we could hope for in a model would be to reliably predict the possible trajectories
in some way, either as a set of possible trajectories or in terms of some probability
distribution.  Thus we ideally would like to explicitly represent this uncertainty in
our model.  Note that the uncertainty is in our model (and the data that goes with
it).  It is we—not nature—who are uncertain about each trajectory.1  We now
describe informally the mechanisms by which we would introduce uncertainty
into our models.

Parametric Uncertainty

A special and important form of uncertainty is parametric uncertainty, which
arises in even the simplest models such as attempting to predict the detailed
trajectory of a coin.  Here the “parameters” include the coin’s initial conditions
and moments of inertia, and the floor’s elasticity and friction.  Parameters are
associated with mechanisms that are modeled in detail but have highly structured
uncertainty. Roughly speaking, all of the “inputs” to a simulation model are
parameters in the sense we use the term here.2

How do we deal with parametric uncertainty (see also Appendix D)?

• Average case.  If only average or typical behavior is of interest, this can
be easily evaluated with a modest number of repeated Monte Carlo simulations
with random initial conditions.  In this case the presence of parametric uncer-
tainty adds little difficulty beyond the cost of a single simulation.  Also, in the
average case the number of parameters does not make much difference, as esti-
mates of probability distributions of outcomes do not depend on the number of
parameters.

• Linear models.  If the parameters enter linearly in the model, the resulting
uncertainty is often easy to analyze. To be sure, we can have extreme sensitivity
to initial conditions, but the consequences are easily understood.  Consider the
linear dependence of the velocity and position of the first floor collision as a
function of the initial velocities and positions of the coin.  A set in the initial

1Except in our discussion of VLSI later in this appendix, we ignore quantum mechanics and the
intrinsically probabilistic behaviors associated with it.  Quantum effects are only very rarely signifi-
cant for the systems of interest here.

2Some workers distinguish between “parameters” that can be changed interactively at run time, or
in the course of a run, and “fixed data,” that can be changed only by recompiling the database.  Both
are parameters for the purposes of this paper.
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condition space is easily mapped to a set of collision conditions.  Both average
and worse-case behavior can be evaluated analytically.  For example, suppose we
have some scalar function F(p), where p is some vector of n parameters.  If F is
linear, then evaluating its largest values over a convex set of parameters is straight-
forward, and in the case where each component of the parameters is in an inter-
val, it is trivial.

• Nonlinear/worst-case/rare event.  If the parameters enter nonlinearly,
then the analysis becomes more difficult—particularly if we are interested in
worst-case behavior or rare events.  For example, if F(p) is nonlinear and has no
exploitable convexity properties, we may have to do a global and exhaustive
search of p to determine, say, the maximum value of F.  Such a search will grow
exponentially with the dimension n of p.  While this is an entirely different role of
exponential growth than in sensitivity to initial conditions, the consequences are
no less dramatic.  If we only choose to examine a gridding of the space of
parameters where we take 10 values of each element (this could be too coarse to
find the worse case), then the number of functional evaluations will be 10n.  No
matter how quickly we do the functional evaluations, this exponential growth
prohibits exploring more than a handful of parameters.

It does not take highly nonlinear dynamics to produce nonlinear dependence
on parameters.  A simplified model of coin flipping with a linear model for
collisions and a linear model for flight between collisions is piecewise linear, but
this is enough to produce complicated dependence on initial conditions.  In a
model with linear dynamics, the dependence of final conditions on initial condi-
tions is linear, but parameters such as mass, moments of inertia, resistance, and so
on, can enter the equations nonlinearly, thereby producing a nonlinear depen-
dence of the  trajectories on these parameters.

Evaluating worst-case or rare events can also be more difficult than the
average case, because Monte Carlo requires an excessive number of trials or we
have to exhaustively search all parameters for the worst case.  This too can be
computationally intractable, depending on the number of the parameters and the
functional dependence on them.  In some cases, exact calculation of probability
density functions can be easier, and numerical methods for evaluating probability
density functions by advanced global optimization methods is a current research
topic.

Of course, we would always hope to discover some property of the paramet-
ric dependence that makes it possible to avoid this exponential growth in compu-
tation with the number of parameters.  Unfortunately, it has been proved that
evaluating, say, the stability of even the simplest possible nontrivial linear system
depending on parameters is NP-hard, which implies that exponential growth is in
a certain sense unavoidable.  To explain the implications of this for evaluating
parametric uncertainty will require several additional concepts, including obvi-
ously the meaning of NP-hard, and will be taken up in more detail later.
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Noise and Unmodeled Dynamics

Not all uncertainty is naturally modeled as parametric.  Suppose the fluid in
which our coin is tossed cannot be neglected, as would be the case for a light
paper coin in air, or a coin in water.  The coin may exhibit erratic and apparently
random motion as it falls.  While we could in principle model the fluid dynamics
of the atmosphere in detail, the error-complexity tradeoff is very unfavorable.
Traditionally, noise is instead modeled as a stochastic process even when it is
more appropriate to think of it as chaotic.  That is easy to see in the case of wind
gusts generated by fluid motions in the air.  Just because the wind appears ran-
dom and we do not want to model the fluid in detail does not mean that wind is
naturally viewed as a random process.  We model it as a stochastic process for
convenience.

Other examples of phenomena that are often modeled as noise include arrival
times for queues, thermal noise in circuits, and even the outcome of the process of
coin flipping itself.  In each case, the mechanism generating the noise is typically
not modeled in detail, but some aggregate probabilistic or statistical model is
used.  Robust control has emphasized set descriptions for noise, in terms of
statistics on the signals such as energy, autocorrelations, and sample spectra,
without assuming an underlying probability distribution.  Recently, the stochastic
and robust viewpoints have been reconciled by the development of set descrip-
tions that recover many of the characteristics and much of the convenience of
stochastic models.  Finally, Monte Carlo simulations adequately generate noise
with pseudo-random number generators, which are neither truly chaotic nor ran-
dom, but are periodic with very long periods.3  Thus, it makes little sense to be
dogmatic about insisting that models be stochastic, per se, but it is important that
noise sources be explicitly modeled in some reasonable way.  This may be ac-
complished in a number of ways:

• Unmodeled dynamics.  The use of constant parameters or noise to model
aerodynamic forces generated by the fluid around our coin means not treating
explicitly the complex, unsteady fluid flows that more accurately describe the
physics.  Even if we attempt to model the fluids in some detail, the forces and
moments that the resulting model predicts will be “felt” by the coin will be
wrong, and the difference may depend on the coin’s movements.  It may be
undesirable to then model these forces as noise, since that assumes that they do
not depend on the coin’s movement.  We may choose to model this type of
uncertainty with a mechanism similar to noise above, but involving relationships
between variables, such as coin velocities and forces.  Like noise modeling, we

3Some MC simulations have been done with genuinely random physical sources, such as decay of
radioactive isotopes.
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use bounds and constraints, but now on the signals describing both the coin and
the fluid.  Similarly, rigid body models assume that forces directly generate rigid
body motion, while models that included flexible effects allow for bending as
well.  Rather than modeling the flexibility in detail, we may choose to bound the
error between forces and rigid body motions as constraints on signals.4

Noise, then, is similarly a special case of unmodeled dynamics where
one assumes that the unmodeled dynamics excite the modeled dynamics but not
vice versa (see Figure B.3).  For example, modeling atmospheric gusts as noise
assumes that the vehicle or coin motion has a negligible effect on the atmosphere
compared to the fluid motions in the atmosphere generated by other sources.
This is a reasonable assumption in many circumstances but might be unreason-
able for, say, airplanes flying near large fixed objects such as the ground.

4This issue of how to treat unmodeled dynamics comes up in quasi-steady aerodynamics of
airplanes, which is a particular problem when considering the interactions of closely spaced vehicles
whose flows affect each other, or when the vehicle is highly flexible.  It is currently beyond the state
of the art to do computational fluid dynamics (CFD) for a moving vehicle in a way that would allow
the use of CFD codes in vehicle simulation.  It is possible to put explicit uncertainty models into the
coefficients and analyze their effects using methods from robust control. In fact, exactly this type of
analysis for the Shuttle Orbiter during reentry and landing was among the first commercial successes
of robust control, and the use of robustness analysis software is now standard in the Shuttle program.
CFD, robust control, and the Shuttle reentry will be discussed in more detail later.

FIGURE B.3  Relationships of models and their parameters with noise and unmodeled
dynamics.  Noise excites model dynamics but not vice versa.
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• Sensitivity to uncertainty.  While we have discussed STIC with simple
examples, models can be sensitive to all forms of uncertainty, not just initial
conditions.  This is a much more subtle notion and requires, unfortunately, deeper
mathematics to explain.  Indeed, as we will see from the engineering example
later, sensitivity to unmodeled dynamics is a much greater problem generally
than sensitivity to initial conditions.

To get some sense of the issues, here, suppose that we develop a model
of the paper falling that assumes the paper is rigid and the flow is very simple,
and that it seems to capture the qualitative dynamics of the experiment.  Suppose
we then try to use this model to predict, before doing any experiment, what would
happen with tissue paper, where there is substantial flexibility.  The behavior
might be totally different, and no choices of parameters in our simpler model
would capture the behavior of the falling tissue.  One way to approach the tissue
would be to try initially to bound the effects of flexibility in a rough way and
check if this makes any difference to the outcome (assume for the moment we
have some tools to do this).  Presumably, this would reveal that the small flexibil-
ity makes little difference for the bifurcation analysis with regular paper, but
makes a large difference with the tissue.  The uncertain model of the tissue would
suggest that we would be unable to reliably predict details of the trajectory as
well as in the regular paper case without doing a more detailed model of the tissue
flexibility.  Thus, our initial model of the tissue would have been sensitive to
unmodeled dynamics.

• Games with hostile adversaries.  This appendix deals largely with “hard”
engineering examples, but before leaving the subject of uncertainty, it is worth
noting a complication of particular importance in military applications—notably,
the presence of a hostile adversary.  It is a complication without direct parallel in
normal science and engineering.  Nature, while perhaps sometimes seeming to be
capricious, does not consciously plan how to complicate our lives.  In conflict, all
the participants may have strategies that change in response to perceived actions
of the other participants.  These changes may seek to optimize some feature of
events, or may merely be dictated by doctrine.  They may be objectively “opti-
mal” in some sense, or they may be idiosyncratic and risk-taking.  Some adver-
saries may wish to optimize the likelihood of complete success, caring little about
“expected value.”  And all humans are subject to well-known cognitive biases
that influence decisions.

Now, some of the methods discussed in this appendix might well be useful in
modeling potential adversary behaviors.  We could, for example, model all par-
ticipants’ options and reasoning, and then look at, say, minimax strategies.  In-
deed, robust control theory often models parameters, noise, and unmodeled dy-
namics in such a way that control design can be viewed as a differential game
between the controller and “nature.”  Such methods could be quite useful for
designing robust strategies.  We will not pursue this subject further here, except
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to notice parenthetically that it is much easier to produce a computer program that
plays grandmaster-level chess (which has been done) than it is to model accu-
rately the actual play of a grandmaster (which might not be done in the foresee-
able future).5

Uncertainty Management

The motivation for introducing uncertainty mechanisms into our models is to
predict the range and distribution of possible outcomes of our experiments.  What
is somewhat misleading about coin tossing with respect to the broader VE area is
the small scale of the experiment and its relative homogeneity.  In VE modeling
we must expect huge numbers of components with extremely diverse origins.
We have discussed the features of a model that included nonlinearity, dynamics,
interconnection of heterogeneous components, complexity, and uncertainty.  Of
these, only uncertainty is an intrinsic property of the modeling process,  with the
others introduced—perhaps reluctantly—to reduce the uncertainty in our models.
This uncertainty management is the driving force behind complexity in models.

Conventional modeling in science and engineering is basically reductionist.
Experiments are designed to be controlled and repeatable, usually with certain
phenomena isolated.  It is widely thought that if we model a system with sufficient
accuracy, then we can reliably predict the behavior of that system.  This standard
modeling paradigm is poorly suited to VE.  The phenomenon of deterministic
chaos has shed some doubt on the conventional view, and it is now widely appreci-
ated, even among the lay public, that quite simple models can produce apparently
complex and unpredictable behavior.  What is less well appreciated is an entirely
different issue of how uncertainty in components interacts with the process of
interconnection of components to produce uncertainty at the system level:  There is
simply no way of telling how accurately a component must be modeled without
knowing how it is to be connected.  Thus both the component uncertainty and the
interconnection determine the impact of that uncertainty.

One reason that explicit uncertainty modeling is uncommon is that the typi-
cal “consumer” of a conventional model is another human sharing domain-spe-
cific expertise and an understanding of standard assumptions.  Model uncertainty
and the interpretation of assumptions are typically implicit and also part of the
domain-specific expertise.  Most scientific and engineering disciplines can al-
most be defined in terms of what they choose to both focus on and neglect about

5Within the military domain, there are examples to illustrate all of these points.  For example,
RAND’s SAGE algorithm, developed by Richard Hillestad, is used in theater-level models to “opti-
mally” allocate and apportion air forces across sectors and missions.  This not only establishes
bounds on performance, but also reduces the number of variables, which makes it much easier to
focus on tradeoffs among weapon systems and forces.  This said, it is important to run cases in which
the sides follow doctrine, because that behavior may be quite different and more realistic.
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the world.  Within domains, the dominant assumptions and viewpoints are taken
for granted and never mentioned explicitly.  In the coin flipping experiment,
terms such as inviscid flow might be mentioned, but not something like the
assumption of chemical equilibrium.

Problems with conventional modeling arise in VE because the consumer of a
model will be a larger model in a hierarchical, heterogeneous model, with possibly
no intervention by human experts.  We cannot rely on theory or software that is
domain-specific, implicit, and requires human interpretation at every level.  The
more complex the system, the less critical individual components may become but
the more critical the overall system design becomes.  Furthermore, we are inter-
ested in modeling real-world behavior, not an idealized laboratory experiment.

Model Fidelity Versus Cost

The next question we address is, What constitutes a sensible notion of model
error or fidelity?  Again starting with a simple “naive” view, let us imagine that
reality has some set of behaviors, that our model has some set of behaviors, and
that we have some measure of the mismatch between these two sets.  These may
be heroic assumptions, but let us press forward for now.

Putting aside the cognitive preference for simplicity, we would perhaps obvi-
ously prefer high-fidelity models.  The obstacles to model fidelity are the costs of
modeling due to limited resources, mainly:

• Computation,
• Measurement, and
• Understanding.

These limitations are ultimately connected to time and money.  This suggests
tradeoffs.

For the time being, we can think of computation cost naively as simply the
cost of the computer resources to simulate our model, and measurement cost as
the cost to do experiments, take data, and process those data to determine param-
eters in our model.  It is obviously not so easy to formalize what we mean by
understanding, but it is clear that we can have vastly different levels of under-
standing about different physical processes and this can greatly affect our ability
to effectively model them.

Figure B.4 illustrates the tradeoff between fidelity and complexity, or more
precisely the tradeoff between model error and resources.  As we use more
resources, we can reduce our error, but there are strong effects of diminishing
returns.6

 6Actually, errors could increase with cost if resources are used to build extra complexity to the
point that the model begins to collapse under its own weight, but here we assume optimal use of the
resources.
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A well-known example occurs in weather prediction.  For standard computer
simulations used in weather prediction, the error between the prediction and the
actual weather grows with time due to sensitivity to initial conditions.  Long-term
predictability is viewed by experts as being impossible, and even massive im-
provements in computation and measurement will yield diminishing returns.

Uncertainty and Complexity Revisited

We can summarize the previous discussion as follows.  No matter how
sophisticated our models, there is always some difference between the model and
the real world.  Model uncertainty leads to unpredictability, which mirrors the
unpredictability of real systems.  This has two important aspects.  One is that
models can exhibit extreme sensitivity to variations in model assumptions, pa-
rameters, and initial conditions.  The second, discussed below, is the combinato-
rial complexity of evaluating all the model combinations that arise from possible
variations in assumptions, parameters, and initial conditions in all the subsystems,
which makes a brute force enumeration prohibitively expensive.  These are some
of the fundamental limitations on the predictability of models, which will not be
eliminated by advances in computational power, measurement technology, or
scientific understanding.  Thus in developing robust VE, there are certain “hard”
limits on predictability, and it is important to understand and quantify the limits
on the predictability of full system models in terms of the uncertainties in compo-
nent models.  Current VE enterprises generally do not have good strategies for
dealing with these uncertainties, or for understanding how they propagate through
the system model and ultimately affect the decision-making process they were
intended to serve.

To make reliable predictions about the systems being modeled under uncer-
tainty, we are often forced to add complexity in the form of nonlinearities, dynam-
ics, and interconnections of heterogeneous components.  Unlike uncertainty,
none of these are intrinsic properties of our systems and models, but are added,
perhaps reluctantly, to reduce uncertainty.  It is tempting to say that all real
systems are nonlinear, dynamic, and heterogeneous, but this is meaningless since

FIGURE B.4  Error-cost tradeoff.
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these are properties of models, not reality (although we will use the convenient
shorthand of referring to some phenomena as, say, nonlinear when it might be
more precise to say that high-fidelity models of the phenomena must be nonlin-
ear).  It would be more appropriate to say that modeling of physical systems leads
naturally and inevitably to the introduction of such mathematical features.  Com-
plexity is due, in this view, simply to the presence of these features, and to the
degree of their presence.  This view of complexity will be a theme throughout, so
let us consider a bit more detail on the meaning of dynamics, nonlinearity, and
heterogeneity.

From Static to Dynamic Systems

A dynamic model is simply one whose variables evolve with time, perhaps
described by differential or difference equations, or perhaps more abstractly.  For
partial differential equations, the situation is even more complicated, since solu-
tions can vary continuously with space as well as time.  Thus, dynamical systems
tend to be much more difficult to work with than static systems.

From Linear to Nonlinear Systems

The importance of linear models is that they satisfy superposition, so that a
linear function of a list of variables can be completely characterized by evaluat-
ing the function on one value of each variable taken one at time.  In other words,
the local behavior of a linear function completely determines its global behavior.
Nonlinearity is the absence of this property, so that local information may say
nothing about global behavior.  What is critical in modeling uncertain systems is
how the quantity that we want to predict depends on the uncertainty we are
modeling.  A linear dynamical system can depend nonlinearly on parameters in
such a way as to make evaluation of the possible responses of the system very
difficult.  In turn, a nonlinear dynamical system may have outputs that depend
only linearly on some parameters, and this may be easily evaluated.  What is
critical is the dependence on the uncertainty.

Again, nonlinearities are not responsible for sensitivity to initial conditions.
It is when nonlinearities are combined with sensitivity to initial conditions that
behavior can be a complex and unpredictable function of the initial conditions.

From Homogeneous to Heterogeneous Systems

Heterogeneity in modeling arises from the presence in complex systems of
component models dealing with material properties, structural dynamics, fluids,
chemical reactions, electromagnetics, electronics, embedded computer systems,
and so on, each represented by a separate and distinct engineering discipline.
Often, modeling methods in one domain are incompatible with those in another.
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Even when we can break the system into multiple levels with the lowest level
containing only one modeling domain, the component models must be combined.
Thus, a critical issue that must be dealt with in every aspect of modeling is how to
combine heterogeneous component models.

A classical example of a mildly heterogeneous system occurs in the phenom-
enon of flutter, an instability created by the interaction of a fluid and an elastic
solid, or more generally with a solid that has nontrivial dynamics. It is a critical
limiting factor in the performance of many aircraft wings and jet engines, and a
simple version of it could be seen in the “flutter” of the paper in the experiment
above.  There are two approaches to treating such heterogeneous systems.  One is
to do a fully integrated model of the system, which in this case is the domain of
the field of aeroelasticity.  The other is to make simplifying approximations about
the boundary conditions between the heterogeneous components and then inter-
connect them.  For flutter, this is typically done when assuming that the fluid is
treated quasi-statistically, so forces and moments generated by the fluids do not
depend on the dynamics of the solid material.  This way, the dynamics of the fluid
can be treated separately, approximated as a static map, and then simply con-
nected with the dynamics of the solid.  If this approximation is reasonable, as it is
in our paper experiment, then simple models can predict the presence or absence
of flutter.

Flutter is only a mildly heterogeneous system, because it involves continuum
mechanical phenomena, but, for example, no chemistry, electromagnetics, or
thermodynamics.  In more profoundly heterogeneous systems, it is not possible to
create huge new engineering domains to address the unique modeling problems
associated with each possible combination of modeling problems.  We must
make suitable approximations of the boundary conditions between domains/com-
ponents.

From Isolated Systems to Systems That Are Interconnected, Hierarchical,
Multi-resolution, Variable Granularity, and Variable Fidelity

In simple situations it is often possible to use aggregated models that capture
the system behavior without detailed treatment of the system’s internal mecha-
nisms.  However, in developing detailed models of complex systems, it is com-
mon practice to break the system up into components, which are then modeled in
detail.  This can continue recursively at several levels to produce a hierarchical
model, and the full system must then be built up from the component models.

This disaggregation approach is essentially the only way that complex sys-
tem models can be developed, but it leads to a number of difficult problems,
including the need to connect heterogeneous component models, and the need for
multi-resolution or variable granularity models.  Perhaps more importantly, this
neo-reductionist approach to modeling may represent a reasonable scientific pro-
gram for discovering fundamental mechanisms, provided one never wants to
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reconstruct a model of the whole system.  Applied naively, it simply does not
work very well as a strategy for modeling complex systems.

There is need for multi-resolution or variable granularity models, because
the process of  component disaggregation can continue indefinitely to create an
infinitely complex model (see also Appendix E).  It is possible, and even likely,
that this process will not converge, as there can easily be extreme sensitivity to
small component errors that are the consequence of interconnection and that can
be evaluated only at the system level.  For example, there might exist quite simple
models for components and their uncertainty that interconnect to reliably predict
system behavior, but it can be essentially impossible to discover these models by
viewing the components in isolation.  Thus one is in the paradoxical position of
needing the full system to know what the component models should be, but
having only the component models themselves as the route to creating a system
model.  Neither a purely top-down nor a bottom-up approach will suffice, and
more subtle and iterative approaches are needed.  Even the notion of what is a
“component” is not necessarily clear a priori, as the decomposition is never
unique and often the obvious thing to do is severely suboptimal.

The standard approach to developing variable error-complexity component
models is to allow multi-resolution or variable granularity models.  Simple ex-
amples of this include using adaptive meshes in finite element approximations of
continuum phenomena, or multi-resolution wavelet representations for geometric
objects in computer graphics.  In hierarchical models, the problem of developing
analogous variable resolution component models is quite subtle and will surely
be an important research area for some time.  Using these same examples, there
are difficult problems associated with modeling continuum phenomena involving
fluid and flexible structure interaction, as well as phase changes.  Similarly,
building aggregate multi-resolution models of interconnected geometric objects
from multi-resolution component models is a current topic of research in com-
puter graphics.

CASE STUDIES IN SUCCESSFUL VIRTUAL ENGINEERING

With this background of basic concepts, let us now consider some case
studies to illustrate successful VE.  Advocates of the power of modeling and
simulation typically extrapolate from three shining examples, which could be
thought of as “proto-VE” case studies: the computer-aided design (CAD) of the
Boeing 777, computational fluid dynamics (CFD), and very large scale integrated
circuits (VLSI).  Each has made great use of computation and has challenged in
various ways available hardware and software infrastructures.  While these suc-
cess stories are certainly encouraging, great caution should be used in extrapolat-
ing to more general situations, as a review of the state of the art will reveal.
Indeed, each of these domains has serious limitations and faces major challenges.
Examples of major failures of complex engineering systems (e.g., the Titanic, the
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Tacoma Narrows bridge, the Denver baggage handling system, and the Ariane
booster) should cause us all to be sobered.  We will argue that uncertainty man-
agement together with dynamics and interconnection are the key to understand-
ing both these successes and failures and the future challenges.

Boeing 777

Boeing invested more than $1 billion (and insiders say much more) in CAD
infrastructure for the design of the Boeing 777 (see Figure B.5), which is said to
have been “100 digitally designed using three-dimensional solids technology.”
Boeing based its CAD system on CATIA (short for Computer-aided Three-di-
mensional Interactive Application) and ELFINI (Finite Element Analysis Sys-
tem), both developed by Dassault Systemes of France and licensed in the United
States through IBM.  Designers also used EPIC (Electronic Preassembly Integra-
tion on CATIA) and other digital preassembly applications developed by Boeing.
Much of the same technology was used on the B-2 program.

While marketing hype has exaggerated aspects of the story, the reality none-
theless is that Boeing reaped huge benefits from design automation.  The more

FIGURE B.5  The Boeing 777.  SOURCE:  Boeing Web site (www.boeing.com/com-
panyoffices/gallery/images/commercial/).
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than 3 million parts were represented in an integrated database that allowed
designers to do a complete 3D virtual mock-up of the vehicle.  They could
investigate assembly interfaces and maintainability using spatial visualizations of
the aircraft components to develop integrated parts lists and detailed manufactur-
ing process and layouts to support final assembly.  The consequences were dra-
matic.  In comparing with extrapolations from earlier aircraft designs such as
those for the 757 and 767, Boeing achieved the following:

• Elimination of >3,000 assembly interfaces, without any physical
prototyping,

• 90 percent reduction in engineering change requests (6,000 to 600),
• 50 percent reduction in cycle time for engineering-change request,
• 90 percent reduction in material rework, and
• 50-fold improvement in assembly tolerances for the fuselage.

While the Boeing 777 experience is exciting for the VE enterprise, we should
recognize just  how limited the existing CAD tools are.  They deal only with static
solid modeling and static interconnection, and not—or at least not systemati-
cally—with dynamics, nonlinearities, or heterogeneity.  The virtual parts in the
CATIA system are simply three-dimensional solids with no dynamics and none
of the dynamic attributes of the physical parts.  For example, all the electronics
and hydraulics had to be separately simulated, and while these too benefited from
CAD tools, they were not integrated with the three-dimensional solid modeling
tools.  A complete working physical prototype of the internal dynamics of the
vehicle was still constructed, a so-called “iron-bird” including essentially every-
thing in the full 777.

While there was finite element modeling of static stresses and loads, all
dynamical modeling of actual flight, including aerodynamics and structures, was
done with “conventional” CFD and flight simulation, again with essentially no
connection to the three-dimensional solid modeling.  Thus while each of these
separate modeling efforts benefited from the separate CAD tools available in
their specialized domains, this is far from the highly integrated VE environment
that is envisioned for the future, and is indeed far from even some of the popular
images of the current practice.  Thus while a deeper understanding of the 777
does nothing to reduce our respect for the enormous achievements in advancing
VE technology or dampen enthusiasm for the trends the 777 represents, it does
make clear the even greater challenges that lie ahead.

What are the next steps in CAD for projects like the 777?  Broadly speaking,
they involve much higher levels of integration of the design process, both later-
ally across the various subsystems, and longitudinally from preliminary design,
through testing, manufacturing, and maintenance.  They will require more sys-
tematic and sophisticated treatment of uncertainties, especially when dynamics
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are considered in a unified way.  This will require introducing nonlinearities,
heterogeneity, and variable resolution models.

Boeing engineers view these steps as enormous challenges that must be
faced.  Even something as simple-sounding as using the CATIA database de-
scribing the three-dimensional layout of the hydraulics and their interconnections
as a basis for a dynamic simulation of the hydraulics remains an open research
problem, let alone using CATIA as a basis for dynamic modeling and simulation
of aerodynamics and structures.  What is difficult to appreciate is how the sheer
scale of keeping track of millions of components can be computationally and
conceptually overwhelming.

Interference Analysis

To illustrate some of the issues in the three-dimensional solid modeling for
the 777, consider yet another simple experiment in two dimensions.  Suppose that
we have two two-dimensional subassemblies, each consisting of several compo-
nents, that we wish to interconnect at point A as shown in Figure B.6 (the
components shown have no meaning and are simply for illustration.)  We want to
be sure there are no unwanted intersections in the design, and it is clear from
Figure B.6 that this assembly has no connections except at point A.

The 777 has millions of such parts.  A virtual mock-up can be made from a
parts and interconnection list so that designers can “fly through” the design to
check for unwanted interconnections.  The computer can also automatically check
for such interferences so that these can be identified and redesigned before they
are discovered (more dramatically and at much greater expense) during physical
assembly. If there are n components, we can think of an n × n  matrix of pairs of
potential collisions, so 3,000,000 parts would have approximately n*(n −1)/2 =
4.5 × 1012  possible intersections to be checked.  Although this grows only
quadratically with the number of parts (not the exponential growth we are so
concerned with elsewhere), the sheer number of parts makes brute force enu-
meration unattractive.  Fortunately, there are standard ways to reduce the search.

FIGURE B.6  Two multicomponent subassemblies in the 777 connecting only at point A.

TO BE RESCANNED
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We could begin by putting large bounding boxes around the subassemblies,
as shown in Figure B.7.  This could be used to eliminate potential intersections
far away from these subassemblies (resulting in large sections of our interconnec-
tion matrix that would not need to be checked), but would not conclusively
eliminate unwanted connections between the subassemblies.  At this point, all the
pairwise components of the subassemblies could be checked, or we could refine
the bounding boxes, as shown in Figure B.8.  At this point, we would have
eliminated all but 2 components, and they could be checked to see that the only
intersection was at A.  The bounding boxes in this case reduced the cost from
computing 24 pairwise (4 × 6) intersections to computing 1 pairwise component
and a few bounding boxes.  The bounding boxes have simple geometries, so are
more easily checked than the components, but need to be constructed.  Clearly,
there is a tradeoff, and one does not want to use too many or too few bounding
boxes.

This is an example of a general technique for searching called divide and
conquer, where the problem is broken up into smaller pieces using some heuris-

FIGURE B.7  Simple bounding boxes with large intersection and not conclusively elim-
inating unwanted subassembly interconnection.

FIGURE B.8  Refined boxes show only intersection is at A.

TO BE RESCANNED

TO BE RESCANNED
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tic.  It is related to branch and bound, where, say, a function to be minimized is
searched by successively breaking its domain into smaller pieces on which bounds
of the function are computed.  Suppose we want to compute the minimum dis-
tance between components that are not supposed to be connected  (we want to
make sure this function is bounded away from zero).  A bounding box gives us
upper and lower bounds on this function for the component combinations that are
included in the bounding boxes. We can ignore pairs of boxes that are separated
by more than the smallest upper bound we have, thus pruning the resulting tree of
refined bounding boxes.  This is illustrated in Figure B.9, where the subassem-
blies are connected at point B, instead of A.  The refined bounding boxes show
how they can be used to focus the search for unwanted interconnections.

Note that if we introduce uncertainty in our description of the components, it
can drastically increase the computation required to do pairwise checking and
make the bounding box approach even more attractive.  Actually, while the
basics of solid modeling are well developed, there is no standard approach to
uncertainty modeling even here and many open questions.  Once we introduce
uncertainty in a general way, then exponential growth in evaluating all the possi-
bilities becomes a worry.  Because three-dimensional solids inherently have lim-
ited dimensionality of contacts, it should be possible to avoid this.  As we will see
later, uncertainty in dynamical systems is even more challenging, and a version
of the bounding box idea is quite useful in doing robustness analysis of uncertain
dynamical systems as well.

Dynamic Simulations of Aircraft Flight

It is interesting to note that the Boeing 777 used an advanced, though con-
ventional, approach to modeling and simulation of the aerodynamics and flight.
Aeromodeling is a convenient example because there is a long history of success-
ful systematic modeling, yet substantial challenges remain.  It also offers us a

FIGURE B.9  Refined boxes help find interferences.

TO BE RESCANNED
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chance to discuss computational fluid dynamics (CFD) in a broader context that
includes analytic tools, wind tunnels, and flight test.  This is simply for illustra-
tion, but it will touch on broader issues in VE.

Standard rigid body airplane models typically consist of a generic form of
the model as an ordinary differential equation (ODE) with vehicle-specific pa-
rameters for mass distributions, atmospheric conditions (dynamic pressure), and
aerodynamic coefficients.  This rigid body model determines what motion of the
vehicle will result from applied forces due to propulsion and aerodynamics.
Aerocoefficients are parameters that give the ratio of forces and moments gener-
ated on the vehicle to surface deflections and angular changes of the vehicle with
respect to the ambient air flow.  The standard quasi-steady assumption is that
these aerocoefficients depend only on sideslip angle and angle of attack, and not
on the history of the motion of the vehicle or the complex flow around it.  There-
fore the aerocoefficients are most compactly represented as a set of six functions,
three forces and three moments, on the unit sphere (the two angles), plus addi-
tional functions for surface deflections.  Obtaining these functions dominates
standard aeromodeling and the use of CFD.

Aerocoefficients can be estimated analytically, computed using CFD, or
measured in wind tunnels or flight tests.  Figure B.10a shows schematically the
error-costs associated with the various methods.  Once the coefficients are ob-
tained, they can be plugged into a dynamic model of the airplane, and the result-
ing nonlinear differential equations can be simulated.  This figure is misleading in
many ways, one of which is that the error-cost tradeoff between CFD and wind
tunnel is oversimplified.  Figure B.10b shows the cost to find the aerocoefficients
at a certain number of points.  Building a wind tunnel model is relatively expen-
sive, but once it is available, the incremental time and cost to do an additional
experiment are small.  Research is being done to speed up both CFD and the

FIGURE B.10a  Schematic of error-cost
relationship of different approaches to ob-
taining aerocoefficients for flight modeling.

FIGURE B.10b  Cost versus number of
points at which aerocoefficients are ob-
tained.
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building of wind tunnel models, thus shifting both curves to the left.  One of the
most revolutionary developments currently going on in this area is the improve-
ment in rapidly generating wind tunnel models from computer models.  Re-
searchers are currently working to change the traditional turnaround time from
months to hours.

These figures do not address the fact that CFD and wind tunnels do not give
exactly equivalent results.  To a first approximation, wind tunnel tests can give
lower overall modeling error by allowing the modeler to include additional fac-
tors, such as unsteady effects.  On the other hand, CFD can provide detailed flow
field information that is difficult to obtain experimentally and avoids experimen-
tal artifacts like wind-tunnel wall effects.  Finally, flight tests give the most
reliable predictions of aircraft behavior, although even here there are errors, since
not all possible operational conditions can be tested or even necessarily antici-
pated.  This is summarized in Figure B.10a, which shows the error versus com-
plexity for various modeling methods, where, vaguely speaking, error is the
difference between predicted operational behavior and actual operational behav-
ior, and cost could be taken as the total dollar cost to achieve a given error with a
specific method.

Note that the methods are complementary, each best for some particular
error-cost level.  They are also complementary in other ways, as the deeper nature
of the errors is different as well.  While the details may change with technology,
the overall shape of this figure will not.  One goal of VE is to reduce the error
associated with simulation-based methods and thus reduce the need for wind
tunnel and flight testing.  If this is not done carefully, it is quite easy to simulta-
neously increase error and cost.

This discussion has taken a very superficial view of modeling and particu-
larly of uncertainty, but has hopefully illustrated the tradeoff between error and
cost that holds across both virtual and physical prototyping. One important point
to note is that despite earlier euphoric visions of the role of CFD in aircraft design
that suggested it would almost entirely replace wind tunnels, only a tiny fraction
of the millions of aerodynamic simulations generated for a modern aircraft design
are done using CFD. The remainder continue to be done with physical models in
wind tunnels, and this is not expected to change in the foreseeable future.   To get
a slightly deeper picture of these issues, we need to examine CFD more closely.

Computational Fluid Dynamics in Aircraft Design

Basic Elements

Our second case history involves computational fluid dynamics (CFD).  Fluid
dynamics is a large and sophisticated technical discipline with both a long history
of deep theoretical contributions and a more recent history of major technological
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impact, so it is not surprising that it is poorly understood by outsiders.  We focus
on the aspects relevant to the broader VE enterprise.

Rather than following a particular group of molecules, fluid dynamical mod-
els adopt a continuum view of the fluid in terms of material elements or volume
elements through which the material moves.  Because of the simplicity of
Newtonian fluids (those for which viscosity is constant, such as air flowing about
an airplane), a fairly straightforward system of partial differential equations relate
the dynamics of a fluid flow element to its local velocity, density, viscosity, and
externally acting forces.  These are the Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations, which
have been known for more than a century and a half.  They merely express
conservation of mass and the other of momentum, but the three-dimensional case
has 60 partial-derivative terms.

The N-S equations are thought to capture fluid phenomena well beyond the
resolution of our measurement technology.  Thus fluid dynamics holds a very
important and extreme position in VE as an example of a domain where the
resource limitation is due primarily to computation and measurement, rather than
to ignorance about the phenomena (although this is not true for granular or
chemically reacting flow).  As one might expect, then, a major effort in fluid
dynamics involves various numerical approximations to solving the N-S or re-
lated equations.  Such numerical airflow simulations are the subject of computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD).  The obvious approach is direct numerical solution
(DNS) of a discrete approximation to the N-S equations.  Unfortunately, turbu-
lence makes this extremely difficult.

In effect, turbulence is a catch-all term for everything complicated and poorly
understood in fluid flow.  While there is no precise definition of turbulence, its
general characteristics include unsteady and irregular flows that give something
of the appearance of randomness; strong vorticity; stirring and diffusion of pas-
sive conserved quantities such as heat and solutes, and dissipation of energy by
momentum exchange.  Under typical aircraft flight conditions at high subsonic
speeds, turbulence takes the form of a nested cascade of eddies of varying scale,
ranging from on the order of meters to on the order of tens of micrometers; a span
of 4 or more orders of magnitude.  On average, the largest eddies take energy
from the free flow and, through momentum exchange, feed it down, step by step
in the cascade of eddies, to the smallest eddies, where it is dissipated as heat.
However, it is also possible for energy to feed from smaller eddies to larger over
limited times or regions, and these reverse energy flows can play a significant
role.  Turbulence is no more random than the trajectories of our coins, but its
sensitivity to initial conditions is even more dramatic, since there are so many
more degrees of freedom.  Turbulence is considered one of the classic examples
of chaotic dynamics, although this has not been proved.

To fully to capture the dynamics of the airflow in DNS, it is necessary to
integrate numerically over a mesh fine enough to capture the smallest turbulent
eddies but extensive enough to include the aircraft and a reasonable volume of air
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about it.  This is beyond current computational facilities.  To overcome this,
various approximations must then be made, that are at the heart of CFD.  Here
merely make a few observations.  First, as was noted earlier, only a tiny fraction
of the millions of aerodynamic simulations generated for a modern aircraft design
are done using CFD.  The remainder are still done with physical models in wind
tunnels, and this is not expected to change soon.  Second, CFD is used primarily
to compute the static forces on objects that are fixed relative to the flow, and any
dynamical vehicle motion combines these static forces with vehicle kinematics.
Using CFD for computing dynamically the forces on objects that are themselves
moving dynamically adds substantially to the computational complexity.

Finally, the various approaches to CFD result in widely varying computa-
tional requirements, yet there is no integrated “master” model other than the N-S
equations themselves, and substantial domain-specific expertise is needed to cre-
ate specific simulation models and interpret the results of simulations.  Some
approximations assume no viscosity and others large viscosity; some approxima-
tions focus on material elements and their motion (called Lagrangian formula-
tions); others focus on volume elements through which material passes, and thus
fluid velocities are the focus (called an Eulerian formulation); and still others try
to track the movement of the larger-scale vortical structures in the fluid.  The
choices are dominated by the boundary conditions, as the fluid (air) being mod-
eled in each case is identical, and even different approximations may be made in
different parts of the same flow.  For example, viscosity might be modeled only
near a solid boundary, while the flow far from the boundary would be assumed to
be inviscid.  Thus, while the material itself is perfectly homogeneous, inhomoge-
neities arise in our necessary attempts to approximate the fluids.

Uncertainty Management in Commercial Aircraft Design

What is particularly interesting for this appendix is the fact that, according to
Paul Rubbert,7  the chief aerodynamicist for Boeing, uncertainty management has
become the dominant theme in practical applications like aircraft design.  He
claims that uncertainty management is replacing the old concept of “CFD valida-
tion.”  He argues that both CFD and wind tunnels are “notorious liars,” yet
modern aerodynamic designs are increasingly sensitive to small changes and
error sources.  Thus, better attention needs to be paid to modeling uncertainty and
its consequences.  CFD and wind tunnels are complementary, and the goal is to
be able to reconcile the differences between their results and not to expect that
they should give the same results.  In this context, CFD users must be provided
with the insight and understanding to allow them to manage the various sources

7Private communication with John Doyle, California Institute of Technology, December 1996.
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of uncertainty that are present in their codes, and to understand how those uncer-
tainties affect the specific aircraft behavior they are trying to predict.

In many respects, commercial aviation already is a remarkable feat in uncer-
tainty management.  We routinely get on airplanes and reliably arrive at our
destination, and fortunately our airplanes crash much less frequently than our
computers.  Airplanes move in the very complex system of the earth’s atmo-
sphere and together with air traffic control constitute one enormously complex
system delivering remarkably reliable transportation.  At small time and large
scales the atmosphere is also turbulent and chaotic, and occasional crashes due to
atmospheric disturbances remind us that this is not a triviality.

Because of this turbulence in the atmosphere and near the vehicle, there is
chaotic dynamics surrounding the vehicle at every scale from the microscopic to
the global.  Furthermore, most objects having the size and mass of a 777 and
traveling at high subsonic speeds would exhibit extremely unpredictable trajecto-
ries, although eventually hitting the ground at high velocities would be a cer-
tainty.  Almost any other connection of the millions of parts in a 777 would also
fail to behave predictably, although the 777 itself is remarkably robust to a wide
variety of component failures.  Despite tremendous advances in computation and
its application to CFD and CAD, no simulations are ever performed that come
close to capturing all this complexity at all these scales.  Yet in spite of all of this,
these millions of components manage to successfully “fly in formation” such as
to deliver reliable and predictable performance.  Fortunately, this success is not a
mystical process (that the current antiquated air traffic control works at all is
fairly astonishing), but it does involve tremendous amounts of domain-specific
expertise and hand-crafted solutions.  We must be realistic and cautious about the
way in which VE technology should interact with this process.

VLSI Design

Design Today

Our third case history involves very large scale integration (VLSI)—a tech-
nology that enables millions of transistors to be fabricated onto a silicon chip less
than a square inch in size.  Such a chip can function as a complete microprocessor
system performing hundreds of millions of arithmetic operations per second.  For
example, today’s Intel’s Pentium Pro microprocessor is faster than the most
powerful supercomputers of the early 1980s, but costs 4 orders of magnitude less
than those older machines.  VLSI is an entirely different type of complex system
than fluid dynamics, although both start with homogeneous materials: fluids and
silicon/metal.

The number of transistors on a single chip, as well as the speed of micropro-
cessors, has been roughly doubling every 18 months since the 1960s.  This
exponential-growth trend is known as “Moore’s Law” (after Intel’s co-founder
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Gordon Moore) and is expected to continue at least until the year 2010.  VLSI
feature size (i.e., minimum width of a wire on a chip) has recently dropped to
below one fifth of a micron (one millionth of a meter, or about one hundredth of
the width of a human hair) and continues to steadily shrink into the deep submi-
cron range.  The next decade will usher in single-chip microprocessors contain-
ing hundreds of millions of transistors and operating at multi-giga-FLOPS (bil-
lions of floating-point operations per second) speeds.

Until the early 1970s, VLSI design was primarily done manually; such a
labor-intensive process was possible because of the low gate-count (typically in
the hundreds to low thousands) of those early circuits.  However, when VLSI
permitted fabrication of circuits with hundreds of thousands of gates, hand-crafted
design was no longer practical (nor in many cases even possible).  The field of
computer-aided design (CAD) of VLSI circuits matured into a discipline with
multiple annual technical conferences, and by the mid-1980s, dozens of commer-
cial VLSI CAD software systems became available (typically at six-figures per
copy).

A commercial VLSI CAD system is typically structured as follows.  First,
the circuit design is specified abstractly, with “blocks” representing high-level
functional units (e.g., adders, multipliers, and memories); the general connectiv-
ity among these modules is also specified at that stage.  Next, the design is further
synthesized and specified in greater detail, with modules being fleshed out from
an available library of predesigned parts (and some from scratch if necessary).  If
the design is too large to fit on a single chip, a “partitioning” step takes place,
where the design is divided into several chip-sized modules (the typical optimiza-
tion objective during partitioning is to minimize the wires that cross between
modules, which in turn minimizes the number of wires that are forced to go off-
chip and onto the circuit board, thereby slowing down the overall circuit).  Next,
a general “floorplan” is developed to accommodate the various circuit compo-
nents on the chip area.  Once a good placement is obtained for the circuit ele-
ments, the detailed interconnections are routed among the modules.  Placement
and routing typically attempt to minimize the overall chip area, which in turn
minimizes the fabrication costs and thus maximizes the chip vendor’s profit
margin.  Placement and routing also tend to be the most complex and time-
consuming of the various VLSI design phases, since these problems are com-
putationally intractable.

Extensive verification and testing occur at each level, with subsequent itera-
tion and modification.  These tests ensure that the circuit, once fabricated, will
meet the design specification, both in terms of logical functionality and in terms
of operating speed; the overall speed of the proposed circuit is determined by
running a massive finite-element-based simulation over the circuit, which simu-
lates the exact physical behavior of the circuit (such timing simulations typically
take place at micron scales and at picosecond time resolutions—they often re-
quire days or weeks to run to completion).  Despite such extensive testing, gross
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bugs can still slip, especially when the error occurs at the higher levels of the
design process (e.g., at the specification level); naturally, the longer a bug goes
undetected, the greater the incurred cost to the company (e.g., the infamous
Pentium FDIV bug cost Intel almost $1 billion to fix).

Overall, the field of VLSI design has evolved in the footsteps of the field of
software engineering.  Thus, it is not surprising that VLSI CAD embraces the
basic precepts of hierarchical structured top-down design, functional orthogonal-
ity, component libraries (i.e., subroutines), design reuse, beta-testing, and so on.
Unfortunately, as discussed below, by following the software engineering para-
digm, the VLSI design process also inherits the problems inherent in that area.

The key feature of VLSI design that has traditionally greatly simplified
uncertainty management is that the logic level could be effectively decoupled
from the physical level.  That is, through the use of electrical thresholding and
Boolean logic, the chip design is constrained so that uncertainty at the micro-
scopic level does not propagate to the macrolevel.  Other techniques for uncer-
tainty management in VLSI design include component redundancy and fault-
tolerance algorithms, which automatically compensate for manufacturing defects
and unforeseen system transients.  One major advantage of digital representations
generally is that error-correction codes enable perfect reconstruction and repro-
duction of the digital signal, so that small uncertainties have exactly zero impact
on the final output.  This is in stark contrast with turbulence where uncertainty at
the microscopic level can easily have macroscopic effects. Thus, VLSI has a
special place in complex systems, and this feature of digital systems has been
emulated and exploited in other domains as well.

Future Trends in VLSI Design

The price paid for the complete isolation of component uncertainty in VLSI,
and indeed the price paid for digital systems generally, is that system perfor-
mance is sacrificed, sometimes enormously, in comparison with what would be
possible if such an isolation were not maintained.  This has been viewed as
acceptable because it makes the design process manageable, and the evolution of
fabrication technology allowed for both conservative design philosophies and
dramatic progress in performance. Future trends in VLSI design may change this
situation dramatically.  The ever-shrinking feature size and growing gate counts
of VLSI circuits are giving rise to a number of emerging trends and new funda-
mental problem areas.

First, thinner wires have a higher resistance, so interconnect delay now domi-
nates the overall circuit speed (e.g., in current high-end designs, over three fourths
of the clock period is due to signal propagation delays through wires).  Moreover,
wires take up most of the chip area, so VLSI physical design is now primarily a
massive wiring-optimization problem (which is computationally intractable).
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Typical problem instances are so large (and numerous), that even low-order
polynomial-time algorithms are often much too slow in practical situations.

As feature sizes decrease into the ultra-submicron range, previously ignored
phenomena become more significant, and indeed even begin to dominate the
overall design.  For example, parasitics such as capacitive-coupling between
parallel wires (i.e., “cross-talk”) has recently become a major problem since it
tends to substantially increase signal propagation delay, as well as cause spurious
signals/switching in the circuit.  Another problem is “electro-migration,” where
the electrical current can randomly knock metal atoms out of the wires.  This
phenomenon  tends to further “thin out” already-thin wires, which in turn exacer-
bates the electro-migration problem (i.e., creating a positive feedback loop), until
open faults occur (i.e., wires become disconnected), which can disrupt the func-
tional correctness of the overall circuit.

As feature sizes shrink even further, quantum mechanical phenomena will
begin to have significant effects on circuit performance (e.g., quantum uncer-
tainty, particle tunneling, and quantization of mass and charge).  As clock fre-
quencies advance into the gigahertz range, wires begin to behave like transmis-
sion lines, and parasitic phenomena such as signal attenuation and antenna effects
become major performance-limiting concerns.  The physical and electrical prop-
erties of most materials are still not sufficiently well understood at such high
frequencies and small scales (e.g., current timing simulation techniques break
down and are still not reliably applicable to regimes with feature sizes below one
tenth of a micron).

Finally, at these small-scale regimes, even the VLSI manufacturing process
itself becomes quite problematic.  The confluence of these trends suggests that
fundamental physics considerations will become a dominant component of VLSI
design, the distinction between digital and analog circuits will become increas-
ingly blurred (certainly, analog considerations will migrate up well into the higher
levels of the VLSI design process), and uncertainty management will become a
much more difficult problem.

COMPUTER SCIENCE, SOFTWARE ENGINEERING,
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY, AND VE

In this section we touch upon a number of computer-related subjects that
bear on VE.

Computer Science

A commonly shared dream is that in a VE environment, an engineer (or
decision maker, analyst, commander, and so on) with a sophisticated virtual
reality (VR) interface is connected to networks of other engineers in various
disciplines sharing a common database.  Design changes automatically propagate
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so other engineers can respond by evaluating the consequences including manu-
facturability and maintenance.  Immersive visualization methods take data from
experiments or tests on physical prototypes and facilitate the comparison of data
with theory and simulation.  Engineering design of the manufacturing process
and its product, together with training for operation and maintenance, can pro-
ceed simultaneously and synergistically.  Much of the future promise of VE is
based on tools from computation, workstations, supercomputers, networks, and
software engineering.

The hope is that future VE software environments, including VR features,
will relieve design engineers from the tedious, repetitive, and routine tasks that
still dominate much of engineering design and let them focus on the critical
decisions involving uncertainty management in the face of cost constraints.  The
fear is that it will also give highly unqualified people the illusion that they can
click a few menu items, run some multidisciplinary optimization, and design a
new airplane or automobile that will actually work in the real world.  Sophisti-
cated VE environments will inevitably increase the gap between the best engi-
neers and the average, facilitating both the possibility of much better engineering
and also the likelihood of spectacular failures.

The entertainment industry will push VR for an increasingly realistic look
and feel and an emphasis on fooling human senses, and the many challenges in
further developing VR are already well funded and appreciated.  Although there
will be many similarities in software design, the paradigm of “realistic = looks
good” should not dominate VE as well.  Otherwise, engineers and programmers
will ultimately design systems fine-tuned for VR that do not work in reality.
Without a correct and fundamental mathematical structure, VE could fail spec-
tacularly and the potential for abusing it could be tremendous.

Many aspects of these issues are already well understood in the DOD M&S
community.  For example, advanced distributed simulation (ADS) and high-level
architecture (HLA) are motivated in part by the recognition that high-fidelity
engineering applications may involve timing or other issues too fine for human
perception, and thus training-based systems such as distributed interactive simu-
lation (DIS) are inadequate.  Furthermore, it is well understood that all forms of
M&S are sensitive to modeling and testing assumptions, poorly understood physi-
cal phenomena, or even to well-understood phenomena that require excessive
computation.  Nevertheless, it is still safe to say that the computer science view
dominates the current VE landscape.

Software Engineering

Much of the current research in VE aims to make the design of complex
systems more like the discipline of software engineering. To understand the
implications of this, let us discuss briefly the history and basic trends in software
engineering.
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In the early days of computer science (1950s), computer hardware was ex-
pensive while computer software was free and quite primitive.  By the mid-
1960s, computer speed and memory capacity grew substantially, and along with
computer performance grew the number of applications and user expectations.  It
was soon realized that building a large, complicated program is considerably
more difficult than concatenating a series of smaller programs.  “Programming in
the large” often seemed to be an entirely new activity, exhibiting nonintuitive
characteristics.  To grapple with the growing complexity of software, more disci-
plined approaches to programming were explored; these included structured pro-
gramming, strong type-checking, functional languages, program verification, soft-
ware reuse, graphical user interfaces, and more recently, object-oriented design and
programming, client-server applications, and network-based computing.  However,
none of these techniques proved to be a panacea, and each introduced new com-
plexities and pitfalls.

Over the years, the problems associated with large software development
efforts grew bigger and more pronounced.  Some computer programs now con-
tain over 15 million lines of code, and the programs for NASA’s proposed space
station will have more than 80 million lines of code.  Despite modern program-
ming tools such as interactive debuggers and visual programming environments,
the average productivity of professional software engineers working on large
systems is only a couple of dozen lines of code per day.  Expensive and some-
times catastrophic system failures have been due in part to software bugs (e.g.,
the recent Ariane rocket explosion, the Denver airport baggage system, and lost
NASA space probes).  Many large software systems diverge so much from their
planned project timelines and budgets that they are abandoned altogether, some-
times at a loss of billions of dollars.  Two recent examples include the failed
attempt by the FAA to revamp its aging air traffic control system and the aborted
plan by the IRS to upgrade its software system for tax collection.

Why is it so difficult to write reliable code?  A number of factors contribute
to the difficulties.  First, the complexity of hardware is quite bounded (i.e., it is
only expected to be able to execute a relatively small and simple set of machine
instructions), while the complexity of software is unbounded (i.e., software is
expected to do everything else).

Second, it is very difficult to define or characterize the set of all possible
types of inputs and conditions under which a system is expected to operate.  This
is particularly true in “embedded systems,” computer hardware and software
operating as part of a larger system, such as an airplane or automobile as opposed
to a PC or network of workstations.  If the user of a word processor does some-
thing the software does not expect, it can simply refuse to accept the input and the
impact is minimal.  If the control system in a launch vehicle (e.g., Ariane 5)
receives some data that are unexpected, simply shutting down will (and did)
result in huge losses.

Software is also inherently fragile and removing a single line of code could
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render a large program completely useless or even dangerous.  Contrast such
instabilities with the robustness of living organisms, where the removal or death
of a cell (or even many cells) typically has little or no impact on the overall
functionality of the organism.  Similarly, most complex engineering systems are
deliberately designed to degrade gracefully under component failures.

Third, there is an inherent lack of logical symmetry in verifying and validat-
ing computer code: although it is easy to establish that a piece of code is buggy by
simply exhibiting the particular error in question, proving the absence of bugs is
usually impossible. That is, negative results are much more difficult to come by
in logic and mathematics than positive results, and it is usually much easier to
give a counter-example than to prove the nonexistence of something.

Fourth, humans are not very good at keeping track of thousands (let alone
millions) of interacting parts, be it lines of code, transistors on a chip, or gears,
levers, and pulleys.  Short-term memory can typically store seven (plus or minus
two) items, and perhaps a few additional items by utilizing some simple aggrega-
tion techniques.  It is therefore not surprising that even with the aid of mechanical
tools (i.e., mathematics and other formalisms), complicated systems with mil-
lions of interacting parts typically quickly diverge beyond our ability to under-
stand them.

Fifth, the synchronization of effort among large groups of people working on
a single, tightly coupled system becomes a logistical nightmare after some paral-
lelism threshold is reached, and the communications load among the workers
grows superlinearly.

Finally, in most human endeavors, the difference between the best and the
average performance is a relatively small factor.  For example, most people can
comfortably run a 10-minute mile; on the other hand, a gold-medalist Olympic
athlete can only outperform this mediocre record by less than a factor of three
(similar performance ratios hold for other common skills, such as swimming,
biking, jumping, lifting, typing, and reading).  In contrast, the best programmers
can be over a factor of 100 more effective and productive than the average
programmer.  Most code is by definition written by average programmers, and
programming will always be a very labor-intensive activity; it is therefore crucial
to select software team leaders and chief architects carefully.

In summary, the difficulties we encounter in software engineering are not
unique to computer programs, but rather are fundamental to many areas of sci-
ence and engineering that are concerned with building large, complicated sys-
tems (and indeed result from the limits of our current technology and our own
inherently limited capabilities).  We should therefore not expect “silver bullet”
solutions anytime soon to the software engineering problem.  Indeed, the broader
VE environment is likely to exaggerate and magnify the problems of software
engineering.

Having said all this, we need to also keep in mind that the field of software
engineering (and computer science in general) has also made great advances.
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Personal computers are more user-friendly, with elementary school children now
routinely using computers and “surfing” the World Wide Web.  Typical PCs are
now faster (and have more memory) than the Cray I supercomputer of the late
1970s, yet cost under $2,000.  Portable laptop computers, weighing around 5
pounds or less, have become ubiquitous.  Interactive run-time environments,
sophisticated debuggers, and visual programming languages have made basic
programming easy to learn and to teach. Electronic mail has greatly facilitated
communication and data exchange among people and researchers around the
world, and the World Wide Web has made vast amounts of valuable information
easily accessible to everyone.  Thus, despite the various difficulties, software
engineering has made great strides and contributions over the years as well.

Computational Complexity Theory

Since the beginning of the 20th century, a number of practical global optimi-
zation problems have been extensively studied.  These problems include such
classical formulations as Traveling Salesman, Boolean Satisfiability, Quadratic
Programming, Hamiltonian Cycles, as well as a large variety of other partition-
ing, packing, placement, interconnection, routing, reachability, and approxima-
tion problems.  Up until 1970, these problems had been attacked in isolation
using ad hoc techniques, and in all cases researchers have failed to discover
efficient (i.e., polynomial-time) algorithms for any of these problems.  Neverthe-
less, no satisfying explanation existed as to why these problems all seem intrac-
table, nor how these problems may be related to each other.

In the early 1970s, it was discovered that all of these problems are efficiently
“reducible” to one another in a way that preserves solution quality (i.e., these
algorithmic reductions map optimal solutions of any of these problems to optimal
solutions of any other of these problems).  This implies that if there existed an
efficient algorithm for one of these problems, such an algorithm could be imme-
diately (and mechanically) transformed into efficient algorithms for all of these
problems.  In other words, with respect to computational tractability, none of
these problems is any more difficult than any of the other problems.  Therefore,
since none of these problems had been solved efficiently to that point, despite
many decades of intense work by hundreds of good researchers, this unifying
framework (technically referred to as “NP-completeness,” and more generally as
“computational complexity theory”) provided the strongest evidence yet that all
of these problems are computationally intractable.  An NP-hard problem is clas-
sified as a problem that is at least as hard as the NP-complete class of problems.

These results provided a twofold contribution to the field of global optimiza-
tion.  First, once a computational problem is formally shown to be NP-hard, such
a negative result saves much effort, since researchers need not bother to continue
their search for an efficient algorithm to such a problem.  Second, once we know
that a problem is NP-hard, this gives us legitimate license to devise heuristic
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approximate solutions, without having to worry that our work will be rendered
obsolete any time soon by the discovery of an efficient exact algorithm.  Today,
these topics have become a mainstream subfield of computer science, with sev-
eral yearly conferences being devoted to this subject.

Computational complexity theory is independent of what actual computers
we use in practice and of our underlying computation model.  This also means
that speedups in VLSI technology or advances in parallel computing will not
affect the class of problems that are “intractable.”  In short, computational com-
plexity/intractability is fundamental, and cannot be overcome by “throwing sili-
con” at it.

Some problems are so intractable that there exist no algorithms whatsoever
to solve them; such a problem is said to be “undecidable” (the topic of unde-
cidability was pioneered by Alan Turing in the mid-1930s).  Rather, it can be
mathematically proved that for an undecidable problem, no algorithm exists what-
soever even in theory, no matter how complex or subtle a possible solution
approach may be attempted (this is a much stronger negative result than the
intractability/NP-completeness discussed above).  Many undecidable problems
are deceptively easy to state formally; for example, the problem of determining
whether a given program runs forever (or halts eventually) over a given input is
undecidable.  In fact, any mathematical framework powerful enough to describe
arbitrary programs (and this even includes simple arithmetic) is undecidable as
well; such systems are said to be “computationally universal.”  This has very
strong implications for VE, and for dynamical systems in general, since most of
these systems are computationally universal (i.e., they can simulate arbitrary
computations or computer programs, and are therefore undecidable).  Thus, many
interesting questions about dynamical systems (such as long-term behavior, qui-
escence, and termination) are undecidable, and there exist no algorithms for the
resolution of these problems in general (although particular classes of simple
instances may be solved in ad hoc ways).

Implications for Virtual Engineering

Both the history of software engineering and the theory of computational
complexity have important implications for VE.  While it is difficult to define or
characterize the inputs to software, the uncertainty faced by complex systems is
much greater than typically faced by most software.  The inherent lack of logical
symmetry in verifying computer code is even greater in more general complex
systems.  It is much easier to convincingly show that some design change will fail
through simulation than it is to show that it will succeed.  The former requires
only one bad example, while the latter requires strong evidence of the complete
absence of such examples.  This is made even more severe in complex systems in
uncertain environments.

As bad as we are at keeping track of million-line programs, and at working in
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teams to write software, at least software is a highly homogeneous system and
teams are usually composed of experts in at most two domains, software design
and perhaps the application area that the software is targeted for.  In VE we are
faced with highly heterogeneous systems and teams.  Also, the gap between the
best and the average that shows up in software engineering is likely to be even
greater in VE, and the consequences could be even more severe.

Paradoxically, many complex engineering systems work much more reliably
than complex software systems.  Thus, while we may expect VE to inherit many
of the problems of software engineering, the constraints and discipline imposed
by VE’s connection with physical reality offer some differences with conven-
tional software engineering that should not merely be overcome, but exploited.
This underscores again the need for a theoretical foundation for VE that goes well
beyond computer science.

Computational complexity theory also has a sobering message to deliver to a
naively cheerful view of the future of VE.  As we aim for cheaper, better, faster
with complex systems for higher levels of performance, uncertainties in compo-
nents and the environment will interact in new and unforeseen ways.  Evaluating
all the possibilities for failures due to these uncertainties is a computationally
intractable problem, but one we cannot afford to ignore.  A look back at famous
failures of engineering systems will emphasize this point.

FAMOUS FAILURES OF COMPLEX ENGINEERING SYSTEMS

In this section we will briefly review case studies of famous failures of
engineering systems:  the Titanic, the Estonia Ferry sinking, the Tacoma Narrows
Bridge collapse, subsynchronous resonance in power systems, telephone and
power system outages, the Denver airport baggage handling system, and Ariane
5.  While each of these failures was due partly or primarily to factors beyond
engineering or technical considerations, we will concentrate on the technical
issues.  We have not included some of the most dramatic failures, such as
Chernobyl, Challenger, or Bhopal, because these involve much more compli-
cated interactions of engineering and human judgment, and they have received
such extensive coverage.

We will argue later that there are unifying themes connecting these different
disasters that are relevant to VE (dynamics, interconnection, and uncertainty
management).  We have suggested that complexity arises from the need to pro-
vide reliable predictability in the presence of uncertainty and that failures occur
when uncertainties and interactions are not properly accounted for.  These case
studies will illustrate these issues and provide examples for a more extensive
discussion in the next section.

In retrospect, for all of these failures, we can always identify a component
that failed and do simple “back of the envelope” calculations with very simple
models to explain the failure.  It is essentially always possible to ignore, if we
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choose, the system design issues that contributed to the failure.  A deeper view also
always reveals that there were system design flaws and that the apparent compo-
nent failure was merely a symptom.  Of course, the VE challenge is to create an
environment where we are better at doing that before the failure occurs.8

Titanic

On April 14, 1912, the Titanic, the largest, most complex ship afloat, struck
an iceberg and sank.  It is generally agreed that the iceberg scraped along the
starboard side of the ship, causing the plates to buckle and burst at the seams.
Some investigators speculate that the ship was simply too large for the technol-
ogy available; vibrations from its massive engines may have played some part in
the buckling of the hull plates.  The Titanic had a double-bottomed hull that was
divided into 16 watertight compartments.  Because four of these could be flooded
without endangering the liner’s buoyancy, it was considered unsinkable.  Unfor-
tunately, these compartments were not sealed off at the top, so water filled each
compartment, tilting the ship, and then spilled over the top into the next one.  Five
compartments eventually flooded, slowly but surely sinking the ship.  This is
perhaps one of the all-time great failures to correctly model the interaction of
uncertainty in the environment and the way it can couple with the dynamics of a
system.  A purely static view of the ship, one that ignored the dynamics of the
water flow, would never have predicted the actual disaster.

Estonia Ferry

It would seem unlikely that a mistake of the type that occurred in the Titanic
would be repeated.  However, a weak door lock was one of the main reasons for
the 1994 Estonia ferry disaster that caused the deaths of more than 800 people.
The ferry’s bow visor, a huge top-hinged door at the front of the ferry that swung
up to allow vehicles to be driven into and out of the ferry’s car deck was secured
by several locks. The lower lock, known as the Atlantic lock, was too weak to
withstand extremely heavy pounding by rough seas.  Stormy seas in the Baltic
Sea on September 28 broke the lock between 30 minutes and 1 hour before the
157-meter (515-foot) ferry sank shortly after midnight.  The noise of the loose
bow visor slamming at the hull was heard by several survivors.  The slamming set
off a chain of events, including the breaking of other locks, that ended in the
tragedy.  Only 137 of the more than 900 people on board survived.  The commis-
sion that investigated the incident said the shipbuilder did not have proper blue-
prints for the lock when constructing the ferry in 1980.  As a result, the commis-

8The following discussions abstract from many sources, written and verbal.
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sion says the shipbuilder apparently made its own calculations and underesti-
mated how strong the lock should be.  This particular failure would seem the one
most likely to be caught with an integrated CAD system.

Tacoma Narrows Bridge

The Tacoma Narrows Bridge was the first suspension bridge across the
Narrows of Puget Sound, connecting the Olympic Peninsula with the mainland of
Washington, and a landmark failure in engineering history.  Four months after its
opening, on the morning of November 7, 1940, in a wind of about 42 miles (68
km) per hour, the 2,800-foot (853-meter) main span went into a series of torsional
oscillations, the amplitude of which steadily increased until the convolutions tore
several suspenders loose, and the span broke up.  The bridge was designed to
have acceptable horizontal displacement under the static pressure of a much
larger wind, but was not designed to handle the dynamic instability caused by an
interaction of the winds and the high degree of flexibility of the light, narrow,
two-lane bridge.  Modeling this type of fluid-structure interaction, a particularly
simple type of flutter, was within the technical capability of engineers at the time,
but was evidently not considered.  A modern analysis would likely view the fluid-
structure flutter as a bifurcation problem, and analyze the nature of the bifurca-
tion as the wind speed increased.  Immediately after the accident, numerous
investigators were able to create both simple mathematical and scale physical
models that exhibited the same failure as the actual bridge, and very simple
models were able to predict the wind speed that would cause the collapse.

Subsynchronous Resonance in Power Systems

Series capacitors are often used in AC transmission systems to provide im-
pedance compensation, particularly for long lines with high inductance, at the 60-
Hz synchronous transmission frequency.  Series capacitors are economical ways
to increase load-carrying capacity and enhance transient stability, but the capaci-
tors can combine with the line inductance to create oscillators with natural fre-
quencies below 60 Hz.  These electrical oscillators can interact with mechanical
torsional vibrational modes of the generator turbine shaft, and in some circum-
stances can cause instabilities that snap the shaft.  This happened dramatically at
the Mohave Generating Station in Southern Nevada in 1971 when the turbine
shaft broke twice before the condition was properly diagnosed.  This is a classic
example of uncertainty management gone awry.  The capacitors were introduced
to improve the stability on the electrical side and reduce the potential vulnerabil-
ity to electrical side disturbances, but they had the unanticipated effect of desta-
bilizing the mechanical side.  The phenomenon is now reasonably well under-
stood and is taken very seriously in design of power systems.
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Telephone and Power System Outages

In recent years, there has been an increasing rash of large-scale breakdowns
of both the telephone and the power systems, typically triggered by small events
that lead to a cascade of failures that eventually bring down large portions of the
network.  The high complexity and interconnectedness of these networks are
designed to improve their performance and robustness, but can lead to extreme
and unexpected sensitivity to small disturbances.  In both cases, highly intercon-
nected nationwide networks allow load balancing to be achieved more economi-
cally, and the resulting system is, in principle and usually in practice, much more
robust to large disturbances or variations in demand.  The high degree of connec-
tivity also makes it possible for small failures to propagate and lead to massive
outages.  The solution to these sensitivities is to add additional complexity in the
form of more sophisticated control strategies.  Without careful design, this trend
to increasing complexity will not improve robustness.

Denver Airport Baggage Handling System

The automated system was supposed to improve baggage handling by using a
computer tracking system to direct baggage contained in unmanned carts that run
on a track.  Originally scheduled for completion in March 1994, the unfinished
$234 million project helped postpone opening of the airport until February 1995.
The delay reportedly cost the city roughly $1 million per day in operations costs
and interest on bond issues, more than the direct cost of the project.  Significant
mechanical and software problems plagued the automated baggage handling sys-
tem.  In tests of the system, bags were misloaded, were misrouted, or fell out of
telecarts, causing the system to jam.  The baggage system continued to unload bags
even though they were jammed on the conveyor belt, because the photo eye at this
location could not detect the pile of bags on the belt and hence could not signal the
system to stop.  The baggage system also loaded bags into telecarts that were
already full.  Hence, some bags fell onto the tracks, again causing the telecarts to
jam.  This problem occurred because the system had lost track of which telecarts
were loaded or unloaded during a previous jam.  When the system came back on-
line, it failed to show that the telecarts were loaded.  The timing between the
conveyor belts and the moving telecarts was not properly synchronized, causing
bags to fall between the conveyor belt and the telecarts.  The bags became wedged
under the telecarts, which were bumping into each other near the load point.

Ariane 5

The Ariane 5 was not flight tested because there was so much confidence in
the M&S.  The first flight carried $500 million of satellites and was destroyed
about 40 seconds after liftoff.  The error that ultimately led to the destruction of
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the Ariane 5 launcher was clearly identified in the report of the investigating
committee: a program segment for converting a floating point number, represent-
ing a measurement, to a signed 16 bit integer was executed with an input data
value outside the range representable by a signed 16 bit integer.  This run time
error (out of range, overflow), which arose in both the active and the backup
computers at about the same time, was detected, and both computers shut them-
selves down.  This resulted in the total loss of attitude control.  The Ariane 5
turned uncontrollably, and aerodynamic forces broke the vehicle apart.  This
breakup was detected by an on-board monitor, which ignited the explosive
charges to destroy the vehicle in the air.  The code in question was reused from an
earlier vehicle where the measurement would not have become large enough to
cause this failure.

It is tempting to simply dismiss this as a software bug that would be elimi-
nated by better software engineering.  It is obvious that the programmer should
have checked that the measurement was small enough that the conversion could
take place, and if it could not, have the control system take some appropriate
action rather than simply shut down.  In this case the appropriate action would
have been to do nothing, because this measurement, ironically, was not even
needed after liftoff.  This may seem to make it a trivial issue, but the same code
did work fine on the Ariane 4, although a control engineer would presumably
have preferred it be done differently.

While the “software bug” view has some truth, it is misleading, because the
failure was due to dynamics of the Ariane 5 that were different from those of the
Ariane 4.  It is the interaction of the software with the uncertainty in the environ-
ment and the dynamics of the vehicle that caused the failure.  This is not a
software issue, but a design flaw at a much deeper level.  It is likely the program-
mers responsible had no idea how to determine if the Ariane 5 had dynamics such
that under suitable environmental conditions the measurement would be too large.
Presumably, they could have consulted appropriate experts in control and aerody-
namics and anticipated the problem, but it would not have been a computer
science issue at all.

COMPLEX ENGINEERING SYSTEMS

General Observations

We have argued that, on the one hand, complexity is generally undesirable.
It makes our models difficult to work with, and the case studies above suggest
that it can lead to unexpected and disastrous failures.  Yet we see an accelerating
trend to build increasingly complex systems because uncertainty management
demands that we introduce complexity in our models.  Let us illustrate this now
with two simple and familiar current examples:  smart weapons and airbags.
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Smart Weapons and Airbags

In smart weapons, sensors, actuators, and computers are added to counter
uncertainties in atmospheric conditions, release conditions, and target movement.
This yields reduced sensitivity to uncertainties in the environment, but at the
price of increased sensitivity to a large number of new components.  If a sensor or
actuator component fails, the weapon may actually have much worse accuracy
than a dumb weapon.  If we are careful in our design, we can use this shift in
vulnerability from uncertainty in the environment to uncertainty in our compo-
nents to our great advantage by making sure that our critical components are
sufficiently reliable.  Interestingly, it could be argued that the most successful
smart weapons so far have been the simplest, for example, Sidewinder and laser-
guided bombs.

Automobile airbags also reduce vulnerability to uncertainties in the environ-
ment.  With an airbag you are safer in a high-speed collision with, say, a drunk
driver who has crossed into your lane.  Since you have no direct control of the
other driver’s behavior, an airbag is one of the most cost-effective control strate-
gies you can take.  Unfortunately, there is again increased vulnerability to com-
ponent failures.  Even without component failures, airbags can make certain
circumstances more dangerous.  For example, a low-speed collision may cause
the air bag to deploy even though without the airbag there would be no danger of
injury.  Thus one could be injured by the airbag itself under normal operation
even when the system functions properly.  This is particularly serious with small
passengers, who may be in more danger with an airbag than without.  Overall
there is a substantial net reduction in fatalities, but increased danger of injury and
death in certain circumstances for all people, and possibly a net increase in
danger to smaller people.

The awareness of the danger of airbags to children and small adults has
provoked a flurry of research to make more advanced and more complex airbags.
Proposed schemes include making the airbag deployment more adaptable to indi-
vidual differences in size and body position by using infrared and ultrasonic
sensors, together with weight sensors and capacitance sensors, which detect wa-
ter in human bodies.  Unfortunately, it is possible to fool these sensors as bags of
groceries with a hot pizza sitting on a wet towel could presumably be mistaken
for a person.  Lower-technology solutions include simply setting the threshold for
airbag deployment higher so they go off less frequently in slower-speed colli-
sions.  All these solutions again highlight that the design is driven by uncertainty
management, and complexity is introduced as a by-product.

What these two examples illustrate is a kind of conservation principle that is
at work in complex systems.  Indeed, as we will discuss later, control theory has
several such conservation principles that are critical to understanding complex
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systems.  Informally, when we introduce new components to reduce the effects of
uncertainty in the environment, we inevitably create increased vulnerability ei-
ther to these new components, or to other uncertainties in the environment.  Since
we control the design, if we are careful we can use this tradeoff to our advantage
and shift our vulnerability from things that are more uncertain to things that are
less, but explicit models of uncertainty are critical in achieving this.  Unfortu-
nately, with increasing complexity, evaluating these tradeoffs can be conceptu-
ally and computationally overwhelming.

The earlier section on software engineering discussed how large software
development projects require a highly structured approach throughout, since in-
terconnection management dominates component design.  While this is now and
always will be a challenging domain, it is still relatively homogeneous domain
with limited uncertainty.  Complex systems engineering has all of the challenges
of software engineering plus heterogeneity (hardware and software plus chemi-
cal, electrical, mechanical, fluid, communications, and so on) and greater uncer-
tainty (in environment and in system components).  Complex systems remain
even more poorly understood than large software systems.

Complex systems are poorly understood in part simply because nonlinear,
heterogeneous, interconnected, complex dynamical systems are intrinsically dif-
ficult to model and understand.  But more importantly, the role of uncertainty is
critical, but very poorly understood.  Furthermore, scaling of problem size can
make the interaction of these issues overwhelming.  As we will see, control
theory addresses uncertainty management explicitly, but from a very narrow
perspective.  A deeper understanding of complex systems is emerging, but in
separate and fragmented technical disciplines.

Finally, there is the “referee effect.”  The referee effect comes from the obser-
vation that we notice referees only when they do a bad job.  Similarly, we notice the
details of our watches, televisions, phone systems, cars, planes, networks, and
nuclear reactors only when they fail to provide reliable operation and shield us from
the world’s uncertainties.  Basically, the product of a superior design process makes
itself virtually invisible.  Even when the design is flawed, it may appear to the user
that the failure was due to some component, rather than an underlying design
process.  This is true in all the examples of failures above.  Success or failure of
components, including computer hardware and software, is relatively easily under-
stood.  The role of the system design process itself, deciding which components to
use and how to interconnect them, remains a mystery outside of a narrow technical
community.  Thus complexity in engineering systems is very much in the eye of the
beholder.  A design engineer may deliberately introduce great complexity specifi-
cally for the purpose of providing the end user with an apparently simple and
reliable system.  The apparent complexity depends on the viewpoint, and tradition-
ally the only global viewpoint is that of the control engineer.
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LESSONS FROM CONTROLS

Increasingly complex systems rely on advanced control systems, from cheap,
fast computer disk drives to fly-by-wire aircraft to automobiles, integrated chemi-
cal production complexes, semiconductor manufacturing systems, and manned
and unmanned space systems.  Yet, ironically, control engineering and theory
remain poorly understood outside of a narrow technical community.  Tradition-
ally, control engineers have been responsible for system integration because the
control engineer adds the last component to a complex system, and does
systemwide uncertainty management.  Generally speaking, however, control theo-
reticians generally do not support this process.  The situation is changing dra-
matically, and the trend is to more integration of system design and control
design, but we need to accelerate this trend, and control theorists must expand
their vision and make greater contact with other disciplines.

Although control theory by itself offers only a piece of a potential foundation
for a theory of VE, it provides a very important complement to dynamical sys-
tems and computer science because uncertainty management is the central issue
in automatic control systems.  The experience and successes and failures of
control theory provide important technical foundation and additional insight into
the potential role of theory in complex systems.  Ironically, until the last 10 years,
control theory and practical control engineering have had a very distant relation-
ship.  The old story was that since controls were the most mathematical part of
engineering it should not be surprising that it simply took decades for theory to
get from academia to practice.  While this certainly has some truth, another view
is that much of the theory was basically irrelevant, and the reason for this irrel-
evance was inadequate treatment of uncertainty.

Tremendous progress has occurred in just the last decade in developing a
mathematical theory of analysis of uncertain systems in the subfield of robust
control.  The new tools of structured uncertainty, integral quadratic constraints,
linear matrix inequalities, operator theoretic methods, and so on, are well beyond
the scope of this appendix, but a few observations can be made.  The rate of
transition from theory to practice has increased dramatically, and ironically, con-
trol theorists are doing theory that is both more mathematical and more relevant.
Another important factor is that they are using modern software tools to get their
theory into CAD design packages that are commercially available.  Thus theory is
now routinely used in industry before it has had time to get through the review
and journal publication process.  The former can take months, while the latter still
takes years.

One of the most important messages from control theory is that there are
fundamental conservation laws associated with uncertainty management in com-
plex, interconnected systems.  The informal notion suggested by the smart weapon
and airbag examples that vulnerability to uncertainty could not be absolutely
reduced but could only be moved around has theoretical expression in the math-
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ematics of control theory.  There are conservation laws where the “conserved
quantities” are related to net system-level robustness with respect to component
and environmental uncertainty.  Interestingly, some of these conservation laws
(e.g., Bode’s integral formula) are based on results that are up to 50 years old,
although they are getting modern extensions.  They do require upper division
undergraduate mathematics to express, however, and are beyond the scope of this
review.  Like energy conservation, they limit the performance of interconnected
systems, but with proper understanding can be manipulated to our advantage.
Also, like energy conservation, attempts to violate them are constantly being
attempted, often with catastrophic results.

While control theory must play a central role in a theory of VE, current
control theory has many inadequacies that must be addressed in this broader
context.  The first and most obvious is that control theorists take a very limited
view of system interconnection, assuming that there is a fixed “plant” with a
well-defined performance objective and a controller with adequate sensors, ac-
tuators, and computation to achieve the performance.  The control design then
amounts to solving for the “control laws” that yield the desired performance.
This view of control is no longer relevant to even today’s design environment
where the systemwide control engineer’s view of performance is needed at the
earliest design stages.  As cost-effective uncertainty management correctly takes
its place as the dominant design issue, control engineers are forced to play a
broader role, and control theory must catch up just to address the current needs,
let alone the expanded needs of future VE.

Another weakness of control theory is that it tends to treat uncertainty and
nonlinearity completely separately.  This has traditionally been a remarkably
effective strategy.  To illustrate this, consider the problem of reentry of the
Shuttle orbiter.  Viewed as a whole, the dynamics are extremely nonlinear, and
there are substantial uncertainties.  The strategy has traditionally been to use a
simplified nonlinear model with no uncertainty to develop an idealized global
trajectory for reentry, and then use a local linearized model to design a feedback
controller to keep the vehicle close to the trajectory in the presence of uncer-
tainty.  The sources of uncertainty included atmospheric disturbances, unmodeled
vehicle dynamics due primarily to unsteady aerodynamic and structural effects,
parametric uncertainty in the mass distribution and aerodynamic coefficients, and
nonlinearities.  The nonlinearities include both those that were in the simplified
global model, which have been eliminated through linearization, and also higher-
order nonlinearities that were not represented even in the global model.  Both are
treated as sources of uncertainty in the linearized model.  This strategy works
well because the idealized trajectory creates a relative equilibrium about which a
linearization is quite reasonable, and the effects of nonlinearities do not dominate
the local behavior about the trajectories.  It is easy to imagine many circum-
stances where this clean separation is not effective, because there is so much
uncertainty that either the idealized trajectory is not meaningful or the local
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behavior cannot be kept close enough to the idealized trajectory to allow the
nonlinearities to be treated as uncertainties.

Control theory also has other weaknesses that must be overcome.  While
mathematical sophistication is a strength of control theorists, they must overcome
the natural distance this tends to create with other engineering disciplines.  This is
one reason why control theory has been applied to dynamical systems and com-
putational complexity with some early successes, but has achieved less success in
other areas.  The limited connection with modeling and physics is even more
troubling, as control theorists tend to view modeling as a mystical and unpleasant
activity to be performed by others, hopefully far away.

ANALYSIS OF UNCERTAIN DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

While even a superficial exposition of the current state of the art in analysis
of uncertain dynamical systems requires mathematics well beyond the scope of
this paper, it is possible to suggest some of the ideas and difficulties with simple
drawings.  Recall the interference analysis.  We can think of a three-dimensional
solid component as being defined as a subset of real Euclidean 3-space.  Thus,
interference analysis is checking for any intersections of these subsets other than
those that are specified.  We can similarly think of components in a dynamical
system as being defined as subsets of all the possible time trajectories that their
state and boundary conditions can take.  Thus, a circuit component can be thought
of as specifying some set of currents and voltages, a mechanical component as
specifying some set of velocities, positions, and forces, and so on.  These sets are
potentially very complicated as they are subsets of infinite dimensional spaces of
time trajectories.  Differential equations can be thought of as constraints that
determine the set of behaviors.

An interconnection of components is equivalent to the intersection of the
subsets that describe their behaviors.  For example, two circuit elements con-
nected at their terminals each constrains the signals between them, and an inter-
connection simply means that the constraints of both components are in effect.
Engineering design may then be thought of as connecting components in such a
way as to produce only a certain desired set of behaviors and no others.  Undesir-
able behaviors are analogous to undesirable interferences in three-dimensional
solids, in that they involve unwanted intersections of sets.

To make this point of view more concrete, recall the fluttering paper ex-
ample, and assume we use a rigid body model of the paper in a case where the
folds are fairly flat.  The boundary conditions between the air and paper consist of
the paper’s position and orientation and their rates and the forces between the
paper and the air.  Both the paper and the air model put constraints on what these
variables can be, and dropping the paper in air forces both sets of constraints to
hold simultaneously.  One solution consistent with the constraints is steady fall-
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ing, but there are other fluttering motions that are also possible.  The challenge in
complex systems is discovering these extra solutions that may be undesirable.

If components are linear with no uncertainty, then their sets of behaviors are
linear subspaces, and it is relatively easy to check globally for undesirable intercon-
nections.  This would be analogous to the three-dimensional solids all being just
lines and planes.  Uncertain or nonlinear components are more complicated to
analyze.  Very simple uncertain linear problems are NP hard, and simple nonlinear
problems are undecidable.  The strategy that has been exploited very successfully in
robust control theory is a natural generalization of the bounding box idea to this
setting of components of dynamical systems.  Here the bounding boxes are in
infinite dimensional spaces, and checking for their intersection requires sophisti-
cated mathematical and computational machinery.  So far, this is the only known
method that successfully handles both parametric uncertainty and unmodeled dy-
namics and overcomes to some extent the intractability of these problems.

While the generalized bounding box methods (they are not called this in
robust control theory, but are referred to with a variety of other, more technical
terms) have been successful in control systems analysis and design (they are
widely used throughout the world), their application outside of controls has been
limited.  What is particularly needed now is to put these methods more in the
context of component interconnections, not just the plant-controller paradigm of
standard control theory.  Also, there remains a great need for methods to analyze
uncertainty and nonlinearity together in some nontrivial way.  Developing bifur-
cation analysis tools that allow for uncertainty would be a good initial step, and
research in this direction is under way.

In robustness analysis of uncertain systems, it is usually much easier to find
a failure if one exists than to guarantee that none exist when that is the case.  This
inherent asymmetry is present in three-dimensional interference analysis and
software design and will be a major feature of VE.  We must try to overcome this
as much as possible, but recognize that a substantial asymmetry is unavoidable.

CASE STUDIES REVISITED

While we are far from having an integrated theory of VE, we can gather the
various ideas we have discussed from dynamical systems, computer science, and
control theory and  briefly revisit the case studies.  The success stories in the 777
solid modeling, in CFD, and in VLSI are encouraging, but extrapolation to the
broader VE enterprise must be done with caution.  Each success depends on very
special features of the problem area, and there are substantial challenges within
even these limited domains to extending the existing tools.  None of these areas
has faced up to uncertainty management in heterogeneous systems, though all are
being increasingly faced with exactly that issue.

Among the failures considered, the Estonia Ferry disaster is the one most
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likely to have benefited from the use of three-dimensional solid CAD tools such
as were used for the 777.  The Titanic, Tacoma Narrows Bridge, subsynchronous
resonance, and Ariane 5 failures can all be traced to specific unmodeled dynam-
ics whose analysis, had it been considered, was well within the capability avail-
able at the time.  Thus it is easy after the fact to view these as simple problems
with simple solutions, but the deeper question is whether a disciplined and sys-
tematic approach to VE would help avoid such mishaps.  The answer is not
obvious because each of these failures involved heterogeneous interactions and
dynamics that are unlike the success stories.

The telephone and power system failures and the Denver airport baggage
handling system fiasco are more clearly examples where uncertainty manage-
ment in complex systems went awry.  These highly interconnected and automated
systems are intended to improve performance and robustness and at the same time
reduce cost, and they generally do so with respect to the uncertainties and objec-
tives that are considered primary in these systems.  Unfortunately, the very com-
plexity introduced to handle uncertainties in some aspects of the system’s environ-
ment lead to vulnerabilities elsewhere.

It is tempting to imagine that a design environment that stressed uncertainty
management and explicit representation of uncertainty across discipline bound-
aries would have encouraged design engineers to be alerted in advance to the
potential for these failures, but we will have to wait until we have a better picture
of exactly what such an environment would consist of.  The challenge will be to
avoid believing too much in either virtual worlds, or our past experiences with
real ones, as both can mislead us about future realities.

Figure B.11 is intended to convey the way in which some existing communi-
ties are addressing the various aspects of VE models: uncertainty, interconnec-

FIGURE B.11  Other foundations for VE theory.
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tion, dynamics, nonlinearity, and complexity.  It is intended to suggest that all the
issues are being addressed,  but in a fragmented way.  We touched briefly and
informally on all these topics except statistics.  CASE here means computer-
aided software engineering, and complexity theory is computational complexity
in theoretical computer science.  There are other areas that should contribute to a
VE theory, such as nonequilibrium physics, all aspects of scientific computing
and numerical methods, optimization, and discrete-event and hybrid systems.

We have argued that while sophisticated hardware and software infrastruc-
tures are needed to form the substrate on which robust VE tools can be imple-
mented, the infrastructure aspects of M&S are already emphasized to a high
degree, and the issues focused on in this appendix need comparable attention.  In
doing so we have perhaps paid inadequate attention to the need for new and novel
software and user-interface paradigms that would address unique needs of VE.
We regret we have had neither the time nor the expertise to explore this further.
An aspect of computing that we will briefly discuss, since it is so ubiquitous, is
so-called “soft computing.”

SOFT AND HARD COMPUTING

Soft computing is usually taken to include fuzzy logic, neural-net comput-
ing, genetic algorithms, and so on, in contrast to the “hard computing techniques”
of, say, numerical analysis, mathematical programming, structured and object-
oriented programming, probability theory, differential equations, “hard” AI, and
so on.  According to its proponents, such as Lotfi Zadeh (see, e.g., Zadeh, 1994),
“soft computing will revolutionize computing.”  While it is certainly beyond the
scope of this appendix to give a thorough discussion of this area, we can provide
at least one perspective.  There are two standard arguments made for soft comput-
ing.  The first is that many problems do not lend themselves to hard computing
solutions because the systems under consideration are dominated by what we
would traditionally call “soft” issues, like economic and societal systems, and
anything involving human decision making, common-sense reasoning, and natu-
ral language.  Hard computing and hard AI have failed to achieve long-standing
goals of making human-computer interactions more human-friendly precisely
because they have failed to appreciate soft computing approaches.  Soft comput-
ing, especially fuzzy logic, allows programming with natural language.

Indeed, Zadeh has characterized fuzzy logic as “computing with words.”
The hope is that if you know a solution and you can simply and clearly articulate
it in words, then you can program directly without translation to some program-
ming language.  There is substantial controversy regarding the degree to which
fuzzy logic solves this problem, but the goal is certainly admirable, and there are
cases in which fuzzy logic has been successful.  On the other hand, many prob-
lems do not fit the fuzzy paradigm at all.  In some cases, we can do a particular
task well, but we cannot clearly articulate how we do it.  Examples include chess
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playing, vision, speech recognition, and almost all motor skills, such as those
involved in sports or physical labor.  Many of the tasks in which humans greatly
outperform machines are also ones in which lower animals outperform humans.
While biological systems do provide useful inspirations for machine automation,
only humans typically articulate in words a detailed description of their own
behavior.  Perhaps more importantly, we often need the methods of mathematics,
science, and engineering to help us find a solution.  And in still other cases, using
such methods permits us to find a better and more robust solution than possible
with the simpler forms of fuzzy logic that have such intuitive appeal.  By and
large, we believe that the difficult problems of the VE enterprise are problems in
which our naive intuition is likely to be dangerously wrong.  In such cases, we
should be cautious of seductive shortcuts.

The second argument for soft computing, and again fuzzy logic in particular,
is that they more naturally exploit the tolerance for imprecision, uncertainty,
partial truth, and approximation that characterize human reasoning.

In the context of VE, it is useful to distinguish two kinds of uncertainty:

1. The imprecision and ambiguities in our natural language, which parallels
our sometimes limited ability to precisely specify what we want a system to do.

2. The uncertainty in our models of physical systems, as has been empha-
sized in this appendix.

While we have emphasized the latter, in the early stages in design of engi-
neering systems the former can often dominate.  If VE is successful in dealing
effectively with type 2 uncertainty, then type 1 will be increasingly critical to
overall system performance.  It is here where fuzzy logic and soft computing hold
the greatest promise.  Advocates argue, though, that fuzzy logic is also ideally
suited to handle uncertainty of type 2 as well.  We disagree.  Fuzzy logic is
intended to capture properties of human language and simply does not address in
any meaningful way many of the kinds of uncertainty we have discussed in this
appendix and how uncertainty propagates with dynamics and interconnection.
And, if one tried to use fuzzy logic to do so, it would quickly lose its comfortable
“natural-language features.”  Fuzzy logic may be useful in representing human
decision making in a simulation environment, but we have not considered that
issue here.  It may also be useful in a variety of engineering contexts that are
ultimately much simpler than those in VE.

Similar remarks apply to genetic algorithms.  Optimization, and particular
global search techniques, will play a critical role in present and future VE sys-
tems.  Indeed, our proto-VE examples of aircraft design with CFD, VLSI, and CAD
of the type used in the Boeing 777 are domains where global optimization is either
already playing a huge role (VLSI) or a growing role.  Statistical methods, ad-
vanced optimization theory, and even theoretical computer science (decidability,
NP-hardness) are creating a foundation for this subject, both in academic research
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and in industrial application.  From this point of view, genetic algorithms are a very
minor piece of the picture.  Their popularity is due primarily to the ease with which
people can use them (people who include not only deeply capable scientists, but
also more ordinary people with no or little expertise in statistics, optimization, or
complexity theory).

Genetic algorithms are often mentioned as a moderately effective way to do
global search, especially on highly unstructured problems.  Based on our experi-
ence, which tends to be in hard areas of engineering rather than, say, softer
problems of military combat modeling, we remain skeptical.  Despite the strong
market demands for commercial software to assist in global search in such prob-
lems as VLSI design and analysis of uncertain dynamical systems, genetic algo-
rithms have had almost no impact relative to more mathematical approaches such
as branch and bound, and problem-specific heuristics.  This is not to say, how-
ever, that genetic algorithms have no role to play in VE.  The conceptual simplic-
ity of the approach means that it can be used by domain experts who may not be
familiar with more sophisticated optimization ideas or may not want to invest the
time to program a better algorithm.  Genetic algorithms can be used to explore
global optimization in a new domain, and if it is successful, then there is clear
encouragement for further investigation.  If not, little investment has been made.

“COMPLEX ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS” AND SOFT COMPLEXITY

A term that often arises in conjunction with soft computing is “complex
adaptive systems,”  which can be considered to be a research area in its own right
or a special case of what we have discussed here under the rubric of VE.  It is not,
however, a “new science,” nor is it a substitute for the work we have described.
Instead, what it has accomplished so far is to provide a set of metaphors for taking
new looks at difficult problems involving complex systems.  While the celebra-
tion of chaos, nonlinearity, and emergent phenomena has perhaps been overdone,
and while popularizers have sometimes given them a nearly mystical flavor that
seems bizarre to those of us working in the VE domain that includes control,
dynamical systems, nonequilibrium physics, and complexity theory, the meta-
phors and popularized discussions have greatly broadened the audience and are
helping to open minds regarding the value of experimenting with methods quite
different from the traditional ones.

In this sense, work on complex adaptive systems is helpful to the VE enter-
prise.  The concern, of course, is that the simplifications of popularization—
which sometimes include exaggerated promises and claims—will discredit those
associated with complexity research when those exaggerations are better recog-
nized.  This is a common problem in science.  For example, there were backlashes
against artificial intelligence and expert systems because the more exaggerated
claims were finally recognized as such.  The backlashes were sometimes quite
unfortunate, because the research in these areas has had profound effects.  In any
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case, as we have indicated from the very beginning of this appendix, dynamical
systems concepts will necessarily be at the very heart of any useful theory of VE.

It is important that VE researchers develop the kind of nonlinear intuition
that the subject encourages and also build on existing methods for analysis of
nonlinear systems.  Both the concept of chaos—that apparent complexity and
randomness can arise from deep simplicity—and the concept of emergence—that
apparent order and simplicity can arise from deep complexity—are of great im-
portance.  On the other hand, they are empty without the more technical concepts
such as phase space, bifurcation, strange attractors, Poincare maps, Lyapunov
exponents, Hamiltonians, Euler-Lagrange equations, symplectic maps, integra-
bility, self-organized criticality, ergodicity, and entropy.  Unfortunately, there is
no easy access to this deeper work.

To end this discussion, we might tentatively propose a notion of “soft com-
plexity” analogous to, and including, “soft computing,” in the same way that we
might propose a notion of “hard complexity” that is analogous to and includes
“hard computing.”  The flavor of the distinction would be as follows:  Soft
complexity equals emergence, fractals, artificial life, complex adaptive systems,
edge of chaos, control of chaos, . . . plus soft computing, fuzzy logic, neural nets,
and genetic algorithms.  Hard complexity equals information theory, algorithmic
complexity, computational complexity, dynamical systems, control theory,
CASE/CAD, nonequilibrium physics, statistics, numerical analysis, and so on.
This appendix has clearly advocated the relative importance of “hard” over “soft”
complexity in VE.  Some of the more extreme advocates for soft complexity
claim it will revolutionize analysis and design of complex systems and obviate
the need for the “structured and mathematical approach” advocated here.  While
we obviously disagree with this assessment, it is likely that soft complexity can
help make concepts of hard complexity accessible, albeit in a limited way, to a
nontechnical audience.  It is also likely that the soft complexity concepts will be
quite valuable in communication and, probably, for certain types of initial explo-
ration of concepts.  In any case, popular expositions of soft complexity will
continue to emerge and will have effects on decisions about investment.  Our
hope is that papers such as the current appendix will help maintain perspectives.9

 9For differing perspectives, see a selection of papers by users of fuzzy logic, including engineers,
in Proceedings of the IEEE, March 1995.  See also the collections of Zadeh’s papers (Yager et al.,
1987).  And, in this volume, see Appendix G for examples of fuzzy logic research.
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C

Simulation-based Acquisition

Richard Ivanetich, Institute for Defense Analyses

INTRODUCTION

The objective of simulation-based acquisition (SBA) is to enable the acquisi-
tion process to proceed in a highly integrated and collaborative manner.  Any
military system represents the interests of numerous parties—e.g., its operators,
acquisition authority, designers, producers, and maintainers.  The integration
envisioned by SBA allows all these parties to interact closely during the develop-
ment of the system so that the resultant system reflects as well as possible their
combined interests, the necessary tradeoffs between their individual interests
having been reconciled in an optimal manner from the overall perspective of the
system.  In this way, the highest-quality system at the least cost should be obtain-
able.  The opposite extreme is a “stovepipe” process, where the interests of the
“downstream” communities (e.g., maintainers) are not represented adequately in
the “up-front” design of the system, or such interests are later accommodated by
expensive modifications to the system.

Integration and collaboration do exist in the acquisition process today, but
the intent of SBA is to extend this capability greatly.  From a technical perspec-
tive, achievement of this capability centers on the concept of a collaborative
environment of design, analysis, and simulation tools in which a computer-based
representation of the system under consideration (e.g., ship, aircraft, or major
component of such)—a so-called virtual prototype—may be built and examined.
This virtual prototype will be available to all concerned with the system, and they
may examine it using their design, analysis, and simulation tools.  The fact that
all parties deal with and have ready access to a common representation of the
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system is the key element enabling these parties to interact in a highly integrated
and collaborative manner.

These concepts are explored further in the following sections, beginning first
with a more detailed discussion of the use of SBA.

SBA IN THE LIFE-CYCLE PROCESS

The life-cycle phases of a system may be specified progressively as follows:

• Requirements definition,
• Concept exploration—different concepts to meet the requirements are

explored at a high level, and one option is chosen,
• Engineering design—the chosen high-level design is converted into a

detailed design suitable for production,
• Manufacture,
• Test and evaluation—both developmental and operational, and
• Operation and maintenance—includes training necessary for operation.

System upgrade proceeds through these same phases, too, although the first
five might not be as extensive compared to the case for a new system.

SBA relates to these phases in two ways.  First, the concerns across the life
cycle can be explored early in the life cycle.  For example,

• The high-level virtual prototypes developed during concept exploration
can be examined by the operators and maintainers to see how well the proposed
concepts will meet their needs, with suggestions for improvement being fed back
into the concept exploration.  This assessment can be accomplished by visual
examination of physical configurations depicted by virtual prototypes and by
exercising the virtual prototypes in combat simulations.

• The engineering designers can comment on aspects of the high-level de-
sign that would be particularly expensive to realize, and discussion initiated with
the requirements developers to see if less costly tradeoffs can be made.

• The detailed engineering designs can be examined by the manufacturers
for production feasibility and suggested changes in design to simplify production
processes.

Second, because of the integration afforded by SBA, design and other prod-
ucts developed during a life-cycle phase can be passed on to the next phase,
thereby ensuring greater continuity and allowing cost reduction through reuse.
For example:

• Engineering design can begin as a natural extension of the high-level
design.

• The detailed engineering design can automatically be used to calibrate
manufacturing processes.
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• Simulations developed for conceptual exploration can be used for training
purposes in the operations phase.

In short, the virtual prototypes and their associated design representations
can serve as a record that is passed across the system life cycle.1

SBA IN THE ENGINEERING PROCESS

Just as SBA promotes integration and collaboration across all life-cycle
phases, it also promotes such within each phase.  One phase that should be
particularly noted in this regard is engineering design because it can involve very
large design teams representing many engineering disciplines.  Activity both
within and across the disciplines must be coordinated.  SBA seeks to facilitate the
flow of information across the design team and increase the ability of its members
to readily access this information.  Consequent benefits would be as follows:

• The design time will be shortened because of the increased support in
design tools and the much more ready access to design information.

• The decreased design time will allow more detailed design options to be
considered, thereby leading to a better and possibly less costly design.

• A more nearly optimal design can be achieved by optimizing the design
simultaneously from the perspective of all disciplines involved (e.g., aerodynam-
ics, structures, and materials in aircraft design), rather than by suboptimizations
conducted one discipline at a time.

Furthermore, if significant changes in design or tradeoffs not anticipated
during concept exploration are introduced, the associated virtual prototype can be
fed back to other members of the overall community (e.g., operators, maintainers)
so they can assess and comment as necessary upon the effect of the changes.

STATUS OF SBA TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES

Three key components are necessary to provide the overall SBA collabora-
tive environment:

• Product representations—these are the computer-based representations of
a system or the components of a system.  They should refer to both the design of

1The virtual prototypes will evolve over the life cycle.  The high-level ones developed in concept
exploration will become more detailed during engineering design; as hardware components become
available, they could for certain purposes replace simulated ones in the virtual prototypes; and the data
used in the virtual prototypes will be refined based on information gathered in test and evaluation.
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the system or component and its behavior.  The behavior is determined by a
model of the system or component.  The model could be something relatively
straightforward like specifying the weight of a beam used as a structural compo-
nent in a ship or something more complex like the performance of the overall
ship.  A product representation capable of describing behavior is said to be an
executable product representation.

• Analysis tools—these are any of the large number of tools that would be
used, for example, in creating or assessing the designs and associated product
representations.  Computer-aided design (CAD) tools are a primary example.

• Interface infrastructure—this is the capability that allows the product rep-
resentations and tools to interact with one another.

The following sections briefly describe the status of capabilities in each of
these areas, in terms of both existing capabilities and missing capabilities.2

Product Representations

Existing Capabilities

Sophisticated static (nonexecutable) representations of the geometric aspects
of a design exist.  This has been demonstrated, for example, in the development
of the Boeing 777 aircraft, where all the data describing the physical configura-
tion of the aircraft were generated, manipulated, and retained in digital form
accessible to all the designers.  Furthermore, sophisticated executable representa-
tions of structural components (e.g., beams, bulkhead plates) have been demon-
strated and used, for instance, in the development of tankers by Newport News
Shipbuilding.  In this case, for example, the dimensions of the structural compo-
nent can be changed in the digital representation by the designer, and the proper-
ties of the component (e.g., weight) are automatically recomputed.

Missing Capabilities

Three related missing capabilities have been identified:

• Multi-resolution modeling formalism.  Typically, one wants to predict the
performance of an overall system from the properties of its components.  This has
been done manually, but there exists no formalism to facilitate the ready aggrega-
tion or disaggregation of product behavior.

2Not included here is a discussion of the combat simulations in which the virtual prototypes would
be exercised.  Such simulations are a key component of SBA, but are a major topic of discussion
elsewhere in this report.
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• Cross-domain consistency.  It is unrealistic to think that there will be just
one “object” describing the behavior of a system or component.  Members of
different disciplines will have their own representations expressing those proper-
ties of interest to them (e.g., some will be interested in thermal properties; others
will not).  A formalism is necessary to help ensure that these different representa-
tions are consistent (e.g., mean the same thing by a commonly named variable).

• Propagation of uncertainty.  No matter how detailed, there is always
some element of uncertainty in the description of a system or component.  Indi-
vidual disciplines (e.g., aerodynamics, structural mechanics) have characterized
these uncertainties fairly well.  What has not been treated, however, is how
uncertainties in the model of one discipline propagate when the model is used in
conjunction with the model of another discipline.  This is necessary to understand
because the overall behavior of a system or component is predicted based on
these multiple models.

Analysis Tools

Numerous sophisticated tools (e.g., CAD) are available in modern engineer-
ing environments and will not be detailed further here.  However, full realization
of SBA does require further capabilities, two particularly critical ones being
design optimization and cost estimation tools.  In particular, multidisciplinary
design optimization methods and tools—which allow attempts at design optimi-
zation to proceed across all disciplines concurrently—are necessary.  Such meth-
ods have been illustrated in simple examples (e.g., Advanced Surface Combatant
demonstration in the DARPA Simulation-based Design (SBD) program), but
development of sophisticated, comprehensive techniques has not yet been
achieved.  Cost estimates of designs are possible, but there do not exist cost
models that easily predict the results of changes in design parameters, especially
in cases where new technologies are involved for the system or component under
consideration.  Such capabilities are necessary to readily effect the cost-perfor-
mance tradeoff analyses envisioned as an aspect of SBA.

Interface Infrastructure

Existing Capabilities

The general concept of integrating product representations and tools has
been demonstrated by Lockheed-Martin and other contractors as part of the SBD
program.  A key feature here was the ability to put software “wrappers” around
existing simulations and tools so that they could interact with one another.  In this
way, it is possible to use existing components to conduct SBA, and not necessar-
ily require the construction of new components.

Given the wrapped components, the basic interfaces among them were de-
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fined by the high-level architecture (HLA) for simulation, although it was also
necessary to define domain specific interfaces for the applications considered.
The HLA object model templates also provided the basis for defining the nature
of the information to be exchanged among the simulations and design tools.  Use
of HLA was demonstrated in the engineering proto-federation experiment carried
out as part of the HLA program, as well as in the DARPA SBD program.

Missing Capabilities

As noted, it was necessary to define domain-specific interfaces to carry out
the SBA demonstrations.  In general, it will be necessary to define standards for
such interfaces so that SBA product representations and tools can be developed
independently and shared.  No such standards now exist.  For instance, important
examples relate to geometric modeling representations.  No standards now exist
to allow the ready coupling of these data to dynamics simulations used for design
purposes (e.g., computation fluid dynamic calculations) or to numerically con-
trolled manufacturing devices.

SUMMARY OF SBA TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES

A significant SBA capability now exists, particularly as relates to the use of
shared digital representations for depicting physical configurations in place of
“paper” representations.  For example, 3,4,5

• Errors in design can be detected and corrected much earlier, as evidenced
by Boeing’s 95 percent reduction in engineering change notices in going from the
757 to the 777 aircraft.  Similarly, rework on produced aircraft was reduced from
30 percent on the 747 to 3 percent on the 777.

• The design cycle time can be significantly shortened, as evidenced by the
20 percent reduction in cycle time achieved by Newport News Shipbuilding in
developing the Double Eagle tanker.

• Significant cost reductions should also be achievable, as evidenced by the
projected 25 to 30 percent cost schedule reduction due to elimination of the
physical mockup in development of the NSSN by Electric Boat.

While the above examples refer primarily to the use of geometric modeling
and executable product representations for structural components, a demonstra-

3Visit to Boeing Corporation, March 14, 1997.
4“Simulation-based Design” briefing at Lockheed-Martin, February 28, 1997.
5See Patenaude (1996).   This report (conducted for the Deputy Director, Test, Systems Engineer-

ing and Evaluation, Office of the Secretary of Defense) contains several examples of the use of
modeling and simulation in the acquisition process.
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tion illustrating the more general concept of SBA has been conducted in the SBD
program.  In that example, design tools, engineering simulations, and combat
simulations were integrated, operating on a common product representation.

Still, significant additional technical capability as noted in the subsections
above, is required to achieve the full SBA capability.  The multi-resolution mod-
eling formalism will allow one to move more readily from component to system
representations, as is necessary to exercise engineering-level designs in combat
simulations.  Multidisciplinary optimization, cross-domain consistency, and the
propagation of uncertainty are all necessary to achieve the full degree of collabo-
ration envisioned by SBA for the engineering process.  And domain-specific
interface standards are required to allow the ready integration of SBA compo-
nents developed independently by different parties.  Some of these needed addi-
tional capabilities such as the interface standards might be achievable by disci-
plined coordination efforts in the SBA community, but most of the additional
capabilities are still at the status of difficult research problems today.

CULTURAL FACTORS

SBA is not solely a technical matter.  In fact, since it presents new methods
for the acquisition process, there are also factors of cultural and managerial
acceptance.  In some regards, these factors could provide challenges as signifi-
cant as the technical ones.  There appears to be a growing acceptance of SBA in
commercial industry—at least from the perspective of geometric modeling and
executable representations of structural components.  For example, the Boeing
and Newport News experiences were noted above, and Lockheed-Martin is also
applying SBA in a satellite development program.  Within DOD, significant
interest has been expressed in OASN(RDA)/ARO and OSD/DOT&E, as well as
in the DARPA SBD program.  Individual Navy programs (e.g., SC-21, CVX,
NSSN, LPD-17) have also expressed some interest.  However, no institutional
commitment to SBA has been made by the Navy.

One factor relating to the acceptance of SBA is that it requires greater up-
front cost, although at the promise of significantly reduced life-cycle cost and
possible reuse in other programs.  These up-front costs relate to the development
of greater design artifacts and simulations.  Program managers can be reluctant to
incur these costs because their benefits will not be realized during the program
manager’s tenure.  A higher-level institutional commitment could thus be re-
quired to promote SBA.

CONCLUSIONS

The capabilities envisioned for SBA offer significant potential for providing
a more efficient and effective acquisition process.  In part, these capabilities have
been realized and their benefit shown in examples such as the Boeing and New-
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port News ones noted above.  Furthermore, the overall concepts have been illus-
trated in the SBD demonstrations.  Still, as noted above, significant technical and
cultural challenges remain before the vision of SBA is obtained.  What follows
indicates steps by which the Department of the Navy, and DOD more generally,
can work toward this vision.  It should be emphasized that the path to the full
vision is long and complex enough that it is not adequate just to postulate this
vision.  Rather, any planning done in the Department of the Navy and DOD
should lay out a logical set of steps to this vision providing increasing capability,
and also assess the cost-effectiveness of each of these steps.  The following
actions would provide some of these steps:

• Pilot projects.  As noted, program managers could be reluctant to institute
SBA capabilities because of up-front costs to their program, even though there
could be significant downstream benefits.  Thus, a separate pilot project or
projects could be set up to develop SBA capabilities that would feed into a major
naval program (e.g., ship or aircraft).  Examples of the sort of capabilities devel-
oped would be (1) executable product representations (in particular, ones that go
beyond the current structural representations), (2) the coupling of representations
to combat simulations to assess the utility of the designs being created, (3) the
coupling of geometric representation data to dynamic engineering simulations,
and (4) means to share information (in both directions) between design engineers
and manufacturing producers so as to both enhance the producibility of designs
and also let the designs take advantage of new manufacturing concepts.  In
addition to helping an individual naval program, a pilot project would also pro-
mote demonstration, assessment, and transition of SBA capability in the Navy
more generally.

• Standards development.  While the HLA defines some general interfaces
for integrating simulations, more extensive domain-specific interface standards
are necessary to allow independently developed design tools, product representa-
tions, and simulations to interact with one another.  The degree of standardization
is not clear a priori.  Not all aspects of the interfaces should be standardized, less
the standards become too constraining, but some core set should be standardized.
Experimentation would be conducted to determine this core set.  Such experi-
mentation would be carried out by getting together a set of participants represent-
ing members of the life-cycle and engineering communities and letting them
work out the standards (including associated semantics) in the context of a dem-
onstration project.  This approach would be analogous to the proto-federation
experiments carried out under the direction of DMSO in HLA development.

• Research.  Even with the items noted in the previous two paragraphs,
some significant capabilities requiring basic research will also be necessary to
achieve the full SBA vision.  Relevant topics include multi-resolution modeling
formalism, cross-domain consistency, propagation of uncertainty, multidisci-
plinary optimization, and advanced cost estimating tools.  Research programs are
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needed to address these problems.  They should be conducted in coordination
with parties in the other Services and organizations like DARPA and DMSO that
would also be interested in these matters.  While one cannot predict just when
basic research will have fruitful results, one should attempt to guide the research-
ers by having them apply their results to concrete problems as soon as feasible.

The costs associated with such steps can only be roughly estimated here.  A
pilot program might cost around $20 million to $50 million per year and run for
2 to 3 years.  The experimentation to determine standards might cost approxi-
mately $20 million per year and run for 2 years.  The research program might cost
on the order of $10 million to $20 million per year and run for several years.
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Exploratory Analysis

Paul K. Davis, RAND and the RAND Graduate School

In Chapter 4 of this report, it is argued that most models used to describe
phenomena relevant to military operations, training, or acquisition will contain
substantial uncertainty.  This uncertainty can arise, for example, from a lack of
knowledge about the operational circumstances of future battles, the combat
processes being described, simplifying assumptions that lead to stochastic com-
ponents in the model, or human behavioral elements.  While such uncertainty is
generally intrinsic to such models, all too frequently attempts are made to remove
uncertainty from the model, that is, to suppress the issue.  For example, stochastic
effects are replaced by a notion of their average value.  Parameter estimates of
highly uncertain variables (e.g., a future war’s warning time) are treated as cor-
rect.  Moreover, if uncertainty is recognized at all, it usually is through conduct-
ing sensitivity analyses on a few variables while pretending that other highly
uncertain variables are known.  While such an approach can often be seriously
misleading, it is difficult indeed to treat uncertainty comprehensively.  Tech-
niques such as exploratory analysis are just now becoming increasingly avail-
able; the difficulties cannot be underestimated, and considerable research on this
problem will be needed for years.  This should include development of new
analytical tools.

Exploratory analysis attempts to seriously confront uncertainty in a given
model rather than ignoring or removing it.  When uncertainty is involved, how-
ever, the parameter space in “soft problems” such as those that arise when consid-
ering operational-level planning becomes very large.  One possible approach is to
run the model over a huge domain of parameter values (input assumptions)—not
merely in the manner of common sensitivity analysis, but in ways that examine
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much of the outcome space.1  Of course, there are temporal limitations to this
approach—even more so if some of the parameters are stochastic, requiring
repeated runs to establish a distribution of results.  Even without stochastic ef-
fects, problem dimensionality can explode as one acknowledges additional un-
certainty.  As a result, it becomes necessary to adopt a highly structured ap-
proach.  For example, the field of statistical design of experiments with tools such
as fractional factorial or Latin hypercube designs can substantially reduce the
number of trials needed to identify important variables, significant combinations
of variables, and the optimal combination of variables.2

These design techniques are widely used in industrial applications (albeit
applications with fewer uncertain variables than often occur in military prob-
lems) where the purpose is to determine the best combination of variables to
optimize an industrial process.  Generally, a fractional factorial design identifies
a relatively small number of experiments to be run of a highly structured sort.
Once the results from these runs have been obtained, some variables are identi-
fied as being important, and a new set of runs is determined.  This process
continues as long as time and resources permit.  At the end, one obtains reliable
information on the most significant variables or combinations of variables and
their influence on the outcome.  As computing power increases, the size and
complexity of problems that can be explored in the fashion will also increase.
Thus, statistical design of experiments holds the promise of being an approach to
cope with uncertainties in complex models.  Much progress has been made (Bos,
et al., 1978; Davis, 1994), but much more work needs to be done to tailor these
methods to problems of military relevance.3

This approach represents a sharp departure from the long-standing legacy of
using allegedly representative “point scenarios” and altogether ignoring major
uncertainties (e.g., regarding the fighting capability, for constant equipment, of
different nations’ forces, or the “true” equation describing the movement rate of
a division as a function of various combat variables).

Unfortunately, current M&S has not been designed with uncertainty analysis

1RAND has done considerable work on this approach over the last decade, beginning with devel-
opment of the RAND Strategy Assessment System (RSAS), which evolved into the JICM opera-
tional-level model, sponsored by OSD’s Director of Net Assessment (see Davis and Winnefeld,
1983, pp. 62-65 for early visions).  The original technology, however, was not yet powerful enough
for what is becoming feasible now.  For a broad and thorough description of exploratory modeling
and analysis from a computer science perspective, see Bankes (1993, 1996).  For applications to
defense planning and adaptive planning involving global warming, see Davis et al. (1996) and
Lempert et al. (1996) (a reprint from the journal article in Climatic Change, 33(2), 1996).

2For practical discussion of such matters and citations to the literature on experimental design, see
Committee on National Statistics (1995).

3Alternative approaches or formulations are possible as well.  For example, control theorists have
focused on consequences of unmodeled dynamics.  Dynamical systems focus on chaos as the expla-
nation for apparent random behaviors.  These are discussed in Appendix B.
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of this sort in mind.  Yes, some M&S accommodates varying some types of data
readily, but almost no M&S has yet been designed to facilitate meaningful explor-
atory analysis of the sort we have in mind here.  Much less has it been designed with
tools permitting workers to search for critical domains or draw synoptic conclu-
sions.  Much could be done, however, with future M&S, assuming appropriate
designs and infrastructure.  One key to such design is multi-resolution modeling, as
discussed in Appendix E.  Such an emphasis on uncertainty analysis would revolu-
tionize the use of “soft” models such as those describing force-on-force battles and
operational and theater-level conflict.  It would also be essential for the engineering
of complex physical systems that must operate in diverse circumstances of environ-
ment, tempo, and commander style.

Figure D.1 illustrates the concept in the context of rethinking higher-level
defense planning.  It depicts moving from point scenarios such as those used in
the Defense Planning Guidance to an exploratory analysis framework.  It shows
expanding the set of “name-level” scenarios, and then recognizing that each such
scenario (e.g., Iraq versus Kuwait) actually consists of an infinite number of
variations.  These can be explored by conceiving the “scenario space” formed by
the axes shown: political-military context (e.g., who is allied with whom, what
are the objectives, and what are the time lines); military strategies; forces; force
and weapon effectiveness (remembering that planning factors are often wrong);
environmental factors (e.g., weather); and, finally, the algorithms and algorithm
parameters depicting warfare (despite pretenses to the contrary, these are highly
uncertain as well).

Having conceived the scenario space, one can—in the context of a particular
study—design an exploratory analysis covering the uncertainties of interest.  One
can then use modern computers and graphics to “fly through the outcome space”

FIGURE D.1  Moving from point scenarios to a scenario-space exploration.
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to see when (under what assumptions) war outcomes would be favorable, unfa-
vorable, and so on (Figure D.2).  The purpose, of course, is insight.  With enough
insight, one could do a great deal to hedge against ever being in one of the “bad”
regions.  Some of the hedges would be obvious (e.g., prepositioning to increase
deployment rates), but others might be less so (e.g., having a variety of systems to
avoid common-mode failures of critical precision-strike weapons)—until after
the exploration makes them obvious.4

4See Davis, Gompert, and Kugler (1996) for a relatively short account of this work and some of the
unclassified insights from initial exploratory analysis of future regional contingencies, the upshot of
which was to focus attention on Achilles’ heel problems and the potential for “asymmetric strategies”
by the adversary, rather than different ways to add marginally to the already substantial U.S. capabil-
ity for “canonical” major regional contingencies with, for example, good use of warning and effec-
tive allies.  For more discussion of how this relates to adaptive planning for military operations, see
“Planning for Adaptiveness” in Davis (1994), which summarizes work over the preceding half-dozen
years.  A number of the ideas and methods referred to in this work were applied in the 1997 Quadren-
nial Defense Review.  For an independent discussion of similar ideas, see the work of Bonder and
Cherry in Vector Research, Inc. (1992).

FIGURE D.2  Capabilities through a slice of scenario space.
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Multi-resolution Modeling and Integrated
Families of Models

Paul K. Davis, RAND and the RAND Graduate School
Bernard Zeigler, University of Arizona

INTRODUCTION

This appendix discusses multi-resolution modeling (MRM) and the related
subject of integrated families of models.1  These have to do with changing reso-
lution within a single model or connecting two or more models and—the key
issue—doing so in a substantively valid way.

Reasons for Interest in MRM

The reasons for wanting multi-resolution modeling are many, but they relate
ultimately to the fact that we interact with the world at many different levels of
resolution.  We depend on low-resolution for (1) making initial cuts at problems,
(2) “comprehending the whole” without being lost in the trees, (3) reasoning about
issues quickly, (4) analyzing choices in the presence of uncertainty, (5) using low-
resolution information, and (6) helping to calibrate higher-resolution models.

We also need high-resolution models for many purposes, notably (1) to
understand underlying phenomena, (2) to represent and reason about detailed
knowledge, (3) to simulate “reality” and create virtual laboratories for studying

1This appendix is largely based on work reported in Davis and Huber (1992), Davis (1993), and a
review article discussing a related conference (Davis and Hillestad, 1993a,b).  Some other material
is adapted from presentations at a minisymposium, “Linking Simulations for Analysis,” held by the
Military Operations Research Society (MORS) in Albuquerque, N.Mex., February 25-26, 1997.
The appendix also reflects discussions with Ben Wise, Paul F. Reynolds and students at the Univer-
sity of Virginia, Richard Hillestad of RAND, and Judith Dahmann of the Defense Modeling and
Simulation Office (DMSO).
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phenomena that cannot be studied in any other way (e.g., a range of possible
battles and wars), (4) to use high-resolution information, which is sometimes
quite tangible (e.g., weapon performance), and (5) to help calibrate lower-resolu-
tion models.

This need for models at different levels of resolution will not change merely
because computers become more capable.  Thus, we also need to understand the
relationships among phenomena at the different levels, which in practice means
understanding how models at those levels should relate to each other.

Reasons for Interest in Connecting Models of Different Resolution

It is also necessary to connect models of different resolution.  Connections may
be in software, so that one model takes data electronically from another, or “offline”
(by what is humorously known as “sneakerware”), where humans take data from
one model and then feed it to another, often massaging it during the transfer.

If the only purposes were analytical, then it might be sufficient and desirable
to work with model families—when good ones existed.  From time to time, one
would cross-calibrate the models to ensure consistency with all known informa-
tion.  Most of the time, however, one would use a specific model tailored to the
problem.

With the advent of distributed simulation, however, much is changing.  The
need now exists to connect a variety of models, often with different resolutions, and
to do so at run time.  Further, as computing power has increased, some workers
have become interested in doing analysis with models that normally operate at one
level of resolution, but occasionally call higher-resolution subroutines.

There are many reasons for operating at multiple levels in an advanced distrib-
uted simulation (ADS) environment.  One objective is to avoid high resolution
except when needed with the purposes of (1) conserving network and CPU re-
sources; (2) simplifying and accelerating scenario setup; (3) reducing the number of
simulation operators; (4) speeding simulation execution; and (5) simplifying setup
and execution of low-priority “context” segments of a simulation while allowing
detailed and authoritative representation of high-priority segments.  Another pur-
pose is connecting legacy simulations written at different levels of resolution.

Scope of the Challenge

Table E.1 reminds us of the basic levels at which military issues must be
studied.2  Work at these levels requires different models, but a planner at one
level (e.g., a joint task force (JTF) commander) cares whether his planning frame-

2 Adapted substantially from a briefing by Robert Lutz of Johns Hopkins University’s Applied
Physics Laboratory, a briefing given at the MORS minisymposium referred to in footnote 1.
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work and models are consistent with what he would obtain if he could do detailed
analysis.  So also, those who work at relatively high levels of detail are concerned
about real-world contexts and constraints, which may be limiting factors in deter-
mining how systems are used and how they will perform (e.g., whether fighter
aircraft will be permitted to engage at beyond visual range).

At any given level of activity, we need a model of how the world works that
depends only on variables at that level of activity.  For example, commanders
maneuver forces and fires, and allocate other resources, defined doctrinally at their
level.  They must limit complexity if they are to operate effectively.  They care
deeply what goes on at higher levels of detail, but they can only check on such
matters by exception.  Instead, they must depend on doctrinal planning factors,
aggregate models, and judgment with occasional high-resolution “calibrations.”

It is worth noting here that most analyses and exercises depend on being able
to treat key phenomena in relatively higher detail than other, less-central phe-
nomena.  For example, in one campaign analysis, logistics may be represented by
nothing more than supply and use rates (both in tons per day), while combat
forces may be represented at the level of brigades, squadrons, and missile ships.
In a logistics-oriented campaign study, this situation might be inverted, with
combat being represented by a simple demand function, and logistics represented
in some detail by airlift, entity-level sealift and logistics ships, and intra-theater
distribution systems.

Distinguishable Problems

Assuming interest in having and linking models of different resolution, there
are a number of related but distinct problems.  These include the following:

• Making selectable resolution feasible and sound within a distributed-simu-
lation environment where there is need for repetitive aggregation and disaggrega-
tion.

• Making selectable resolution feasible and sound within an analytical
model where certain subroutines need to be at higher resolution than would be
appropriate generally.

• Developing sound mutually calibrated families of models so that, at each
level, work reflects the full range of available knowledge.

For each, there is a distinction between working with existing models and
designing new ones.

EXAMPLES OF HOW THE ISSUES ARISE

So far, our discussion has been abstract.  Let us now provide more concrete
examples.
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Improving the Basis of Parameters Used in Higher-level Analysis

Suppose one is assessing the potential value of a force posture dependent on
naval and Air Force aircraft and on long-range missiles with precision weapons
(e.g., missiles that might be launched from an arsenal ship).  An operational
analysis for a JTF commander might use models with factors such as the average
number of aircraft sorties per day and the average number of armored vehicles
killed per sortie.  By contrast, a high-resolution simulation might consider vari-
ables such as the weapon configuration on each type of aircraft, the distance they
must fly from aircraft carriers or bases, the tactics of maneuver (including con-
centration in time and dispersal of vehicles), and the capabilities of reconnais-
sance and surveillance systems.  Both levels of resolution (and others in between)
are respectable and important.  However, estimates of, say, kills per sortie should
be based on something more than conventional wisdom and Service claims.  Too
often, there is no documented basis.  Further, there is no integrated family of
models that would provide such a documented basis.  Such a family is needed
because the gap between test-range data and campaign effectiveness is too great
for the connection to be drawn easily.

How Multiple Resolutions Arise in Simulations

Multiple resolutions are needed even within individual simulations, espe-
cially in the distributed simulation environments central to the future of DOD’s
M&S.  Some examples of why follow.

• Different echelons.  Some ground-warfare component simulations repre-
sent individual platforms as distinct entities, while others represent higher ech-
elons as distinct entities.  For example, semiautomated-forces models may repre-
sent tanks, while a corps-level combat model represents either companies or
battalions.  When these components are connected in the distributed simulation
exercise, problems arise when a platform object needs to interact with an aggre-
gate object.  They also arise when aircraft entities need to interact with aggregate
ground combat entities, or with naval entities.  This cross-service issue makes it
a greater concern for JSIMS.

• Different levels of detail of entities.  Even at a single echelon, entities may
differ widely in the level of detail they represent.  A basic aircraft simulation
might represent only 3 degrees of freedom (DOF), such as X, Y, Z and their rates
of change.  A more detailed model might represent 6 DOF (X, Y, Z, yaw, pitch,
roll, and their rates of change).  Both support interactions with a simple range-
only sensor model, but only the 6 DOF model supports a detailed sensor model
that uses orientation to compute signature and detection probability.

• Different processes within objects.  Even if a simulation can always repre-
sent interactions between entities at the same level of resolution, the desirability
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of simulating those interactions at all may vary over time.  For example, a logis-
tical base may simply use integer counters to model the cycling of equipment
through various stages of readiness most of the time—but when the base comes
under attack, it becomes important to represent those items of equipment as
individual entities to be sensed and attacked.  A C2 node in computer-generated
forces may use simple decision logic when simulating noncritical parts of the
battlefield, but use sophisticated decision logic when simulating critical parts—
even though the same kinds of physical entities and physical interactions are
supported everywhere.

Practical Problems Arising in Distributed Simulation

The example above involved analysis, but there are also many problems that
arise in distributed simulation intended for training and exercising forces and
their commanders.  Some are down-to-earth in character, but troublesome to
simulationists who must do the best they can to construct a synthetic theater of
war.  Some of those problems are as follows:3

• Differing time steps.  Suppose a semiautomated-forces model (e.g.,
ModSAF) runs with approximately 1-second updates for each entity, but is inter-
faced with a tactical-level model (e.g., AWSIM) that runs with approximately 1-
minute time steps.  What does ModSAF see between AWSIM updates, and how
does AWSIM handle short-lived combat interactions?

• Templating subobjects.  When a battalion object encounters a collection
of tank objects, where does the battalion place all its newly created vehicles as it
deaggregates?

• Duplication of C2 processes.  Do we need to write one computer-gener-
ated-forces (CGF) command-control rule set for a simulation when it is running
battalion-level objects, and a whole separate CGF/C2 rule set when it is running
entity-level objects?  This would imply near-duplication of programming and
knowledge-acquisition effort, multiplication of scenario setup effort, and expo-
nentiation of VV&A effort.

• Results correlation.  If a combat process can be simulated at both high
and low resolution, how can we guarantee consistency between the two results—
even when the two processes start with the same scenario?

• Consistency between repeated deaggregations.  If one object changes
resolution several times in a row, how can we ensure that the sequence of detailed
views represents a coherence sequence?  For example, as a battalion deaggregates,
reaggregates, and deaggregates again, how can we make sure that the subordinate
platoons (or even subordinate tanks) do not jump around in physically impossible

3 These problem examples were suggested by Ben Wise.
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ways?  If the same logistical base is attacked several times in rapid succession,
how can we ensure that the equipment on the base is properly placed?  When do
these issues matter?

• Wide area sensors.  When one wide area sensor, such as JSTARS or
overhead assets, views the battlefield, must everything in the whole theater change
resolution to support that one sensor?

Against this background of challenges, let us now discuss what is involved in
multi-resolution modeling.

FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES

What Is Resolution?

The difficulties in discussing variable resolution or multi-level resolution
begin with the word “resolution,” since resolution is multifaceted as Figure E.1
suggests.  To make matters worse, in comparing two typical military models, one
often discovers that the first model has higher resolution in some respects and
lower resolution in others.

Usually, people doing simulation think of higher resolution as associated
with lower-level objects (e.g., with individual tanks rather than aggregate con-
cepts such as battalions).  However, a “high-resolution” model representing indi-
vidual vehicles might not distinguish among them, and it might assume they all
moved in lockstep.  Further, it might compute the attrition to vehicles by estimat-
ing a higher-level attrition (e.g., to battalions or even divisions) and then allocat-
ing that attrition among the vehicles.  Such a model would have low resolution
with respect to entity attributes, process, and so on.  The point, then, is that
“resolution” is a complex subject.  This certainly applies to naval forces, because
in some simulations a cruiser may be treated as a single object—in some respects
analogous to a tank—whereas someone interested in the cruiser’s armaments and
sensors would see it as being a complex system with multiple levels of lower-
level entities.

FIGURE E.1  Aspects of resolution.
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What Is “Consistency” in Multi-resolution Systems or Families?

A primary concept in MRM is that of “consistency.”  The recurring issue is
whether two models—one of them having higher resolution than the other—are
somehow “consistent.”  This is not a straightforward concept because the answer
depends on context.  Figure E.2 depicts the issues graphically.  If G and g are
high-resolution and low-resolution models, which operate on initial states to
generate subsequent states, then the first question of consistency is whether one
can start at the top left corner with an initial detailed state and get the same
aggregate state by aggregating the initial state and applying the aggregate model
(down and right) or by applying the detailed model and then aggregating (right
and down).  That is, we might hope that the aggregate model gets the same
aggregate result as the more detailed model.

A tougher criterion for consistency would be requiring that the same final
detailed state could be generated by moving down, right, and up, or by moving
right.  This form of consistency is more difficult to achieve because information
is discarded in the aggregation process.  How, then, does one regenerate detailed
state information at the end?  The answer, in some cases, is that the final state of
the real system does not in fact depend on the initial detailed state.  For example,
if a carrier battle group moves from one location to another and then takes up
battle positions, the spatial distribution of ships may be independent of the origi-
nal detailed state, and dependent only on a combination of local information and
doctrine—information added as needed.  More generally, however, we have to
expect that the second type of consistency will not be achieved.

Even here there are subtleties, however.  Should the aggregate model really
generate the same final aggregate state, or would doing so be merely accidental?
After all, the aggregation of the detailed state is an aggregation of only one case,
whereas the aggregate model may be dealing with averages over many cases.  To
be less abstract here, one would not really expect a detailed theater model to
generate precisely the same overall attrition and movement as an aggregate model.
Instead, one might expect that a statistical average over cases of the detailed

FIGURE E.2  Consistency diagram.
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model’s overall attrition and movement for a given case might be consistent with
the predictions of an aggregate model.

The difficulties in formulating consistency illustrate issues that a theory of
modeling and simulation should address (Appendix G).  Conceptual clarity and
mathematical rigor can be gained by applying such concepts as morphism and
experimental frame, which such a theory provides.  The basic concept of
morphism, called homomorphism, is illustrated in Figure E.3.  Two models are
considered: S and S′, where S may be bigger than S′ in the sense of having more
states.  As in the consistency discussion above, when  S′ goes through a state
sequence such as a,b,c,d, then S should go through a corresponding state se-
quence A,B,C,D.  We do not assume that states of S and S′ are identical—only
that there is a predefined correspondence between them illustrated by the con-
necting lines in the figure.  Now to establish that this correspondence is a homo-
morphism requires that whenever S′ makes a transition, such as from state b to
state c, then S actually makes the sequence of transitions involving correspond-
ing states B and C.

Some points to notice in this definition are as follows:

• The situation where S has many more states than S′ occurs in two major
contexts: in multi-resolution modeling when S is a high-resolution model and S′
is a consistent (i.e., homomorphic) lower-resolution representation and in simula-
tions where S is a simulation program and S′ is the underlying model.

• S may take a number of microstate transitions to make the macrostate
transition from B to C.  In the case of simulation, these are computation steps
needed by the simulator to correctly execute the model state transition.  In the
multi-resolution case, both time and state are being aggregated in the lower-
resolution model.

FIGURE E.3  State transitions in homomorphic models.
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• Sometimes, we require strict step-by-step correspondence—i.e., that the
transition from a to b is mirrored by a one-step transition from A to B.  This is the
case where both models are required to operate in strict time synchrony, as might
be necessary in a real-time application.

• Typically, only a subset of the states in S correspond with those of S′.
This subset is the operating region of the homomorphism. In the multi-resolution
case, the operating region is the domain of the high-resolution model for which
the low-resolution counterpart should be valid.  For example, a high-resolution
model of a fluid undergoing laminar flow may have a low-resolution representa-
tion, whereas its turbulent regimes may not.  As discussed later in Appendix E,
this is one place that the concept of experimental frame enters:  an experimental
frame specifies the operating region in which the low-resolution model must be a
valid representation.

• Also, to achieve true abstraction, the correspondence between states must
be many-to-one; that is, many states of S correspond to the same state in S′.  For
example, there may be many detailed states in the circle labeled B that are all
represented by the same aggregated state b.  In this case, the mapping from S to
S′ does not have an inverse.  In other words, as mentioned above, where true
abstraction is involved, disaggregation is not a unique operation.

• A second important place where the concept of experimental frame helps
bring clarity is in the relationship of the complete state of a model and its observ-
able output.  An experimental frame specifies the variables in which we are inter-
ested for some particular exercise.  If a high-resolution model has the capability to
compute such variables, it is indeed applicable to our frame of interest.  However,
the high-resolution model may do this in an “overkill” manner, and it may also
compute a host of other variables that are not of interest in our frame.  In this case,
we may expect that a homomorphic low-resolution equivalent may exist.

Creating Integrated Model Families

Assuming we can define resolution and consistency in a context, a central
challenge is developing integrated model families.  How to develop these fami-
lies is a frontier issue.

We may start by asking what we mean by “an integrated family of models.”
First, we mean that depictions at different levels of resolution are appropriately
consistent or morphic in one of the senses discussed above.  We also mean that
data can flow meaningfully from one model to another, either by connecting the
models as software or by having humans turn outputs from one into inputs of
another.  The word “meaningfully” is significant because, in practice, it is often
not evident how models purported to have a family relationship should be con-
nected.  The models have often been designed with different perspectives on how
the world works, as well as with different meanings for the same word or phrase
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(e.g., “force ratio”).  Or, it may be that the models were constructed with different
operating regions of validity.

Yet another characteristic of integrated models would be that the variable
names and function names would be conceived within the same global view,
from top to bottom, thereby making it much easier to understand what a given
variable means and how it relates to variables above and below it.

Note here that the goal of integration is not to create “seamlessness” (impos-
sible), but rather—as suggested to us by John Doyle—to create “good seams,” so
that moving across levels of resolution maintains a clear and consistent sense of
the system.

Integration of models has always been desirable, but analysts working in a
single small organization have often been able to work around problems by
studying the various models in detail and developing “good-enough” procedures.
They have taken shortcuts and sometimes made errors, but at least the situation
was to some extent under control.  By contrast, consider the situation with distrib-
uted simulation.  Here workers in different organizations are using data from each
other’s models and hoping that they are doing so sensibly, but without having full
familiarity with all the pieces—and without even knowing the individuals who
created the pieces.  This makes the needs even greater than ever before.

HIGHLIGHTS OF PREVIOUS WORK

Having discussed some of the most fundamental issues, let us now review
briefly some of the conclusions available from previous work.  We highlight
some that bear on common misunderstandings.

Misconceptions and Red Herrings

1. Just building a good high-resolution model is not the answer, even with
fast computers.  To many people, it seems as though the answer is simply to “do
it right” with a high-resolution model and, as necessary, to generate aggregate
displays.  That, however, is wrongheaded.  First, we do not have the knowledge
necessary to build the requisitely comprehensive high-resolution wide-scope
models (e.g., the knowledge to represent human behaviors well).  Second, even if
we did, we would not have the necessary data.  Indeed, many of the critical data
are unknowable in advance.  Third, even if we somehow had the model and all
the necessary data, we could often not do analysis without aggregating and
smoothing.4  And, to do that, we would need to know how  to do the aggregation

4As one example here, the exploratory analysis emphasized in Appendix D is not feasible without
abstraction (aggregation) because the curse of dimensionality is overwhelming even with massive
computer power.  With multi-resolution designs, however, exploration can first be accomplished
with relatively abstract intermediate variables, and then refined by “zooming in” on those subordi-
nate high-resolution variables of most importance.
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and smoothing.  Fourth, even if we could do all that, we would not know whether
to believe the results or how to understand them, because the “explanation”
would be at the level of bullets and trees.  That is, we might have to construct
aggregate models to comprehend and explain.

In summary, the problem here is not with computer speed, but with
matters more fundamental.5

2. Pure bottom-up approaches fail.  For related reasons, efforts to build
complex system models strictly from bottom-up details have generally failed—
collapsing under the weight of data requirements and shear complexity.  Despite
heroic efforts, they have often not been able to generate macroscopic behavior
(recall Clausewitz’s discussion of friction in war).  By contrast, approaches that
freely mix top-down and bottom-up approaches have a better track record (e.g.,
approaches that build in command and control structures from the top down).
Further, recent work suggests that it is useful to think also about minimizing
some details at the bottom of the bottom-up effort.  Sometimes, it appears that
only a few key features of entity-level behavior really matter to macroscopic
behavior.  The point here is that past experience, as well as theory, indicates that
“purist approaches” based on strictly bottom-up (or, for that matter, strictly top-
down) attitudes should be resisted.  To represent complex systems well, one must
use information from all levels, and welcome doing so rather than regarding some
of it as the application of fudge factors. It is also important to be open to the need
for iteration, because which entities make sense is sometimes not apparent until
one has considerable experience, including experience observing so-called emer-
gent phenomena.6

3. Object-oriented programming will not solve the problem.  Object-ori-
ented programming is excellent for describing hierarchies of natural objects (e.g.,
the carrier battle group that breaks down into component ships).  However, the
hard part of variable-resolution modeling or developing integrated families of
models lies not in the object description, but in the description of how processes

5It is significant that physicists do not explain the skidding of an automobile in terms of
Schrodinger’s equation.  They work with engineering-level equations and concepts such as the coef-
ficient of friction, which they measure.  Similarly, much of our best knowledge of military operations
comes from aggregate-level observations and is expressed in the concepts of aggregate models.  The
commonly held notion that the best information resides only at high resolution is wrong.

6We base our comments here on our experience, our sense of the literature, and very helpful
discussions with fellow panelist John Doyle and with Chris Barrett and Darryl Morgeson of Los
Alamos National Laboratories (specifically about their experiences with the TRANSIM modeling
effort to represent automobile traffic in large cities, with both detailed bottom-up modeling and a
more agent-based approach using cellular automata).  For an excellent semi-popular description of
agent-based modeling and emergent phenomena by one of the pioneers in the study of complex-
adaptive systems, see Holland (1995).  For a recent survey of related work and its potential relevance
to military problems, see Ilachinski (1996a,b).  For a good entry to the important work on complexity
of the Sante Fe Institute, see its Web page (www.santefe.edu).
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at different levels interact.  To use the example we started with, how does aggre-
gate-level air-to-ground effectiveness relate to entity-level factors such as single-
shot kill probabilities for precision weapons launched from 10-km altitude on a
foggy day against a tank in the open?  Relating these is analogous to relating
thermodynamic relationships to the relationships of molecular physics and chem-
istry.  Actually, it is harder, because in physics averaging in the process of
aggregation does not have to contend with living, thinking, competitive warriors
who are attempting to avoid things “averaging out” (e.g., by concentrating forces).

The point here is that we need humility in taking on the challenges of
aggregation and disaggregation.  Remarkably, modelers often display more hu-
bris than humility in this regard.  “Designing on the fly” at the computer terminal,
they do violence to the underlying phenomena as they assume aggregate relation-
ships that ignore complications and assume, implicitly or explicitly, circum-
stances such as uniform distributions, independent events, and constant remixing.
Similarly, high-resolution modelers sometimes ignore frictional processes and
give only short shrift to the all-important issues of higher-level command and
control decisions.  Whether one programs with an object-oriented language is
irrelevant when the real difficulties are phenomenological.

On the Need for Hierarchical Designs

One possible solution to design challenges is called integrated hierarchical
variable-resolution modeling (IHVR) (Davis, 1993).  When feasible, it simplifies
and clarifies the problems associated with crossing levels of resolution, either
within a single model or within an integrated family.  The basic idea is to design
the models so that a given key high-level variable is expressed as a function of
lower-level (higher resolution) variables, each of which is in turn a function of
lower-level variables, recursively down to the lowest level.  Ideally, this gener-
ates perfect hierarchical trees in which a given variable relates to variables above
it and below it in the same tree or subtree, but never to variables in another tree or
subtree.  There is no cross-talk.

Figure E.4 illustrates the basic concept with a simplified representation of
the ship-defense problem.7  Suppose one is concerned about the probability that a
particular ship (e.g., an Aegis cruiser) survives an attack by enemy ballistic or
cruise missiles.  In some war games, one might just specify that probability as a
parameter, varying its value to see the consequences (Level 1 modeling).  More

7The discussion here assumes, for simplicity only, that the incoming missiles can be treated inde-
pendently.  This is not true in practice, and a more serious treatment would require considering salvo
tactics, saturation effects, and so on.  The result would be a blurring of the levels and a blurring of the
concept of leakage.  As one possible outcome, a “correct” aggregation—or at least a good approxi-
mation—might involve a leakage that was a function of the number of attacking missiles and their
“type tactics.”
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typically, one might have a model that calculates the probability of ship survival
as a function of the number of attacking missiles, the leakage rate of those
missiles, and the ship’s vulnerability (i.e., the likelihood of being disabled as a
function of the number of missiles that strike it).  This would be Level 2 analysis,
with leakage rate specified as a parameter, and perhaps varied.  But leakage rate
could be calculated from more detailed factors if the information were available.
It could be calculated as a function of radar characteristics, missile characteris-
tics, and the single-shot kill capability of its interceptors.  And so on, down to
more and more levels of detail.  Now, the hope would be that the estimates of ship
survival would be “consistent” regardless of how the calculation was made.  This
would be possible if the probability distribution of leakage rates assumed at Level
2 was generated from Level 3 analysis—averaged appropriately over all the
relevant operational circumstances.  In some cases, it might be adequate at Level
2 to use a “best estimate leakage” and an uncertainty range, without the embel-
lishment of a probability distribution.

If one has this type of design, then it is easy in principle to proceed.  One can
run the model starting at any level of the tree, treating the lowest-level variables
at that level as parameters.  The values of these parameters should then be made
consistent with an appropriate context-specific statistical average (or probability
distribution) over results of running the model at the next lower level (higher
resolution).  This consistency should be obtained by adjusting models and data at
all levels in the tree to represent “hard” information at whatever level of resolu-
tion it is found.  For example, the reliability of a complex weapon system may be

FIGURE E.4  An illustrative model hierarchy.
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based not on laboratory experiments, but on the experience of dozens of military
units over time.

Another benefit of this approach is that it is straightforward to define and
give names to variables without getting them confused.  For example, there may
be a half-dozen different force ratios in a ground combat model, but each would
have the necessary adjective to distinguish it.

Unfortunately, there are three basic problems in trying to achieve this ideal
of IHVR.  First, aggregation and disaggregation are conceptually difficult and
often quite subtle—not only in military modeling, but also more generally.  Con-
sider here the efforts that have gone into deriving respectable mathematical ex-
pressions for thermodynamic-level characteristics of nature from the molecular
laws of physics and statistical mechanics.  These problems have been considered
hard even for equilibrium systems and a Mother Nature who is not trying to
complicate things.

The second problem is that there typically are many complex interactions in a
realistic simulation model, interactions that violate the image of pure and indepen-
dent hierarchical trees.  In military affairs, for example, one might think that one
could treat Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine forces as having their own hierar-
chical processes.  However, an accurate depiction would show a good deal of cross-
talk, even more as joint operations become the rule rather than the exception.

A third problem is that analysts commonly take different “perspectives” of
the same problem depending on precisely what problem they are working.  At-
tempts to impose a single perspective would make no sense.  However, different
perspectives imply different hierarchical depictions.  For example, Navy and
Marine officers often conceive command-control systems differently for air cam-
paigns.  So also, in some cases Marines might model their air forces as providing
a kind of force multiplier rather than as destroying enemy vehicles at a certain
rate per sortie.  This might reflect a particular view of how the air forces would be
employed (e.g., for suppression and as directed fire akin to artillery).  That
perspective would not “fit” well with Air Force models affecting ground combat,
but it would arguably be just as valid.  The conclusion here is that we should not
assume that a given set of hierarchical relationships would always be “right.”
Analysts understand this viscerally, but simulation modelers sometimes tend to
think of their preferred representations as being uniquely correct.

LOOKING AHEAD:  NEXT STEPS IN UNDERSTANDING HOW TO
DO VARIABLE RESOLUTION DESIGNS

Past militarily relevant work has contributed to a better understanding of the
conditions under which various idealized aggregate models are or are not consis-
tent with higher-resolution idealized depictions.  Such work has only a limited
potential, however, because it depends on toy problems such as problems de-
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scribable precisely by Lanchester-square laws.  What is most needed in the next
phase of work is development of good decompositions and approximations.  The
world, after all, is to a large extent described by “partially decomposable hierar-
chical systems” (Simon, 1996).  What are the right decompositions for military
work?  The answer is unclear, but the following are reasonable hypotheses.

The Value of Common Models of the Mission Space

Although workers in different aspects of DOD work will continue to have
differing perspectives about how to characterize systems, there can be considerable
convergence—to a small set of alternative structures rather than an unbounded set.
Further, there can be agreement on the names to be used for commonly recognized
entities and relationships, or at least on “standard” names and translations.  Such
developments would be quite valuable in efforts to build variable-resolution or
multi-level resolution models.8  Thus, the efforts of OSD’s Defense Modeling and
Simulation Office to encourage common models of the mission space (CMMS)
should be supported.  A good development here is agreement of the JWARS and
JSIMS program offices to work on CMMS jointly.  Figure E.5 (DMSO, 1996c),
taken from DMSO materials, illustrates what is at issue.  It is not exotic; rather, it is
communicating concretely a vision of how the real world works.  It shows break-
downs of tasks and organizations for a joint task force (JTF).

8Simple, worked-out examples illustrating these issues are given in Davis (1993).

FIGURE E.5  A slice from a CMMS.  SOURCE:  Jefferson, DMSO (1996).
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Exploiting Relevant Temporal and Spatial Scales

A second hypothesis is that great strides will be made in MRM only by
exploiting natural temporal and spatial scales, some of which need to be identi-
fied and defined.  As noted above, real-world processes are often interconnected,
making hierarchical modeling and MRM very difficult.  However, if one breaks
the simulation into appropriate temporal and spatial chunks, it is likely that sim-
plifications can be made that will create approximate hierarchies.  With luck and
hard theoretical work, it may be possible to deal with the errors so created by
making occasional adjustments in coefficients—much as is done currently as
models adjust coefficients when forces maneuver from one type of terrain to
another over a period of hours.

Finding the appropriate scales and ways to exploit them will not necessarily
be easy because warfare operations have become quite complex as maneuver of
forces has begun to give way to maneuver of fire, as lethality has increased, and
as a relatively small number of C4ISR systems have come to play an increasingly
critical role.  It is also plausible that aggregate models will sometimes not be as
useful as in earlier days because the decisive events may be fewer in number and
more highly correlated.  None of this is clear, however, and in-depth research is
badly needed (as discussed in Chapter 6).

Fortunately, it is sometimes possible for even a modest amount of theoretical
work to shed light on confusing multi-resolution issues.  As one example, a
recent study used analytical expressions to show how the advantages gained from
operational-level concentration depend on the relative time scales for C4ISR,
maneuver, and duration of battle (Davis, 1995).  The work demonstrated that
quite different aggregate-level laws would apply, depending on the relationship
among time scales.  Although the work used a highly simplified model assuming
Lanchester equations, the basic principles demonstrated were more generally
valid and the points made had not been well understood over the years.

Computational Experiments and Exploratory Modeling

Many insights can be gained by conducting simulations conceived as com-
putational experiments.  This is especially true when several groups approach the
same problem, even with allegedly equivalent tools.  These often produce sur-
prises, even for experts.  Further, they can guide development of better approxi-
mate models at lower levels of resolution (Hillestad, Owen, and Blumenthal,
1992; Hillestad and Juncosa, 1993).

With modern computer technology it is also possible to design huge sets of
computational experiments in an effort to “explore” the space of possibilities and
gain an appreciation for what matters and when, especially in the presence of
large uncertainties.
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“Solving Problems” by Avoiding Them

A different tack will often be critical in dealing with MRM issues.  Rather than
putting substantial effort into developing sound MRM relationships that can be
used within simulations, it may sometimes be wise to adopt standards for distrib-
uted simulations designed to avoid the need to move back and forth among levels of
aggregation.  It may also be possible to design the entities of M&S to have a mix of
high- and low-resolution attributes, with the entities “carrying along” just that
subset of high-resolution information most needed for the interactions of the par-
ticular simulation.  Ideas along this line have been proposed and pursued by both
Paul Reynolds and his collaborators at the University of Virginia (Natrajan and
Tuong, 1995) and Ben Wise of Science Applications International Corporation.

Flexibility

Modular design is essential and is facilitated by object-oriented methods.
Given a sufficient library of modules, it may be possible to change representa-
tions (perspectives) from one application to another without too much special-
purpose tailoring to adjust the relevant hierarchies.  It seems unlikely that a hard-
wired family of models will prove nearly as valuable as one that allows analysts
with different problems to tailor the models suitably without great difficulty.
Perhaps most of the alternative representations with real value can be conceived
in advance, but it is doubtful.  On the other hand, with appropriate configuration
control and documentation, each well-conceived tailoring would produce a new
option that others could use in the future.  Thus, the broader notions of model
modularity and repositories to facilitate reuse are also consistent with needs for
MRM.

Primers

A basic problem in both the design and the use of model families is that most
workers do not really understand what is involved in crossing levels of resolution.
As examples of what workers need, and as an opportunity to reinforce points
made earlier, consider the following.  Often, workers seem to believe that all they
need to improve results are some high-resolution subroutines to be called as
needed in the course of running their more aggregate simulation.  Suppose that
such subroutines exist, however.  They must be initialized with high-resolution
input parameters, which are nonuniquely determined by the lower-resolution
state variables. Which disaggregation should one use?  Or should one instead run
a large number of the high-resolution cases using different input parameter val-
ues, and then somehow average the results statistically?  If so, what statistical
approach would be suitable for the problem at hand?
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More generally, how “should” one calibrate values of input parameters at
different levels of a model family?  The answer is not at all straightforward.  As
above, there are complex issues of statistical averaging, made more difficult by
the fact that the humans in military operations are, as mentioned earlier, trying to
avoid the circumstances in which everything averages out.  Also, there are many
different sources of information, some of it at high resolution (e.g., the number of
weapons of a given type carried by a given aircraft on a given day’s sorties) and
some of it at low resolution (e.g., the typical frictionally caused delays in various
command and control processes).  How can all this information best be used?
Aggregate-level data may have important implications for high-resolution mod-
els (e.g., the implication that unmodeled frictions slow processes up), and vice
versa (e.g., a serious mismatch between the effective shooting ranges of the
adversaries may mean that aggregate models based on Lanchester equations or
anything remotely comparable will fail catastrophically under some circum-
stances, as happened in Desert Storm—in part due to poor practices by the Iraqi
ground forces (Biddle, 1996)).

Currently, there are few relevant primers, especially in military work, but
even in the community more generally.  Such primers are needed.

Tools

Although the current problems are due more to intellectual shortcomings
such as the lack of good theories than to technology, technology can also help a
great deal.  It seems very unlikely, for example, that workers will go about their
calibrations without fast running models and appropriate tools to define cases and
accomplish the relevant statistical manipulations.

State of the Art

Fortunately, the theory and tools supporting integrated families of models
have been making steady but slow progress, although the advances are not well
known to the majority of military simulationists.  Early work in aggregation
theory for economic systems dates back to the early sixties (Simon and Ando,
1971).  Cale (1995) gives a  recent survey of results of aggregation theory in the
ecosystems simulation context.  The theory states conditions under which error
may or may not be expected as a result of aggregation.  Since it is generically
stated, it may apply to many military situations.  Indeed, it bears some resem-
blance to the work discussed in Davis and Huber (1992) and Hillestad and Juncosa
(1993).  The underlying homomorphism mappings and hierarchical, modular
construction techniques have provided the basic tools to construct families of
models in both ecological (Zeigler, 1979a) and generic contexts (Zeigler, 1978,
1979b, 1993).  Fishwick developed a software system to demonstrate the feasibil-
ity of a hierarchical multi-resolution approach to wire frame animation of human
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body motion (Fishwick, 1986, 1989).  A contemporaneous conference, “Enabling
Technology for Simulation Science” organized by Alex Sisti of Rome Labs
(www.rl.af.mil/Lab/IR/IRXtra/confpro.html) features a review of  recent work on
model abstraction and its latest developments.

CONCLUSIONS

The next generation of military models needs to be designed so as to produce
integrated families that cross levels of resolution.  This will require a good deal of
theoretical effort involving mathematics, software engineering, and—perhaps
most important—a deep understanding of the phenomenology coupled with an
appreciation for how models of different resolution should and should not be
used.  Currently, the field lacks ability to apply the necessary theory, tools, and
primers.  However, there are insights in the literature that provide a foundation.
What is needed is both further development of this and use of it in implementing
actual simulation systems.
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Model Repositories and Assembly and
Integration of Models

Bernard Zeigler, University of Arizona
Paul K. Davis, RAND and the RAND Graduate School

BASIC CONCEPTS

It is a waste to have to reinvent the wheel each time a new car is designed.
Yet as successive generations of simulations were developed in the past, such
wasteful restarts from scratch were the rule rather than the exception.  Nowadays,
the advent of object-oriented design and programming has provided the technol-
ogy to support object repositories, where objects may be reused time and time
again.  Models are stored in a database called a model base. Suppose that we
undertake a project to construct a new model for given objectives.  Then models
that can serve as components for the new model are retrieved from the model
base.  Then to synthesize or assemble the new model, the components must be
coupled together appropriately.  When validated, verified, or otherwise properly
accredited, the new model is stored in the model base so that it can be reused in
the future (See Figure F.1 and Zeigler, 1990, for more details).  Unfortunately,
this scenario is easier to describe than to bring into common practice.  Some of
the issues that arise are as follows:

• How can a modeler discover models that are relevant to project objectives?
• How can models be designed so that they can not only serve their current

purposes but also anticipate future needs?
• How can models be decomposed so that their components can be placed

in the model base and recoupled later in different configurations (recall that
models employed in dispersed geographic simulations can be distributed over
computers in many locations, compounding the problem)?
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None of these problems is easily solved, but the modeling and simulation
(M&S) framework provides some starting points:

• Cataloging elements of the model base by type, application, and case.
Analysts and other users of M&S have long reused particular model versions and
database versions.  This is often referred to as using existing “scenarios,” al-
though that is an unfortunate use of the term scenario.  However, the number of
variations available, understood, and stored has typically been quite small (1 to
10, say, rather than hundreds).  Further, it has typically been difficult to modify
any of these stored models, in part because they have often been developed
tediously so as to generate a particular “scripted behavior” involving large num-
bers of interacting entities and processes, which means that “small” changes can
have repercussions throughout.  In the future, much more should be possible.

• Hierarchical modular model construction.  To be reusable, models must be
self-contained with input-output ports as we have assumed in the system specifica-
tion hierarchy.  The model resulting from the coupling of its components must also
be modular in this sense so that it too can be used as a component in larger models.

• Building block components for application domains.  With some foresight
it may be possible to design components from which a wide variety of models can
be synthesized for a particular application domain.  Thus, rather than focus en-
tirely on the models needed for the particular project, model designers “regress”
to a lower layer and search for good “primitives” to span the application domain.

• Coupling templates.  Going hand-in-hand with the building blocks are
standardized means to couple them together.  The blocks must be designed to
have the input and output ports that can be coupled together as assumed by the
templates.

FIGURE F.1  Repository model base concept.
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Reusability has obvious benefits in terms of millions of dollars potentially
saved through faster project completions, and more reliable results with reduced
manpower.  Nevertheless, repository-based M&S has its costs in terms of specific
design and maintenance requirements, as suggested above.  Since these extra
activities are not required for any particular project, they are likely to be consid-
ered a burdensome overhead for each such project.  Given limited time and
resources, a manager may be much more interested in completing the current
project successfully than in laying the basis for the successful completion of
future projects.  However, an organization should adopt a long-term perspective
in which the extra overhead incurred, especially in the first few projects, is traded
off against the tremendous benefits that may accrue to future projects.  In the
context of advanced distributed simulation, multiple organizations may be in-
volved in model development.  The added complexity associated with coordinat-
ing individual efforts may greatly increase the difficulties in achieving reusabil-
ity, while at the same time increasing the payoffs in doing so.

Models developed from systems concepts have identified input and output
ports that enable them to be coupled together to form larger aggregates.  How-
ever, models developed before object-oriented concepts took hold may be valu-
able, and it might be cost effective to reuse them as well.  The hurdles in trying to
salvage such legacy models (e.g., TACWAR and EADSIMS) are formidable.
The problems in trying to interoperate or integrate a collection of such models
arise from these complications:

• They may have been developed for disparate objectives, often not clearly
stated.

• They may have made various assumptions, often undocumented, and pos-
sibly inconsistent.

• They may be built with varying levels of detail (resolution and scope).
• They may be implemented in disparate coded forms (languages, operating

systems, and so on).
• Worse still, the experimental frame and simulation features may be tightly

entangled with the model per se.

In contrast to the forward design of reusable object-oriented repositories, the
backward retrofitting of legacy models may entail more cost than benefit.  Some-
times it is possible to “wrap” a legacy model within an object interface so that it
can properly interact with other objects. However, the prevalence of the above-
mentioned problems may be so large as to make the effectiveness of such wrap-
ping highly questionable.  A more tractable integration may be possible where the
outputs of models are not fed to inputs of other models but instead are employed
to initialize their states or parameters.  In this case, the models do not constitute
components in a larger coupled model and do not have to meet the stronger
requirements for consistent time advance and input-output compatibility.
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DESIGNING FOR ASSEMBLY
OF APPLICATION-SPECIFIC MODELS

In the discussion above we emphasized the synthesis or assembly of applica-
tion-specific models from components.  This may seem to be a straightforward
suggestion, but it is distinctly at odds with traditional practice.  Most existing large-
scale DOD models of which we are aware were designed as a whole and are
essentially monoliths.  A few of the better-designed models have knobs and switches
allowing some features to be turned off and on, allowing a run-time choice between
high- or low-resolution depictions, but these are exceptions, and, even in these
models, other complicated features are built in or interconnected in complex ways.
The result has been that large and complex models have been used repeatedly for
analysis that should logically have been done with much narrower models with
fewer degrees of freedom.  The old adage taught to all competent analysts is that a
model should be as simple as possible, but as complicated as necessary.  While the
adage is widely given lip service, it is routine for it to be ignored by dyed-in-the-
wool modelers and simulators, and even analysts who should know better, or who
do know better but are stuck with monolithic tools.

Why is this so important?  The answer is that good analysis depends on one
or a very few minds completely comprehending what is being done.  That in turn
requires limiting complexity unless for some reason one can be confident that the
various model components—and their data—are reliable.  It would not be so bad
if the large models’ results depended on only a few uncertain variables, but the
reality is that they may be sensitive to dozens, hundreds, or even thousands of
uncertain data items of a large model.  Some of the data for “peripheral aspects”
of the problem may have been carefully established for different studies with
different contexts, but may be quite wrong for the current study.  But their
inappropriateness may be difficult to uncover, and may insidiously corrupt the
results.1  Yet another reason for simplifying is that analysts must understand what
they are assuming and what they are varying if they are to draw valid conclu-
sions.  Understanding the implications of large numbers of data assumptions is
often impossible in practice.  This seems unlikely to change unless model fami-
lies are developed successfully.

For all these reasons and more, then, it is desirable for M&S to be designed
for assembly.  It can greatly improve reusability, quality, and controllability.
Only a decade or so ago, it was extremely difficult to design for such features.

1As one example here, one might establish data values for many aspects of logistics if one were
attempting to depict a best-estimate version of a particular war.  In a subsequent study trading off
alternative future forces and weapons, the outcomes might be strongly affected by the carryover data
(e.g., one force might do poorly because it runs out of weapons or fuel, or is assumed to stop for a
slow logistics tail) when the analysts are implicitly assuming that the future forces would be accom-
panied by suitable logistics.  Such problems are common and insidious in monolithic systems.
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That is no longer a limiting factor so long as maintenance can keep up with
changes, such as those in operating systems and input-output programs.

Unfortunately for this story, the vision we are describing is much more
suitable for high-quality (and highly paid analysts and M&Sers) than for “aver-
age” personnel, or even highly talented personnel with only short tours in a given
position (a common problem for uniformed officers).  Commercial desktop soft-
ware may provide a familiar analogy.  Desktop publishing software is highly
flexible.  People with desktop publishing skills can make almost anything hap-
pen, including changing page size, font, and orientation and importing graphics
from many different authors and graphics programs.  For most professionals,
however, even highly educated and computer-literate “knowledge workers,” there
is value in having a stable, no-surprises software setup for text and viewgraphs,
even if it lacks some desirable flexibilities.  If models are used routinely for the
same tasks, then their users will also want stability, but if they are often used to
examine new methods or systems, or for diversity of purposes, modularity and
assembly will be critical.

EXAMPLES FROM A 1980s-ERA SYSTEM

Many of the points made abstractly above can be illustrated in the history
(both good and bad) of a major 1980s analytic war game, the RAND Strategy
Assessment System (RSAS).2

The RSAS was a global analytic war gaming system.  It could represent joint
warfare in multiple theaters, even the “intercontinental theater” of global nuclear
war.  However, it was designed with the intention of serving many purposes and
being as flexible as possible.  Submodels were developed for air, land, and sea
operations, as well as strategic mobility.  These were building-block models.
Other building blocks were decision models representing behavior of theater
commanders and top-level military and political authorities.3  The theater-com-
mander models took the form of alternative adaptive war plans such as rigid
defense at the inner-German border versus a defense strategy that permitted early
fallbacks to the Weser-Lech “line” if necessary.  Warsaw Pact strategies varied
with respect to the sectors of concentration, the use of the Austrian corridor (a

2The RSAS no longer exists.  After the disintegration of the Soviet Union, there was very little
support for continued maintenance and upgrade.  Further, the existing software became outdated as
new operating systems and commercial graphics emerged.  For these and other reasons, many fea-
tures of the RSAS slipped into archives.  However, a stripped-down and improved version of the
warfighting models was developed and named the Joint Integrated Contingency Model (JICM).  It is
now being used, along with other legacy systems, for operational- and theater-level work by RAND,
OSD (PA&E), the Air Staff, and the war colleges.

3These decision models amounted to “agent-based modeling” to use the current vernacular.  In-
deed, they were called Red and Blue agents because of the links to concepts in the artificial intelli-
gence community.
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high-risk, high-payoff strategy), and the use of airpower.  Both sides’ plans
included nuclear options and adaptations to the other side’s nuclear use.

Particular instantiations of the RSAS were created for particular theaters,
notably Europe’s Central Region and, to a lesser degree, Southwest Asia and
Korea, and the “theater” of intercontinental nuclear war.  These were constructed
with relatively specific purposes in mind, for example, (1) evaluation of alterna-
tive force structures (e.g., to support analysis in support of the Conventional
Forces in Europe negotiations), (2) characterization of the military balances, (3)
evaluation of alternative strategies for theater- and global-level force employ-
ment, and, importantly, (4) support of joint war games at the various war colleges
and National Defense University.  These instantiations, once created, were then
used repeatedly.

In any given application, however, there were many “coupling problems” to
deal with.  For example, the political-level models might choose to escalate as a
function of the opponent’s “level of conflict” on an escalation ladder.  However,
the analyst had to specify how the simulation would translate physical events
such as the number, location, and time of nuclear detonations to “level of con-
flict.”  As another example, the two sides’ theater-level decision models had to be
given alternative adaptive war plans to choose among.  Typically, some of these
plans were built specifically for the given study.  Each such plan and the decision
rules for adapting or changing the plans typically involved some variables that
had to be specified by the analyst (e.g., variables related to complex political
judgments and associated military constraints).  When the strategic mobility
model was used, raw data on the capacity of various type aircraft for various type
loads had to be translated into the terms used by the model.  And, at the tactical
level of combat, offline studies (or expert discussions) had to translate the com-
plexities of sortie generation, C4ISR, and weapon delivery into average kills per
sortie for a type situation.  The point here is that a great deal of the system was
indeed reusable and modular, but a good deal of expert tailoring was almost
always required for competent use.  Precisely the same situation exists with
theater-level combat models in extensive use throughout the DOD (e.g., CEM,
TACWAR, Thunder, and JICM).

Significantly, while the developers of the various current models understood
the desirability of reusability, it was not feasible technically to imagine large-
scale reusability across research organizations.  Instead, even with the relatively
modern RSAS and JICM, transferability and confederation with other models are
quite difficult because of peculiarities associated with, for example, representa-
tion of geography, the operating system, and many other factors.  Technical
problems such as multiple changes in Unix operating systems and the diminution
of support after the collapse of the Soviet Union led to major features of the
RSAS going into the archives.

In the future we can at least aspire toward much greater transferability and
reuse because of the standards being created (e.g., the HLA).  It is plausible and
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even likely that object-oriented programming and modular designs consistent with
the HLA will make it possible for future systems akin to the RSAS to have long
useful lives.  This, indeed, is what is hoped for in the JWARS effort.  Whether that
is achieved depends on the intensity of devotion to keeping the JWARS effort an
“open architecture” that can readily accommodate alternative modules and, thus,
evolve if newer and better representations emerge of important objects or pro-
cesses.  The panel’s experience has consistently been that day-to-day and economic
pressures are almost always in favor of relatively monolithic, not extremely modu-
lar, constructions.  The reasons are apparent to anyone who has built computer
programs with more concern about speed of completion, run-time speed, and
“straightforwardness” than about expandability, reuse, modifiability, and so on.
This has not changed.  Another factor is DOD’s frequent emphasis on agreed
databases and configurational control, sometimes at the expense of quality.  The
Department of the Navy should establish a continuing policy of arguing for the
modular assembly-oriented features of JWARS and JSIMS, and increase the em-
phasis on such matters in more Navy- and Marine-specific models like NSS.

CAUTIONS ABOUT CROSS-ORGANIZATIONAL M&S AND
ONE-SYSTEM CONCEPTS

Despite the theoretical and practical strength of modern model-building con-
cepts and technology, we note that it is an unproved hypothesis that such reus-
ability will be meaningful and sufficiently low-risk to be used in distributed
analysis.  It would not be surprising if cross-organization model confederations
used in distributed simulation 20 years from now were as untrustworthy and
impenetrable as large monolithic models are today—when used for tradeoff analy-
sis and other complex tasks.  On the other hand, model confederations have
already proved useful, for both training and analysis, in a variety of situations.4

Generalizations are dangerous, and much depends on how DOD manages its
M&S in the years ahead.

Another caution is that building-block approaches have their limitations.
There are costs associated with having a system with too many choices, building
blocks, and features.  In principle, such a system may be able to serve many
different masters, with each assembling the system they need, but in practice the
system may be difficult to comprehend and ponderous—especially when at-
tempting to serve applications across domains with different concepts, purposes,
terminology, and measures of effectiveness (e.g., training, test-and-evaluation,
and force planning).  As a result, there will continue to be demands for special-
ized systems with only moderate flexibility.  The one-system-serves-all concept
should be viewed with considerable suspicion.

4Examples of successful use of confederations were given in a recent minisymposium (MORS,
1997).  See, for example, the paper by Kent Pickett of the Army’s TRADOC.
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G

Components of a Theory of Modeling
and Simulation

Bernard Zeigler, University of Arizona

The text of this report calls for further work in developing, extending, and
communicating theories of modeling and simulation (M&S).  This appendix
sketches some key features that any theory of M&S should have.  In particular, a
theory should provide a basic foundation and framework, formalisms for defining
and manipulating concepts, methodologies for representation and abstraction,
and mechanisms for executing the models (e.g., turning them into computer
programs).  What follows focuses specifically on models of dynamic systems,
that is, models whose variables change in value over time.

FOUNDATION

To deal with the foregoing issues, a theory of M&S needs to establish a
mathematical, rigorous foundation upon which to base its formalization of the
elements and relationships it has identified.  Although the foundation will neces-
sarily be more difficult to comprehend than ordinary language, its underlying
concepts should be understandable to people who are not mathematical experts.
The advantages of having such a rigorous foundation are readily stated.  One
concerns communication:  many of the confusions that impede progress are due
to terms, such as “model,” that have different meanings across disciplines.  A
universally accepted theory of M&S would provide the common conceptual
framework and vocabulary for people from different backgrounds to communi-
cate effectively.  A second advantage is that rigorous principles provide the
means to tackle problems beyond the reach of more informal methods.  The value
of this is clear from other areas such as physics.

Some of the requirements that such a foundation should satisfy are as follows:
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• The foundation should be general, and it should be expressive enough to
subsume the great variety of special formalisms, languages, and modes of expres-
sion prevalent in M&S practice.

• The foundation should incorporate the concepts of dynamic systems
theory.  Dynamic systems theory has provided a uniform set of concepts that help
to understand how objects change in time, that is, their dynamics, and how these
behaviors are related to the objects’ underlying mechanisms or structure. General
systems theory represents the convergence of rich traditions, in areas such as
control theory and automata theory, to a common mathematical conception of a
dynamic system.1

• More specifically, models should be formulated as means to specify dy-
namic systems.  That is, a model should be understood as a combination of
equations, rules, and constraints that, when correctly interpreted, describes a
unique dynamic system from the collection of all such objects.

FRAMEWORK

Any theory of M&S should establish a framework identifying and defining the
key elements of M&S and their relationships.  As indicated, the theory can employ
the powerful foundation of dynamic systems theory to express these elements and
their interrelations.  In choosing what to identify as key elements, the theory should
draw on the actual practice of M&S so as to highlight distinctions that are indeed
significant.  As examples here, it is important to distinguish among the real system,
a model, a simulator (e.g., a simulation program or a hardware flight simulator),
and what is sometimes called the experimental frame.  The model is an attempt to
describe aspects of the real system in a specific context such as estimating the likely
time dependence of a real-system variable for any of a specified set of initial
conditions.  A simulation program might generate that estimated behavior using the
model’s equations, rules, and constraints.  The experimental frame specifies the
input stimuli, outputs of interest, and context of use.  Thus, it is closely related to
the concept of experimental design.

Any framework for M&S should facilitate discussion of meaningful relation-
ships among key elements.  For example, it is important to be able to discuss the
validity of simulated model behavior with respect to the real system in a particu-
lar experimental frame.  That is, validity is a relationship measured for a context.
Another example of a meaningful relationship is whether a simulator such as a
simulation program has been verified as representing the model adequately, again
in the context specified by the experimental frame.  Numerical approximations,
for example, might be entirely acceptable in one frame, but a source of unaccept-
able error in another.

1For a review, see Pichler and Schwartzel (1992).
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A full framework should identify just the right elements and relationships to
facilitate all aspects of the practice of M&S—including aspects involving port-
ability, reuse, and composability.

FORMALISMS

A framework should provide basic concepts, but theories must accomplish a
good deal more—allowing workers to reason rigorously about issues, derive
theorems, prove correctness of simulators, and so on.  As a result, theories require
formalisms.  Formalisms are typically mathematical languages.  One example is
the predicate calculus.

Set theory is a common way to construct formalisms.  Assuming use of set
theory, a formalism for M&S should have a number of attributes:

• The theory should characterize the three basic types of simulation model
(differential-equation, discrete-time (or time-stepped), and discrete-event (or
event-based)) through use of set-theoretic formalisms, which should also expose
their commonalities and differences.

• The theory should specify means of composing models in the basic for-
malisms from more elementary pieces.   One means of composing models is by
connecting outputs to inputs.  Such coupling should work on well-specified input
and output interfaces, without reference to internal structure.

• The basic formalisms should be closed under coupling.  This means that
coupling models expressed within a formalism should only produce composite
models that can also be expressed in the formalism. This supports hierarchical
construction, modular reuse, and hierarchical simulators.

• The theory should support combination and extension of the basic formal-
isms. An example of a combination is the formalism combining differential-
equation and discrete-event formalism for hybrid modeling. An example of an
extension is that in which a formalism allows models to change their structure
over time.

• More generally, the theory should provide a methodology by which a new
specialized formalism can be instituted by defining the subclass of systems that
the formalism specifies.

• The theory should also provide a methodology by which the coupling of a
new formalism is definable and its closure-under-coupling properties demonstrated.

SIMULATORS

In many cases, models will define relationships capturing key aspects of the
system being treated.  In themselves, however, they may not generate predictions.
As an example here, Newton’s laws do not themselves tell us how a falling
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body’s altitude will change with time.  For that we need to compute the implica-
tions of the model.

Simulators are the computational devices (be they algorithms, programs,
hardware, or networks) that execute models to generate their time behavior.  A
theory of M&S must deal with simulators:

• For each modeling formalism, the theory should provide a simulator con-
cept that can execute any model in the class (i.e., generate the system’s estimated
time behavior).  (One way to develop such concepts is through object-oriented
frameworks.)

• Such frameworks should enable the development of verifiable, efficient,
and interoperable implementations in an open-ended variety of contexts and plat-
forms (e.g., parallel, distributed).

• The theory should provide a methodology by which the simulator frame-
work for a new formalism is definable and logical correctness demonstrated.
This means that there should be a way to define the simulator for a new class of
models and provide its correctness for that class.

• The theory should characterize, and provide a means to estimate, the
computational complexity of a model.  Roughly, the computational complexity is
measured by resources required by the most efficient simulator to simulate it.

REPRESENTATION AND ABSTRACTION

The theory should deal with the representation of systems as models and the
abstraction of models into (usually simpler) models.  There are mathematical
concepts, called “morphisms” that provide the formal equivalent of the relations
underlying representation and abstraction.  For example, an isomorphism be-
tween two (mathematical) groups is a one-to-one correspondence between their
elements that preserves their group operations.  Such groups are said to be “iso-
morphic” or “equivalent.”

• The theory should permit transforming a model expressed in one formal-
ism into an equivalent expressed in a different formalism (e.g., differential equa-
tion models can be cast into discrete-event equivalents, which are computationally
more efficient).

• Further, the theory should provide a methodology for characterizing the
class of dynamic systems that can be represented by a formalism under a pre-
scribed morphism relation (e.g., the class of piecewise constant input-output
systems is known to be representable by discrete-event simulation).

• The theory should provide the basis for abstraction, that is, transforming a
model into an equivalent with reduced complexity, within a specified experimen-
tal frame.
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• The theory should provide an open-ended set of abstraction methods (e.g.,
aggregation and omission) and characterize their applicability. The theory should
characterize, and provide a means to estimate, the simulational complexity of a
model (typically, abstractions are intended to reduce such complexity).

ENCOMPASSING THEORIES

The theory should provide the elements of manipulation for more encom-
passing theories such as those of systems engineering, design, and management.2

2For additional reading, see Praehofer (1991), Zeigler (1976), Pichler and Schwartzel (1992) and
Zeigler et al. (1993).
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H

Areas of Research in Modeling
and Simulation

Bernard Zeigler, University of Arizona

The text discusses research areas in three categories:  (1) modeling theory,
(2) modeling methodology, and (3) tools and environments.  This appendix pro-
vides examples of research in each of these categories.  The items shown are
illustrative only, the point being to demonstrate something of the diversity of
issues needing research.

MODELING THEORY

Simulation-based Design Research

Manufacturing control is traditionally approached with analytic/Markov
methods for the creation of analytic models.  However, using discrete event
models to represent the machines, material handling, and input devices frees the
modeler for experimentation with new and unique control methods.  Users can
make decisions by observing simulations using realistic “scenarios” of the manu-
facturing process and examine the implications of change (Zeigler, 1990; Cho
and Zeigler, 1997).  Because of the modularity of the approach, a wide variety of
on-line control elements—including not only classic control mechanisms, but
also neural networks, fuzzy logic, or expert systems—can be installed for perfor-
mance analysis.

While model-based control is intuitive and can represent some of the deep
knowledge employed of a human expert charged with directing a process, the
approach of applying discrete event simulation and the requisite large-scale com-
puting for automation is still in its infancy.  Further research is needed to bring it
to the point where it can support manufacturing styles such as flexible or agile
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paradigms.  DOD has many manufacturing processes and similar processes, such
as logistics repair, that could significantly benefit from agile or flexible design
based on discrete event simulation.

Dynamic Structure Modeling and Simulation

In many important physical and military systems, the system “structure”
changes in the course of time.  For example, biological systems such as growing
plants, and social systems such as self-organizing organizations (one model for
highly dispersed ground forces in the future), change structures over time.  So
also does a military organization that suffers attrition and reorganizes with a new
command structure or a military organization that reorganizes and replans be-
cause of events making the original concept of operations obsolete.

Although significant research has been done on such simulations, current
simulation languages do not support them.  To represent such changes, they must
be recast into parameter changes, and this leads to convoluted code that is diffi-
cult to verify and inefficient to run.  Augmenting or replacing current simulation
languages to support dynamic structure modeling would greatly increase the
power of simulations to study complex structurally variable systems to gain true
insight and predictability.  This technology has been the subject of numerous
investigations, but only recently has a first theoretical framework even been
proposed and implemented.  Thus, research that can contribute to a coherent
usable methodology is at an early phase.1

Inductive Modeling

Inductive modeling attempts to infer a system’s internal structure from data
representing its behavior.  Given that data collected from all kinds of systems are
abundant, realizing a comprehensive inductive modeling methodology will be of
significant importance to the M&S community at large.  Within the military
domain, it may be possible to generate rich databases from exercises and training
activities mediated by distributed interactive simulations.

Despite a large body of research in inductive modeling, there is little agree-
ment on any recognized inductive modeling paradigm.  Several software imple-
mentations exist, including one developed based on a well-defined framework for
inductive modeling, and implemented in a Artificial Intelligence Truth Mainte-
nance system supporting nonmonotonic reasoning (Sarjoughian, 1995).  This
type of reasoning is needed to support flexible assertion and retraction of abstrac-
tions and assumptions in model building.  However, this work has only tackled

1One example of work in this domain involves support to DOD’s business reengineering, which
must reflect the self-organizing formation of teams in business structures.
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“toy problems,” and it is imperative to apply it to some real application areas.
Fundamental research effort is needed to bring about a useful and mature meth-
odology to support a multitude of DOD present and future activities within the
next couple of years

The present and future mission of the DOD provides real-world problems for
applying and validating an inductive modeling framework.  Potential applica-
tions span all of the M&S activities of interest to DOD with significant implica-
tions for model characterization from behavior and model abstraction techniques.
Examples are Advanced Imagery Exploitation and Defense Automated Warning
Systems, as well as many other areas requiring nonmonotonic reasoning about
abstraction and assumptions.  An inductive modeling technology would help
DOD to address problems where conventional M&S is inadequate because of an
abundance of data together with a lack of a well-developed scientific knowledge
base and the M&S know-how to make sense of it.

MODELING METHODOLOGY

Experimental Frame Methodology

Experimental frames enable simulationists to translate the objectives and is-
sues to be addressed into conditions under which a model or real system will be
experimented with (Zeigler, 1976).  As a major part of the initial requirements
specification, experimental frames are critical to appropriate choices (e.g., level of
resolution and accuracy) throughout the subsequent modeling and simulation ef-
fort.  Experimental frames map into modules that actually do the experimentation
(input generation, output summarization, and so on) when models/systems are
operable.

While the concept of experimental frames has been around for some time, it
is only recently that full support for their specification, manipulation, and man-
agement has been attempted. Experiment plans are supported in a Bomb Damage
Assessment environment (Simard, 1996).  However, such plans are formulated
after model development, rather prior to it, as in true experimental frames.  Some
current environments support experimental frame construction as executable com-
ponents but do not support the more abstract specification needed for symbolic
manipulations.

DOD M&S efforts often are overly costly owing to their inability to make
critical choices such as scope of representation and resolution level that should be
driven by issues-oriented experimental frames specified in advance of model
building.  Moreover, archiving experimental frames and then matching them with
existing models would enable a high level of model reuse.
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Automatic Model Verification

Automatic model verification (AMV) differs from the conventional model
verification methods in which verification is based on manually executed simula-
tion runs.  AMV aims toward automation of discrete event models verification.
One promising approach is based on dual specification (Hong and Kim, 1996).
The approach employs two specifications for a discrete event model: an opera-
tional specification for the behavior of a model and an assertional specification
for its temporal properties.  A model’s verification is based on a language accep-
tance checking mechanism for which the assertional model constitutes a lan-
guage grammar and the operational model acts as string generators.

Promising research in AMV has been performed.  Although no software tool
for AMV based on the dual specification approach has yet been developed, a
prototype has successfully demonstrated the approach.  Further research and
development is needed to reduce the approach to usable tools.

Model Simplification Through Change in Formalism

Continuous systems are traditionally modeled with differential equation
models. However, recent research has suggested that discrete event models may
afford advantages for simulating continuous as well as hybrid systems (Zeigler,
1989).  Several approaches exist for faithfully mapping differential equation
systems into discrete event models such as analytic expression of transitions,
application of algebraic solvers, and fuzzy representations.

A discrete event model, which meets certain steady state conditions, has
been shown to be equivalent to a Markovian process.  When analytic solutions
are available for such processes, they can be solved in much less time than
simulation requires.  Markov lumped models can also replace their base model
counterparts within the original simulation model, leading to more efficient simu-
lation.  Analytic expression of transitions has been shown to provide some 100 to
1,000 speedup over conventional time-stepped numerical integration (Moon,
1996).  However, in many situations analytic (local) solution may not be possible.
Therefore further research is needed to test general methods that do not rely on
analytic solutions.

Simulations including both continuous and discrete event model components
are common in DOD applications.  For example, airplane motion is described
with differential equations, while decisions of an intelligent autopilot are dis-
crete.  In such simulations, the speedups obtainable with a complete discrete
event representation, with or without further Markov reduction, would enable
simulations that are currently not feasible to be conducted.  For example, it would
be possible to simulate terrain models using digital elevation data from geo-
graphic information systems representing large areas in high enough resolution
for realistic tests of sensor systems.
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TOOLS AND ENVIRONMENTS

Environment for Simulation and Implementation of Discrete Event
Control Systems

Discrete event system models have had a major impact on control system
design for modern automation and real-time decision-making systems (Ho, 1989).
The design of discrete event control systems usually employs discrete event
simulation to verify functional requirements as well as to evaluate performance.
Such simulation can be performed in discrete event simulation languages.  Once
simulation is done, the implementation of the designed discrete event system may
proceed using a programming language, such as C or C++, which can be ex-
ecuted in real time.  Since source code implementation totally differs from that of
the simulation model, this approach to design cannot reuse the simulation model
code in implementation.  An ideal environment supports a close relation between
simulation model and implementation code.  In such an environment, a set of
operating system-like system functions supports execution of a simulation model
in real time.  Thus, the same model analyzed in simulation can later be converted
to real-time execution in a near-seamless manner.

Database Support for Simulation Model Reuse

Large-scale, complex-systems modeling often requires management of simu-
lation models in an organized library or database (Zeigler, 1984, 1990).  One
major advantage is the potential for reuse of component models at different
subsystem levels.  Such model management can be effectively supported by
employing object-oriented database technology.  In this technology, a system can
manage not only model structure in the form of coupling relations between com-
ponent models, but also model behavior in the form of source codes or compiled
codes.  Such coupling relations and/or behavioral codes can be reused later on as
building blocks to build larger models.

This technology area has already successfully been applied in the develop-
ment of intelligent simulation environments.  However, much research has to be
done in order to apply the technology in the real world.  For example, we need to
develop a method for generating simulation models residing in an object-oriented
database from modeling requirements and objectives.

Insertion of this technology would provide great benefits to DOD in large-
scale, complex systems modeling, simulation, and analysis.  It significantly re-
duces model development time by an efficient reuse of existing simulation mod-
els as building blocks.
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SIMULATION-BASED OPTIMIZATION ON
HIGH-PERFORMANCE PLATFORMS

Simulation-based optimization can be employed in most aspects of system
modeling and design, as well as in higher-level decision-making processes.  A
wide variety of classic search and optimizing methods are available.  In addition,
there is now emerging a considerable literature on applications using nontradi-
tional methods, which have both advantages and disadvantages.  As examples
here, evolutionary global optimization methods (Fogel, 1994), such as genetic
algorithms (GAs) (Miachalewicz, 1992; Goldberg, 1992), were developed to
apply the adaptive process of natural systems to search problems, and to develop
artificial systems that mimic the adaptive mechanisms of natural systems.  GAs
encode a potential solution to a specific problem on a simple chromosome-like
data structure and apply such operators as selection, recombination (or cross-
over), and mutation to the structure in the hopes of getting closer to the solution.
Although regarded as merely “trendy” by some, GAs have been applied to a wide
variety of search and optimization problems by many researchers.  For example,
a class of parallel GAs (Gorges-Schleuter, 1989; Pettey et al., 1987) for simula-
tion-based optimization was applied to fuzzy system design, optical interconnec-
tion network design (Louri et al., 1995), parameter tuning, and model abstraction
of a large-scale ecosystem model (Moon, 1996).  However, system design prob-
lems typically require optimization of models having a large number of param-
eters, each requiring high precision.  These parameters increase the complexity of
the problem, and working with all the parameters at the same time often causes
GAs (or any other optimization algorithms) to stagnate at local minima.  Existing
approaches cannot exploit information about performance impacts to search pa-
rameter subspaces in relation to their criticality.  To address these problems, a
multi-resolution search strategy in a distributed, high-performance simulation
environment was developed (Kim and Zeigler, 1996).2

High-performance Parallel Discrete Event Simulation

Mapping large-scale discrete event models onto massively parallel architec-
tures (Almasi and Gottlieb, 1989) requires the support of a higher level of abstrac-
tion in parallel simulation environments (Fujimoto, 1990).  Recent approaches have
employed object orientation to encapsulate the internode communication mecha-
nism providing a user with a higher level of control (Zeigler et al., 1997).  Mapping
of models is also supported by its portability across platforms.  Large-scale
parallel and distributed discrete event simulation environments demonstrate the

2For further discussion of some of these issues, see also the last portion of Appendix B.
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capability to address very complex and time-consuming simulation problems
while providing a high-level interface.  High-performance simulation environ-
ments have been tested on several models, including a spatial watershed and a
large cluster of ATM switch models. The simulation can help analyze the com-
plex interactions in models consisting of up to 10 million components (e.g.,
landscape cells or ATM switch elements).  Speedups of the order of 200 times
have been obtained so that simulations that require several days to run in conven-
tional platforms can be completed in under an hour.  There are numerous large
simulations that could benefit from this technology, for example, air traffic con-
trol and multimedia communication design problems.

Distributed Simulation of Heterogeneous Models

Although distributed interactive simulation (DIS) protocols do not provide
for strict global time preservation among federated models, the high-level archi-
tecture (DMSO, 1996c) includes a more controllable runtime interface.  There are
still many issues that must be dealt with in HLA (Morgeson, 1996).  This moti-
vates the development of a methodology for distributed simulation of models
written in different simulation languages/environments that preserves strict time
correspondence.  Formalisms for discrete event models can be used as a common
communication means.  A software bus and an associated protocol based on such
formalisms can provide an interface among legacy models in such languages as
SIMSCRIPT, MODSIM, and SLAM.  Proposed also are protocol converters,
which support communication standards for such models.  The methodology can
be implemented using a network programming language such as JAVA.  Inser-
tion of this technology would provide great benefits to DOD in network-based
distributed simulation of a large-scale system in which models of subsystems are
developed in different languages/environments.  It significantly reduces model
development by reuse of existing heterogeneous models.

ADVANCED M&S ENVIRONMENTS FOR INTELLIGENT/
COGNITIVE SYSTEMS

Building models of intelligence, perception, and human performance has
proved to be difficult due in part to the uncertainty in the psycho-physiological
theories proposed to explain behavioral phenomena.  Modern software engineer-
ing approaches such as spiral development suggest intelligent and cognitive model
development using an incremental refinement approach (Young, 1992).  They
also provide the ability to develop multi-resolution models, although the underly-
ing understanding of phenomenology is often the limiting factor.  Recent devel-
opments in neuroscience have enabled us to envision behavior as the synergistic
result of biological cells-neurons.  Dynamic neural ensembles (DNEs) (Vahie
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and Jouppi, 1996) provide a dynamic environment and the components necessary
for the development of highly complex cognitive models aggregating cellular
behavior to represent intelligence and learning.

DNEs are compositions of interconnected dynamic neurons.  At a more
abstract level, “holon” hierarchy models are being developed.  Simulation envi-
ronments supporting such models use object-oriented programming techniques to
provide ease of parameter modification and specialization of both behavior and
structure.  Applications of DNEs to real-time learning, control, and decision
making are currently being pursued.  DOD systems and component designs for
the 21st century will have to increasingly address the issue of human operability
and performance.  The development of autonomous systems capable of function-
ing in dynamic environments is also an issue of interest.  The first issue, operabil-
ity and performance, requires an approach that needs to be seamlessly integrated
into design.  The successive approximation provides a methodology for integra-
tion of cognition and intelligence into the systems design.  New forms of neural
and cognitive models, capable of dynamic behavioral modification, need to be
explored to adequately capture flexible behavior.

Visualization and Significant-Event Detection in
Discrete-Event Simulation

Any large-scale simulation is by definition complex owing to the size and
diversity of the data.  Events (in discrete-event simulations) represent a set of
states (in one or more models) that are capable of influencing the states of other
models in the environment.  Therefore, an event may be determined as significant
based on the values of specific state variables (in one or more models).  Signifi-
cant events are thus said to occur in a time period when a predefined set of
conditions is met by a subset of the variables in the simulation.  The user defines
what he considers to be significant events using primitives and model parameters,
before simulation.  At run-time, event detectors sift through the data looking for
significant events.  This enables the user/model developer to effectively pursue
his goal (conceptual or analytical).  In essence, significant event detection allows
any large-scale simulation to be viewed at various levels of abstraction, where the
level of abstraction is determined by the significance of the event.

Due to the size and/or complexity of most DOD simulations, this technology
would impact virtually all application areas where M&S is used.  Being generic
in nature, the concept could be modularized as an independent entity in diverse
discrete event simulations.  In battle simulations where planning, resource and
personnel deployment, and communication are independent entities, there are too
many data to track.  The same model can be used by commanders in charge of
each of the battle spaces where a significant event for one may or may not be a
significant event for another, radically reducing their output data set.
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Graphical Description of Discrete Event Model Behavior

Many good graphical tools are in place for discrete event systems modeling.
Such tools use icons to represent predefined models, most of which support users
to add a new model definition and an associated icon to the existing library.
However, little has been done in graphical notation for behavioral description of
discrete event models.  An excellent example for such notation in discrete event
modeling is a stochastic Petri Nets graph.  In spite of its generality in modeling
stochastic systems, Petri Nets is limited to modeling a certain class of discrete
event systems.  Thus, graphical notation based on a sound semantics, which is
easy to use and understand, needs to be developed for the rapid and accurate
modeling of discrete event systems.  The graphical notation should include such
information as state transition function, output function, and sojourn time func-
tion for a basic component of a discrete event process.  Of course, the graphical
notation should generate executable simulation codes.

Anytime/Anyplace Concurrent, Collaborative Support of
M&S Life Cycle

DOD decision makers are faced with the challenge of declining budgets for
manpower and material, and for demands for flexible, cost-effective operations
to meet the challenges of the post-Cold War world.  M&S is being applied not
only at technical and engineering levels to meet such challenges, but also at
higher levels such as work-flow automation and business reengineering, where
many stakeholders are affected.  To undertake effective M&S throughout its life
cycle requires the active involvement of the various groups involved with model
development, simulation analysis, and implementation.  Unfortunately, tools and
methodologies currently available from commercial vendors and consultants are
primarily single-user tools that provide inadequate support for the collaborative
team-based environment that characterizes modern organizations.  Moreover,
this support is virtually nonexistent for distributed work involving groups that are
geographically dispersed.

Group support systems research has developed a network-based set of flex-
ible software tools that incorporate basic problem-solving techniques such as
brainstorming, idea organization, voting, issue analyzing, policy formation, pri-
oritizing, and stakeholder identification.  Electronic communications allow all
group members, whether distributed or co-located, to make contributions to the
group’s task both simultaneously and asynchronously.  Such technology increases
organizational productivity by decreasing manpower requirements and cycle
times in projects.  The scope of projects can also be expanded to include partici-
pants from several hierarchical levels, thus improving organizational communi-
cation while facilitating approval for decisions.  In a competitive environment
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where success is dependent on teams working together, collaborative software
will increase the productivity and effectiveness of these teams.

Research is needed to extend advanced M&S capabilities by embedding
them in the distributed group support tools environments, to enable distributed
groups to construct, analyze, and implement model-based designs in concurrent
engineering fashion.
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I

Combat Modeling Issues

Paul K. Davis, RAND and the RAND Graduate School
Donald Blumenthal, Gualala, California

Donald Gaver, Naval Postgraduate School

INTRODUCTION

The design of JWARS and other new combat models should raise numerous
issues about modeling approach and phenomenology.  To some extent this has
happened, particularly with DOD’s recognition that such next-generation models
must represent the effects of the C4ISR systems on which much modern defense
planning is focusing.  In many other respects, however, discussions to date have
not converged and have too often been conducted at the level of “labels” used as
litmus tests.  Some of the labels dividing people in discussion include Lanchester
models, attrition models, deterministic models, and configural theory.  There
have been numerous heated discussions on such matters because of the “Grand
Canyon” that separates the domains of modelers and analysts working at different
levels of resolution and, typically, on different types of problems.  In this appen-
dix we try to shed some light on the issues.  Readers should understand, however,
that there are chronic controversies on these matters, and no two authors are
likely to emphasize the same issues.  Although our examples pertain mostly to
ground combat, the principles involved apply also to naval and air warfare.

MAJOR OBSERVATIONS

Lanchester Equations as Red Herrings

Despite the hundreds of papers written about them, Lanchester equations (as
most people understand this term) are largely irrelevant to today’s combat mod-
eling by DOD, which uses computer simulations, not simplistic constant-coeffi-
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cient differential equations such as the Lanchester-square-law.1  Lanchester equa-
tions will probably remain quite useful for making particular points in the class-
room (e.g., illustrating the power of concentration or the value of “crossing the T”
in classic naval engagements) or theoretical papers, but to argue about their more
general validity is to chase red herrings.  It is the simulations, not the Lanchester
differential equations, that should be examined.

Today’s higher-level combat simulations (e.g., those at division, corps, and
theater levels) are best seen as implementing aggregate state-space models (some-
thing much broader than Lanchester models).  The basic notion is that the “state”
of the system (the two opposed forces, their strategies, and the environment in
which they fight) can be represented by a collection of variables such as counts of
personnel and vehicles in an area, and terrain factors characterizing that area,
rather than the locations and current behaviors of all the individual entities such
as individual soldiers and tanks.  Usually, the simulation then generates the
predicted future state as a function of the current (aggregate) state.  In more
general formulations, there can be “memory effects” of previous states as well.
Again, the variables affecting this prediction are not just the sides’ strengths
(much less their scalar strengths, as in the simpler Lanchester equations).  In-
stead, the predicted change of state depends on many other factors such as terrain,
defender preparations, flank exposure, strategy, and tactics.  One important
change of state, typically made at the end of time periods or when some signifi-
cant event occurs, is a change of strategy or tactics (e.g., a decision to attack or
withdraw, or to maneuver reinforcements to a trouble area).  It is then true that the
close-combat ground-force attrition in a given time step is sometimes approxi-
mated by a local use of some Lanchester equation, but the “coefficients” used can
be highly situation dependent, that is, dependent on many other state variables
that change over time (Allen, 1992, 1995).  Thus, the simulation does not (or at
least is not intended to) behave like a constant-coefficient Lanchester equation.2

Breakdown of Aggregate State-Space Models

It has long been a reasonable hypothesis—but only that—that a relatively
aggregated close battle in a particular area will have attrition that can be reason-

1The principal reference for discussion of Lanchester equations is Taylor (1983b), which also
covers many generalizations of the original work (Lanchester, 1916), including generalizations such
as Bonder-Farrell theory (Bonder and Farrell, 1970) used in simulations.  See also the recent collec-
tion of papers in Bracken et al. (1995), which includes historical analysis, a translation by Helmbold
and Rehm of work by Osipov, and considerable thoughtful discussion.  Wise (1991) explains some
of the fundamental ambiguities in using and calibrating Lanchester laws.  Hughes (1986) and
Deitchman (1962) discuss applications of Lanchester models to naval and guerrilla warfare, respec-
tively.  Dupuy (1987) includes discussion of how his extensive history-based work on combat mod-
eling relates (and does not relate) to Lanchester theory.

2In fact, simulations do sometimes generate behaviors that look remarkably like what could be
generated by such an equation, but that is an artifact of the particular application.
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ably approximated by a state-space equation, that is, an equation relating the
change in the sides’ strengths (attrition) to various state variables and the duration
of the time step, using the initial state-variable values of the time step and treating
the combatants as all “in” the same location.  The hypothesis clearly breaks down
at low level (e.g., when evaluating alternative weapon systems in engagement-
level combat where configural effects can be dominant (see also Appendix J)).  The
validity of the hypothesis also depends on there being many discrete countervailing
microscopic processes (concentration and counterconcentration, ambush and with-
drawal, fire and counterfire, and so on) that, over the time step and over the many
replicas of the close battle across a theater, average to something relatively simple.
This aggregate result may or may not correspond to a Lanchester square law, linear
law, or something similar.  It may be better described by the more general Bonder-
Farrell equations, for example, but in some instances, there will be no such simpli-
fication because one side or the other has an asymmetric advantage that can be
exploited because of multimodal probabilistic effects.

The issue, then, becomes where and when various aggregate state-space
models provide a good approximation of aggregate-level phenomena.  It is inap-
propriate to draw broad conclusions, because contextual details matter a great
deal to whether and which aggregations make sense.

Myopia Caused by Head-on-Head Attrition

While accusing simulation models of being Lanchesterian is often mislead-
ing, what critics who refer derisively to Lanchester models actually have in mind
(clearly or dimly) is often something else, that most of today’s theater-level
models were designed from a so-called attrition perspective that conveys an
image of war as mere head-on-head ground-force encounters with the two sides
fighting to the bitter end.  That is in contrast with a maneuver perspective in
which campaigns consist of the sides maneuvering their forces in an attempt to
create favorable circumstances of battle and to extricate themselves from unfa-
vorable circumstances.  Sometimes, a maneuver strategy can achieve victory
without an extended attrition battle because one of the sides finds itself hope-
lessly outpositioned—and perhaps weakened by loss of critical assets or a col-
lapse of command and control and unit coherence (possible objectives of infor-
mation warfare).3  Unfortunately, strategy and maneuver are often simplistic in
models and studies conducted with the perspective of head-on-head attrition.
Skilled users of even old-fashioned piston models can represent many effects of
operational maneuver, but in practice, the result is often less impressive.4

3For discussion of information-warfare effects on theater combat, see Bonder et al. (1994).
4For historical-empirical discussion of why standard attrition-warfare models are inadequate, see

Rowland et al. (1996).  Application to Korean analysis is described in Bennett (1995).
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Theater- and Operational-Level Models Emphasizing Maneuver Warfare

Although the head-on-head attrition modeling perspective is common, some
theater-level models over the years have been designed to represent maneuver
explicitly.  For example, the IDAHEX model (Olsen, 1976) used in the 1980s
introduced hexes and reintroduced interactive gaming with human players to
make operational-level decisions; it did so specifically for the purpose of focus-
ing effort on maneuver.5  The Army War Colleges used a simpler but roughly
comparable model in the early 1980s for similar reasons (the MTM).

In the 1980s the RAND Strategy Assessment System (RSAS) was designed
to focus attention on the strategy variable, introducing it explicitly in analytical
war plans that included contingent branches and other adaptations.  The RSAS
also facilitated examining the consequences of nonattrition factors such as opera-
tional surprise, strategic flanking operations (e.g., Soviet use of the Austrian
corridor), qualitative shortcomings in the fighting performance of some forces,
the dependence of reserve-force effectiveness on training time before force em-
ployment (and the type of employment required of them), and the likely slowing
effects of interdiction attacks.  One version of the RSAS included a network
model to improve the representation of flanking attacks, noncontiguous axes of
advance, and critical nodes.6  An improved version of the network model is
incorporated in the JICM model, which has been used for extensive study of
warfare in Korea, including warfare involving counteroffensives, flanking at-
tacks, and asymmetric strategies involving weapons of mass destruction.7

Another maneuver-oriented model was RAND’s TLC/NLC, which was de-
veloped to a prototype stage using object-oriented programming and advanced
graphics (Hillestad and Moore, 1996).  Among other features, it included a rich
network structure and reflected the Soviet correlation-of-force methodology for
planning operational maneuver.

While none of these models has been fully successful, while all of them share
the severe shortcomings discussed below, and while even these maneuver-ori-
ented models have sometimes been used in ways that reduce war to something
looking like simplistic attrition warfare, the existence of the models and some of

5It is of interest to note that the developer, Paul Olsen of the Institute of Defense Analyses, was
criticized at the time (1986) because IDAHEX was not a “closed” model and, therefore, was alleg-
edly inappropriate for analysis.  His view was that without representing maneuver, the various more
popular closed models were inappropriate.  In fact, IDAHEX was later used extensively for analysis
by the SHAPE Technical Center and a few other organizations.

6For discussion of the RSAS, see Davis and Howe (1990), Bennett et al. (1992), and references
therein.  The network representation was due to earlier work by Patrick Allen and Barry Wilson.
Some subsequent but unpublished documentation on RSAS 5.2 is also available through Bruce
Bennett or Daniel Fox of RAND.

7The JICM model is documented in Bennett (1994) and subsequent unpublished materials.  It is
used at RAND, the Army War College, OSD’s PA&E, and some other organizations.
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the studies accomplished with them demonstrates that the state of the art in
combat modeling is substantially more advanced than those who decry head-on-
head attrition modeling and Lanchester equations sometimes suggest.  It is also
significant to note that even older piston-style models have been used creatively
and realistically—not only in research studies, but also by the operational com-
mands, including the U.S. Central Command when preparing for Desert Storm.8

Severe Limitations of Current Theater and
Operational-Level Models

While many criticisms of current models are exaggerated or overgeneralized,
there is consensus throughout the community that DOD’s current theater- and
operational-level models are severely flawed.  The major problems include their
being overaggregated; having primitive or no representation of C4ISR, com-
mand-and-control, and information warfare; being almost exclusively determin-
istic; having too little representation of operational concepts, plans, and com-
mand; and having little ability to characterize the fluid and highly nonlinear
combat operations anticipated for the future.  Even many of the advanced features
described above in connection with the RSAS and TLC efforts (notably those
associated with decision models) no longer exist in operating models.  Indeed,
much of the current work with higher-level models such as TACWAR depends
unreasonably on scripted representations of force employment, which are very
difficult to work with because of the need for repeated iterations and tuning, and
the absence of sufficiently adaptive behaviors.9

WHERE NEXT?

Research Opportunities for Improving Higher-Level Models

Ideally, aggregate models should be informed by and even derived from
more microscopic theory and experiment, including simulation “experiments”
conducted at high resolution.  Such experiments have their own shortcomings,
but can nonetheless be a rich source of insight.10  Furthermore, they are now

8See articles by J.A. Appleget and F.T. Case et al., in Bracken et al. (1995).
9Users are quite aware of these problems, of course.  In the recent Deep-Attack Weapons-Mix

Study (DAWMS), the Institute for Defense Analyses used a linear program (WORMS) to ensure that
allocations of deep-attack weapons in TACWAR would be in some sense “optimal.”  Other aspects
of the simulated campaign, however, were much less adaptive.

10It does not follow that aggregate models must be derived from high-resolution models.  Nor does
it follow that some aggregate expression such as a Bonder-Farrel model or a Lanchester-square
model, used locally, is invalid because some of those viewing the equations fail to see features they
know are important microscopically (e.g., stochastic features, configural effects, and so on).  More-
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feasible as the result of advances in computer science and entity-level simulation.
As discussed in the text, exploiting this opportunity should be given high priority.

While there will continue to be an important role for diverse state-space mod-
els implemented as simulations—including some that will continue to be incor-
rectly characterized as “Lanchester models”—a great deal of effort is needed to
establish a better foundation for the assumptions used in those models.  For ex-
ample, many of the terrain factors used in combat models were estimated many
years ago when it was computationally impossible to conduct high-resolution high-
quality simulations in the numbers needed to identify good aggregate representa-
tions.  So also, the assumption of deterministic aggregate behavior was made in part
because it was computationally infeasible to do otherwise.  That multimodal distri-
butions aggregate into something simpler, which can be treated by deterministic
equations (plus uncertainty analysis to account for important branches) was and is
a reasonable hypothesis for higher-level battle, but we do not currently know when
the hypothesis is correct.  It is clear that it fails for engagements in which one side
can consistently exploit a range advantage.  In any case, a new round of such
research is now possible and needed.  While current DOD simulations are in some
cases based on earlier research that included comparisons with higher-resolution
simulations (see, e.g., Farrell (1989), which discusses the early development of
Vector models), that work should be reopened since the quality of the high-resolu-
tion simulations is now so much better.

In pursuing a research program to connect the worlds of high- and low-
resolution modeling, it is essential to recognize information resides at all levels of
aggregation and to avoid a pure bottom-up approach.  Instead, the ideal is an
approach in which models of differing resolution are used to exploit all the
information available and, then, to cross-calibrate each other.  Constructing such
mutually calibrated families of models is a major undertaking, as discussed in
Chapter 6 and Appendix E.

In conclusion, while we have attempted to illuminate issues regarding
Lanchester models and DOD simulations, and to soften exaggerations, we em-
phasize the need for in-depth research to better understand the phenomenology of
combat.  One important spinoff of this could be DOD’s emerging with integrated
or semi-integrated families of mutually calibrated models appropriate for the full

over, the usual claim that the validity of Lanchester equations depends on assumptions of homoge-
neous static forces with perfect local command and control is fallacious—the result of the classic
blunder of confusing sufficient and necessary conditions. Lanchester equations are often motivated
by simplistic models of combat, but the equations may be valid as aggregate-level descriptions in
combat circumstances having none of the simplistic features said to be assumed.  An analog here is
that the ideal gas law does not depend on there being elastic billiard balls flying back and forth
horizontally between walls (the “model” often used to motivate the law in high school chemistry).
On the other hand, such aggregate depictions are clearly not valid in other cases and it is not
currently clear when they are or are not.
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range of M&S applications.  The traditional approach of developing models
separately for the various levels of resolution is fatally flawed when it means
working with blinders on, which it often does.  Those working exclusively at low
resolutions are unlikely to understand the underlying phenomena and are there-
fore likely to misrepresent the aggregate phenomena.  Those working exclusively
at high resolution are unlikely to understand larger contexts and interrelation-
ships.  Their insights and conclusions may be much more conditionally valid than
they realize.  Further, the calibration of high-resolution models should exploit all
the relevant information available, much of which is at low resolution.

We conclude, then, that research should be conducted jointly at multiple
levels of resolution with a great deal of interaction and the goal of integration.11

Such work should include relating stochastic and deterministic representations,
as well as consideration of many other types of uncertainty.  Such things will not
occur without changes in both funding and management practices.  The Depart-
ment of the Navy should advocate such changes strenuously in the joint arena and
with OSD.  Otherwise, it is likely that the next generation of aggregate combat
models for use in joint analysis will not be significantly better than the ones
already available—and perhaps worse.

11This integration need not be in any single model, however.  It might be in textbooks plus
occasional cross-calibrations.  We are not advocating single do-it-all-comprehensively models.
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Probabilistic Dependencies in
Combat Models

Paul K. Davis, RAND and the RAND Graduate School

BACKGROUND

One special request made to the panel preparing this report was for com-
ments on the importance of configural models for mine warfare and, perhaps, for
other classes of combat.  The request reflected a decades-long controversy on
how to represent mine and countermine warfare issues mathematically so that the
models would be of value to the acquisition, training, and operations communi-
ties.  The term configural model is associated with a series of studies using
complex analytical probabilistic models, which account for many of the probabi-
listic dependencies that appear in mine warfare problems (Horrigan, 1991).1  In a
number of cases with real-world importance, the associated effects are quite large
and cannot be accommodated by simple adjustment of planning factors.  It is
puzzling that there should still be controversy about the need to account for the
effects explicitly.  Discussion of the mine warfare issues is included in a separate
panel report on undersea warfare (Volume 7 of the nine-volume series, Technol-
ogy for the United States Navy and Marine Corps, 2000-2035: Becoming a 21st-
Century Force), but in this report it seemed useful to point out that the issues are
of a class that can be found throughout DOD.  The need to account for such

1See, e.g., Horrigan (1991).  Horrigan defines configural theory as “a mathematical theory for
quantifying the relationships between the behavior of weapons in use in combat and their individual
characteristics.  Its principal purpose is to provide concepts and mathematical relationships to im-
prove our understanding both of weapon behavior in combat and of combat effectiveness.  Its name
is derived from its central concept, configuration, which is the mathematical expression of the fact
that the disposition in space and time of the targets and weapons of the attacker and the defender is
inseparable from the outcome of the engagement and the combat effectiveness of those weapons.”
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dependencies or correlations is well understood scientifically and mathemati-
cally,2 but many DOD models do not do so adequately.  In what follows we give
examples of such effects from other domains, primarily to illustrate their generic
character and to thereby increase acceptance of the need to address them.

CLASSIC EXAMPLES OF CORRELATED EFFECTS
IN COMBAT MODELS

The Fratricide Problem in Strategic Nuclear Warfare

In the mid-1970s, an important military issue was whether emerging Soviet
ICBMs would be able to destroy U.S. Minuteman ICBMs in their silos. The
answer depended heavily on the effects of targeting a given silo with two (or
more) reentry vehicles, since neither accuracies nor reliabilities were high enough
to assure high probabilities of kill with a single RV.

The naive calculation was to assess the probability of a silo’s destruction D
by n RVs as follows:

D = 1 − (1 − RPk)
n,

where R is the reliability of a single RV and Pk is the single-shot kill probability
for a reliable RV attacking a given silo (a function of the RV’s accuracy and
yield, and the silo’s characteristics).  The equation treats the RVs as independent.
The second term is the probability that n independent RVs fail to destroy the silo.

The first problem with the naive calculation is that the reliability of a given
RV is correlated with the reliability of its sister RVs on a given ICBM: the
principal failure mode was not in fact the RV, but the missile.  Thus, if a missile
failed, all of its RVs would fail.  As a result, it was often assumed that a nuclear
attack plan would “cross-target” weapons so that a given silo would be attacked
by RVs coming from different missiles.  In that case, for two RVs the equation
would be

D = 1 − (1 − RPk)(1 − RPk).

In reality, the problem is much more complicated because the effects of the
successive RVs are not independent: the first RV, if it arrives and detonates, may
create shock waves and send dirt and other debris into the air through which the
second RV must penetrate.  On the other hand, partial damage from the first RV
may reduce the strength of the silo to a second, and so on.  On a larger scale,

2In statistical mechanics, the term “correlations” is often used to mean what we refer to here as
“probabilistic dependencies.”  In some fields, however, “correlations” refer to only a subset of the
many possible dependencies.  Thus, we have avoided the term here.
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detonations at one silo could affect the environment seen by newly arriving RVs
at relatively distant silos.  If such effects degraded the effectiveness of the second
and subsequent RVs, then one referred to “fratricide.”

The issue was important at the time because estimates were that the probabil-
ity of destruction was high (e.g., 90 percent) if the fratricide effects were small.
Figure J.1 shows the difference between the independent-event calculations and a
calculation accounting for fratricide.  It assumes a reliability of 0.85, a single-
shot kill probability of 0.65, and 1,000 silos.  The expected number of surviving
ICBMs more than doubles if fratricide is strong.

This calculation treats the probability of fratricide as a mere parameter, but
where did the value come from?  A number of scientists attempted estimates of
the fratricide effect, but the most insightful work was probably that accomplished
with detailed simulations that considered flight dynamics, shock waves, the na-
ture of the dust cloud, the characteristics of the RVs themselves (ruggedness,
ballistic coefficient, and so on), and the spatial configuration over time of both
targets and attacking RVs.  Even first-rate minds, when attempting to understand
the problem analytically and physically, failed to account for what turned out to
be major effects.

One lesson from this work was the value of combining both analytical work
(relatively simple models of the phenomenon designed primarily to structure the
issues) and detailed simulation.  Another lesson was that the mathematics of the
calculation mattered.

Saturation Effects in Ballistic Missile Defense

Scientists involved with ballistic-missile defense have recognized for de-
cades that the Achilles’ heel of many defenses is the ability of the attacker to

FIGURE J.1  Effects of fratricide.
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saturate them.  Even if a defense battery is reliable and effective (big ifs, to be
sure), it has a limited capacity for handling multiple targets and a limited inven-
tory of surface-to-air missiles.  It can be overwhelmed.

This has been known to be important in ballistic-missile defense calculations
for at least three decades.  Indeed, it is the principal reason that scientists have
generally been pessimistic about the feasibility of an adequately effective one-
layer defense.  For example, if one tried to defend an aircraft carrier against
nuclear-armed ballistic or cruise missiles, the effort would be hopeless against an
opponent able to defeat the local defenses, something that typically requires
many fewer weapons that one might think because of leakage.

There are many other “configural effects” in BMD.  For example, if early
warning radars can “warn” smaller-area radars of incoming weapons, then the
defenses can be much more effective.  But the early warning radars are then a
critical node: that is, there are strong dependencies between terminal-defense
capability and the continued existence of the early warning radars.

Gaming Effects

Yet another “configural effect” in ballistic missile defense involves the game
theory of tactics.  Suppose that there are 10 targets to be defended with 10 perfect
interceptors.  And suppose there are 10 perfect attacking missiles.  How should
the defending missiles be allocated among targets?  How should the attacking
missiles be allocated?  If the defender has one missile for each target, then the
attacker can destroy 5 targets with confidence by merely double-covering half of
the set.  Knowing that, how should the defender defend?  Variants of this can be
a complex game theory problem with nonintuitive results a factor of two or so
different from what one might naively expect (or infinitely different in the ex-
ample, where the number of targets killed could be 5 instead of 0).

Concentration and Counter-concentration in
Operational-level Ground Combat

Although corps- or theater-level ground combat may not seem to involve
configural problems because of its much higher aggregation, it does.  The at-
tacker does not attack uniformly, and the defender, if able to do so, responds
nonuniformly to events.  If one tries to calculate attrition, movement, or even
cruder measures such as “who wins in a given corps sector?”, and if one tries to
use overaggregated equations that feature the overall force ratio, the results are
nonsense.  The attacker will concentrate and create a large force ratio in his main
corridors.  If the defender is fast enough, he will “reequilibrate,” but if the at-
tacker is fast enough, he will break through before that happens and win the
battle.

At lower levels (higher aggregation), the same phenomenon occurs, but the
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time scales are different.  It is often believed by army officers that “reequili-
bration” is feasible—on average—at, say, the battalion level.  That is, if one
battalion is broken through by a locally concentrated force, then brigade and
division-level reserves are supposed to come in and stem the breach.  That is what
command and control is all about for ground forces.  But it may not happen that
way.  While aggregate models like Vector, TACWAR, and JICM do not repre-
sent this explicitly, the defender might lose at a force ratio that “ought” to be
sufficient because the defender is unable to counter-concentrate quickly enough.
In entity-level simulations like Janus, this is easier to see perhaps, and if one
introduces statistical distributions, then many interesting things become visible.
On the other hand, if one understands this well enough, one can reflect it in the
higher-level aggregate models by calibrating the equations so that “break-even”
occurs at a smaller force ratio than the naive calculation would suggest.  This is
not enough, however, if one wants to pay attention to probabilities.  And so on.
All of this has been understood to some extent conceptually for a long time.
However, many of the configural effects have not been built in except at the
entity level, where it is hard to avoid doing so (Davis, 1995b).  Even there,
workers too often focus on expected-value results rather than examining the
probability distribution of results, which may in fact be multimodal.

DISCUSSION

These examples demonstrate that the configural effects noted in mine war-
fare theory are not only real, but akin mathematically to effects long recognized
as fundamental in other domains of defense analysis.  It should not be controver-
sial to observe that proper modeling of combat must account adequately for
probabilistic dependencies.3  In mine warfare (and also in subjects such as pen-
etration of air defenses), this is typically not understood intuitively because, for
example, the n-th ship going through a mine field may be independent of the
previous n – 1 ships, thus suggesting validity of an independent-events calcula-
tion.  The subtlety here is that the minefield through which the ships move does
not change significantly from ship to ship.  Thus, the penetration probabilities are
correlated (i.e., there are probabilistic dependencies).  The resulting probability
distributions have been shown by Timothy Horrigan to be distinctly multimodal
in many real-world cases, and not at all like what one might expect from a
primitive treatment of probabilities.  Working the problem correctly can have
large effects on both weapon requirements (how many to buy) and operational
assessments during war.

Unfortunately, there are numerous cases throughout defense analysis where

3These examples do not do full justice to the range of effects treated in Horrigan (1991) and else-
where, but they may demonstrate the ubiquity of dependency issues.
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probabilistic dependencies are not accounted for properly.  There are many rea-
sons, including simplicity and familiarity of naive independent-event calcula-
tions, which many people can perform adequately with a spreadsheet.  A deeper
reason is that untutored intuition is often poor on issues involving probabilistic
calculations.  Indeed, probabilistic effects are sufficiently nonintuitive that work-
ers often revert to simplified and naive calculations (including deterministic cal-
culations when they are clearly inappropriate) even though they were once sensi-
tive to the subtleties.

A third reason for failure to treat dependencies is that past computing capa-
bilities did not permit workers to handle them effectively.  This, coupled with the
intuitive plausibility of many correlated effects averaging out or at least greatly
simplifying, led to dependence on aggregate expressions such as the Lanchester
equations described elsewhere in this report.  That simplification has sometimes
been valid and sometimes not.  The conclusion here should be that without
detailed analysis, and in many cases detailed simulation akin to “experimenta-
tion” with a real system, we should be skeptical about the validity of formulations
that do not treat statistical dependencies.

Where might we find instances of such problems?  The answer is “in virtu-
ally every part of combat modeling.”  Indeed, whenever calculations of effects
such as attrition are effectively multiplying together a set of planning factors, the
effect is to assume an independence of events that may not be correct.  Current-
day assessment of precision-strike effectiveness against an invading army is a
prime candidate for errors.

CONCLUSIONS

The panel was asked a number of questions about configural effects in mine
warfare.  It was surprised that there continues to be controversy about the impor-
tance of treating correlation effects such as those that are manifest in mine war-
fare.  When two ships move through a mine field, the mines do not re-randomize
their locations between ships.  Nor do the ships move independently (e.g., one
may follow the trail of another).  Nor, in fact, is the pattern of mines in a given
waterway random in many circumstances.  And so on.  The probabilistic effects
reported for mine warfare are real, and Navy doctrine and decision aids for
dealing with mine and countermine warfare should reflect them.  This is without
prejudice to how that is accomplished, since there are a variety of possible mod-
eling approaches.  In particular, one approach is analytical and has advantages for
moving from requirements (e.g., a maximum loss rate to mines) to estimates on
how many mines to buy or how to lay them.  A second approach involves
simulation, which has many advantages (and is in some respects easier), but
which is not easily able to answer the questions analytical models are best for.
Also, analytical models and the related theory can clarify the structure of the
problem so as to illuminate the dependence on controllable variables.
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M&S-related Education

Donald Gaver, Naval Postgraduate School

BACKGROUND

The panel recommends an increased effort to educate future officers (and
civilians) for work involving modeling and simulation (M&S) (discussed in the text
of the report).  Some of the work will involve developing M&S.  Some will involve
applying it.  The applications will be in acquisition, training, and operations—each
of these broadly construed.  In many cases, the applications will be “analytical” in
some sense—e.g., investigating the potential value of a new weapon system or
tradeoffs among platforms, constructing a training activity or exercise that will
expose participants to the desired range of situations and stresses, or assessing
alternative courses of action.  In other cases, the work will be more developmental
or technological (e.g., managing a program that includes a model-building compo-
nent or managing the assembly of a distributed interactive simulation specifically
tailored to an exercise). The purpose of this appendix is to discuss the subjects to
which students might be exposed to prepare them for such activities.1

DISTINGUISHING AMONG CLASSES OF EXPERTISE

If we contemplate the range of military or civilian professionals who will be
working extensively with M&S, it quickly becomes evident that there are some
distinct specializations. One useful breakdown from an M&S-centered perspec-
tive (one partly motivated by the discussion in Chapter 6 about layered architec-
ture for M&S) is as follows:

1This appendix has benefited from inputs by Bernard Zeigler and Paul Davis.
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• Applications-oriented professionals (modelers, analysts . . .) working in
particular application domains such as acquisition, training, or operations, who
can effectively pull together M&S assets as needed for their problems.  In some
cases, they will build or substantially alter models themselves; in other cases they
will use preexisting models.  They may or may not (and usually will not) consider
themselves M&S specialists, often preferring to be identified as analysts, but, at
least in the future, will have considerable M&S expertise.

• Program managers in domains that require overseeing applications-ori-
ented M&S development or model-supported analysis.

• Hardware-centered professionals trained in the technologies of comput-
ers, networks, and related communications.

• Software-centered professionals trained in developing the software that
utilizes the hardware to support the applications. Here we have in mind profes-
sional-quality software, not the computer programs typically generated by ana-
lysts or subject-focused modelers.  Such software is intended for broad use, not
just that within the originating group.

• M&S facilitation specialists trained to draw on technology and databases
for both development and application of M&S in relatively complex contexts
such as distributed interactive simulation, or developments exploiting model and
tool repositories. These specialists would also be experts in assisting the collabo-
ration with other professionals using groupware technologies of all types.

• M&S scientists, responsible for researching the architecture of both local
and distributed M&S infrastructures, continually assessing their capabilities rela-
tive to future needs. These might be concerned about n-th generation “high-level
architectures,” complex computer-security issues, and tool development.

The focus in this appendix is on the applications-oriented professionals and
program managers, not because they are more important than the others, but
because it is here that the Department of the Navy probably wants to focus its
special M&S-related education that is keyed to young officers.  In contrast, the
Navy Department will probably go to civilian employees or contractors for spe-
cialized skills in hardware, software, and so on.  There will probably be an
adequate supply of people with such skills, people who will have attended col-
leges and universities throughout the nation.

EDUCATION FOR FUTURE M&S USERS

A Perspective to Guide “Requirements”

Modeling and simulation (M&S) is one tool for use in making effective
military decisions. A helpful planning or decision-assisting model is one that
captures the essential elements of a situation or problem domain and that can be
manipulated to provide synthetic experience efficiently.  That experience is then
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used as one input to guide choices of assets, tactics, or policy.  An effective
training model (or simulation) also provides synthetic experience, but now aimed
to allow an operator or team to achieve and maintain particular skills.  Parentheti-
cally, decision-assisting models can provide invaluable training for decision mak-
ers, especially if either historical or hypothetical situations are presented that
illustrate the realistic effects of uncertainty in its many aspects on the decision-
making environment, and consequently on subsequent decision-affected out-
comes.

If the above is an acceptable if abbreviated overview of the M&S enterprise,
then one can ask for the background, sensitivities, and expertise desirable in a
well-prepared professional user of M&S.  The first observation is that today all
such properties are unlikely to be embodied in one individual.  What follows is a
suggested order of priority for the types of talent and experience needed when an
M&S enterprise is to be pursued.  This list helps to define the educational needs.

Designer-Architect-Problem Formulator

No very substantial project involving M&S should be initiated without ar-
ticulating one or more specific issues or questions to be examined.  These ques-
tions should relate to the purposes of the organization guided by the decision
maker to be advised, and should be as focused as possible.  It requires art and
experience to identify such questions; skill comes with practice.  This arena is the
purview of the essential designer-architect-problem formulator, whose proposals
and direction set the stage for subsequent more technical modeling steps.

There is scattered literature useful to educate such specialist-generalists;
some classics like G. Polya’s How to Solve It are useful to read, but “how to
formulate it” is more to the point, and some intensive searching for and creation
of useful teaching material are in order.  There are a number of books and courses
somewhat relevant to such matters, sometimes in an operations-research or policy-
analysis curriculum, sometimes elsewhere.  Experience suggests that the case
study approach is particularly valuable, because one learns how to formulate and
conduct studies more by doing than by merely hearing principles.  Accessing
historical examples is a natural way to proceed; mining and refining corporate
memory in particular areas and organizations can be undertaken to record lasting
“lessons learned.”  Students can also be tasked to conduct “quick-response stud-
ies,” which can be effective in instilling recognition that much can be done
quickly with a mix of brainstorming, simple or relatively simple models, and
clear problem-focused thinking.

On a formal-training level an initial educational background of natural science
such as physics, chemistry, and electrical engineering, but also applied mathemat-
ics and statistics, has often been useful, particularly if the individual “likes prob-
lems” and enjoys the uncovering and exploitation of obscure structure and mecha-
nism.  Courses in mathematical and applied probability modeling, if designed
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around problems (i.e., rather than being designed to illustrate sophisticated math-
ematical techniques) can be effective.  Project work and informed mentoring are
key to training new practitioners.  Delivery of formal education or training in this
essential M&S function has not been well addressed in very many places.

Conceptual Modeling

Once the desired questions are framed, choice of formal representation(s) of
the problem elements must be made.  It is often good practice to maintain several
alternatives; for example, an initial low-resolution but fast and agile model could
be explored, subsequently selectively enhanced by a more detailed higher-resolu-
tion followup, or a deterministic approach could be followed by a stochastic
version.  It is also valuable for students to be exposed to different perspectives of
“the same domain,” perspectives such as entity-level simulation on the one hand
and operations-research analytical models to guide resource allocation on the
other.  A goal here should be to teach students to recognize and appreciate the
values of different perspectives and representations, rather than associating them-
selves emotionally and nearly exclusively with one or the other.

The student is traditionally made aware of a number of model-type tools,
typically quantitative-mathematical in nature but more recently also visual and
animated, particularly in the training arena.  Parenthetically, there is complemen-
tary overlap: statistical use is being made of “data animation and visualization”
for dramatically conveying messages buried in complex data structures.  Such
can also be done to expedite model exploration.

Classical Methods

Here are some traditional model types and modeling tools that M&S profes-
sionals should know and appreciate to varying degree (no single individual is
likely to be deeply conversant with all):

• Mathematical programming and optimization; other search methods such
as evolutionary programming or genetic algorithms;

• Probability models and stochastic processes; search theory; reliability
models; queuing theory;

• Statistics:  data acquisition, and data analysis;
• Spreadsheet languages; simulation languages, others;
• Monte Carlo methods;
• Decision and control theory and analysis;
• Artificial intelligence (AI); rule-based systems; knowledge-based simula-

tion;
• Game theory, game-theoretic optimization in simulations, and adversarial

knowledge-based models in simulations (especially under uncertainty);
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• Dynamical systems; chaos and complexity ideas; cellular automata; and
• Human factors and performance, and human-computer interfaces.

Higher-level Issues of Design

An important subject that is not often taught well is model design, especially
for complex systems.  One recently developed subject that is quite relevant here
is object-oriented modeling (as distinct from programming), including modeling
of complex systems.  Students can profit from a study of systems dynamics, a
subject usually associated with MIT’s Jay Forrester.  A classic book that ad-
dresses the nature and modeling of complex systems is Herbert Simon’s Sciences
of the Artificial (Simon, 1996).

New subjects of considerable importance involve complex adaptive systems
and agent-based modeling.  There are some interesting popular and semipopular
materials available, but no single best reference of which we are aware suitable
for graduate education.  Appendix B discusses many of the items of interest here.

Appendix E emphasizes the importance of multi-resolution modeling and the
desirability of having model families, but there is very little in current curricula—
and not much in the current literature—to prepare people for such work.

It will often be true that a real problem can be completely addressed or
“solved” by employing some relatively simple classical model. This possibility
should not be overlooked.

Model Choice and Adaptation

This is the stage at which computer-intensive tools are invoked and computer
science ideas find a place.  Some important topics in this domain include the
following:

• Object-oriented programming and, more generally, software engineering;
• Computer architecture and operating principles;
• Computer and communication networks; security;
• M&S tools and practices to aid comprehensibility, traceability, and “ex-

planation”;
• M&S designs to encourage and facilitate “exploratory analysis” amidst

great uncertainty;
• Virtual-world and simulation systems;
• Distributed (operating) systems; and
• Virtual reality, and distributed interactive systems (DIS).

The M&S practitioner may well be required to address problems with ver-
sions of existing, even Service-specific models, such as the Navy’s ITEM (or
NSS), Army VIC or EAGLE, or Air Force THUNDER, or higher-level joint
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systems such as TACWAR and JICM, and JWARS and JSIMS when they be-
come available.  He must be able to adapt these to particular situations and
questions, being critical concerning results obtained.  This step also includes
basic parameter specification.

Model-output Analysis:  Analytical Advice to Decision Makers

Model-output analysis is an extension of the above that includes the planning
of model runs so as to economically obtain the necessary overall picture of
response possibilities.  Some of the above should be analyst-induced or insti-
gated, while some can be in dialogue style with decision makers.

In summary, the professional user of M&S is desirably, but not currently
realistically, responsible for a broad spectrum of knowledge and skills.  This
requires intensive, specific, and well-designed educational input with deliberate
breadth and focus on the true usefulness of various viewpoints and technical
tools.  The field is bound to grow, and competition for appropriate military
analysts so trained will grow also, but the opportunities should attract high-
quality students and prospective practitioners.

VENUES FOR EDUCATION

Most of our discussion here relates primarily to postgraduate education in
universities (e.g., in master’s or Ph.D. programs), but an increasingly important
part of educational strategy for organizations such as the Department of the Navy
is the part that makes available specialized courses on an as-needed basis—e.g.,
before an officer takes on an assignment overseeing M&S development, exercise
design, or weapon system analysis.  Many possibilities exist here, ranging from
short courses to self-learning packages.  They are not complete substitutes for
traditional degree studies, but they can be powerful supplements and, in some
cases, partial substitutes.  Continuing education is becoming a business-as-usual
aspect of life for many knowledge workers, whether in or out of uniform.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations

ACTD Advanced concept technology demonstration
ADS Advanced distributed simulation
BFS Battlefield spreadsheet
C4ISR Command, control, communications, computing, intelligence,

surveillance, and reconnaissance
CAD Computer-aided design
CAM Computer-aided modeling
CFOR Command forces
CINC Commander-in-chief
CMMS Common models of the mission space
CNO Chief of Naval Operations
COEA Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis
CONUS Continental United States
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DDR&E Director of Defense Research and Engineering
DIA Defense Intelligence Agency
DIS Distributed interactive simulation
DMSO Defense Modeling and Simulation Office
DOD Department of Defense
DRB Division ready brigade
FLEETEX Fleet training exercise
HLA High-level architecture
IOC Initial operational capability
JCOS Joint Countermine Operational Simulation
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JCTS Joint Tactical Combat Training System
JICM Joint Integrated Contingency Model
J-MASS Joint Modeling and Simulation System
JMEM Joint munitions effectiveness manual
JROC Joint Requirements Oversight Council
JSIMS Joint Simulation System
JTF Joint task force
JWARS Joint Warfare System
JWCA Joint Warfare Capabilities Assessment
M&S Modeling and simulation
MEU Marine expeditionary unit
MIP Mixed initiative planning
MOE Measure of effectiveness
NRAC Naval Research Advisory Committee
NRaD Naval Research and Development Division
NSS Naval Simulation System
OMT Object model template
ONR Office of Naval Research
OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense
OT&E Operational test and evaluation
PC Personal computer
RESA Research, evaluation, and systems analysis (system)
RISTA Reconnaissance, intelligence, surveillance, targeting, and

acquisition
RMA Revolution in military affairs
ROI Return on investment
RSAS RAND Strategy Assessment System
RTI Run time architecture
SAFOR Semiautomated forces
SAM Surface-to-air missile
SBA Simulation-based acquisition
SBD Simulation-based design
SSBN Nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarine
STOW Synthetic theater of war
TMD Theater missile defense
TOR Terms of reference
UAV Unmanned aerial vehicle
VE Virtual engineering
VV&A Verification, validation, and accreditation
WARSIM Warfighter’s simulation
WMD Weapons of mass destruction (nuclear, chemical, and

biological)
WSSF Weapons Software Support Facility
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